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1

 

Introduction

 

Polymer mixtures and block copolymers in thin film geometry find much recent
attention, both theoretically [1–63] and experimentally [5,7,8,29,64–122]. This
interest arises because of various applications of thin polymer films in materials
science (adhesive properties, lubrication, coatings, etc.) [123,124], but also from
the point of view of basic science: e.g., from suitable measurements of thin films
of polymer mixtures one can extract information on bulk phase behavior (e.g.
[70,81]), interfacial widths (e.g. [84,125]), and surface properties controlling
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surface enrichment or the formation of wetting layers (e.g. [5,8,65,69,74–
82,126]). In such thin films, one may also observe very interesting kinetic phe-
nomena and associated structure formation, e.g. growth of surface enrichment
layers and adjacent depletion layers [66,69,83], dynamics of phase inversion in
unmixed films [77], and – last but not least – surface-directed spinodal decom-
position [5,127–158]. Of course, also the dynamics of ordering in block copoly-
mer films is a topic of great current interest (e.g. [101]), but will not be consid-
ered further in this article. 

We emphasize at the outset that this article deals with flexible linear chains
only, neither branched polymers [54,159] nor the packing of stiff chains near
surfaces [52,53] will find much attention. However, we also shall not cover films
formed by end-grafted chains (“polymer brushes” [160–172]), although in
brushes formed from two different types of chains A,B interesting phase separa-
tion behavior can occur [165,166] that is related to the phase separation in non-
grafted films as treated here. Also films formed from strictly two-dimensional
chains in a plane [173–175] are outside of our attention.,

However, the most important restriction in the scope of the present review is
the fact that we consider only the case where both the lower surface of the thin
film (provided by the substrate) and the upper surface (against air or another
solid coating) are perfectly flat and structureless. The unmixing phase transition
of a polymer blend in this geometry may lead to inhomogeneous structures as
shown in Fig. 1 while structures connected to dewetting {e.g. [176–181]} of one
or both of the constituents (Fig. 2) are not considered (see, however, Ref. [182]):
so we here assume that either all contact angles in Fig. 2 are zero, or that we have
the fluid film coated by another solid layer, so that only the possibilities shown
in Fig. 1 occur. Thus we also do not consider the possibility that the unmixing of
binary polymer films (A,B) leads to a roughening of its surface [182–184]. Sim-
ilarly, for block copolymers we restrict attention mostly to symmetric diblock
copolymers (chain lengths of the blocks N

 

A

 

=N

 

B

 

=N/2), and again assume that
the film is confined between two flat walls, such that one only needs to consider
a few types of lamellar arrangements in the ordered phase of the thin film
(Fig. 3) [34–36,63]. On the other hand, if one considers the practically relevant
case of thin films on substrates with free surfaces, again various types of inho-
mogeneous structures may form (Fig. 4b-d). 

The questions that will be considered in this review will be concerned with a
better understanding of the phase behavior of systems as considered in Figs. 1,
3 and the associated structure of the polymer coils under these conditions. E.g.,
for a polymer mixture confined by two symmetric walls (Fig. 1) we may ask how
the phase diagram describing the unmixing of the binary mixture is different
from the corresponding phase diagram in the bulk (Fig. 5); what about the na-
ture of critical phenomena near the critical point of the thin film? Does one un-
derstand the concentration profiles across the thin film? Are polymer coils in the
surface enriched layers adjacent to the walls deformed in comparison with the
bulk? Etc. Of course, quite analogous questions can be asked for block copoly-
mers [34–36,63]. One knows that already for block copolymer melts in the bulk
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Fig. 1a–e.  Schematic description of the equilibrium structure of phase separated binary pol-
ymer mixtures (AB) in thin film geometry, assuming that the lower surface is provided by a
solid substrate, the upper surface being against air (or vacuum). Cases a-c refer to the case
where the B-rich phase is energetically preferred both by the solid substrate and the air,
while cases d,e refer to the situation where the B-rich phase is preferred by the air surface
only, while the solid substrate prefers the A-rich phase. Note that case c occurs as a metast-
able state only, while in the two-phase coexistence region of thin films where both walls pre-
fer the same phase in equilibrium, interfaces between the A-rich and the B-rich phase run
perpendicular to the film. In the nonwet case the A-B interface meets the air surface (or the
substrate surface, respectively) under a nonzero contact angle qair (qwall) {case a}, while in
the wet case it bends over to a B-rich enrichment layer at the surface of the A-rich phase
{case b}. In the “antisymmetric situation” where the two surfaces prefer different phases
{cases d,e} the situation with a single interface in the center of the film {case d} still is in the
one-phase region of the film, T>Tc(D), D being the thickness of the film, with Tc(D)»Tw, the
wetting transition temperature in semi-infinite geometry (for simplicity it is assumed that
both air and solid substrate have the same wetting transition temperature). For T£Tc(D) the
A-B interface gets bound on the walls, only microscopically thin enrichment layers may re-
main at both walls, and the perpendicular part of the A-B interface ultimately (for T<<Tw)
develops nonzero contact angles with both surfaces, as in part a. From Binder et al. [62]
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there is a subtle interplay between ordering and coil stretching [185–196]. Since
the ordering of block copolymers in the bulk involves a non-zero wavelength 

 

l

 

0

 

of mesoscopic dimensions (

 

l

 

0

 

 is at least of the same order as the gyration radius
of the coils [185–187,197]), and 

 

l

 

0

 

 in general will not be commensurate with the
film thickness D, interesting “frustration effects” arise [8,34–36,63,119]. 

The present review intends to treat these topics from a tutorial point of view,
emphasizing the insight that one has gained from both computer simulations
[198] and from phenomenological, mean-field type theories [6,11,12,38,58,60–
62]. Starting from the Flory-Huggins theory for a binary polymer blend
[186,199–205] augmented by gradient-square terms accounting for long-wave-
length volume fraction inhomogeneities [186,206–209] and a phenomenologi-
cal term describing the wall effects [6,11,38,58,62], one obtains a useful qualita-
tive description of the behavior alluded to in Fig. 5. Of course, for a quantitative-
ly accurate description near the critical point mean-field theory is inadequate
[55], and for strongly segregated states the long wavelength ap-
proximation is inadequate [13,186,207]. Thus, it is no surprise that there is clear

Fig. 2. Schematic description of a thin film containing two constituents A,B on a substrate
(cross-hatched) indicating various possibilities of dewetting, depending on interfacial ten-
sions between A-rich and B-rich phases and the solid substrate (gAS, gBS) and the vapor (gAV,
gBV) and the interfacial tension between coexisting A-rich and B-rich fluid phases (gAB). In
case a, the A-rich phases wets the substrate and forms a thin A-rich layer coating the sub-
strate, while the B-rich phase on top does not wet this layer (contact angle q being nonzero).
In case b, the A,B mixture is miscible (gAB<0) but does not wet the substrate. In case c, nei-
ther phase wets the substrate

  ( )– –c c1 1<< crit
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Fig. 3a–c. Possible lamellar structures of block copolymers in a thin film of thickness D in
between two equivalent walls, assuming that the B-rich domains are preferred by the
boundaries. For this symmetric situation, an arrangement with all AB-interfaces parallel to
the walls (case a) involves necessarily some “frustration” of the order if the wavelength l
that is enforced by the thickness (ln=D with n integer) differs from its value lb in a bulk
block copolymer melt under otherwise identical conditions. For a perpendicular arrange-
ment (case b) the system can take its bulk wavelength, avoiding thus a compression (or ex-
pansion) of the ordered structure relative to the bulk state, but one loses favorable surface
energy in the boundary regions of the A-rich domains. This loss can be reduced by a factor
of two by choosing an inhomogeneous domain arangement of the type shown in c or its
mirror image, on the cost of the interfacial energy between domains with perpendicular
orientation. 
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Fig. 4a–d. Lamellar structures in thin films that are not considered further in detail in the
present article: a Thin film confined between inequivalent walls, where the lower one favors
the B-rich domains and the upper one the A-rich domains. Then an arrangement where the
interfaces run parallel to the walls requires that thickness D and wavelength l are related as
D=(n+1/2)l, n=0,1, 2… b Thin film on a substrate that favors B-rich domains undergo at
the order-disorder transition (ODT) of the block copolymer melt a phase separation into a
fraction x of thickness nlb and a fraction 1–x of thickness (n+1) lb, such that D=[xn+(1-x)
(n+1)] lb, if the air also favors B-rich domains. c If the air favors A-rich domains instead,
the phase separation happens in a fraction x of thickness (n–1/2)l and a fraction 1-x of
thickness (n+1/2)l with n=1,2,3… d If the block copolymer film undergoes dewetting at the
substrate, droplets form with a step-pyramide like structure (“Tower of Babel” [30]). 
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Fig. 5.a Qualitative phase diagram of a symmetrical binary (AB) mixture in both a thin film of
thickness D and in semi-infinite geometry (D®¥), in the plane of variables inverse Flory-
Huggins parameter c–1 and average volume fraction  of A in the system. Assuming a sym-
metrical mixture in the bulk (D®¥), the critical volume fraction is fcrit=1/2, and for

the volume fractions  of the two coexisting phases are related by the
symmetry relation . Assuming a preferential attraction of one species (B) by
the walls, this symmetry is broken, and both the critical volume fraction (D) and the vol-
ume fraction at the A-rich branch of the coexistence curve (D) are shifted towards small-
er volume fractions as compared to the bulk. With short range forces at the wall, and un-
changed pairwise interactions between monomers of the mixture near the wall, one expects a
second-order wetting transition at a temperature Tw<Tcb in the semi-infinite system, but this
transition is rounded in the thin film geometry.  b Schematic description of a state of the thin
film for a volume fraction  inside the coexistence curve, {e.g. the
point marked by a cross in the phase diagram, part a}. Then the film is inhomogeneous in the
x,y-directions parallel to the walls, the A-rich part of the film in equilibrium being separated
from the B-rich part by a single A-B interface running perpendicular to the film (for free
boundary conditions in lateral directions) or by two such interfaces (for periodic boundary
conditions). The relative amounts of A-rich (x) and B-rich (1-x) phases are simply given by the
lever rule,  with 0<x<1. Here we assume that the film thickness
is much larger than the interfacial thickness w and so the A-rich phase has enrichment layers
of the B-rich phase “coating” the walls of the thin film. c Volume fraction profile f(z) in the z-
direction across the film in the A-rich phase. Here the shaded area denotes the surface excess
fs. d Same as c but for the B-rich phase. From Flebbe et al. [58]

f

  c c– –1 1< crit   f fcoex coex
( ) ( ),1 2

  f fcoex coex
( ) ( )–2 11=

  fcrit

  fcoex
( )2

f  f f fcoex coexD D( ) ( )( ) ( )1 2< <

  f f f= +coex coexD x D( ) ( )( ) ( – ) ( ),2 11
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evidence {e.g. [74]} that for a quantitatively reliable description of surface en-
richment near walls one needs better treatments, e.g. on the basis of the self-con-
sistent field theory [13,20,32,57]. Since this theory to a large extent is of a numer-
ical character, we shall treat it only rather briefly here, however. Also not much
attention will be paid to the effect of long-range surface forces [16,31], although
they surely will be present for most systems, at least in addition to (possibly
stronger?) short range surface forces (e.g. due to packing effects near the hard
walls, preferred steric interactions, etc.). Similarly, our treatment of block copol-
ymers in thin films will either again stay on a mean-field level, based on (simpli-
fied) versions [12,61] of Leibler's [197] theory, or make use of order-of magni-
tude estimates valid in the strong segregation limit [35,36,63]. While rather so-
phisticated theories exist for block copolymers in the bulk, taking into account
fluctuation effects [192,210,211] or unifying the strong and weak segregation
limits in terms of self-consistent field theories [212,213], one still does not have
an approach that includes fluctuation effects and is valid also for intermediate
segregation strength, as is necessary for not too long chains. Neither of these
theories have been extended to thin films yet, and since surfaces entail addition-
al entropic effects [19,51–54,59] which may compete with energetic effects the
development of quantitatively reliable theories clearly will be very difficult
[61,167].

In Sect. 2 we hence give only a rather selective overview of theoretical meth-
ods and results – in such a rapidly developing field with still many controversial
aspects the selection clearly is biased by the knowledge and interests of the au-
thor, but it is hoped that this survey nevertheless is a useful introduction to the
field, and should stimulate further developments. The selection of experimental
results that will be discussed in Sect. 3 again cannot aim at an authorative review
of all work that has been done in the field, but should be rather viewed as an in-
troduction again, based on some key examples. In Sect. 4, a brief summary will
be given.

 

2

 

Theoretical Methods

 

2.1
Mean-Field Theory of Phase Separation in Thin Films

 

As emphasized in Figs. 1 and 5, the surfaces of a thin film introduce an inhomo-
geneity of the local volume fractions  of the two species A,B at po-
sition  at least in the z-direction across the film. In the two-phase co-
existence region, domains of A-rich and B-rich phases are formed, and this may
lead to a lateral inhomogeneity (i.e., along the x,y-directions) as well. Since a
treatment of this inhomogeneity in two spatial directions is difficult even on the
mean-field level, we ignore the regions near those interfaces in Fig. 1 that are
running perpendicular to the substrate. Allowing only an inhomogeneity of the
local volume fractions 

 

f

 

A

 

(z), 

 

f

 

B

 

(z) in the z-direction, we treat only either the

    f fA Br r( ),  ( )
r r

    
r
r x y z= ( , , ),
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one-phase region of the thin film (the region above the coexistence curve in
Fig. 5a) or – in the case of two-phase coexistence – the interior of one of the co-
existing phases. The assumption that contributions from regions containing A-
B- interfaces perpendicular to the walls can be ignored implies that the average
volume fraction is related to the volume fraction of the two coexisting phases
with the lever rule. Assuming strict incompressibility everywhere in the system

(1)

we reduce the problem to a single concentration field 

 

f

 

(z)

 

ºf

 

A

 

(z), 

 

f

 

B

 

(z)=1–

 

f

 

(z).
Of course, Eq. (1) is rather restrictive – it neglects effects such as the well-
known “layering” (density oscillations) near hard walls [214], the density re-
duction in strongly segregated A-B-interfaces [215], etc. In this case the average
volume fraction  of monomers A is related to the volume fractions

 of A-monomers of the two phases coexisting in the thin film
as 

2)

x denoting the volume fraction taken by the A-rich phase. Denoting the profiles

 

f

 

(z) in the two coexisting phases by 

 

f

 

(1)

 

(z) and 

 

f

 

(2)

 

(z), we simply have

B-rich phase (3)

A-rich phase (4)

As shown schematically in Fig. 5c,d, the profile f(2)(z) is expected to be signif-
icantly depressed near the walls, due to the preferential attraction of B-mono-
mers to the walls B-rich surface enrichment layers form. In contrast, there is at
best a weak enhancement of the volume fraction of A in the B-rich phase f(1)(z)
near the walls: this enhancement opposing the energetic preference of the walls
for B, is entropically driven (due to the “missing neighbor effect” at the walls en-
tropy of mixing is more efficient at the walls than in the bulk [56,216]). This ef-
fect is important only at temperatures rather close to the critical temperature
Tc(D) {which is proportional to if the Flory-Huggins parameter c is
predominantly of enthalpic origin}. 

A quantity of particular interest is the surface excess fs induced by the walls,
which we define separately for the left wall and right wall in Fig. 5b)-d), to allow
for a general asymmetric situation, 

(5)

  f fA B Z for all z(z)+ ( ) ,  = 1

f
 f fcoex coexD D( ) ( )( ),  ( )1 2

 
f f f= ( ) + -( ) ( )( ) ( )x D x Dcoex coex

2 1
1

  
f fcoex

DD D z dz
1

0

1
1( ) ( )( ) = ( ) ( )ò/

  
f fcoex

DD D z dz
2

0

2
1( ) ( )( ) = ( ) ( )ò/

  ccrit D– ( ),1

    
f f f f f fs

D

s
r

D

D

z D dz z D dzl = ( ) - ( )[ ] = ( ) - ( )[ ]ò ò
0

2
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Per definition we have

(6)

In the limit of large D we have f(D/2)®fb, the volume fraction of A in a bulk
mixture. In the following, we shall for the most part consider only the situation
with symmetric walls, such that .

The surface excess fs is the basic quantity to characterize the wetting behav-
ior of the (semi-infinite) mixture (Fig. 6). Many excellent reviews exist [217–223]
that describe various aspects of the theory of wetting. Therefore, we shall not du-
plicate these efforts here, but simply recall in Fig. 6 the basic notions. Note that
no prewetting transition line exists if the wetting transition is second order, as
has been assumed in Fig. 5a in contra-distinction to Fig. 6a. Although experi-
mental studies of wetting phenomena for polymer mixtures always deal with
films of finite (albeit large) thickness D [69,76,81–83], we maintain the well-
known [62,224,225] fact that in a strict sense wetting transitions occur in the
limit D®¥ only, while for finite D they are the more rounded off the smaller D
(only the first-order prewetting transition can survive in a thin film). Unfortu-
nately, this point is sometimes missed in the recent literature {e.g. [26,40]} where
the phase transition in a symmetrical film leading to lateral inhomogeneity
(Fig. 5) was ignored, by requiring that only an inhomogeneity f(z) in z-direction
can occur and then “transitions” are located in the unstable part of the phase di-
agram.

The phenomenological discussion given so far can be made more explicit on
the mean-field level, combining a Flory-Huggins free energy density [199–206]
with the “gradient square”-approximation [206–209], supplemented by local
surface terms [11,58]. That is, the excess free energy of the mixture (relative to
pure B) per unit wall area is written [58]

(7)

Here b is the effective lattice spacing of the underlying Flory-Huggins lattice
[199–206], and the coefficient k(f) of the gradient energy term for a symmetric
mixture (effective monomeric units have linear dimensions sA=sB=b, chain
lengths are NA=NB=N) is [186,206,207]

(8)

For the free energy density f(f) in the bulk we assume the standard expres-
sion

(9)
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Fig. 6. a Schematic phase diagram of a semi-infinite polymer mixture exhibiting a first-order
wetting transition on the A-rich side of the coexistence curve for c=cw. In this case there ex-
ists a prewetting transition line in the A-rich one-phase region, beginning at the first-order
wetting transition at the coexistence curve and ending in a prewetting critical point. Three
paths (1), (2) and (3) are indicated in the one-phase region, where one approaches the co-
existence curve at constant c by reducing the bulk volume fraction fb of the mixture.  b Var-
iation of the surface excess fs plotted vs fb for the three paths (1), (2) and (3) {schematic}.
For the surface excess reaches a finite limit (“incomplete wet-
ting”), while for the surface excess diverges at phase coexistence (“complete wet-
ting”). For f=fpre a finite jump of fs from occurs (“first-order prewetting
transition”). This jump  smoothly vanishes as the prewetting critical point is
reached.  c Variation of with c–1 at phase coexistence (i.e., fb is kept at ). At the
first order wetting transition,  jumps from a finite value  discontinuously to infin-
ity, while a critical divergence of  is encountered for the second order wetting transition

  c c f f– – ( )1 1 2< ®w b coexand   fs
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where Dµ is the normalized chemical potential difference between effective sub-
units, Dµ=(µA–µB)/kBT. Choosing c (which for simplicity is chosen independent
of f) and Dµ as independent thermodynamic parameters, we have implied that
it is most convenient to work in the semi-grandcanonical ensemble rather than
in the canonical ensemble of the thin film. Assuming a macroscopic extent in lat-
eral directions, there is still a well-defined thermodynamic limit, and then the
various ensembles of statistical mechanics yield equivalent results. In the one-
phase region of the thin film (above the coexistence curve in Fig. 5a), there is a
smooth relation between Dµ and , the average volume fraction in the thin film,
while in the two phase region Dµ=Dµcoex(D)=const and the relation between 
and the volume fraction x of the A-rich phase is given by the lever rule, Eq. (2).
Of course, due to the symmetry of Eq. (9) against an interchange of A and B (f
« 1-f) for Dµ=0 we have phase coexistence at Dµ=0 in the bulk, Dµcoex
(D®¥)=0, but this symmetry typically is broken in a thin film due to surface ef-
fects, as anticipated already in the qualitative phase diagram, Fig. 5a). 

The last terms  in Eq. (7) are the bare contributions to
the surface excess free energy. Since we consider here only symmetric walls, we
assume the same functional form for both walls at z=0 and at z=D, assuming the
quadratic approximation [11] for simplicity, 

(10)

Of course, some general aspects of our treatment could be easily extended to
a general form of  as in the semi-infinite case [226], but for explicit nu-
merical work a specific form of  is needed. Equation (10) can be justi-
fied for Ising-type lattice models near the critical point [216,220], i.e. when f is
near fcrit=1/2, as well as in the limits f®0 or f®1 [11]. The linear term –µ1f is
expected due to the preferential attraction of component B to the walls, and to
“missing neighbors” for the pairwise interactions near the walls while the quad-
ratic term can be attributed to changes in the pairwise interactions near the
walls [144,216,227]. We consider Eq. (10) only as a convenient model assumption
to illustrate the general theoretical procedures – there is clear evidence that Eq.
(10) is not accurate for real polymer mixtures [74,81,82,85].

Also we have implicitly assumed in Eqs. (7) and (10) that all effects of the
walls on the mixture are strictly of short range, and thus  depends on the
local concentrations f1, fD only. Because of long range van der Waals forces this
is not realistic [220], and in fact for the semi-infinite case extensions to long
range surface forces are available [16,31,228]. However, since the mathematics is
more cumbersome, and in the semi-infinite geometry the differences to the
short range case are rather minor [31], this extension is disregarded here. 
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We also emphasize that  is not the total surface excess free energy fs
that in principle is accessible to measurements, but only a part thereof. For large
D Eq. (7) can be cast to the form

(11)

and in the limit D®¥ the distinction between f and  vanishes, and Eq. (11)
can be considered as a definition of fs. Note that the gradient energy contribu-
tions under the integral in Eq. (7) contribute to fs also, and thus fs differs from

.
One solves the problem posed by Eqs. (7)-(10) by minimizing the free energy

functional, Eq. (7), d DF{f(z)}/df(z)=0. This yields an Euler-Lagrange equation
together with two boundary conditions at the walls. Since in thermal equilibri-
um the resulting profiles f(z) are symmetrical around the center of the film, it is
convenient to take the origin of the coordinate system not at the left wall as in
Fig. 5, but rather at this midpoint, so henceforth the coordinates of the walls are
z=±D/2. Putting bº1 the Euler-Lagrange equation reads

(12)

and the boundary conditions

(13)

(14)

Imposing the condition that in equilibrium the profiles are symmetrical
around z=0 yields further

(15)

and it suffices to consider one half of the film only (z³0).

Eq. (15) is analogous to the situation in the bulk of a semi-infinite system [11], 

(16)

fb being the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation in the bulk,

(17)

While in the semi-infinite case we hence know the value fb at which the profile
f(z) saturates, for the thin film the volume fraction f*ºf(z=0) in the center of
the film is not known in beforehand, but must also be found from the minimi-
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Fig. 7a Free energy of mixing DF/kBT of the symmetric binary polymer mixture, described 
by the model Eqs. (7)-(10) plotted as a function of  for the choice of param-
eters b=1, D=100, N=100, µ1=0.2, g=–0.5. Several "isotherms" labelled by their Flory-Hug-
gins parameter c are shown (note ccrit=0.0200 for N=100 in the bulk since ccrit=2/N
[186,200]. Vertical broken lines indicate the location of the first-order transition. Note that
the A-rich branch has a steeper variation with Df than the B-rich branch. A third branch is
an unstable solution to the mean field equations and not shown at all.

Df f f= –b coex
( ) ,2

Fig. 7b  Isotherms of f* vs Df, for the same case as in part a).
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For the temperature farthest away from Tc (c=0.0205), the volume fraction f*=
f(z=0) of A in the B-rich phase in the center of the film is clearly smaller than at
the surface: i.e., there is an entropically driven enrichment of the minority compo-
nent at the surface.Forc near ccrit(D), however, both coexisting profiles have a sim-
ilar shape, f(z) is maximal at z=0 and decreases towards the walls. Of course, this
must happen because as c®ccrit(D) both profiles must merge into a common pro-
file, for c<ccrit(D) there exists a unique profile (at any value of f* or ) only.

From the profiles, Eq. (20), it is straightforward to obtain other quantities of
physical interest such as the average value of the volume fraction in the film, 

 (22)

as well as the surface excess fs {Eqs. (5) and (6)}. At phase coexistence, one finds
 by using Eq. (22) for the two coexisting profiles, of course,

and if desired one can find the fractions x, 1-x of the two phases for a given 
from Eq. (2) and then also construct an average concentration profile fav(z)=
xf(1)(z)+(1-x)f(2)(z) in the thin film [62]. 

Since experiments on polymer mixtures in thin film geometry are often car-
ried out in the intention to examine wetting behavior [69,71,81–83], we discuss
here also the behavior of fs as function of f*. In the semi-infinite case, we have
a logarithmic divergence when phase coexistence is approached, (cf. Fig. 6b)

(23)
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In our notation, fs is typically negative (Fig. 8), corresponding to surface en-
richment of B in the A-rich phase (only on the B-rich side positive values can be
observed, corresponding to the situation sketched in Fig. 5d). It is seen that the
wetting transition (a second-order wetting transition occurs for cw=0.02027 for
the corresponding semi-infinite system [58]) is completely blurred: a rather
strong decrease of 2fs with decreasing f* is observed for c=0.0205, where the
system at phase coexistence (f*»0.636, cf. Fig. 7c) is still non-wet. At c=0.0235
the decrease of 2fs is weaker as one passes phase coexistence (f*»0.611), and for
still smaller c the curves even have bent over, fs gets less negative with decreas-
ing f* when one passes phase coexistence. Thus we conclude that analyses of
surface enrichment in polymer mixtures should take the finite film thickness

into account, if reliable results on  are to be obtained. 

As a final example in this subsection, Fig. 9 examines the distortion of the phase
diagram due to these wall effects, for three choices of the film thickness [58]. One
notes that the shape of the coexistence curves is always parabolic near the criti-
cal point, as expected, since this shape reflects the mean field order parameter
exponent, b=1/2 [186]. In real systems, one expects – except for extremely long

Fig. 8. Plot of the surface excess 2fs vs the volume fraction f* in the center of the thin film,
for the same model as shown in Fig. 7. Note that there are two branches at each value of c,
corresponding to the A-rich state (larger f*) and to the B-rich state (smaller f*) of the thin
film. From Flebbe et al. [58].
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chains, N®¥ [186,200] that the shape of the coexistence is flatter, corresponding
to a three-dimensional Ising exponent b(d=3)»0.325 [229,230] in the bulk, and
a two-dimensional Ising exponent b (d=2)=1/8 [229] for thin films. We shall re-
turn to this problem in Sect. 2.6.

As anticipated in Fig. 5a), the critical volume fraction gets shifted to
smaller values, for a case where the walls preferentially attract monomers of the
other kind (i.e. B-monomers when  denotes the average volume fraction of A).
One also sees that  gets more depressed the smaller D is, i.e. confinement
makes the polymer mixture more compatible. 

Assuming that  is still close to fcrit=1/2, and that the surface pertur-
bations are weak enough so that for large D the profile f(z) stays close to fcrit
throughout, the shift of the critical coupling ccrit(D) can be calculated analyti-
cally, by expanding in Eq. (12) f(x) around fcrit=1/2, and keeping only the lead-
ing terms of the reduced “order parameter” m(z)º2f(z)-1[186],

(24)

Fig. 9.  Phase diagram of the thin film with surface parameters m1=0.2, g=–0.5 plotted in the
plane of variables c–1, for polymers of chain length N=100 and for three choices of film
thicknesses: D=20 (diamonds), D=60 (crosses) and D=100 (squares). Broken curve shows the
bulk phase diagram of the underlying Flory-Huggins model for comparison. Remember that
lengths are measured in units of the size b of an effective monomer. From Flebbe et al. [58]
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and the boundary conditions become {H1º(µ1+g/2)N/2, lº–2/(9 g)}

(25)

(26)

where the constant CºN/18. Eqs. (24)-(26) are identical to the analogous prob-
lem of the shift of Tc in ferromagnetic thin films, where m(z) denotes the mag-
netization profile {cf. Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) of Ref. [216]}, where H1 is a “surface
magnetic field”, and the “extrapolation length l” again accounts for “missing
bonds” near the surface. For T>Tc (c<ccrit) the non-linear term 1/3 m3(z) can be
neglected, and then the problem is easily solved, using the results for the order
parameter and correlation length in the bulk, 

(27)

(28)

with the order parameter m1 at the surface (Eqs. 2.18 a,b of ref. [216])

(29)

The average order parameter  then becomes

(30)

As is well-known, the critical point can be found from locating the divergence
of the response function (“susceptibility”)  which signals the onset
of symmetry breaking and spontaneous order. The simplest case occurs for H1=0,
and then

(31)

In the further discussion, we must distinguish whether l is positive or nega-
tive. In the latter case, the ordering tendency of the thin film is enhanced as com-
pared to the bulk, i.e. the critical temperature Tc(D) in the thin film exceeds the
critical temperature Tcb of the bulk, xb being still finite at Tc(D). The transition
simply results from the vanishing of the denominator, {xºD/(2xb)}

(32)
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For large D/|l| this equation has a solution for large x, where coth(x)®1, i.e.
x=D/(2xb)»–D/(2l), i.e. D cancels and the transition occurs when xb=–l. This
means that the film orders at the “surface transition” of the corresponding semi-
infinite system (phase separation occuring in two dimensions only, namely in a
surface region of thickness xb. For small D/|l|, however, the solution of Eq. (32)
occurs for small x, where cothx»1/x and hence

(33)

i.e. the shift is proportional to the chain length and inversely proportional to the
film thickness.

When we consider the case l>0, we need to look for a singularity in the region
c>ccrit, where xb when calculated still from Eq. (27) would be imaginary. It turns
out, however, that formally Eqs. (27)-(31) can still be used, we must,however,

note relations such as cot x=i coth ix where . Then the condition that the
denominator in Eq. (31) vanishes yields

(34)

and defining now the auxiliary variable x as  yields

cot x=2lx/D      x®p/2 for D®¥ (35)

and hence for thick films we get

(36)

while for very thin films (l/D>>1) the solution occurs for small x where cot
x»1/x and hence x2=D/2l, or

(37)

Note (from the relations between H1, l, µ and g) that a useful order of magnitude
of µ1 and g is order 1/N, because only then is H1 (a field normalized by temper-
ature) of order unity {this is already clear from Eqs. (7) and (9), because f(f) is
of order 1/N, and in order to have a non-trivial competition between bulk terms
and the “bare” surface free energy the latter also should be small of order 1/N,
for the treatment in Eqs. (24)-(37) to be valid}. Since g is of order 1/N, we write
it as g=g'/N, g' being a constant of order unity, and thus l=–2 N/9g'. Now the
condition |l|/D=1, where crossover from Eq. (36) to Eq. (37) occurs, implies a
crossover at a large thickness Dcross

Dcross»2 N/(9g') (38)
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While the spirit of this treatment hence closely parallels correponding treat-
ments of phase transition shifts in thin films in general [216], the existence of the
large factor N in Eqs. (36), (38) is special for polymers, as emphasized by Tang
et al. [38]. 

While the situation H1=0 considered above implies that we consider a “neu-
tral” film, i.e. there is no enthalpic preference for any component at the walls, the
results obtained in Eqs. (36)-(38) are in fact more general. As an example, we
consider the case H=0, H1¹0. Then Eq. (30) yields for the “susceptibility”

(39)

Since the denominators of  and of  are the same, and the divergence of
 was caused by the vanishing of this denominator, it readily follows that the

ccrit(D) as located above also yields a divergence of .
Of course, it would be of interest to consider the full Eq. (24), where the non-

linear term m3(z)/3 is kept: then the full behavior both for c>ccrit(D) and for
c<ccrit(D) can be analyzed, but such a treatment is already fairly involved
[224,225], and not given here. We only note that on the level of Eq. (24)-(26), the
only reference that is made to polymers (rather than mixtures of small mole-
cules) is via factors of N in various coefficients. In particular, the factor N in
front of the term d2 m/dz2, which gives rise to the prefactor in the correla-
tion length xb, Eq. (27), explicitly illustrates the fact that the gyration radius is a
natural length scale of the problem. It is already clear from Eqs. (7)-(10) that the
dependence on chain length can be completely eliminated, if D is measured in
units of b (here we restore again the unit of length b) and if the surface term
is written in terms of normalized coefficients , since then all
N-dependence apart from a scale factor for DF disappears,

 (40)

Equation (40) may help to convert the examples presented in Figs. 7-9 to oth-
er cases of physical interest. Equation (40) makes it clear once more that the
present mean field theory is too crude to describe the interplay between the con-
figurational statistics of flexible polymers and surface enrichment in thin films:
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the only remnant of the gaussian statistics of coils in the present theory is the
prefactor [36f(1–f)]–1 of the (df/dz')2 term. 

2.2
Block Copolymers in the Weak Segregation Limit

In a diblock copolymer (AB), a chain of NA subunits of type A is at one end cov-
alently bonded to a chain of NB subunits of type B. Therefore, a positive c pa-
rameter (describing the net repulsive interaction between A and B monomers)
cannot lead to macroscopic phase separation but only to microphase separation
[185–187]: at an order-disorder transition concentration waves are formed
spontaneously, with a wavelength of the same order as the gyration radius of the
coils. The type of long range order that forms depends on the composition ¦=
NA/N, NºNA+NB, of the copolymers, and on the Flory-Huggins parameter c (ig-
noring also effects due to disparity in the size and shape of the monomeric sub-
units [231], due to the finite chain length, etc.). Here we emphasize the simplest
case, symmetrical composition ¦=1/2, for which the lamellar mesophase forms
[185–187,197,210–213]. We take as an order parameter density the devia-
tion of the local volume fraction at point from the average composi-
tion, .  As in Sect. 2.1, the system is assumed to be incompress-
ible, and hence

For this problem already the simple mean field approximation becomes rath-
er involved [197,213]. Therefore, we describe here only an approach, which is
even more simplified, appropriate for wavenumbers q near the characteristic
wavenumber q*, but strictly correct neither for q®0 nor for large q: {the spirit
of our approach is similar to the long wavelength approximation encountered in
the mean field theory of blends, Eq. (7)}. That is, we write the effective free en-
ergy functional as an expansion in powers of y and include terms (Ñy)2 as well
as (Ñ2y)2, as in the related problem of lamellar phases of microemulsions
[232,233], namely [234]

 (41)

From the random phase approximation [200] the characteristic wavenumber
q* of lamellar ordering can be calculated [197],

(42)

where is the mean square gyration radius of the chains. The coefficient t0
of the quadratic term is the temperature-like variable, which changes sign when
the Flory-Huggins parameter c reaches a critical value cc [197],

(43)
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Note that on the mean field level at cc a second-order transition is predicted for
¦=1/2, while taking fluctuations into account renders the transition first order
[192,210,211], as also found experimentally [231]. Although the nature of sur-
face effects on this transition is quite different for the first-order case [6] than for
the second-order case [12], we discuss mostly the second-order case here. The
constant rc in Eq. (43) is the density of the chains (rc=1/N if a Flory-Huggins lat-
tice with lattice spacing unity is invoked), and the constants e0 and u0 can be de-
rived [197] from the random phase approximation as 

 (44)

with c and G being constants of order unity [197].
Assuming now a solution of the form of a simple standing wave, 

(45)

where is a unit vector specifiying the orientation of the lamellae, Eq. (41) re-
duces to the standard free energy density ƒL(A) of the Landau theory of second
order transitions, V being the total volume of the system

(46)

which implies that for t0<0 there is a non-zero amplitude while
for t0³0 the spontaneous order is zero, Aº0. 

When we now consider a thin film of thickness D, Eq. (41) must be supple-
mented by boundary conditions of the same type as in the polymer blend case,
Eqs. (7) and (10), i.e. we add a (bare) surface free energy contribution to the free
energy that accounts for preferential attraction of one kind of monomers to the
walls, “missing neighbors” in the pairwise interactions, and possible changes in
the pairwise interactions near the surface. As in the blend case, this surface con-
tribution is taken locally at the walls only and expanded to second order in the
local order parameter y(z). Per unit area of the wall, this free energy is written as

(47)

with

¦s(y)=–H1y+1/2a y2 (48)

We now make the restrictive assumption that only lamellar ordering with
perpendicular to the walls needs to be considered, i.e. in Eq. (41) is a

function of the z-coordinate in the direction perpendicular to the walls only.
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Then the free energy that needs to be minimized becomes, per unit area of the
walls,

(49)

and the condition that this free energy is minimal leads to the following Euler-
Lagrange equation 

(50)

supplemented by the boundary conditions

(51)

(52)

Due to the symmetry between the boundary conditions at z=–D/2 and at z=+D/2
the solution in the center of the film must be flat, i.e. dY/dz=0 for z=0. Thus Y(z)
must be an even function of z.

For t0>0 and sufficiently weak forces from the walls it is legitimate to neglect
the non-linear term u0Y3(z)/3! in Eq. (50). Then it is easy to find the solution of
Eqs. (50)-(52) as [61]

(53)

with the amplitude A determined by the parameters a, H1 of the boundary con-
dition

(54)
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In Eqs. (53) and (54) x denotes the correlation length of order parameter fluc-
tuations in the disordered phase,

(55)

the amplitude  being of the order of the gyration radius of the coils [12,61,234].
Finally, the phase f is determined by the condition that for a symmetric block
copolymer melt the total number of A-monomers equals the total number of B-
monomers, and hence the integral over the order parameter must vanish [12],

(56)

For a bulk block copolymer melt, there is translational invariance and hence
the phase f could be omitted in Eq. (45) by a suitable choice of the coordinate
origin. In a thin film, the translational invariance in z-direction is broken, and
hence it is indispensable to allow for a non-zero phase f in Eq. (53). In fact, Eq.
(56) then yields [61]

(57)

Of course, the semi-infinite geometry (D®¥) is a special case of this treat-
ment, and hence we first demonstrate that the solution obtained by Fredrick-
son [12] is a special case of Eqs. (53)-(57). Being interested in the solution
near z=–D/2, it is clear that the second term in Eq. (53) dominates, and the
first term may be neglected. In terms of a shifted coordinate z'=z+D/2 this
yields

(58)

with

(59)

In terms of a redefined phase j=f –q*D/2 Eqs. (58) and (59) indeed yield the
result of Fredrickson [12] (z'=z+D/2)

(60)
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noting that Eq. (57) in this limit D®¥ reduces to [61]

tan j=(q*x)–1 (61)

From Eq. (60) one sees that the preferred attraction of one species to the wall
causes a local lamellar ordering near the wall. The amplitude function

= xH1exp(–z'/x)/{ax+G+q*xGtanj}=xH1 exp(–z'/x) /

(ax+2G) decays exponentially on the scale of the correlation length x towards the
bulk. Since this (Leibler-type [197]) mean field theory of block copolymer order-
ing implies at t0=0 (c=cc) a second-order transition, cf. Eq. (55), the surface in-
duced ordering becomes long-range as c®cc (for a>0). If a<0, however, we en-
counter a divergence of the denominator of y(z) in Eq. (60) already in the disor-
dered phase before the bulk orders, namely for 

(62)

The singularity at c=cs means that spontaneous two-dimensional long range
order sets in at the surface even in the absence of a preferential attraction (H1=
0). This “surface transition” has been discussed extensively in the context of sur-
face effects on magnetic systems [216] and related phase transition problems.
Although one can draw a similar “surface phase diagram” here (Fig. 10), this
phase transition is of less interest here: (i) it would occur as a sharp transition
only for perfectly neutral walls, H1=0, while for non-neutral walls it is rounded.
(ii) Fluctuation effects [210,211] change the phase transition in the bulk from
second order to first order even in a symmetric mixture, and this fact also sig-
nificantly alters the surface phase diagram (Fig. 10). 

Returning now to the case of thin films, we note that in general our treatment
implies a rounded crossover from an inhomogeneous lamellar ordering with
largest amplitudes at the walls, as described by Eqs. (53)-(57) and illustrated in
Fig. 11, to a nearly homogeneous lamellar ordering. Note, however, that there is
an interesting problem in the thin film that is absent for the semi-infinite geom-
etry: in general, the thickness D is incommensurate with the wavelength l* of
the lamellar ordering. This causes interesting “finite size”-effects: in addition to
factors exp(±D/2x) in Eqs. (54) and (57), which are common in the theory of fi-
nite size scaling [236–239] (“the linear dimension scales with the correlation
length”), there is an oscillatory size-dependence via the terms cos(q*D/2),
sin(q*D/2). Proceeding as in the case of unmixing (Sect. 2.1), we may again con-
sider neutral walls and ask when spontaneous ordering would set in (the signal
of spontaneous lamellar ordering parallel to the walls would again be the van-
ishing of the denominator of the amplitude A in Eq. (54), i.e. a divergent re-
sponse to a weak biasing field H1 at the walls). This condition A–1=0 yields [61]
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(63)

which shows that superimposed on the power law {Eq. (36)} there is an oscilla-
tory dependence of the critical point on the thickness of the film,

(64)
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Fig. 10. Schematic phase diagram of a semi-infinite block copolymer melt for the special
case of a perfectly neutral surface (H1=0). Variables chosen are the surface interaction en-
hancement parameter (–a) and the temperature T rescaled by chain length (assuming
cµ1/T the ordinate hence is proportional to cc/c). While according to the Leibler [197]
mean-field theory a symmetric diblock copolymer transforms from the disordered phase
(DIS) at  in a second-order transition to the lamellar phase (LAM), according to the
theory of Fredrickson and Helfand [210] the transition is of first-order and depressed by a
relative amount of order N–1/3. In the second-order case, the surface orders before the bulk
at a transition temperature as soon as a is negative [216], and the enhancement
of is quadratic in a, In the first-order case surface ordering before the bulk
occurs only if a exceeds a threshold value, –a>–ac, with –acµN1/3, and the enhancement of

then scales linear with a [61]. For one then should observe
formation of an ordered “wetting layer” which grows in thickness as (“surface in-
duced ordering”, SIO [6,235]). Note, however, that the physically natural scale for both pa-
rameters H1 and a is N, cf. Eqs. (47) and (48). From Binder et al. [61]
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where ¦{cos(q*D)} is a function that can be calculated from Eq. (63) numerical-
ly. Analysis is easiest for the case q*D=np, n=1,2,3,..., i.e. film thicknesses com-
mensurate with the lamellar ordering: then there is no finite size effect on the
phase j in the thin film, Eq. (61) holds also for these finite values of D. For
a<0 Eq. (63) then reduces to

 (65)

For large D we note that cc(D) converges to the surface transition cs, where
2G=|a|x, while for small D the ordering occurs for even smaller values of c. For
a>0, however, the thin film does not order at smaller values of c than the bulk
would order (c=ccrit). In fact, one finds that for odd multiples n cc(D)=ccrit,
there is no shift of the critical point in this case. However, for even multiples n
Eq. (63) leads to

Fig. 11.  Plot of the order parameter y(z) vs z, as calculated from Eqs. (53)-(57), for the
choice of parameters x=5, D=20, H1=0.2, a=0.2, and G=0.08 (note that all lengths are meas-
ured in units of the gyration radius Rg here, and hence q*=1.9456 Ö6=4.7656). From Binder
et al. [61]

    D / = n{(2 + a ) / (2 a )}x x xl G G| | - | |
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 (66)

where in the last step coth ix=–i cot x was used. For D®¥ this equa-
tion, 

Eq. (66), is solved by x®p/2, and hence one obtains a shift

(67)

As D increases one hence has an oscillatory dependence of the amplitude of

the D–2 term between zero as a minimum value and as a maximum value,
explicitly illustrating Eq. (64).

We emphasize, however, that these predictions only apply in the framework
of a treatment where one insists on a lamellar arrangement parallel to the walls
from the outset, and ignores deliberately any lateral inhomogeneities of the pos-
sible ordering. Monte Carlo studies [34,35], in fact, have given the first indica-
tion that this assumption is too restrictive: for thin films and weak surface fields,
the system can deal better with the misfit arising from D¹(2n+1)l, with n inte-
ger, by forming arrangements of the lamellae perpendicular to the walls rather
than parallel. The same conclusion emerges from treatments based on the
strong segregation theory [35,36,63], as will be discussed below. The simplifica-
tion of the free energy functional, Eq. (41), in terms of Ñ2 and Ñ4 terms can be
avoided [12,42] by using a vertex function G2(q) that has in reciprocal space the
correct limits both for small and for large wavenumbers, namely [12] 

(68)

However, the Euler-Lagrange equation then becomes an integro-differential
equation [12]

(69)

where q is a Lagrange multiplier (necessary to ensure ) and

G(z-z') is the Green's function for the one-dimensional Poisson equation,
G(z-z')=D–1 å' q–2 exp[iq(z–z')], the prime on the sum indicating that the q=0
term is excluded. For the semi-infinite problem (D®¥), this more elaborate ap-
proach yields again a solution of the form y(z)=y1exp(-z/x) as
above, but it predicts a weak temperature dependence of the wavenumber of the
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oscillations, . For films of finite thickness, however, a

numerical treatment is required [42]. From a stability analysis of the disordered
phase an oscillatory variation of the transition temperature cc(D) with film
thickness D is found for H1=0, as in our simplified treatment above. Interesting-
ly, in the presence of non-zero surface fields H1¹0, where one expects the sharp
transition from the disordered phase to the lamellar phase to be rounded be-
cause there is a gradual transition from a surface-induced ordered state for
c>cc, the treatment of Wong et al. [42] does predict sharp second-order transi-

tions to occur for certain regimes of . These transitions have nothing

to do with the transitions between different orientations of the lamellae
(Fig. 3a,b), since the treatment suppresses any lateral inhomogeneity from the
start, treating the order parameter as a function y(z) of the coordinate z perpen-
dicular to the walls only. 

Another criticism of the present treatment in the case of H1¹0 is that for c
near cc the surface term induces such a strong local order near the surface that
it is no longer legitimate to neglect the quartic term in Eq. (41)
[23]. Tang and Freed [23] argue that even for c®cc the decay length x of the os-
cillatory profile of the order parameter is distinct from the correlation length xb
in the bulk that is defined in the framework of the Leibler theory [197] from the
expansion of the structure factor S(q) at q*, S–1(q)=S–1 (q*) [1+(q–q*)2 ]}
and x does not diverge when c®cc while xb does {Eq. (55)}. Tang and Freed [23]
also discuss the case of thin films but do not constrain the system to have the
same thickness D everywhere, but rather assume that a lateral phase separation
in domains with n lamellae and with (n+1) lamellae is possible (Fig. 4). 

The result that the decay length x of the order parameter oscillations remains
finite at cc is also suggested by Shull [20] using a numerical self-consistent field
treatment. On the other hand, for not too strong H1 and c<cc his treatment is in
good numerical agreement with the result of Fredrickson [12], and hence one
can conclude that the extension to thin films [61] described above is sensible. 

It must be remembered, however, that the Leibler-type mean field theory
[197] is believed to be accurate for the limit of infinite chain length, N®¥; for
finite N effects of order parameter fluctuations are important and change the
character of the transition from second order to first order even for symmetric
composition [185,186,192,210,211]. With a self-consistent Hartree approxima-
tion that one believes to be valid for large N, Eq. (41) gets replaced by [234]

(70)
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ing an effective chain length . The parameters e0, q* of Eq.

(41) then also get rescaled into . However,

the key point of this calculation is that the parameters t0, u0 get a much more
complicated dependence on c, and near cc the coefficient UR is negative, and this
is the mechanism by which a first-order transition arises [234]. These renormal-
ized parameters tR, UR, WR in Eq. (70) are given by the implicit equations 

(71)

where tº2 N(cc-c)/c2 and the constants d, u being 

If one again tries to describe the ordering in terms of a

single wave, , Eq. (70) can be reduced to a simple free

energy density which exhibits three minima in the transition region, 

(72)

because for small tR the coefficient UR is negative. The first-order transition oc-
curs when all three minima of the polynomial are equally deep, which leads to a

shift of the transition of order [210],

(73)

and at this value c=ct the amplitude A of the order parameter jumps discontin-
uously from zero for c<ct to Atµ( )–1/6 at c³ct . While in the disordered phase
it is now the parameter tR which controls the c-dependence of the correlation
length [234],

(74)

at the transition point (c=ct) we have tR non-zero (of order as well) and
hence xµN2/3 for c=ct . If one neglects non-linear effects in the disordered
phase, the above mean field treatment of surface-induced ordering remains val-
id for c<ct, the only significant distinction being that the temperature (or c)-de-
pendence of x now is different, and x is no longer divergent at the transition [61]. 
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However, this is not the whole story, since near t the non-linear terms in the
Euler-Lagrange equation

(75)

must not be neglected [6,60], and actually the surface terms may stabilize a layer
of the ordered phase at the surface, whose thickness � diverges as  approaches
its value t at the first-order transition [6,220,235]

(76)

For distances z from the surface smaller than � the order parameter ampli-
tude A(z) basically takes already its value At at the transition, while for z  � there
is a rather well developed interfacial profile, that resembles the interfacial profile
between bulk ordered and disordered phases coexisting at t [5], see Figs. 12,13.
Writing �=z/  and using a solution in terms of waves cos (q*z), sin (q*z) as 

(77)

one can derive from Eq. (75) a simplified amplitude equation for the complex
amplitude B(�),

(78)

Note that in deriving Eq. (78) terms of order –1 have been omitted (which is

legitimate for  near t only), and the constraint has not yet been

considered. Since at the order-disorder transition we have 16WR R/ =3, it

is convenient to rewrite this coefficient in general as 16WR R/ 3(1+ ),

where near the transition point R=  we have   ( R– )/ . Equation (78)
allows 5 uniform solutions: the disordered phase being B=0, two solutions are
unstable, corresponding to maxima of H(A) rather than minima, and two solu-
tions B0 correspond to the ordered phase, with

 (79)

Considering now the problem of an interface between bulk coexisting phases,
we have =0, and must choose boundary conditions that ensure that the appro-
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priate bulk order parameter is reached at either side of the interface, 

(80)

Fig. 12. Schematic variation of the order parameter profile y(z) of a symmetric (f=1/2) di-
block copolymer melt as a function of the distance z from a wall situated at z=0. It is
assumed that the wall attracts preferentially species A. Case (a) refers to the case c<<ct,
where non-linear effects are still negligible, correlation length x and wavelength l* are then
of the same order of magnitude, and it is also assumed that the surface "field" H1 is so weak
that at the surface it only induces an order parameter 0.2 mb if mb is the order parameter
amplitude that appears for c=ct at the first-order transition in the bulk. Case (b) refers to a
case where c is only slightly smaller than ct, such that an ordered "wetting layer" of thickness
l [Eq. (76)] much larger than the interfacial thickness {which is of the same order as x [Eq.
(74)]} is stabilized by the wall, while the bulk is still disordered. The envelope (denoted as
m(z) in the figure) of the order parameter profile is then essentially identical to an interfacial
profile between the coexisting ordered phase at T=Tt for (z<l) and the disordered phase (for
z>l). The quantitative form of this profile [234] is shown in Fig. 13. From Binder [6]
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The solution of Eq. (78) with these boundary conditions is [234]

(81)

Since there is no symmetry between the ordered and disordered phases of
block copolymers, this profile is not antisymmetric around its midpoint. Now
for e>0 (c<ct) Eq. (79) shows that the amplitude of the profile B0 at which satu-
ration would occur is somewhat reduced, and also the finite distance , of the
midpoint of the profile from the wall (Fig. 12) implies that the left part of the en-
velope B(?) is ‘cut off ’.

So the description of surface-induced ordering at the surface of a semi-infi-
nite lamellar block copolymer melt is the gradual unbinding of an interface be-
tween a thin ordered layer at the surface and the disordered bulk: as c®ct the
distance , of this interface from the surface diverges, Eq. (76). At this point, we
note two generalizations: 
(i) for non-symmetric block copolymers {composition f=NA/(NA+NB)¹1/2}

there is a term proportional to y3 in the free energy functionals, Eqs. (41) and
(70), respectively, and this term leads to a first-order transition in the absence
of fluctuation corrections as well. It has been suggested to combine these ef-
fects by generalizing Eq. (74) for c=ct as follows [6]

(82)

Fig. 13.  Plot of the amplitude (envelope) function B(Z) vs Z, for a planar interface between
coexisting disordered (Z®¥) and lamellar (Z®–¥) phases of block copolymer melts in the
bulk. The midpoint of the profile (Z,B)=(0,1/2) is denoted by an open circle, while the inflec-
tion point (solid circle) is at [--(1/2) ln(3/2), 1/Ö3]. From Fredrickson and Binder [234]
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(ii) For long-range surface perturbations (such as van der Waals forces), one ex-
pects that the growth of the ordered surface layer is faster than logarithmic,
namely a power law [220]

(83)

The situation is fully analogous to complete wetting at the surfaces of fluids
or fluid mixtures [220], of course. Perhaps the closest analogy occurs between
surface-induced lamellar ordering and the surface melting [220] of crystals – the
distinction being, of course, that in the latter case it is the disordered rather than
the ordered phase that is stabilized by the surface. 

This wetting picture (Fig. 12 [6]) of surface-induced ordering in block copol-
ymer melts has been considered recently by Milner and Morse [60]. They con-
sidered the transition from the state of weak surface-induced order (Fig. 12a) to
the case of strong-surface induced order (Fig. 12b) and pointed out that typically
a first-order transition may occur between these states, in analogy to the
²prewetting transition² first proposed by Cahn [226] (Fig. 14a). This prewetting-
type first-order transition may persist in a thin film (Fig. 14b), but it ends in a
triple point where the surface excess ( ) is still finite, of course, since no diver-
gence of excess quantities is possible for finite thickness D. In the disordered
state of the thin film for H1< both surfaces have weak surface-induced
oscillations of the type of Fig. 12a, while for H1>  both walls are coated
with ordered layers of the type of Fig. 12b, only the bulk of the film still being
disordered. The first-order transition where the two interfaces between the or-
dered surfaces and the disordered bulk of the film disappear, such that for c>ct
(D;H1) the surface-induced order propagates throughout the film, can be [60]
viewed as the analogue of “capillary condensation”, encountered for the binary
mixtures already in Sect. 2.1. But the analogy is not complete, since for the mix-
tures we have the average concentration (or the conjugate variable, the chemical
potential difference betwen the two species A and B) as a “control variable”,
while no such variable exists for the block copolymers (a field conjugate to their
order parameter is not physically meaningful). Thus for a suitable chosen
average concentration we encounter the critical point in the thin film
{at }, where there is a second-order unmixing transition,
and this transition exists beyond the mean field approximation (Fig. 5a). The
line of first-order prewetting transitions (Fig. 6) does not end at the critical line
ccrit(D,H1) in Fig. 14c, of course, it rather hits the coexistence curve at some val-
ue of ctrip(D)>ccrit(D,H1). At this point we have coexistence between a B-rich
phase, and A-rich phase with a small surface excess, and an A-rich phase with a
large surface excess in the thin film.

Thus, although the analogy between wetting phenomena in mixtures and sur-
face-induced ordering in thin block copolymer films is not complete, the analo-
gy does allow to extend the mathematical methods to study wetting phenomena
to the present case, at least approximately. In particular, Milner and Morse [60]
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Fig. 14.  Schematic phase diagram of the surface of a semi-infinite block copolymer (a) and
a related system in a thin film geometry, assuming two walls a distance D apart, at which
both the same surface field H1 acts b. In the semi-infinite system for H1<H1w the profile of
the surface-induced order stays of the non-wet type for c®ct (Fig. 12a), while complete
wetting occurs for H1>H1w (Fig. 12b). While for H1³H1s the transition between the profiles
in Figs. 12a,b is completely gradual, for H1w<H1<H1s a 1st order surface transition occurs,

where the surface excess (e.g. defined as in Fig. 12) jumps from a small value

to a larger value . This is analogous to the prewetting transition sketched in
Fig. 6b. At the surface critical point this jump vanishes, while at H1w it diverges. This tran-
sition may persist in a thin film (b), but the distinction is that this surface order transition
line will meet the line ct(D), where the thin film exhibits a first-order transition to the or-
dered phase, at a triple point where ms is still finite. Case (c ) draws the
analogous phase diagram of a polymer mixture in thin film geometry that has a prewetting
transition in semi-infinite geometry (Fig. 6a).
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discuss in detail the complications due to the constraint , which in

the above linear treatment we have taken into account by introducing a suitable
phase f. Milner and Morse [60] show that in the non-linear case one needs to
consider a slow variation of the phase f(z) across the film. 

Finally, we return to the case H1=0, i.e. consider a surface that does not prefer
one species as compared to the other. In the framework of the linear theory, we
have seen that still surface-induced order occurs if the constant a in the surface
term {Eq. (48)} is negative. As shown already in Fig. 10, this transition can only
occur if -a exceeds a critical value -ac, if fluctuations are taken into account. This
fact is simply seen considering the response function c11 [216]

(84)

since the surface transition can be located via a divergence of c11 {remember
that y1 is the local order parameter y(z=0) right at the wall}. From Eq. (84) we

find , as anticipated in Fig. 10 and near ac the line of the

surface transitions then is described by ,

see Fig. 10, i.e. [60].

Thus, while in the literature [20] sometimes the view is expressed that surface
fields in thin block copolymer films strongly suppress fluctuations and hence the
simple mean field theory is adequate, we see that the inclusion of fluctuation ef-
fects leads to rich new physics, like analogues of wetting and prewetting phe-
nomena, capillary condensation etc. [60]. 

2.3
Block Copolymers in the Strong Segregation Limit

In this section, we consider confined symmetric diblock copolymers in the
limit cN®¥: then the lamellar phase consists of a sequence of essentially pure
A domains and pure B domains, separated by sharp interfaces (of width

[185,240,241]). Effect of confinement (Fig. 3) now simply can be
accounted for by a phenomenological description, where one considers the
balance of the bulk energy in the domains (there occurs an “elastic” energy
due to chain stretching [185,186]), the interfacial free energy (which is of oder

per unit area) and the free energy at the walls, which involves 
interfacial tensions gAW, gBW. Such an approach was first attempted by Turner
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[24], who considered only structures with lamellae parallel to the walls, howev-
er, treating (for symmetric walls) the competition between symmetric (Fig. 3a)
and anti-symmetric (Fig. 4a) structures. His conclusions are somewhat mislead-
ing, however, because the anti-symmetric structure for symmetric walls is never
favored when one allows also a perpendicular arrangement of the lamellae [36].
The competition between such parallel (Fig. 3a) and perpendicular (Fig. 3b) la-
mellar arrangements was treated in the framework of such a free energy model
by Walton et al. [36] and, independently, by Kikuchi and Binder [35]. Since the
latter work does ignore prefactors of order unity, we follow Walton et al. [36]
here. First we recall the free energy in the bulk, which for a system containing p
copolymers of length N can be expressed in terms of the lamellar period  as fol-
lows [241]

(85)

The first term is the entropic contribution in the bulk (“gaussian springs”!),
the second term accounts for the A-B interfaces. Minimization of Eq. (85) with
respect to  yields the corresponding equilibrium period b and free energy Fb,

(86)

Now the free energy of thin films is modified due to the appearance of surface
terms AW, BW, and also the period may be expanded (or compressed) relative to

b. For parallel (or “horizontal”, respectively) arrangements, we can write the
free energy in terms of the normalized period as [36]

(87)

with (assuming AS< BS the A-rich phase is preferred by the walls, unlike Fig. 3)

(88)

and m=n for a horizontal symmetric morphology (D=n ) while m=n+1/2 for a
horizontal anti-symmetric morphology (D=(n+1/2) ), cf. Fig. 3. 

In the perpendicular (or vertical ) morphology, Fig. 3b, the imposed thick-
ness constraint acts perpendicular to the lamellar ordering, and hence the bulk
period b is still realized. Now the amount of interface between A-rich phase and
the walls and of B-rich phase and the walls is exactly the same for the anti-sym-
metric arrangement (Fig. 4a) and the vertical arrangement (Fig. 3b), if one ne-
glects the (relatively very small) regions of width w where AB-interfaces meet
the walls (in case of Fig. 3b). Since the sample volume is fixed by the amount of
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copolymer present, assuming a constant monomer density we can express the
wall separation D as D=ml, where both m and l are the values that would be re-
alized by the horizontal system [36]. This yields for the reduced free energy of
the vertical lamellar arrangement

(89)

The vertical arrangement is favored over the horizontal one whenever Fv<Fh.
By subtracting Eqs. (89), (87), one finds that a vertical morphology is favored
over a horizontal anti-symmetric one whenever ,
which is realized for all except =1 where the two structures are degenerate.
The vertical morphology is favored over a horizontal symmetric one when 

(90)

which is realized for in the regions and being the two

positive roots of Eq. (90), with . Since the change in the lamellar period
(with corresponding chain deformation) is less than half of the bulk period (fur-
ther deformation can be avoided by a change in the number n of the lamellae),
we have 

(91)

The combination of Eqs. (90) and (91) yields critical numbers n+,n– of layers 

(92)

[[...]] denoting the largest integer less than or equal to its argument, and n+,n–
refer to chains expanded and contracted from their bulk equilibrium configura-
tion, respectively. For n greater than this critical number of layers, a horizontal
symmetric arrangement of lamellae (Fig. 3a) is always favored, and below it, a
horizontal symmetric or a vertical morphology can occur, depending on the val-
ue of as in Eq. (90). Equation (92) can be rewritten to examine the critical val-
ues of d as a function of the number of layers as

(93)

subtracting the lower bound from the upper one yields d+–d-=1/(4n2), i.e. the
range over which the vertical morphology is stable becomes very small for large
n [35,36]. As an example, Fig. 15 shows the reduced lamellar period as a func-
tion of the reduced distance between the walls for a typical case. Every vertical
line corresponds to a first-order transition (when one of the states has =1, it
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is a horizontal to vertical transition, while transitions in between the two hori-
zontal envelopes mean changes in the number of lamellae, n n+1). 

This treatment can easily be extended to two non-equivalent walls 1,2,

which means we have to distinguish the parameters 

for wall 1 from those of wall 2 ( 2, 2). Then Eq. (87) is re-

placed by [36]

(94)

k being the index of the substrate which is adjacent to the B block for the anti-
symmetric horizontal case. Equation (89) is replaced by

(95)

Fig. 15. Reduced lamellar period = / b as a function of reduced distance between the
symmetric walls, d=D/ b, for =( BW AW)/ AB=0.15. Wherever the vertical arrangement
(Fig. 3b) is favored, the bulk equilibrium lamellar period occurs, and hence =1. From
Walton et al. [36]
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One finds [36] that the vertical morphology is favored over the horizontal
anti-symmetric morphology when

(96)

which is always true if k=1, while for k=2 there exists now a region where the
anti-symmetric structure (Fig. 4a) is the stable one. The vertical morphology is
favored over the horizontal symmetric one when

(97)

i.e. the same condition as Eq. (90) when we interpret d as the average of d1 and
d2 . For a more detailed discussion of asymmetric walls see [48].

A very interesting situation also occurs when one considers asymmetric
block copolymers {f=NA/(NA+NB) sufficiently distinct from f=1/2}, for which
the bulk ordering may be no longer lamellar, but, for instance, hexagonal [44].
Then, nevertheless, the walls may favor a lamellar surface-induced ordering,
separated from the bulk by an undulated interface between the lamellar domains
and the hexagonal arrangement of cylinders. This phase competes with a phase
where no lamellae exist near the surface, rather the surface is coated by “half-cyl-
inders” [44]. Such non-symmetric situations have also been studied in the weak
segregation limit by numerical techniques [44,45]. 

2.4
Survey of Results Obtained with the Self-Consistent Field Theory

As emphasized already in Sects. 2.1,2.2, the square gradient-type theories {Eqs.
(7), (41)} are only a good description for long wavelength phenomena, as occur-
ring in the weak segregation limit, but are inappropriate in all cases where on
length scales much smaller than a coil size steep concentration variations occur,
as is typical for the strong segregation limit. While the extreme case cN®¥ can
be treated directly, as exemplified in Sect. 2.3, many systems of practical interest
have cN large but finite, and hence need a different treatment even on the mean-
field level. Such a treatment is provided by the self-consistent field theory, which
has been developed both for interfaces in blends [242–255], free surfaces of
blends [13,32,57,59,74], and block copolymers [20,63,240,256–259]. The theory
exists in many different variations – formulations on a lattice [20,41,260] exist as
well as in the continuum [13,57,63,246–249,253], versions both assuming com-
pressible [57,59,255] and strictly incompressible [63] melts are used, versions
assuming strictly gaussian chains [242–245] or allowing for local chain stiffness
[253] have been proposed, etc. We cannot attempt to describe all these develop-
ments in detail, but rather intend to only sketch the spirit of the approach, and
then summarize some of the results. A general drawback of the self-consistent
field approach, of course, is that usually it requires rather extensive numerical
calculations. Here we follow Schmid [57] in briefly describing the theory for sur-
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faces of compressible symmetric blends (another example, interfaces in incom-
pressible fully segregated blends, can be found in [6]). 

The basic quantities of the theory are monomer density operators

(98)

where nA, nB are the numbers of polymers of type A,B in the system, and each
chain molecule is described by a space curve with s varying from 0 to 1. If
instead we want to deal with block copolymers of composition f, the correspond-
ing expression simply would be [63] (n is the total number of polymers in the
system)

(99)

The partition function then is written as a path integral [245], for the blend
{Eq. (98)}

 (100)

Here the exponential weighting factors represent gaussian statistics (gyration
radii , where we allow different effective segment lengths bA, bB for
both species). A normalization factor of the path integrals is ignored for simplic-
ity. The free energy functional is split in a part that depends on the total density
r=rA+rB only and an interaction part,

(101)

where we also invoke a mean field approximation, i.e. the monomer density operators
 in Eq. (100) are replaced by the average monomer density,  ignor-

ing monomer-monomer correlations. The chains are thus treated as independent
random walks in the external field .  The densities 
can be expressed in terms of probability densities Qi that describe the statistical
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weight for a part of a polymer of type i with chain length sN and one end fixed at 

(102)

(103)

The Qi simply satisfy a diffusion equation [245]

(104)

with initial condition =1. The configurational entropy of a polymer of
type i then is

(105)

where zi is the single chain partition function,  rb be-
ing the bulk density of the system. The free energy of this model is then

(106)

For explicit calculations, one needs to specify the form of the free energy
functional ^{rA, rB} in this self-consistent formulation in detail. Schmid [57]
uses for ^0 an extension of the generalized Flory theory [261]

(107)

where µ is the chemical potential and ¦(r) the bulk free energy per monomer,
which is written in term of the packing fraction hºb3rp/6 (we assume bA=bB
here), 

(108)

with constants C0=0.6583, c1=3, b=1.96 a0 (a0 being the lattice spacing) in order
to numerically fit the equation of state of the bond fluctuation model [262].
Equation (108) basically describes the hard-core repulsion between the effective
monomers (in the bond fluctuation model each effective monomer blocks the
eight sites of an elementary cube from further occupation [263–265]).
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The pairwise interactions UAA , UBB  and UAB  between monomers
then enter the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (101),

(109)

where the pair density  in mean field approxima-
tion is put proportional to the product of the local densities. The function
g accounts for local effects due to chain connectivity (e.g. g =0 inside
the excluded volume of the central monomer, and g =1-p  outside, where
p  is the probability that direct neighbor monomers along the chain block
point  for occupation. For short range interactions one can relate Eq. (109) to
the familiar Flory-Huggins interaction via a term 

.
Finally some fields describing enthalpic preference of the wall to one compo-

nent could be added, but this case is not considered now: rather we follow
Schmid [57] in addressing the case of a “free” surface of the polymer blend
(against air or vacuum, respectively). Figs. 16a,b show typical results, for a
choice of parameters that correspond to the Monte Carlo studies of the bond
fluctuation model by Rouault et al. [56]. While the scale for the profile of the total
density r is given by the bond length b, and hence much smaller than the gyra-
tion radius Rg, the profile describing the surface enrichment of the minority
component decays on the scale of Rg. But Fig. 16a shows that right at the surface,
in the region where the total density r decays to zero, the volume fraction profile
fA(z) is flattened out. This flat part is missing in the case where the range of the
pairwise interaction tends to zero (dashed curve in Fig. 16a), and is also not pre-
dicted by calculations for incompressible blends. It is also interesting that the
(entropically driven!) surface enrichment of the minority species is about twice
as large if the finite range of the interactions is considered than for the limit of
zero range. In view of these differences, it is clear that it is very difficult to extract
weak surface fields from an analysis of the surface enrichment of blends. 

For such free surfaces with no energetic preference of the surface for one of
the components (because of the arbitrary choice of a purely symmetric choice of
interactions, UAA=UBB!) the surface enrichment effects are typically rather weak
(Fig. 16b), even if one considers asymmetry of chain lengths. Even for c=0 the
shorter chains are then attracted to the surface, but this purely entropic effect is
particularly weak. For c¹0 the enthalpy is less effective near the free surface in
comparison with the entropy of mixing, and this effect is for small volume frac-
tion fA,b of the minority component nearly independent of the asymmetry in
chain length (Fig. 16b): i.e., even if the minority chains are much longer (NA=
2NB) they segregate to the surface, contrary to the non-interacting case. 

Another interesting driving force for surface enrichment in a blend is confor-
mational asymmetry, described e.g. by different statistical segment lengths bA,
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Fig. 16. a Volume fraction profile of the minority component monomers at c/cc=1.696 in a
symmetric polymer mixture. Dashed line shows the volume fraction profile for the case
where monomers are assumed to have pure contact interactions with each other, while the
full curve corresponds to a finite interaction range (chosen as in the bond fluctuation mod-
el, where each monomer interacts with neighbors at distances 2,  or  lattice spacings 
apart). The inset shows the total density profile, which is independent of c, for the choice
N=32, and symmetric interactions UAA=UBB=–UAB. From Schmid [57].
b Surface excess in units of rbRg plotted vs the bulk volume frac-
tion of A, fAb, in the one phase region, for symmetric mixtures (NA=NB, thick solid line) and
asymmetric mixtures, where A polymer chains are either longer (long-dashed line) or
shorter (short-dashed line) than B polymer chains. The thin line indicates results for asym-
metric mixtures, with interactions turned off (c=0). From Schmid [57]
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bB. Fredrickson et al. [19,59] suggested that the relevant parameter is
, where k=A,B and vk is the segment volume for type-K seg-

ments. Fredrickson and Donley [19] suggested that the chains with the smaller
values of b are entropically favored at the surface. However, for such chains with
different segment lengths there is also no physical reason to assume that the co-
hesive energies UAA, UBB are equal. Yethiray [54] suggested that the chains with
the weakest cohesive forces are preferred at the surface in order to minimize the
overall interaction energy, i.e. surface enrichment would have enthalpic origin.
A systematic treatment of both effects together seems rather difficult. 

We now turn to the case of block copolymers. Early work by Shull [20] con-
sidered a lamellar arrangement parallel to the walls only. From such calcula-
tions, one obtains a unified treatment of both the weak and the strong segrega-
tion limit within mean field theory, and a detailed description of the order pa-
rameter profiles across the thin film emerges. 

Matsen [63] has considered more general orderings, including the perpendic-
ular (Fig. 3b) and mixed parallel-perpendicular phase (Fig. 3c). While the latter
structure is unstable for symmetric diblocks, it can become stable for asymmet-
ric composition. Figure 17 shows a phase diagram obtained from this treatment,
considering thin films of symmetric diblocks with symmetric walls. The phase
boundaries obtained in this treatment differ only slightly from a corresponding
treatment by the simple strong segregation theory (Sect. 2.3). 

  
bk k kb v2 2 6= ( )/

Fig. 17. Phase diagram for intermediately segregated (cN=20) symmetric diblock (f=0.5)
films confined between identical walls calculated from self-consistent field theory. The film
thickness D is normalized by the bulk lamellar period lb, and the ordinate LN is a measure
of the surface field (which has the functional form H(z)=L1 (+cos(pz/e))  for
0£z£e, and an analogous form at the other wall). The index n of the phases  denotes the
number of A/B interfaces parallel to the walls. From Matsen [63]
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2.5
Concepts on Interfaces in Confined Geometry

In this section we return to the situation sketched in Fig. 1d, namely a polymer
mixture (A,B) confined between two different planar surfaces, such that the low-
er surface prefers species A, and the upper surface prefers species B. We are in-
terested in the temperature region in between the critical temperature of phase
separation in the bulk and the wetting transition temperatures of the two surfac-
es (i.e.,  in Fig. 6; in principle, one must for film thicknesses D®¥
deal also with the general asymmetric situation that wetting transitions of the A-
rich phase at the lower surface and of the B-rich phase at the upper surface occur
at different Flory Huggins parameters , but for simplicity we deal with 

= cw here only). Then we expect that the surfaces stabilize an inter-
face which (apart from fluctuations) runs in parallel to the flat walls. 

While the average position  of the interface (height above the lower surface)
again follows from the average volume fraction  of species A in the thin film,
using the lever rule, Eq. (2), it is a problem of current interest to discuss the in-
terfacial profile in this confined geometry [84,266]. This geometry is used to
study both the compositions of coexisting unmixed phases [70] and interfacial
widths [71,81–84,125]. Studying this problem theoretically for the simpler
case of the Ising model for binary mixtures [267–271], it was found that in this
case interfacial profiles may significantly deviate from “intrinsic profiles”
[216,272,273], because they are anomalously broadened by fluctuations. Recent-
ly it has been recognized [84,266] that this problem is very relevant for polymer
mixtures as well. We sketch here the treatment of Werner et al. [266] and sum-
marize their main conclusions. 

Starting point is the description of the interface in terms of the “drumhead
model” [273], i.e. we disregard for the moment the fact that the interface has a
non-trivial intrinsic profile with width w0, and treat it like a sharp kink in terms
of the local interfacial height h(x,y) only, x,y being coordinates along the lower
surface (at z=0). Then the effective free energy functional Heff {h} associated
with interfacial fluctuations can be written as [220] 

(110)

where s is the interfacial tension for a flat interface between coexisting A-rich
and B-rich phases, and V(h) is an effective potential due to the surfaces at z=0
and z=D, stabilizing the average interface position in the center of the film, z=
D/2, if we consider the most symmetric situation, where =1/2. The gradient
square term in Eq. (110) just accounts for the enhancement of the interfacial area
due to long wavelength interfacial fluctuations [216,272,273]. In the following, it
is convenient to measure the origin of h at the average height D/2, so<h>º0.
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For a short range potential acting on the interface due to the wall, one consid-
ers an exponentially decaying form, i.e. for the lower wall

(111)

where a0, b0 are phenomenological (positive) constants, and –1 is the range
of the potential. Note that we have allowed here the first term to change sign
at the wetting transition temperature Tw, and thus a term proportional to exp
(–2 (D/2+h)) is required also. Taking V(u)(h)=V(�)(-h) for the potential due to
the upper wall, the total potential V(h)=V(�)(h)+V(u)(h) becomes 

(112)

where in the last step we have expanded the potential quadratically, which is
possible if h stays small, i.e. for T>Tc(D) where 

(113)

Note that at Tc(D), where the square bracket in Eq. (112) changes sign, a transi-
tion from the state of the film as shown in Fig. 1d) to the state shown in Fig. 1e)
is predicted to occur [268–271], with interfaces bound to the walls, rather than
a freely fluctuating interface unbound in the center of the film. 

Using the potential V(h) h2 in Eq. (110), one recognizes that Eq. (110) is for-
mally identical to a Ginzburg-Landau theory of a second-order transition for
T>Tc(D), with h(x,y) the order “parameter field” [186,216]. Therefore, it is
straightforward to read off the correlation length  associated with this transi-
tion at Tc(D), namely

(114)

Even if one is at a temperature T>>Tc(D), where the factor (T–Tc(D))/Tw is not
small, exp( D/4) results from Eq. (114). In other words, for large D the po-
tential V(h) is so weak that Heff{h}/kBT is almost identical to the free energy
functional of a free interface, 
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(115)

where  is the Fourier component of h(x,y) for wavevector . Equation
(115) is the well-known ²capillary wave² Hamiltonian, and because of the har-
monic character of this Hamiltonian one can immediately conclude that the
mean square value of  is [216,272,273]

(116)

The mean square displacement now is 

(117)

where in the last step the divergences of the integral òdq/q were eliminated by in-
troducing a cutoff qmin near q=0 and qmax for large q {qmax is believed to be re-
lated to the intrinsic width w0, namely [274] qmax=2/w0}. For a free interface in
a macroscopic system, the cutoff qmin is either the lateral sample size L (if the
measurement accesses interfacial fluctuations over the full size of the sample) or
a lateral resolution length Lres, and then qmin=2p/L or qmin=2p/Lres, respectively.

Comparing now Eqs. (112) and (115), we see that for a confined interface Eq.

(116) gets replaced by , i.e. the divergence of the in-

tegral in Eq. (117) for q®0 is removed, and we have instad of Eq. (117)

(118)

since now qmin»2px|| instead of qmin=2p/L, if x||<L or Lres.
In practice, it is important, of course, to take into account that the width of the

interface is not due to capillary waves alone, but also the intrinsic width needs
to be accounted for. This can be done by a convolution approximation [272,273]
for the total profile f(z) of the order parameter,

(119)

where the intrinsic profile usually is approximated to be of the tanh form
[6,186,207–209,272]

(120)
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Approximating the total profile in Eq. (119) by the same tanh profile but with
a broadened width w rather than the intrinsic width w0, one finds [84,266]

(121)

where in the last step x|| µ exp(kD/4) was used. Note that k–1=xb (1+w/2) [275,276]
where w is the constant appearing in the theory of critical wetting [220,277,278] 

(122)

where in the last step it was used that in the critical region the intrinsic interfa-
cial width w0 is twice the bulk correlation length xb, w0=2xb [6,186]. The last
form of Eq. (122) is believed to hold also in the strong segregation limit, where

 but [242–245] is much smaller than xb. Since in the
strong segregation limit [242–245]

(123)

while in the mean field critical region of the polymer mixture {i.e., for N|1–c/ccrit|
>>1 but |1–c/ccrit |<<1} 

(124)

we conclude that the parameter w {Eq. (122)} has an intricate temperature de-
pendence,

(125a)

(125b)

while in the asymptotic (Ising-like [186]) critical region w tends to a universal
constant [220,279]

(126)

This behavior is sketched in Fig. 18. Note that the parameter w directly con-
trols the anomalous broadening of interfacial widths in confined geometry,
since Eq. (121) can be rewritten as {using k=2/[w0(1+w/2)] in the general case}
[266]

(127)
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It must be emphasized that the result w2µD holds for short range forces on
the interface due to the walls. However, the treatment is easily extended to the
case of long range forces, replacing Eq. (111) by a power law with an exponent p,
e.g. V(l) (h)»a(D/2+h)-p, which then yields V(,)(h)»ap(p+1) (D/2)–p–2h2, and Eq.

(114) then gets replaced by  rather than .

Using again qmin=x||; in Eq. (117) the result is that w2 depends on D only in log-
arithmic form, 

(128)

2.6
Computer Simulation of Polymer Blends in Thin Films

The first Monte Carlo study of phase transitions in thin films of symmetric bina-
ry polymer mixtures confined between two “neutral” hard walls (to which nei-
ther component is preferred energetically) was presented by Kumar et al. [39].

Fig. 18. Log-log plot of the parameter , that controls the behavior of critical
wetting [11,220,277,278], vs c/ccrit -1, for symmetrical polymer mixtues (NA=NB=N) with
chain lengths ranging from N=128 to N=1024, showing the predictions Eqs. (124)–(126).
From Werner et al. [266]
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They used both a lattice model, choosing simple cubic lattices of size 30´30xD
with D=5 and D=10 lattice spacings, respectively, and an off-lattice model,
where chains are modelled as freely jointed rigid links, the beads of which inter-
act with a standard Lennard-Jones potential which was truncated at 2.5s, choos-
ing the range parameter the same for both types of monomers, sAA=sBB=sAB=
s. Phase separation is caused by choosing the well depth distinct for like and un-
like pairs, i.e. eAB/eAA=0.9, while eAA=eBB to keep the mixture symmetric. The
considered film thicknesses then were D=5s and 10.5s, for a chain length N=20,
choosing a reduced density r*=rs3=0.7 which is believed to correspond to a
bulk polymer melt, while for the lattice model the polymers were modelled as
self-avoiding walks, where nearest-neighbor interactions were chosen as eAA=
eBB=–e, eAB=0, and a volume fraction f=0.8 of occupied sites was chosen. While
in the case of these thin film calculations one chooses periodic boundary condi-
tions in the directions parallel to the walls, and confinement is simulated by re-
quiring that the z-coordinates of all beads lie in the interval 0<z<D, also simula-
tions of cubic boxes without confining walls and periodic boundary conditions
also in z-directions were carried out, to obtain the corresponding bulk behavior
of the studied models [39]. 

Here we do not give any details on simulation methodologies, since these have
been reviewed recently elsewhere [186,198], and just reproduce typical results
on the change of the phase diagram due to confinement (Fig. 19 [39]). A note-

Fig. 19. Monte Carlo result for the phase diagrams of an off-lattice bead rod model of a sym-
metric binary polymer mixture with N=20, in the plane of variables reduced temperature
T*=kBT/eAA and volume fraction of component A, denoted here as x1. Data are for bulk sys-
tems (full dots), and for confined films of thicknesses D=10.5s (squares) and 5s (triangles),
respectively. Dashed curves represent fits to |x1--x1c|µ|T-Tc|ßI, where the Ising model expo-
nent [229,230] was chosen as bI=1/3. From Kumar et al. [39]
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worthy conclusion is that the critical temperature is suppressed significantly
with decreasing film thickness, i.e. the confinement enhances the compatibility
of both components in a mixture. This result is understandable [39] already in
terms of the simple mean field theory outlined in Sect. 2.1., since the “missing
neighbors” at the hard wall are responsible for a non-zero term µ1 in Eq. (10)
[28,144,216]. Therefore, it is no surprise that the minority component gets seg-
regated to the walls [39,56]: due to this “missing neighbor” effect, entropy of
mixing is more effective near the walls than in the bulk, and thus the “order pa-
rameter” near the walls is reduced in comparison with the bulk. Rouault et al.
[56] have studied this phenomenon in more detail, using the bond fluctuation
model [198,263–265] of polymer chains, a chain length N=32, and interactions
eAB=–eAA=–eABºe non-zero if the distance between the monomers does not ex-

ceed . For this model, one knows rather precisely both the bulk critical tem-
perature (kBTcb/e@69.35) [280] and the critical temperature of thin films [55],
e.g. for D=20 lattice spacings we have kBTc(D)/e@58.5. Note that this linear di-
mension is about 3 times larger than the bulk gyration radius of this model,

 lattice spacings. Figure 20 shows resulting order parameter profiles
at four inverse temperatures [56]. The data clearly indicate that the profiles flat-
ten out at both walls, and no longer reach the bulk value even in the center of the
thin film. We emphasize that the mean-field treatment of Sect. 2.1 (cf. Fig. 7c)
does not predict such a flattening; profiles of the type of Eq. (28) have their max-
imal slopes at the surfaces of the thin film. Rouault et al. [56] attributed these flat
regions of the profiles near the walls to the orientation of the polymer coils at the
walls: the instantaneous shape of a Gaussian polymer coil is not a sphere, but
rather a “flattened egg-shaped” object, with a gyration tensor that has three dis-
tinct eigenvalues. The axes giving the eigendirections of this tensor are random-
ly oriented in the bulk, and then on average the coil is spherically symmetric. At
the surfaces, however, best packing of the monomers is achieved if the axis cor-
responding to the largest eigenvalue is parallel to the wall (then the end-to-end
distance of a polymer close to the wall is parallel to the wall), and the axis corre-
sponding to the smallest eigenvalue is oriented along the z-axis perpendicular to
the wall. Thus the polymer coil lies essentially flat on the wall, but without major
distortion of its internal shape (which would be very costly in terms of the en-
tropic elastic forces of the coil). Only when one uses strong binding potentials to
the wall, as done in [17,18], it becomes possible to get a significant distortion of
the shape of such a polymer coil attached to the wall, which ultimately takes a
flat pancake-like shape for very strong wall-monomer interaction [281]. 

Although in the present case the smallest eigenvalue  is rather small,
=1.75 lattice spacings [215] {since the first layer which can be taken by

monomers is z=1, we have marked the position +1 in Fig. 20}, this explana-
tion implies that for large N the region of the profile where a flattening occurs
should scale like . Alternatively, Schmid [57] from self-consistent field cal
culations suggested that a flattening of the profile near the wall extends over a
region comparable to the range of interactions (which is  in our case), cf.
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Fig. 16. In order to discriminate between these interpretations, calculations for
larger N would be needed for which  is larger while the interaction range
stays the same: however, this would require to choose both linear dimensions D,
L significantly larger (note the finite size effects for e/kBT=0.018 in Fig. 20), and
thus this problem has not yet been solved. 

Since in Fig. 19 critical temperatures have been estimated by a rough extrap-
olation only, this study [39] could not make too definitive statements about the
shift of the critical temperature due to confinement. A more extensive study has
been possible for the bond fluctuation model [55], extracting both critical tem-
peratures and the coexistence curves by use of the finite size scaling technique
[236–239,280]. Figs. 21, 22 present the results for chain length N=32. While
mean field theory {Eqs. (36) and (37) in Sect. 2.1} has predicted a crossover from

  
Rg

min

Fig. 20. Order parameter profiles m(z)=á[rA(z)–rB(z)]ñ/á[rA(z)+rB(z)]ñ, where rA(z), rB(z)
are densities of A-monomers or B-monomers at distance z from the left wall, for LxLx20
films confining a symmetric polymer mixture, polymers being described by the bond fluc-

tuation model with N=32, eAB=–eAA=–eBB=e and interaction range . Four inverse tem-
peratures are shown as indicated. In each case two choices of the linear dimension L parallel
to the film are included. While for e/kBT³0.02 differences between L=48 and L=80 are small
and only due to statistical errors (which typically are estimated to be of the size of the sym-
bols), data for e/kBT=0.018 clearly suffer from finite size effects. Broken straight lines indi-
cate the values of the bulk order parameters mb in each case [280]. Arrows show the gyra-
tion radius and its smallest component in the eigencoordinate system of the gyration tensor
[215]. Average volume fraction of occupied sites was chosen as 0.5. From Rouault et al. [56].
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Tc(¥)--Tc(D)µ1/D to 1/D2, as D increases, one finds here (Fig. 21) a crossover
from Tc(¥)–Tc(D)¥1/D at small thicknesses to the finite size scaling [236–239]
relation

(129)

at large thicknesses. A remarkable crossover also occurs in the shape of the co-
existence curve, which near Tc(D) is described by a power law [55,229,230]

(130)

where  is a critical amplitude, and the exponent b for T®Tc(D) for all finite
thicknesses D should have the value of the two-dimensional Ising model
[229,230], namely b2=1/8, while for D®¥ the three-dimensional value {b»0.325
[230]} applies. In practice {where the limit 1–T/Tc(D)®0 is hard to study, one
rather works in the regime 10–3<1–T/Tc(D)<10–1} the two-dimensional value b=
1/8 is only observed for ultrathin films, where D is of the same order as the pol-
ymer gyration radius, while for larger D one observes “effective exponents” in
between the asymptotic values (Fig. 22). This crossover was also ignored in the
study by Kumar et al. [39], and thus the critical temperatures that one could ex-
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Fig. 21.  Log-log plot of Tc(¥)–Tc(D) versus D, for the bond-fluctuation model of a symmet-
ric polymer mixture with NA=NB=N=32. For small D, the straight line corresponds to a
shift Tc(¥)–Tc(D)µ1/D, while the second straight line for larger D shows the result Tc(¥)–
Tc(D)µD–1/n, with n=0.63 being the critical exponent of the three-dimensional Ising model
correlation length [229,230]. From Rouault et al. [55]
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tract from Fig. 19 presumably suffer from some systematic errors. In any case,
the data shown in Fig. 22 do exhibit a pronounced flattening of the coexistence
curve, particularly for thin films, and look rather different from their Flory-
Huggins counterparts, Fig. 9 (the parabolic shape there implies b=1/2). 

A more complete description of the crossover from two- to three-dimensional
critical behavior, that incorporates the shift of Tc, Eq. (129), can be written down
in terms of crossover scaling functions  {for the order parameter M, Eq.
(130)} and  {for the collective scattering intensity Scoll for scattering wavenum-
ber q®0, which can be accessed by small angle scattering techniques [186]}. De-
fining t¥º1–T/Tc (D®¥) we can write

 (131)

where g»1.24 [229,230] and the two signs ± refer to the signs of t¥ . Note that all
exponents b,g,n appearing in Eq. (131) are just those of the three-dimensional
Ising model, describing criticality of polymer mixtures for t¥®0 in the bulk.

Note that the standard power laws [229,230] , Scollµ|t¥|–g result from this

description because the scaling functions  tend to power laws for

large arguments, . In this description, two-
dimensional criticality emerges as the singularity of the scaling functions when
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Fig. 22. Phase diagrams of the confined polymer mixtures for thin films of various thick-
nesses D, using the bond fluctuation model for symmetric polymer mixtures for NA=NB=
N=32. The symbols refer to different film thicknesses: D=8,10,12,14,16,20,24,28,36 and 48
(from the bottom to the top). From Rouault et al. [55]
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the argument YºD1/n t¥ reaches a critical value Yc that corresponds to T=Tc(D)
[55,236–239,282],

(132)

where b2,g2 are the exponents of the two-dimensional Ising model (b2=1/8, g2=

7/4), and the equation for criticality, Y=D1/n =Yc, immediately yields =

1-Tc(D)/Tc(¥)=YcD–1/n, i.e. Eq. (129). From Eq. (132) we immediately obtain the

D-dependence of the critical amplitudes (D) {defined in Eq. (130)} and (D)

{defined via Scoll= }, namely [55]

(133)

This description of critical behavior in thin films, by Eqs. (129)-(133) is not
the whole story, however: it addresses only the regime of Ising-like critical be-
havior [186]. Now it is well-known that for symmetrical polymer mixtures the
Ising critical region becomes very narrow when the chain length N becomes
very large [186,200,283–287], i.e. Ising critical behavior is only observed for
N|t¥|<<1, while mean-field critical behavior is predicted for N|t¥|>>1 (provid-
ed |t¥| is still very small). However, for practically accessible molecular weights
one often observes that the bulk critical behavior falls in the cross-over region
between these two extreme limits [286,287]. In a thin film, there is then an in-
terplay between two crossovers that one must deal with, namely both crossover
from three-dimensional to two-dimensional critical behavior and crossover
from meanfield to Ising behavior [55]. The situation can be best understood in
terms of a comparison of lengths, namely the film thickness D, the correlation
length x of concentration fluctuations, and the crossover correlation length
xcross that designates the value of x in the center of the mean-field to Ising cross-
over, say for N|t¥|=1. Since [186,200] , cf. Eq. (123), we immedi-
ately conclude that xcrossµbN. Figure 23 shows that four regimes can be distin-
guished. If xcross is rather small, as in the Monte Carlo simulation of Rouault et
al. [55], basically no mean field behavior can be observed, and one has just a di-
mensional crossover from 3-dim Ising to 2-dim Ising, as discussed above {Eqs.
(129)-(133), Figs. 21, 22}. If xcross is very large, however, one stays essentially in
the mean field regime and the treatment of Sect. 2.1 applies. The condition

 then yields µN/D2, i.e. the temperature region where
crossover occurs is of the same order of magnitude as the shift of Tc in this
mean field region {Eq. (36)}. For xcross=D, i.e. D=DcrossµbN, cf. Eq. (38), Fig. 23
predicts a crossover from mean field to 2-dim Ising behavior, whithout inter-
mediate 3-dim Ising region. Note that for D<Dcross the behavior of the shift of
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Tc does not yet follow the asymptotic laws D–1/n {Eq. (129) or D–2 {Eq. (36)}, but
a simpler 1/D behavior {Eq. (37)}, as confirmed also by the simulations [55]
(Fig. 21).

All work reviewed so far in this subsection concerns thin films with neutral
surfaces, but we feel that the general scaling description {Eqs. (129)-(133),
Fig. 23)} should also apply to thin films with “symmetric” surfaces that both fa-
vor the same component (say B, cf. Fig. 5) relative to the other. The additional
feature, not present in Fig. 22, then is a shift of the critical volume fraction

 with thickness. Scaling considerations [216,224,225] predict for this
shift 

(134)

Fig. 23. Schematic description of the regimes where different critical behavior is expected
for a polymer mixture in thin film geometry. The correlation length x can be varied by
choosing suitable temperature distances from the critical points while the crossover corre-
lation length xcross can be varied by choosing suitable chain lengths. A crossover from three-
dimensional (3-dim) to two-dimensional (2-dim) critical behavior is expected when x » D,
while a crossover from mean-field to Ising behavior is expected when x=xcross . In the Ising
regime the dimensional crossover (3-dim®2-dim, from regime III to IV) implies a change
of critical exponents, while in the mean-field regime the dimensional crossover (from re-
gime I to II) implies only a change of critical amplitude prefactors. Of course, the lines
drawn to limit these regimes I,II,III,IV should not be understood as sharp boundaries, be-
cause all crossovers are rather smooth. Also the regime close to the origin is not physically
meaningful, since both x and xcross should exceed the chain gyration radius in the critical
region. From Rouault et al. [55]
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but we are not aware of any test of this relation yet. For the mean-field case,
meanfield exponents b=n=1/2 would imply a shift proportional to D–1, but Fig. 9
shows that presumably extremely large film thicknesses D are necessary to ver-
ify this relation. 

Finally, we return to the case of “antisymmetric” surfaces, i.e. a situation
where one surface of the thin film favors the A-rich phase and the other the B-
rich phase (Fig. 1d). Simulations were recently carried out [266] in order to test
the predictions {Eq. (127)} on the anomalous interfacial broadening (Sect. 2.5).
Figure 24 demonstrates that this phenomenon can indeed be readily observed.
Using the interfacial tension s that has been independently measured [215], s=
0.015, and the correlation length xb » 3.6 lattice spacings from a direct study of
the bulk correlation function, one can evaluate Eq. (127) quantitatively, using

 and for w0 the estimate resulting from self-consistent field theo-

ry ( =4.65 lattice spacings). Ignoring the last additive constant on the right-
hand side of Eq. (127), which presumably is small, the prediction shown in
Fig. 25 is obtained, which compares favorably with the Monte Carlo results

Fig. 24. Order parameter profiles m(z)=á[rA(z)–rB(z)]ñ/á[rA(z)+rB(z)]ñ, where rA(z), rB(z)
are densities of A-monomers or B-monomers at distance z from the center of the interface,
for systems of size 256´256xD, with walls situated at z=±D/2, for four different film thick-
nesses as indicated. All lengths are being measured in units of the lattice spacing. All data
refer to a symmetrical polymer mixture modelled by the bond fluctuation model, with
chain length N=32, choosing eAA=eBB=–eAB=–e=0.03 kBT, i.e. in the strong segregation re-
gime (T/Tc=0.48). A wall interaction ew=0.1, acting on monomers in the first two layers ad-
jacent to the walls, and favoring species B on the left side and species A on the right side, is
chosen. The lines through the data points are fits to m(z)=mb tanh(z/w). From Werner et al.
[266]
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[266]. It is remarkable, however, that large deviations do occur for film thick-
nesses up to D»20, i.e. for thicknesses about three times the gyration radius: for

D£16 the observed width w is even smaller than the “intrinsic width” , i.e.
the confinement effect on the interface is so strong that the “intrinsic” interfacial
profile is squeezed! In fact, in these ultrathin films one observes [266] a behavior

wµD (as long as w£ ), that is not accounted for by the theory of Sect. 2.5,
which only describes the asymptotic behavior for very large D. However, the
simulations [266] gave direct evidence for the exponential variation of the cor-
relation length x|| associated with the interfacial fluctuations, Eq. (114), with film
thickness {x||µexp(kD/4)}, and the general concepts described in Sect. 2.5 have
been nicely corroborated. 

2.7
Computer Simulation of Confined Block Copolymers

This subsection has to be very brief, since only rather preliminary qualitative
studies are available [34,35]. The model used are self-avoiding walks with N=16

  w0
SCF

w0
SCF

Fig. 25. Squared interfacial width w2 vs film thickness D, for the model of Fig. 24. The
straight line is the corresponding theoretical prediction (cf. text). All lengths are measured
in units of the lattice spacing. From Werner et al. [266]
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effective monomers on the simple cubic lattice, each effective monomer taking
one site of the lattice, and one works at a density of f=0.8 occupied sites. Only
the symmetric case ¦=1/2 (i.e. NA=NB=N/2=8) was studied, choosing a repul-
sive nearest neighbor interaction eAB>0 between monomers (eAA=eBB=0), and a
monomer-wall interaction that repels A-monomers, eAW=eAB/2. Lattice ge-
ometries L x L x D were chosen, with two hard walls of size L x L a distance D
apart, D being varied from D=8 to D=32 lattice spacings, the lateral linear di-
mension L being L=16 or L=24, to check for size effects. Configurations were
equilibrated by a combination of “slithering snake” moves [198] and head-tail
interchanges of the chains. 

Figure 26 shows typical order parameter profiles obtained across the films at
various temperatures. Due to the repulsive wall-A interaction the order param-
eter rA(z)–rB(z) is always depressed towards negative values for z near the walls.
From previous studies of the same model in the bulk [190,191] one expects an
order-disorder transition to a lamellar phase for T»2 (note eAB/kBº1), and con-
sequently one sees for D=20 and D=30 well-developed lamellae oriented parallel
to the walls, evidenced by the periodic variation of the order parameter across
the film, with an amplitude close to the saturation value unity already. However,
for D=14 the system does not develop this type of order, and for D=24 there
seems to be well-developed order near the right surface but not near the left sur-
face, which is unexpected since both surfaces are equivalent. 

The snapshot pictures (Fig. 27) show that a nice lamellar arrangement of the
type proposed in Fig. 3a indeed occurs for both D=20 and D=30, while the case
D=14 is an example for the structure of Fig. 3b, where lamellae run perpendic-
ular to the walls. These results thus confirm qualitatively the theoretical consid-
erations of Sect. 2.3, where the perpendicular arrangement was indeed found to
be more stable in certain cases where the parallel arrangement of lamellae was
too strongly “frustrated”. The case D=24 seems to be an example for the struc-
ture proposed in Fig. 3c, but it may well be that this configuration is not the true
equilibrium structure, since also Monte Carlo simulations of block copolymer
ordering are hampered by very slow relaxation and hysteresis. Also, for the mod-
el of Figs. 26, 27 no attempt has been made to estimate the parameters lb, G and
d that enter the theoretical description of Sect. 2.3, Eqs. (85)-(93). Since no full
segregation inside the domains is yet achieved (Fig. 26), no quantitative agree-
ment with the theory of Sect. 2.3 anyhow can be expected. In the disordered
phase (1/T=0.3 and 0.4), the order parameter profiles show surface-induced or-
der of the type discussed in Sect. 2.2, see Fig. 12a, but again the model is not
enough characterized to allow a more specific comparison. 

As observed for block copolymers in the bulk [190–193], there is a detailed in-
terplay between the order in the system and the chain linear dimension: chains
like to stretch out somewhat in the direction perpendicular to the lamellae. If
one studies the mean square gyration radius component  in the z-direction
perpendicular to the walls, one hence observes an oscillatory dependence on
thickness D for 1/T³0.5, since only for nlb=D (n=1,2,3,...) the parallel morphol-
ogy fits nicely into the film, cf. Sect. 2.3, and the “dumbbell”-like block copoly-
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mer coils are then also oriented perpendicular to the walls, while for the perpen-
dicular ordering (as it occurs for D=14, for example) the stretched “dumbbells”
are oriented parallel to the walls, and  is not enhanced [35].

Fig. 26. Profiles of the block copolymer order parameter rA–rB (rA(z), rB(z) are densities of
A-monomers or B-monomers at distance z from the left wall), plotted for the thicknesses
D=14(a), 20(b), 24(c) and 30(d). Temperatures are (in units of eAB/kB) 1/T=0.3 (circles), 0.4
(diamonds), 0.5 (triangles) and 0.6 (squares). From Kikuchi and Binder [35]
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Fig. 27.  a ,b  Snapshots of the monomer configurations at 1/T=0.6 for D=20(a), 30(b)Only
A-monomers are shown as dots. The two walls are at the top and the bottom of the figures.
From Kikuchi and Binder [35]
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2.8
Dynamics of Phase Separation in Films: an Introduction

As we have seen in Sects. 2.1, 2.5, 2.6, polymer blends confined in thin films in
equilibrium typically occur in a two-phase morphology, just as polymer blends
in the bulk typically are incompatible and hence separated in two coexisting
phases [186,199–202,288]. Since polymer coils due to their large molecular
weight are very slowly relaxing objects [200], also the dynamics of phase sepa-
ration in polymer blends is very slow, both in the bulk [186,206,207] and in thin
film geometry [5,158]. Thus, these systems have become model systems for the
study of the initial stages of phase separation in the bulk [289], and the possibil-
ity to control the morphology of the system by quenching intermediate stages of

Fig. 27. c,d.   Snapshots of the monomer configurations at 1/T=0.6 for D= 14(c ) and 24(d).
Only A-monomers are shown as dots. The two walls are at the top and the bottom of the fig-
ures. From Kikuchi and Binder [35]
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the slowly coarsening two-phase structure from the fluid to the glassy phase is
of practical interest [290]. Similarly, polymers in thin film geometry have proven
to be model systems for the study of surface effects on spinodal decomposition
[5,158]. We give here only a tutorial introduction, since excellent recent reviews
of both theory [158] and experiment [5] exist. 

By “spinodal decomposition” [186,290–294] one means the spontaneous
growth of long wavelength concentration fluctuations in a mixture that has been
quenched from the one-phase region to the unstable region inside the spinodal
curve. In the bulk, wavenumbers in the range 0<q<qc are expected to grow, with
the critical wavenumber qc being given by [186]

(135)

f0 being the average volume fraction in the mixture, and cs(f0) is the value of the
Flory-Huggins parameter c at the spinodal curve c=cs(f0) {of course, the unsta-
ble region in the phase diagram of the mixture is defined by c>cs(f0)}. Maxi-

mum growth (in the weak segregation limit [186]) occurs for qm=qc/ .
While in the bulk the phases of the growing concentration waves are random,

and also the directions of the wavevectors  are controlled by random fluctua-
tions in the inital states, a surface creates a boundary condition, and working out
a dynamic extension [45,129,132,133,144,156] of the model in Sect. 2.1 {Eqs. (7)–
(10)} one finds that under typical conditions wavevectors oriented perpendicu-
lar to the walls occur, with phases such that the maxima of the waves occur at the
walls (Fig. 28). In terms of a normalized order parameter y(Z, ,t) where t is a
scaled time and Z, , are scaled coordinates perpendicular and parallel to the
walls, Z=z/2xb, = /2xb, y=(f–fcrit)/(fcoex–fcrit), this dynamic extension is
the Cahn-Hilliard equation [291–294]

(136)

applying boundary conditions such that the z-component of the concentration
current vanishes for Z=0 and Z= , and at Z=0, Z=  boundary terms resulting
from Eqs. (7) and (10) are added, e.g. at Z=0 one has [129,132,133,144,156]

¶y/¶t=h1+ y+g¶y/¶Z (137)

where h1,  are related to µ1,g in Eq. (10) with suitable rescalings, and g is relat-
ed to the constant of the gradient energy k, Eq. (8) {see Refs. 129,144 for micro-
scopic derivations of these phenomenological equations, Eqs. (136) and (137)}.
In Fig. 28 y is averaged over the longitudinal coordinate  and this average
then is denoted as fav (Z,t). One can clearly see the damped concentration wave,
whose amplitude is maximal at both walls, and whose wavelength can be shown
to be consistent with Eq. (135), see Ref. 156.
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While the maximum of these concentration waves in this “surface-directed”
spinodal decomposition process at the walls forms already during the early stag-
es and then stays constant, as well as the subsequent minimum of this “wave”,
the second and further maxima and minima are more and more damped out in
the course of this phase separation process (Fig. 28). This is as expected, since
well-defined concentration waves result from the Cahn-Hilliard equation, Eq.
(136), only when one linearizes the y3 term around the average order parameter
[186,291–294], which is accurate only for the early stages. As a consequence of
the non-linear term in Eq. (136), however, coarsening of the initially formed
concentration inhomogeneities sets in during the intermediae stages of the
process, as is exemplified by the “snapshot pictures” of Fig. 29. During the late
stages of phase separation where the characteristic linear dimension l(t) of the
A-rich and B-rich domains that form in the bulk region of the film is much larger
than the bulk correlation length xb in thermal equilibrium, Eq. (136) leads to the
growth law of Lifshitz and Slyozov [295], l(t)µt1/3. However, Eq. (136) is too sim-
plified to describe phase separation of actual polymer blends in the late stages
in the bulk, where hydrodynamic mechanisms [296] predict a faster growth,
l(t)µt, which is indeed observed for “critical quenches” (i.e., quenches at critical
volume fraction) [290]. The extent to which such hydrodynamic mechanisms
are also operative in thin film geometry still needs to be investigated, however. 

Fig. 28. Averaged order parameter profiles fav(Z,t) plotted vs the scaled distance Z=z/2xb
from the left wall at z=0 for four different scaled times t after the quench as indicated, for a
scaled distance =D/2xb=60. Choosing a rescaled distance /2xb=600, and a discretiza-
tion DX=1.5, Dt=0.05, the resulting equations are solved by the cell-dynamics method. The
results shown are for parameters h1=g=4, =–4, and averaged over 2000 independent ini-
tial conditions, corresponding to random fluctuations in a state with òfav(Z,0)dZ=0. The pa-
rameters h1 and  were chosen such that both walls prefer A but one is still in the non-wet
region of the equilibrium surface phase diagram of the corresponding semi-infinite system.
From Puri and Binder [145]
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We also emphasize that Figs. 28, 29 are characteristic for the situation where
the surface forces due to the walls are strictly short range {this is assumed al-
ready in Eqs. (10), (13), (14) and (137)}, and a situation which is on the nonwet
side but close to the wetting transition. Therefore, the equilibrium value of the
scaled order parameter fav(Z,t) in Fig. 28 at the surfaces is close to unity. If the
equilibrium condition of the corresponding semi-infinite system corresponds to
a wet surface, however, then fav(Z,t) at the surfaces exceeds unity [144,145], and
in addition the phase separation in the bulk competes with the growth of wetting
layers (or precursors thereof) at the surfaces of the thin film. For short range
surface forces, however, the thickness of the wetting layer lw(t) grows only loga-
rithmic in time, lw(t)µlnt, and snapshot pictures of the growth would still be
very similar to Fig. 29, over the regime of scaled times that has been studied. A
faster growth, lw(t)µtx occurs for long-range surface potentials, however[228].
Figure 30 shows typical order parameter profiles for a surface potential V(Z)µ
Z–3 and a semi-infinite geometry (or one surface of a very thick film, respective-
ly) [228]. One recognizes at later times (t³900) the two-step decay of the profile
typical for growing wetting layers: the order parameter fav(Z,t) starts out at Z=
0 at a value larger than unity (i.e., a higher value than occurring in the bulk A-
rich phase), but decays on a scale of Z of order unity to a plateau where
fav(Z,t)»0, and the thickness of this plateau grows with the power law quoted
above, the exponent x being x»0.16 [228]. While in the initial stages (t£30) one
can still see the damped oscillatory decay characteristic for surface-directed
spinodal decomposition, at later stages the growing wetting layer and a subse-
quent broad depletion zone have removed this structure completely. 

Fig. 29.  Snapshot pictures of one particular time evolution of the model described in Fig. 28,
showing positive y(Z,R,t) dark, while negative y(Z,R,t) is left white. Note that both
Figs. 28,29 refer to a two-dimensional model system, where r and R are scalar coordinates.
From Puri and Binder [145]
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We emphasize that Eqs. (136) and (137) provide a very coarse-grained de-
scription applicable at best in the weak segregation limit – any effects specific for
polymers are absorbed in the scale factors for spatial (Z=z/2xb) and temporal
coordinates {t=(Tc/T–1) t/(8ts ), t being the physical time and ts being the
microscopic time constant of the underlying model, i.e. a Rouse time for unen-
tangled polymers}. Eqs. (136) and (137) apply for short range wall forces only,
but a comparison of Figs. (28) and (30) shows that long range forces do change
the behavior significantly, and in the general case we expect a competition be-
tween short range and long range surface forces. Neither has this competition
been addressed so far, nor the influence of hydrodynamic effects in thin film ge-
ometry, and thus it is clear that more theoretical work is desirable to address
these issues. 

3
Outlook on Pertinent Experimental Results

As discussed already in the introduction, there is a huge and diverse literature
on thin films of polymer blends and block copolymers. The field is rapidly de-
veloping, and many phenomena are as yet not fully understood. In this section,
we hence cannot attempt to give a fair evaluation of this rich literature, but focus

Fig. 30.  Laterally averaged order parameter profiles  fav(Z,t) vs Z for four different times,
for the same model as in Fig. 28, but choosing =400, =300, DX=1.0, Dt=0.03, and a
surface potential V(Z)=–h1/Z3, with parameters h1=g=4, =–4. Averages were taken over
200 independent runs. From Puri et al. [228]
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attention only on those subjects which are closely related to the selection of the-
oretical issues discussed in the previous section. 

3.1
Polymer Blends in Thin Film Geometry in Thermal Equilibrium

Many experimental studies on polymer blends in thin film geometry actually are
performed in a desire to test theoretical concepts on the surface behavior of pol-
ymer blends, which were worked out for a semi-infinite geometry. Recent stud-
ies along such lines are due to Genzer et al. [74,86] and Scheffold et al. [81,82,85],
for instance. E.g., Genzer et al. [74] analyzed a mixture of protonated and deu-
terated polystyrene (with chain lengths NdPS=9190, NPS=17300 and varying fdPS
in the ²bulk² from zero to about 22%, using the data of Zhao et al. [67] at 184˚C,
where the c parameter is c=1.5´10–4) and studied the relation between the total
surface excess fs {Eq. (5)} and the local concentration f (z=0) of dPS at the
surface. They concluded that the long wavelength approximation of Schmidt
and Binder [11] describes the observed variation of fs and f(z=0) with fdPS in
the bulk only qualitatively while a numerical self-consistent field calculation
along the lines of Shull [20] provided a significantly better fit. They showed that
under typical conditions the surface enrichment decays on a length scale of
20 nm, while the gyration radius of PS is about 36 nm, i.e. the condition
b(df/dz)2<<1/N necessary for the validity of the long wavelength approxima-
tion [11] did not hold in the experiment. Genzer et al. [74] also extracted a nu-

merical function  from this analysis and concluded that it
could not be described by the model assumption, Eq. (10). In their more recent
work, Genzer and Composto [86] analyze the even more symmetric mixture of
deuterated polystyrene (NdPS=1650) and the statistical copolymer poly(styrene-
co-4-bromostyrene, PBrS, NPBrS=1670), for various temperatures near the criti-

cal point (Tc=189 ˚C, =0.502) over the full range of PBrS volume fractions.

They find that the surface excess has a maximum near  which grows as T

approaches Tc, and again calculate  as function of f0 for four
temperatures near Tc.

While studies of this type are clearly very pioneering and useful, the author

of this review believes that the quantitative results on  and their
interpretation must be taken as preliminary, since the analysis refers to a semi-
infinite geometry throughout, while the actual experiments are done on thin
films, spin-coated on silicon wafers. Genzer and Composto [86] quote a film
thickness of about 220 nm, corresponding to about 20 times the gyration radius
of dPS in the bulk (Rg»11 nm). If we could take over the model calculation of
Fig. 9 (a thin film between completely symmetric walls) to this less symmetric
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situation (with one surface being given by the silicon wafer, the other by air) we
would predict a shift of Tc of about 4 K, comparable to the smallest temperature
distance from Tc studied in [86] (6 K). This argument already shows that the fi-
nite film thickness is expected to have important effects. The same conclusion is
reached when we estimate the bulk correlation length xb using the mean-field

formula [186] xb=(Rg/Ö3)(T/Tc–1)–1/2 which yields xb»24 nm for T=222 ˚C but
xb»56 nm for T=195 ˚C. Since finite thickness effects are of order exp[–D/2xb],
cf. Eq. (28), they are not negligible here. Thus a re-interpretation of the findings
of Genzer and Composto [86] may be called for. This is not straightforward since
the two surfaces (silicon,air) are not equivalent.

Particularly illuminating is the neutron reflectometry study of surface segre-
gation of Norton et al. [80] carried out for a nearly symmetric mixture of proto-
nated and deuterated poly(ethylenepropylene), with NPEP=2360, NdPEP=2140.
Film thicknesses of about 150 nm were used, about 10 times the radius of gyra-

tion (  since b»8 Å), using Si as a substrate. While the
roughness of this substrate was measured as 5 Å and the roughness of the poly-
mer-air interface about 10Å, the surface enrichment profiles revealed a flat re-
gion near the surface of about 50 Å, i.e. one third of the gyration radius. This ef-
fect could be observed for a broad range of compositions in the bulk of the thin
film, and was pronounced as soon as the volume fraction of dPEP at the surface
exceeded about 50%. Norton et al. [80] concluded that neither long range surface
forces nor wetting phenomena nor surface roughness can be responsible for this
effect, and concluded that it implies a basic breakdown of the mean field theory
of surface enrichment. At this point we recall a qualitative similarity of these
profiles with the simulation results [56] shown in Fig. 20, which apply for strictly
neutral surfaces, and were interpreted assuming that the surface-enriched layer
consists of coils of the preferred species oriented with their long axis in parallel
to the surface, but having otherwise an essentially undeformed conformation. 

Norton et al. [80] also extract (f0)/df0 as function of f0 from their data,
using both the mean field theory for semi-infinite systems [11] and a different
method based on the “Gibbs adsorption equation” [80]. They find from both
analyses that – (f0)/df0 stays constant for f0£0.6 and steeply rises when
f0®1. Again the caveat must be mentioned that possible effects due to the finite
thickness of the total film have not been considered in this work. 

Budkowski et al. and Bruder et al. [70] have tried to estimate the bulk phase
diagram of polymer mixtures, using a geometry where for T<Tc a phase separa-
tion with an interface running parallel to the substrate occurs (Fig. 1d). They ob-
tained order parameter profiles across the film and associate the order parame-
ter close to both walls with the order parameters  of the two coexist-
ing phases in the bulk. As shown by the model calculations of Ref. [62], such a
procedure also leads to systematic errors due to the finite film thickness D, in
particular for T near Tc where xb is large. However, the accuracy with which Bud-
kowski et al. and Bruder et al. [70] estimated  was rather limited, and
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thus it is probably not warranted to consider these finite thickness effects on the
basis of these rather rough data. A similar method was also used by Scheffold et
al. [81], where typically films of thickness 1000 nm were used to study mixtures
of deuterated and protonated model polyolefins, consisting of branched ethyl-
ethylene units (EE)x and linear di-ethylene units (E)1-x, using a degree of polym-
erization between N=707 and N=2030. Altogether 13 different blends were stud-
ied, but the critical temperature could be estimated only with an uncertainty of
at least ±4 K (and sometimes as large as ±10 K). Thus these data probably do not
allow any conclusions on the change of the critical behavior due to finite film
thickness yet. 

In subsequent work [82,85], Scheffold et al. studied surface enrichment phe-
nomena, preparing mixtures d66/h52, d86/h75 and d94/h86 {here d,h refers to
deuterated or protonated and the number refers to the content of ethylethylene
C2H3 (C2H5) in percent}. These mixtures were studied in the one phase region
below Tc (at T/Tc»0.95 in the d66/h52 sample), preparing 8–9 different concen-
trations between fd66=0 and fd66= , and the surface excess as function of
bulk concentration was measured. Using again an analysis following Ref. 11, ap-

propriate for semi-infinite systems but adding a term –Y(df/dz)z=0 to 
(f(z=0)) in Eq. (10) in a somewhat ad-hoc manner (Y is an adjustable constant)

[82], Scheffold et al. estimated also the concentration variation of –
(f)/df as function of the (local) volume fraction f at the surfaces of their blends.

While Genzer and Composto [86] found that –  (f)/df is roughly con-

stant for f£fcrit and then increases, Scheffold et al. [82] find –  (f)/df is
roughly constant for f£fcrit and then decreases (for those samples which are
fairly close to the critical temperature [85]). However, again we must raise the
objection that most of the data are derived from films in the thickness range
from 300 to 500 nm, the correlation lengths being of the order of 10 nm (or larg-
er, for those samples which were close to criticality [85]), and so finite thickness
effects could again play a role. It is interesting to note that for systems at temper-
atures far below Tc [85] a smooth increase of –dfs(f0)/df0 with surface composi-
tion f0 was found over the entire range of f0 – in this case the film thickness is
two orders of magnitude larger than the correlation length and therefore a better
approximation of semi-infinite behavior should be obtained. We also recall from
Fig. 16a that the profiles of the surface enrichment are sensitive to the precise in-
teraction range, to surface roughness of a free surface of a polymer blend, etc.,
and these effects are all most pronounced when the volume fraction f at the sur-
face differs appreciably from the bulk. Thus the quantitative understanding of
these experiments may be rather difficult. 

A particularly striking observation was reported by Bruder and Brenn [72]
for films of asymmetric blends of deuterated polystyrene (dPS) and poly(sty-
rene-4-co-bromostyrene), PBrxS, with NdPS=5714,  using films of
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thickness 103 nm on Si substrates. Their data seem to indicate a first-order sur-
face phase transition, i.e. the surface excess as function of bulk composition first
increases smoothly and then exhibits a jump before the coexistence curve is ap-
proached. But unlike the prewetting transition shown in Fig. 6b, the jump goes
from a larger surface excess towards a smaller one, so fs vs fb varies non-monot-
onically. 

Choosing conditions where the equilibrium of the thin film is of the type
shown in Fig. 1d, experimental study of the concentration profile across a thin
film yields information on the interfacial profile between coexisting phases
[32,84,125,297,298]. While sometimes [32,298] it has been tried to account for a
broadening of interfacial profiles by capillary wave fluctuations, using Eq. (117)
and relating qmax to the lateral resolution length of the experiment, other re-
searchers claim [125,297] that one observes directly the “intrinsic profile” (com-
parable to theory [242–253]), provided the initial roughness before the anneal-
ing process of the sample is subtracted. Recently [84,298] it has been shown that
the interfacial thickness as extracted from such measurements in thin film ge-
ometry does depend on the thickness D of the thin film, in agreement with the
theoretical considerations of Sect. 2.5. Kerle et al. [84] study a mixture of the
same type as used by Scheffold et al. [82,85], namely d75/h66, with chain lengths

Fig. 31. Plot of interfacial width w vs D for a blend of olefinic copolymers d75/h66 (cf.text)
at T0=356 K, extracted from nuclear reaction depth profiling experiments, based on the re-
action 3He+2H®4He+1H+18.35 MeV and backward angle detection of 1H. Note that the
spatial resolution is optimal near the air surface (4 nm) but quickly deteriorates for large
distances from the air surface. Therefore, the error bar on w/2 increases strongly with in-
creasing D. Full and dotted curves represent the approximate asymptotic formula

(a factor pw/(1+w/2) in Eq. (127) being approximated as unity), choos-
ing w0=xb, and xb=11.8 nm or xb=10.6 nm, respectively. From Kerle et al. [84]
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Nd75=1625, Nh66=2030, at T=356 K (since Tcb=374 K this means T/Tcb » 0.95).
At  the coexistence curve at this temperature, the bulk correlation length xb »
11 nm, and choosing film thicknesses from D=100 nm up to D=1200 nm an in-
crease of the interfacial halfwidth w/2 from about w/2 » 12 nm at small D to
about w/2»40 nm at large D is observed (Fig. 31). This increase is interpreted in
terms of the behavior wµÖD, appropriate for short range forces acting from the
surfaces of the film on the interface {Eq. (127)}. In contrast, Sferrazza et al. [298]
study the interface between deuterated polystyrene and polymethylmethacr-
ylate for film thickness between 5 and 500 nm and find in this regime an increase
wµlnD only, as appropriate for long range forces {see Eq. (128)}. Since this latter
study uses chemically more dissimilar polymers than used by Kerle et al. [84], it
is likely that in the system of [298] long range forces are indeed more important.
At this point, we also draw attention to a recent simulation study [299] where it
was argued in a study of the wetting transition at the surface of polymer blends
that long range interactions change the order of the wetting transition from sec-
ond to first order (as they do for small molecule mixtures [220,300]) only for
small molecular weight. It was suggested that the effect of the surface is essen-
tially described by a short range model if the “effective range” s of the van der
Waals interaction, Vvdw(z)/kBT=(s/z)3, is much smaller than the polymer coil
size. 

While the critical behavior of polymer blends in d=3 dimensions has already
been studied very thoroughly (e.g. [286,287]), we are not aware of any counter-
part in d=2 dimensions, which would be very interesting particularly for ul-
trathin films (with thicknesses comparable to the gyration radius). We also are
not aware of any study of the shift of Tc as function of thickness. Thus there is no
data to which the results of Sect. 2.6 could be compared with. 

3.2
Ordering in Thin Films of Block Copolymers

In this section we shall not deal with all the work treating films on substrates
with a free surface against air (Fig. 4b-d), but rather focus attention only on the
problem where the block copolymer melt is confined to a film with uniform giv-
en thickness D (Fig. 3, Fig. 4a), assuming that there is a hard wall both on top
and on the bottom of the film. This situation is a natural boundary condition for
theoretical work (Sects. 2.2–2.4,2.7), but hard to realize experimentally. Lam-
booy et al. [112] created such a system for the first time for films of symmetric
diblock copolymers of perdeuterated polystyrene (dPS) and poly(methylmeth-
acrylate), PMMA, with a molecular weight of 80 000. In the bulk, this system
(fdPS=0.51) orders in the lamellar phase with layers of wavelength l0=30 nm. On
a suitable substrate (polished Si passivated by a 15–20 Å oxide layer at the sur-
face) films of thicknesses in the range from about 6l0 to 9l0 were spin cast, then
covered with a 100 Å thick buffer layer of high molecular weight PMMA, and
then a 1.2 µm thick film of SiO1.4 was evaporated onto the PMMA. The samples
were annealed at 175˚C and then quenched to room temperature, i.e. below the
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glass transition temperature of both blocks before neutron reflectivity measure-
ments were made. These study revealed lamellae oriented parallel to the confin-
ing walls, and measuring the period l in units of l0 as function of thickness D/l0
one finds oscillatory behavior, Fig. 32 [112,301], qualitatively similar to corre-
sponding theoretical predictions (Fig. 15). One notable distinction between this
experiment and the corresponding theory (Sects. 2.3, 2.4, 2.7) is the lack of any
evidence for perpendicular alignment of the lamellae for this system. The reason
why the parallel orientation prevails here is that the surface energy preferring
PMMA at both surfaces is very strong. 

In more recent work, Kellogg et al. [119] pointed out that one can vary the
strength of block-wall interactions by coating the SiOx walls with thin layers of
random copolymers composed of the two block components. Studying sample
thicknesses in the range D=1.4l0 to D=3.2l0, compelling evidence for perpen-
dicular orientation of the lamellae for D/l0=2.52 was obtained [119]. As expect-
ed theoretically, for D/l0 close to integer values the parallel orientation is still the
stable structure, but it is clear that for D/l0=2.52 either a situation with n=3
rather compressed lamellae or with n=2 strongly expanded lamellae is unfavo-
rable. The existence of the perpendicular orientation, which thus avoids this
“frustration effect” on the parallel orientation, could be directly visualized by
electron micrograph techniques. A complicating feature, however, is that these
perpendicular lamellae exhibit short range order only; it appears that there exist
a lot of defects in the structure. Thus the qualitative pictures, Figs. 3a-c, on
which the theoretical analysis [34–36,63] (Sects. 2.3,2.4,2.7) is based, clearly are
somewhat to idealized. At this point, we recall that the boundary condition pro-
vided experimentally by the random copolymer layers should perhaps be treat-

Fig. 32. Period l of dPS-PMMA symmetric diblock copolymers relative to the period l0 in
the bulk, plotted as a function of the film thickness D in units of l0. The solid line in the
figure shows what would be expected if the period l varied linearly with D/l0 between (n-
-1/2)l0 and (n+1/2)l0, n =1,2,... From Lambooy et al. [112]
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ed not just in terms of a homogeneous surface perturbation, such as written in
Eqs. (10,48,87,89), but there could also be the need to add a kind of “random sur-
face field”, describing the fluctuations in the local interactions acting on the
block copolymer layer. This randomness could be responsible for the lack of
long range order observed experimentally [119]. While it was shown that “ran-
dom fields” coupling linearly to the order parameter of block copolymers in the
bulk do disrupt their long-range order [302], we are not aware of any corre-
sponding studies of random surface effects on block copolymers yet. 

A second system of block copolymer films confined between hard walls is the
system poly (ethylenepropylene)-poly(ethylethylene), PEP-PEE, with molecular
weight Mn=106 000 and composition ¦PEP=0.54 [114]. Here the confinement was
achieved by two similar hard walls of solid amorphous polystyrene (PS) and by
two dissimilar hard walls (Si and PS, respectively). Film thicknesses in the range
from D/l0»2.8 to D/l0»4 were investigated, and it was shown by neutron reflec-
tometry techniques that the parallel arrangement of lamellae was stable
throughout. The wavelength l/l0 varied linearly from about l/l0»0.95 for
D/l0»2.8 to l/l0»1.12 for D/l0»3.5, where then a discontinuous jump from n=3
to n=4 lamellae did occur, with a second region of linear variation for D/l0 in the
range from l/l0³3.7. Both sets of data (PS-PS confinement and PS-Si confine-
ment) fall on the same lines in this plot, consistent with the theoretical expecta-
tions. 

A third system, diblock copolymers formed from deuterated polystyrene
(dPS) and poly(2-vinylpyridine), PVP, was studied by Koneripalli et al. [118],
confining the copolymer melt between a silicon substrate on one side and a
glassy polymer, poly(2methylvinyl-cyclohexane) on the other side. It was shown
that under these boundary conditions (which lack any particular symmetry)
there exists a range of film thicknesses D where the complex morphology of
Fig. 3c (or Fig. 27c, respectively) occurs. Koneripalli et al. [118] suggest that in
their case due to the lack of symmetry this is a truly stable configuration, unlike
the simulation [35] where the boundaries were strictly symmetric and one ex-
pects this phase with both lateral and perpendicular structure (Fig. 27c) to be
only metastable [63]. Thus, all the structures shown qualitatively in Fig. 3 have
indeed been observed experimentally! The possibility of forming patterns of
block copolymer films with lateral structure on the scale of tens of nanometers
is of potential interest in fabricating optoelectronic devices [8,303], and hence
this structure formation in block copolymer films (Figs. 3, 27) is perhaps of
more than academic interest. Finally, we note that even for the case of “pseudo-
confined” block copolymer films (i.e., films on a substrate with the upper surface
“free” against air, Fig. 4b,c) the island formation which usually occurs [5] may
be suppressed for very thin films [111]. Studying films of the symmetric diblock
copolymer poly(styrene-b-paramethylstyrene) by nuclear reaction analysis
(15N+1H®4He+12C+g) for film thicknesses in the range of D=12 nm to D=
92 nm near the bulk order-disorder transition, order parameter profiles could
be measured in a range from D/l0»3/8 to D/l0»2. It was found that for D/l0<1
the profile was rather asymmetric, and only weak segregation did occur, in con-
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trast to the other studies reported here [112,114,119], which all referred to
strongly segregated films. The effective wavelength l did increase linearly from
about l»15 nm for D=18 nm to l=l0»45 nm for D=l0, and then stayed constant
up to D»2l0 . Remarkably, parallel alignment is not suppressed for D=3l0/2.
This fact can be attributed to the strong affinity of paramethylstyrene to the free
surface [111]. Russell et al. [304] studied the evolution of ordering in thin films
of symmetric diblock copolymers and found that first a bicontinuous network
formed which later transformed into the multilayered structure.

Finally, we mention that interesting behavior can also be inferred from meas-
urements with very thick films [113]. Mutter and Stühn [113] studied films of
symmetric diblocks of polystyrene-b-polyisoprene with Mw=15 700, for film
thicknesses of about 1 µm, while the lamellar wavelength only is 15.3 nm, so for
perfect long-range order a stacking of about 70 lamellae parallel to the substrate
is formed. Studying the kinetics of ordering in time-dependent neutron reflec-
tivity measurements, it was shown that the lamellae order first in a random ori-
entation and later get oriented parallel to the substrate and air surface on a time
scale that increases strongly with decreasing temperature just below the order-
disorder transition temperature. 

3.3
Dynamics of Phase Separation

Since the first discovery [128] of surface-induced spinodal decomposition in
thin films of polymer blends, there has been much further experimental activity
[5,130,131,134–137,141, 147,148,150–155,157]. We summarize only some key
features here. Figure 33 shows that similar to the simulation (Fig. 28) a surface
enrichment layer forms, followed by a depletion region. The scale of these waves
coarsen with time, and there are a number of studies (e.g. [136]) that report a
growth of the charateristic length scale ,(t) with time t after the quench as
,(t) µ  t1/3. This behavior is well-known from the coarsening of solid binary
mixtures [295] in the bulk, as well as from strongly off-critical fluid binary mix-
tures [292–294] (coarsening due to diffusion and coagulation of droplets [305]).
For (near-)critical fluid binary mixtures in the bulk, a faster growth law
{,(t) µ t} is predicted [296] and observed [292–294].

It turns out that the behavior of thin polymer blend films confined between
plates, on which systems this review focuses, is much more complicated and
there is a subtle interplay with wetting phenomena and the nature of hydrody-
namic effects also changes under confinement. Thus rather conflicting observa-
tions are reported in the literature. For example, Pan and Composto [152] study
blends of polystyrene (PS)-poly(vinylmethylether) (PVME) confined between
glass plates at thicknesses D from D»200 nm to D»700 nm. They find that ,(t)
increases more rapidly than linear with time up to sizes of the order of 100 µm
(i.e., much larger than D), and then the growth suddenly stops. Because of this
confinement, the shape of the domains is very anisotropic, flattened in the direc-
tions parallel to the walls. Pan and Composto [152] suggest that the fast growth
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is due to wetting phenomena, but this clearly needs further study. On the other
hand, Sung et al. [157] studying the phase separation of thin films of polystyrene
and polybutadiene on a silicon substrate (with a free film boundary) with 20 nm
and 100 nm thicknesses, reveal a rather different behavior: for the “thick” film
(D=100 nm), a crossover from ,(t) µ  t1/3 to ,(t) µ  t1 is observed, similarly as in
the bulk, although at late time also a “pinning” of this lateral linear dimension
occurs {at a size ,(t ®  ¥ ) » 20 µm}. In contrast, for the thinner film (D=20 nm),
one observes a behavior ,(t) µ  t0.44, before the pinning occurs {,(t ®  ¥ ) »
15 µm}. Sung et al. [157] attribute this different power law to a two-dimensional
version of a hydrodynamic mechanism of coarsening. It seems that the reason
for the pinning of the structure at later stages, which is at variance with the the-
ory (Sect. 2.8), is not at all understood. For the rather thin films used by Sung et
al. [157], a study of the equilibrium phase diagram would be valuable (measure-

Fig. 33. a Volume fraction of deuterated poly(ethylenepropylene), dPEP (full dots) and pro-
tonated PEP (open circles) versus depth, for a degree of polymerization N»2300 for both
constituents, after a 4 h quench to T=294 K (Tcb»365 K). Profiles are obtained with the time
of flight forward recoil spectrometry (TOF-FRES). The dashed line indicates the surface do-
main thickness l(t). b Plot showing the growth of the surface domain thickness ,(t) vs t1/3.
From Krausch et al. [136]
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ments were done at T=25 ˚C at critical volume fraction fPSd=0.7, the bulk criti-
cal temperature being Tcb»51 ˚C), since due to the formation of surface enrich-
ment layers there could be an appreciable shift of critical composition in the thin
film (Fig. 5), and thus the change of coarsening behavior with thickness could be
related with a crossover from critical to off-critical morphology. 

Particularly interesting observations, however, are reported by Straub et al.
[153] who combine ion-beam analysis and scanning near-field optical microsco-
py to characterize the domain structure of their mixture (dPS, NdPS=1700, and
partially brominated polystyrene, ) in a fully three-dimensional manner,
and thus are able to characterize the transient wetting and quasi-two-dimen-
sional spinodal decomposition. They use a nearly critical mixture on silicon wa-
fers with a free air surface, for films of 600 nm thickness. In the initial stages, the
volume fraction of dPS has a surface enrichment layer {of thickness ,^(t)} fol-
lowed by a depletion layer and further oscillations around fcrit=0.5, qualitatively
similar to surface directed spinodal decomposition. This surface enrichment
layer then grows in thickness, and the volume fraction profile is monotonic. The
optical microscopy reveals, however, that the other phase (near the Si substrate)
is inhomogeneous, there occur large regions of dPS-rich phase of linear dimen-
sion ,||(t). It turns out that both ,||(t) and ,^(t) grow according to t1/3 laws. At
still later times, the growing dPS-rich droplets in the interior coalesce with the
dPS rich surface enrichment layer, which then breaks up and a morphology with
domain walls perpendicular to the thin film (Fig. 5b) remains. The lateral phase
separation is also clearly visible from the time of flight-forward recoil spetros-

Fig. 34. dPS volume fraction fdPS vs depth z for a 50/50 dPS/PBrxS mixture after annealing
for different times at T=180 ˚C as revealed by TOF-FRES a tA=10 min, b tA=160 min, c tA=
6175 min). In the bottom part, a sketch of the domain structure is shown as revealed from
the ion beam and scanning near field optical microscopy (SNOM) results (shaded areas:
dPS-rich domains; white areas: dPS-poor domains). From Straub et al. [153]
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copy (TOF-FRES) volume fraction profiles, which settle down near fdPS»fcrit in
the bulk of the film, as expected from the discussion presented in Sects. 1,2.1
(Fig. 34). The situation is somewhat complicated since at the free surface the lat-
eral phase separation is accompanied with a “roughening” of the film (i.e., the
dPS-rich domains stick a bit out of the film, as shown schematically in Fig. 34). 

While the above system is an example where two-dimensional phase separa-
tion in the sense of Fig. 1a,b (or Fig. 5) occurs, there exist also good examples
where no lateral phase separation exists in equilibrium, and the system forms a
single interface parallel to the surfaces (Fig. 1d). However, if one chooses the in-
itial state such that the phase preferred by air is close to the substrate and the
phase preferred by the substrate is next to the air surface [77], the system is un-
stable and surface phase inversion takes place. A laterally inhomogeneous state
then occurs only as a transient phenomenon necessary to trigger the inversion
kinetics, but not as an equilibrium state [77]. 

4
Discussion and Conclusions

This review has discussed the phase behavior of polymer blends and symmetric
block copolymer melts in thin film geometry, considering mostly films confined
between two symmetrical hard walls. Occasionally, also an “antisymmetric”
boundary condition (i.e. one wall prefers component A while the other wall pre-
fers component B) is studied. These boundary conditions sometimes approxi-
mate the physically most relevant case, namely a polymeric film on a solid sub-
strate exposed to air or vacuum with a free, flat surface (Fig. 1). The case where
the film as a whole breaks up into droplets (Fig. 2) due to dewetting phenomena
is not considered, however, nor did we deal with the formation of islands or
holes or terraces in the case of ordered block copolymer films (Fig. 4b-d). 

The main interest of this article was the inhomogeneity in composition {de-
scribed e.g. by the local volume fraction f( ,z) of species A in the film} that de-
velops in the film, and to relate this inhomogeneity to the corresponding phase
transitions in the bulk: unmixing of a (symmetrical) binary polymer mixture
(A,B), or lamellar ordering of (symmetrical) block copolymers. While qualita-
tively the behavior of asymmetrical polymer blends would not entail many new
features, for block copolymers asymmetrical composition would yield other or-
dering phenomena (e.g. bicontinuous ordered phases or hexagonal or cubic
structures in the bulk competing with lamellar ordering at the walls, the latter
due to surface enrichment of the preferred component) which are beyond the
scope of the present article. Also we have not paid much attention to the inter-
esting interplay between the composition inhomogeneity and molecular archi-
tecture of the polymer chains (flexible vs stiff chains, etc.). Only flexible linear
polymers were treated. 

The common theme of this article was hence the formation of surface enrich-
ment layers in thin films and their effect on the phase transitions mentioned
above, with emphasis on the accompanying interface formation: i.e., the lamel-
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lar phase of block copolymers can be viewed as a parallel arrangement of AB-
interfaces (where in the strong segregation limit the junction points are local-
ized). Phase separation in a blend, at fixed overall volume fraction  inside the
two-phase coexistence curve, also implies interface formation. 

It is an intriguing question, and has been discussed at length in the present
article, to what extent the phase transitions occurring in the thin film remain
sharp or become rounded due to the finite thickness D of the thin film. For strict-
ly symmetrical block copolymers in the framework of the Leibler theory pre-
dicting a second-order transition in the bulk, the transition would be rounded
in the thin film, since the surface enrichment causes a damped oscillatory com-
position profile in the z-direction already above the bulk transition temperature,
and this profile develops gradually towards a more strongly ordered situation.
Taking fluctuation effects (and compositional asymmetry) into account, one
would expect that for thick films there is still a first-order transition possible,
and wetting-type phenomena (“surface-induced ordering” causes the formation
of strongly ordered surface layers at the walls, separated from the disordered
bulk of the film by well developed interfaces) occur. 

An intriguing point also is that for block copolymers with lamellar ordering
parallel to the walls in general there will be a misfit between the wavelength that
the system likes to form in the bulk (l0) and the film thickness D (i.e., D¹nl0). 

As a result, the wavelength l in units of l0 exhibits a “sawtooth”-profile as
function of the film thickness (Figs. 15,32): for a parallel arrangement of the la-
mellae between symmetric walls (Fig. 3a, Fig. 26b,d, Fig. 27b,d) the domains are
compressed or expanded to enforce the condition D=nl in the whole range from

, while at the boundaries of this regime first-or-

der transitions in the number of layers (n–1®n or n®n+1, respectively) occur.
This parallel orientation, however, occurs only for sufficiently strong preference
of the walls for the B-rich phase: simulations (Fig. 27a) and experiment support
the theoretical prediction, that perpendicular domain orientation(Fig. 3b) oc-
curs for weak enough surface forces. Also the inhomogeneous asymmetric do-
main pattern of Fig. 3d, first seen in simulations (Figs. 26c, 27c) and later shown
to be stable for asymmetric boundary conditions at the walls, has been found ex-
perimentally. Thus, one might expect that in thin film geometry also thermally
driven first-order transitions between parallel and perpendicular arrangements
of lamellae could occur, since l0 is not a constant but temperature dependent,
but this phenomenon remains to be investigated. This “frustration effect” due to
the misfit between thin film thickness D and preferred wavelength l should also
lead to oscillatory dependence of various properties on film thickness already in
the weak segregation limit of the system. 

For the polymer blend with symmetric walls, approaching the bulk critical
temperature from the disordered region there occurs a completely smooth and
gradual formation of surface enrichment layers on both walls (Fig. 1c), without
any phase transition. The unmixing phase transition involves formation of con-
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centration inhomogeneity in lateral directions (Fig. 1a,b), with interfaces orient-
ed perpendicular to the walls. This is true irrespective whether or not in semi-
infinite geometry a wetting transition can occur – this wetting transition anyway
is rounded off in a thin film, and thus there is no sharp transition between the
situation in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, since the thickness of the surface enrichment lay-
er in Fig. 1b is rather limited (only prewetting transitions, Fig. 6b, still could oc-
cur). It is easy to see that vertical phase separation (Fig. 1c) cannot be the ther-
modynamically stable situation for a thick film (D®¥) for symmetric walls: the
total interfacial energy then would be (for a LxLxD geometry with L>>D)
2L2sAB+2L2sBW, with sAB and sBW the interfacial tensions for AB and B-wall in-
terfaces, respectively. For a fraction x of the A-rich phase, we have for the situa-
tion of Fig. 1b a total interfacial energy 2L2sBW+LDsAB+2xL2sAB . It is seen that
the structure in Fig. 1c exceeds the interfacial free energy cost of the structure of
Fig. 1b by 2(1--x)L2sAB--LDsAB, which for L/D®¥ is positive for any x>0. As
a consequence, structures as shown in Fig. 1c are stable only in the one-phase re-
gion of the blend, where the thickness of the B-rich surface enrichment layers are
microscopic, and do not take a finite fraction of the film thickness D as D®¥.
For very small D, however, there is an appreciable depression of Tc(D) in compar-
ison to the bulk, and structures of the type of Fig. 1c occur under conditions
where in the bulk phase separation already would occur, e.g. for Tc(D)<T<Tcb. A
similar reasoning applies to the non-wet situation, where Fig. 1a) is preferable
over Fig. 1c), since the total interfacial energy is (1--x)
2L2sBW+2L2sAW+LDsAB, and hence the structure of Fig. 1c exceeds the free en-
ergy cost of Fig. 1a by 2L2(sAB+xsBW–xsAW)–LDsAB=2L2(1–x)sAB–LDsAB +2L2

x(sAB+sBW–sAW). For a non-wet (partially wet) situation we have sAB>sAW–
sBW, and hence again the free energy cost for L/D®¥ is positive (for the wet case,
sAB=sAW–sBW, we recover the free energy cost found above, of course). 

Similar arguments apply for the case of “anti-symmetric” boundary condi-
tions (one surface preferring the A-rich phase, the other one the B-rich phase,
Figs. 1d,e): again the transition of the thin film from the disordered phase to the
structure with vertical phase separation is smooth, only the extent of the round-
ing of the transition near Tcb decreases gradually as the film thickness D increas-
es. However, a true phase transition involving lateral phase separation (Fig. 1e)
can occur also in this case, although we are not aware of any experimental evi-
dence for this transition yet. While the geometry of Fig. 1d) is very popular for a
study of interfacial profiles, and the geometry of Fig. 1c) is used for studying the
surface enrichment profiles in order to extract the pure surface free energy ex-
perimentally, we have argued that in both cases the finite thickness D affects
such analyses substantially and needs to be carefully considered. 

While the static equilibrium behavior of polymer blends in thin film geome-
try thus is rather well understood, at least in principle, the kinetic behavior
(Sects. 2.8,3.3) is much less well understood, since there is a delicate interplay
between surface-directed spinodal decomposition, thickness-limited growth of
wetting layers, and the hydrodynamic mechanisms of coarsening in this con-
strained geometry still needs investigation. 
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Finally, we draw attention to a topic somewhat neglected in this review, name-
ly the interplay between concentration inhomogeneities f ,z near the surfaces
and interfaces and the local configurational properties of the polymer coils (en-
richment of chain ends, orientation and possibly distortion of polymer coils,
etc.). The reason for this omission was that not so much general features are
known about these questions. Clearly, the subject of phase transitions of poly-
mer blends and block copolymer melts in thin film geometry will remain a chal-
lenge in the future. 
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1 
The Need for New Methods of Polymer Characterisation

1.1 
Branched Structures

A major breakthrough in polymer production occurred with the discovery of
metallocene catalysts [1]. We are now able to make polyolefins with a controlled
level of branching (and tacticity). The simplest object is a statistically branched
polymer, with a certain overall degree of polymerisation X, and a certain dis-
tance (monomer units) between successive branch points, which we shall call b.
The basic goal of characterisation is to measure X and b from a minimum
number of experiments in dilute solutions. 

Let us first recall some basic principles on the conformation of these branched
objects. Our main assumption is that the molecule is flexible and tree-like: al-
though it is branched it does not contain any closed cycle. 

In good solvents, we know from theory  [2,3] and from experiments [4] that the
radius of gyration Rg follows a very strange law 

(1)

where a is something like a monomer size. The exponents can be derived from
a calculation of the Flory type [5], including the correct value of the ideal branched
object size R0 ,which was first derived long ago by Zimm and Stockmayer [6,7]  

(2) 

A partial check on Eq.(1) is that if we make b=X (i.e.: if we return to linear
chains) we recover the standard Flory formula Rg~aX3/5.

1.2 
Probing Methods

What information can we obtain about these branched systems by standard-
measurements ?
a) The hydrodynamic radius (proportional to Rg) can be derived from viscosities

in dilute solutions, from measurements of a diffusion constant,and from gel
permeation chromatography.

b) The molecular weight is in principle accessible from light scattering intensities
– preferably via quasi elastic scattering to eliminate the rôle of dust, etc. For
small values of X, the recent forms of mass spectroscopy can also be used. 

c) A classical approach is based on rheology. In dilute solutions these compact
coils are not easy to distort. In melts, we can achieve strong distortions; but the
mechanical response of these complicated structures, both entangled and
branched, is hard to predict in a reliable way.
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All the above led to a different approach where a) the coils would be kept dilute,
but would be forced to distort quad and b) linear chains would behave in a trivial
way.

1.3 
Forced Permeation

One possible approach is based on the aspiration of the dilute polymer inside a
nanopore (Fig. 1). The nanopores are produced easily by particle-track etching
[8], and can be bought commercially. Three requirements must be imposed:
a) the polymer must  not adsorb on the tube surface;
b) the tube diameter D must be smaller than the polymer size Rg;
c) the tube cross section must be constant (no rugosity).
In the1980s, Léger and coworkers [9,10] studied the aspiration of  linear polysty-
rene in pores of polycarbonates.  A theoretical picture was also constructed for this
[11] and is summarised in Fig. 2. The main result is that linear chains are sucked
in when the pore current J (the solvent volume flowing per unit time) is beyond a
certain threshold value Jc.This Jc turns out to be independent of tube diameter and
of the molecular weight of the linear polymer

(3) 

Fig. 1.  A linear chain facing a pore

  
J const

kT
c1 = .

h
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h being the solvent viscosity.  If we translate this into a pressure drop p, over a
length L of the tube, the scaling law, derived from Poiseuille flow is  

(4) 

These p values are sizeable, but not incompatible with the strength of stand-
ard pore materials with suitable(ceramic) supports. 

A more detailed explanation of Eqs 3 and 4 shall be given in section 2. For our
present purposes, the main conclusion is that Jc is not dependent on X for linear
chains. But, without any calculation, we can expect that a branched object will
enter much more painfully in a narrow tube. Thus permeation studies may pro-
vide an interesting assessment of branching. In section 3, we discuss briefly the
case of star polymers [11] which is relatively easy to visualise. Then in section 4,
we study the morerealistic problem of branched objects [12]. All our discussion
is very crude; restricted to polymers in very good (athermal) solvents; and re-
stricted to the level of scaling laws.

2  
A Reminder on Linear Chains in Pores

2.1 
Competition Between Squeezing and Aspiration

Figure 2 summarises the situation: the chain has partially entered into the pore
(over a length L >D). It can be pictured as a sequence of blobs, each of size D and
of monomer number gD=(D/a)5/3 (theFlory law). The confinement energy per
blob is of the order kT [13]and the overall confinement energy is thus kT ,/D
(,/D being the number of squeezed blobs. The force tending to pull the chain out
of the pore is thus kT/D.

  
p

kT

D
L@

4

Fig. 2.  Blob picture for partial entry
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2.2 
Permeation Without Flow

The first (classical) application of these ideas concerns chains which move in
and out of the tube without any flow. In order to insert a full chain into the tube,
where it exhibits a length L, we need an energy 

(5)  

The permeation coefficient of a membrane based on these pores is thus pro-
portional to  

(6) 

This allows, in principle, for a selection according to molecular weight. How-
ever it acts rather like a cut-off: chains of size Rg larger than D do not permeate.
Equation (6) is, in fact, the basis of gel permeation chromatography.

2.3 
Forced Permeation

We now want to force the chains in by strong flows. If we impose a flow velocity
V=J/D2 we must have a Stokes force ~ 

 

hVD on each blob, and thus an overall hy-
drodynamic force (,/D)

 

hVD=

 

hV,. The smallest hydrodynamic force available
corresponds to ,=D. If the first blob goes in, the other ones will follow more eas-
ily. Thus the threshold corresponds to ,=D, or 

(6a)

Thus the critical current is Jc=kT/

 

h (Eq. 3). Numerically, at room tempera-
ture, with viscosities 

 

h comparable to the viscosity of water, Jc ~ 5.10–12cm3/s.
Then in a pore of diameter D=50Å, the velocity is V = Jc/D2~20cm/s. 

Experimentally, the threshold is not very sharp, but the cross over from zero
permeation to strong permeation is quite visible for polystyrene in good sol-
vents inside polycarbonate nanotubes [10]. At the time of these experiments, the
fact that Jc was independent of molecular weight was considered as rather dis-
couraging. But for our present purposes this may in fact be a bonus. 
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2.4 
Another Hydrodynamic Picture 

Our discussion on the aspiration of linear chain has been basedon the behavior
inside the tube. It is also helpful to consider what happens outside (in the entry
region). Here, in the most naive picture, we have a convergent flow of velocity
v(r)=J/r2, where r is the distance to the center of the entry disc. The velocity gra-
dient is .  At a certain radius rc , this is such that , where Tz
is the relaxation time of a coil T . At distances r<rc, the deformation
is fast, the chain cannot relax and deforms affinely: the final lateral dimension of
the distorted coil is rƒ ~ D/rcRg. When rƒ becomes as small as D, the chain can get
in. This corresponds to rc ~ Rg and J ~ Jc, where Jc  is again given by Eq.(3). Thus
this different picture leads to the same conclusion.

3  
Theoretical Predictions for Stars in Pores

3.1 
Statics: Optimal Shape Without Flow

Let us think of a star, with ƒ arms, each of N monomers (X=ƒN). We assume long
arms (N >> ƒ1/2). The opposite case would yield a compact nodule. In dilute so-
lutions, these stars build up a structure of radius 

(7) 

This result can be derived from a simple extension of the Flory calculation;
more detailed pictures of the swollen star can be constructed cite[13]and lead to
the same form. (An attentive reader will note that if we put N=ƒ1/2 in eq. (7), we
end up with R=aX1/3, i.e. a compact nodule as announced).

Consider now the star inserted in a tube of diameter D<R, and assume that
the arms extend over lengths much larger than D. Then each arm isessentially
uniformly stretched.

As we shall see later, the conformation which gives the lowest energy is ‘sym-
metric’ (Fig. 3a) with a number  of arms forward, and an equal number

 backwards. Each arm is confined into a small tube of cross section
. The stretched length of the arms is thus  

(8) 

where g

 

x =(

 

x/a)5/3 is the number of monomers per subunit of size 

 

x. Equation
8 can then be rewritten as 

  ̇ ~ /g = Ñv J r3
  ̇gTz = 1

 z gR kT= h 3 /
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(9) 

where R is the star radius of Eq. (7). The minimal diameter allowing passage
is D=Dm and is such that 

 

x =a (no solvent left). Thus 

(10) 

Then the arms are completely stretched and L=Na. The energy F of the con-
fined star is again kT per submit, giving a total 

(11)
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Fig. 3. A star trapped in a nanopore. The case showncorresponds to ƒ=6. a Symmetric  mode.
b One arm forward
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The power law for involves an exotic exponent p=11/6. The crucial fea-
ture here is that p>1, or equivalently, that theenergy is a convex function of the
number of arms inserted. From this, we can see that the lowest energy corre-
sponds to the symmetric case. If we had chosen a non symmetric conformation,
with ƒ1 arms forward, and a different number ƒ–ƒ1 of arms backward, we would
find an energy 

(11a)

Thus, when we discuss permeation without aspiration, we can safely omit
then on symmetric modes. The energy barrier for entry is well described by Eq.
(11).

3.2 
Dynamics: Optimal Shape with Flow

The major surprise (encountered in ref. 11) is that the symmetric mode de-
scribed above is not necessarily the major mode of aspiration. 

To understand this, let us now assume that we suck in the solvent, with acur-
rent J, slightly larger than the threshold Jc of Eq. (3): then our star will be able to
insert one arm into the tube, as shown on Fig. 3b.

Of course, the rest of the star is plugged in at the entry, and offers a large re-
sistance. But this resistance is finite: and if the arm length N is long enough, the
hydrodynamic force over N/gD blobs, 

 

hDV N/gD, can be made very large: at
some point, it will be able to overcome the resistance from the (ƒ–1) other arms.

This remark (by F. Brochard) prompted us to investigate the hydrodynamic
thresholds for non symmetric conformations: the calculation is described in
[11]. There is a certain regime (N<(D/a)ƒ3/2), wherethe optimal number of for-
ward arms is  

(12) 

giving a critical current 

(13)

which is larger than Jc1, and dependent on ƒ (and N). On the other hand, if N
is larger (N>(D/a) ƒ3/2), we expect Jc=Jc1, and the experiment would bring in no
useful information.

This permeation by asymmetric modes is a surprise. In most physical phe-
nomena (e.g. in chemical reactions) the static energy barrier is not very different
from the dynamic barrier. Here, they can be deeply different.
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3.3 
Problems of Presentation

The actual scenario for entry of stars under aspiration may be quite complex:
upon arrival at the tube opening, the star will usually not show up the optimal
number of arms. If, for instance, one arm went in, while the optimal number ƒ1
was higher, it may take a long time for the star to bring a second arm in the right
position. Fortunately, these complications, which would be very serious for
stars, are probably much less important for statistically branched polymers.

4  
Theoretical Predictions for Statistically Branched Polymers

4.1 
Maximum Stretching and the Ariadne Length

What are the conformations of a statistically branched object when it is squeez-
ed into a tube?

This question was solved some years ago by Vilgis and coworkers [13, 14].The
main result can be understood simply in terms of a Flory calculation, with a free
energy F of the form  

(14) 

The first term is an elastic energy, for a molecule of extension L along the
tube, with an unperturbed radius R0 given by Eq.(2). The second term describes
monomer/monomer repulsions (in an athermal solvent). Optimising Eq.(14),
we arrive at  

(15) 

The internal concentration is  

(16) 

where we have introduced (following Vilgis) a minimum tube diameter  

(17) 
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Whatever the hydrodynamic force, the polymer will not be able to enter in a
tube thinner than Dm. Note that if we return to linear chains (b=X) we recover
the natural result Dm =a.

Of particular interest is the length LA associated with the diameter Dm.  

(18) 

We call LA the Ariadne length. Ariadne helped Theseus through the Minoan lab-
yrinth, by giving him a reel of thread, which kept a track of his march. LA repre-
sents the length of the shortest path (from the starting point) to the monster: in
our context, the thread distance between two arbitrary points in the cluster.
When we squeeze the molecule at its utmost, we arrive at a length of order LA.

The Ariadne length is related to what is called the spectral dimension of a clus-
ter in statistical physics. Readers interested in this aspect will find more infor-
mation in refs [12–14].

4.2 
The Equivalent Semi-Dilute Solution

When our polymer is confined, with a certain interval concentration f (Eq. 16)
we have to understand first what is the mesh size (or correlation length) x which
this ‘solutionÕ of branched objects builds up. For solutions of linear polymers,
the relation between x and f is classical [15] 

(19) 

This will still hold here, provided that branching is negligible at the scale x :
i.e. that the size of a submit of b monomers is larger than x. Or

(20) 

This corresponds to f values which are relatively large: we call this regime
strong confinement.

In the opposite limit (f < b–4/5) we talk of weak confinement.Here, the mesh
size x is associated with a branched submit (the ‘pearl’), with a number gp of
monomers, by a transposition of Eq.(1)

(21) 

The available space is densely filled by pearls, and this imposes

(22) 
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Eliminating gp between Eqs (20 and 21) we arrive at

(23) 

The crossover between weak and strong confinement occurs when f=b–4/5:
i.e. when the correlation length is equal to the size of a linear chain, made of b
monomer, in good solvent conditions x = x  b=ab3/5. This corresponds to a cross-
over diameter for the tube

(24)  

The two confinement regimes are qualitatively shown on Fig. 4. 

  
x f f= <( )ab b– / – – /                1 5 1 4 5

  D D b* = min
/3 5

Fig. 4. Two forms of organisation for the squeezed polymer a strong confinement: locally the
structure resembles a solution oflinear chains b weak confinement : the mesh unit (‘pearl’)
contains many branch points
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4.3 
Critical Currents

Once we know the mesh size, we know the osmotic pressure of the confined so-
lution

(25) 

The energy required to confine a length ,, of the compacted polymer is then  

(26) 

An attentive reader will note that this Ec is (slightly) different from the opti-
mal energy derived from the Flory approach (Eq. 14). This is not a surprise: the
Flory (mean field) calculation is good to compute sizes, but less good to compute
energies [15].

The hydrodynamic force acting on one submit is hx V. The number of submits
is D2,/x3. Thus, the resulting energy is

(27) 

Optimising the sum Ec+Eh, we arrive at

(28)  

and a barrier energy 

(29) 

The critical current Jc corresponds to Eb ~ kT and thus scales according to  

(30) 

In this formula, we insert the relevant value for x: given by Eq.(19) for D<D*
and by Eq.(23) for D>D*. The results are 

(31)
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(32) 

Equations 31and 32 are the basic predictions of the model1).

5  
Perspectives

5.1 
Characterisation

We have seen in Section 4, that a measurement of the critical current Jc, per-
formed at two diameters (D < D* and D > D*) should allow for the determina-
tion of two unknowns: the molecular weight (proportional to X) and the dis-
tance between branch points.

This conclusion is promising, but all our discussion is still very far from real
life. The following is a list of expected complications:
a) of course, we are interested in polydisperse systems. The fluctuations of b may

be somewhat averaged out inside one single molecule. But thedispersion of X
values brings in serious problems. However it is not hopeless to come back
from experimental plots (giving the total weight of polymer permeated ver-
sus the permeation current J) to distributionfunctions;

b) the possibility of clogging by the largest molecules is always present. Our
group is planning experiments on fluorescent DNAs to observe these effects,
and all the other entry problems, at least on linear polymers;

c) in some cases, the hydrodynamic forces may be large enough to break the pol-
ymer. This is a significant worry for star polymers [11] and is discussed in
Section 5.3 below;

d) another problem is that for high Jc, the mechanical strength of the filter must
be quite high: see Eq.(4) for the pressure drop.
All these questions are serious. But, as far as we can see, none of them is ob-

viously catastrophic.We need a thorough reflection on the chemical engineering
aspects. Should we work with one plate, or with a sequence of plates of different
diameters? Should we work in d.c. hydrodynamic flow, or in modulated flows? Is
there any interest in tapered tubes? To what extent could we replace the tubes by
conventional (non adsorbing) porous media… etc.

5.2 
Extension to Other Semi-Compact Structures

Our theoretical discussion can easily be transposed to other molecules: comb
polymers being a typical example. Another amusing example is a swollen,

1 Equation 31 has a misprint in the original ref [12]
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spherical gel particle of original size R, somewhat larger than D [12]. A third cat-
egory of interest would be based on wormlike micelles, which are known to be
flexible. In suitably controlled conditions, these micelles systems can branch.
But a major difference is that all these micellar structures are labile: they can
break and reform.

Going further in this direction, certain block copolymers, with successive se-
quences which are soluble/insoluble in the solvent, can associate their insoluble
parts and form branched structures (ultimately terminating in a gel above cer-
tain thresholds). Thus, very generally, the permeation properties of labile aggre-
gates may be instructive, and possibly useful.

5.3 
Problems of Chain Rupture

All our discussion has assumed that our branched structures are robust. But they
are in fact subjected to significant hydrodynamic tensions. Consider a star poly-
mer under a current J largerthan Jc1. Then we shall meet situations where one (or
a few) arm(s) has entered the tube, while the central nodule is still stuck at the en-
try as in Fig. 3b. If , is the length of tube which has been invaded by the arm(as in
Sect. 2.3), the hydrodynamic force hv,, may be large, and can possibly reach the
threshold force tm for rupture near the nodule. This leads to a critical value ,m:

(33) 

What is the scaling structure for tm? Here, we shall consider two distinct ex-
amples.
a) Chemical rupture, with a bond energy Ub, will be associated with a force

tm~Ub/a.
b) As mentioned in Sect. 5.2, another ‘nodule’ of interest is obtained with block

copolymers: for instance (with water as the solvent) a long hydrophilic arm,
terminated at one end by a short hydrophobic piece, will end up forming mi-
celles or stars with a hydrophobic core. Here the relevantenergy Uh is the
transfer energy, required to pull out one hydrophobic monomer, from an en-
vironment of the same monomer, into water. Uh is much smaller than Ub.
Ultimately, we can write for both cases :

(34) 

The corresponding polymerisation index for the arm, is: 

(35) 
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Even in mild conditions (i.e. when J is not much more larger than Jc1) this Nm
is not huge. For instance, in case (b), if we take U/kT~1, D=10 nm a=0.3 nm, and
choose J=3Jc1, we arrive at ,m>100 nm, and Nm>3000.

Similar ideas can be used for statistically branched polymers; let us, for in-
stance, consider the case of large distances b between branch points, i.e. ‘strong
confinement’ as defined by the inequality (20). Then the tube (of cross section
D2) can be subdivided into (D/x)2 Ôsubtubes’, and the chain, in each of them, is
subjected to the tension hv,. When the tension equals the threshold force, this
leads again to Eq.(34). Here, the current threshold Jc is much larger than Jc1, and
rupture may often occur. To avoid this, we need to operate in situations of mild
compression, i.e. with D/Rg not too small.

Thus, for the characterisation problem, even with strongly bonded branch-
points, we must be careful. On the other hand, the rupture process may be inter-
esting in itself: for instance, with diblock copolymers making micellar stars, the
rupture current could be measured, and would provide an estimate of the bond-
ing energy Uh. 
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The static and dynamic properties of polymer-layered silicate nanocomposites are dis-
cussed, in the context of polymers in confined spaces and polymer brushes. A wide range
of experimental techniques as applied to these systems are reviewed, and the salient results
from these are compared with a mean field thermodynamic model and non-equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulations.
Despite the topological constraints imposed by the host lattice, mass transport of the poly-
mer, when entering the galleries defined by adjacent silicate layers, is quite rapid and the
polymer chains exhibit mobilities similar to or faster than polymer self-diffusion. However,
both the local and global dynamics of the polymer in these nanoscopically confined galler-
ies are dramatically different from those in the bulk. On a local scale, intercalated polymers
exhibit simultaneously a fast and a slow mode of relaxation for a wide range of tempera-
tures, with a marked suppression (or even absence) of cooperative dynamics typically as-
sociated with the glass transition. On a global scale, relaxation of polymer chains either
tethered to or in close proximity (<1nm as in intercalated hybrids) to the host surface are
also dramatically altered. In the case of the tethered polymer nanocomposites, similarities
are drawn to the dynamics of other intrinsically anisotropic fluids such as ordered block co-
polymers and smectic liquid crystals. Further, new non-linear viscoelastic phenomena as-
sociated with melt-brushes are reported and provide complementary information to those
obtained for solution-brushes studied using the Surface Forces Apparatus.
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1

 

Introduction

 

Layered-silicate based polymer nanocomposites have become an attractive set
of organic–inorganic materials not only for their obvious potential as techno-
logical materials, but also for providing a convenient macroscopic system to
study fundamental scientific issues concerning confined and tethered polymers.
Studying the formation, structure and dynamics of these nanocomposites can
lead to a better understanding of organic–inorganic hybrids, polymers in a con-
fined environment or at a solid interface and polymer brushes. 

One promising way to synthesize polymer nanocomposites is by intercalating
polymers in layered inorganic hosts [1–4]. Graphite, transition metal chalcoge-
nides, metal phosphates, complex oxides, oxychlorides and mica-type layered
silicates are some examples of layered solids capable of intercalation. The struc-
ture and properties of the resulting nanostructure can be conveniently mediated
by controlling subtle guest–host interactions. Beyond the conventional 

 

phase
separated

 

 polymer/silicate composites, for which the polymer and the inorganic
host remain immiscible, two types of hybrids are possible (Fig. 1): 

 

intercalated

 

in which a single, extended polymer chain is intercalated between the host layers
resulting in a well ordered multilayer with alternating polymer/inorganic layers
and a repeat distance of a few nanometers (Fig. 2a), and 

 

exfoliated

 

 or 

 

delaminat-
ed

 

, in which the silicate layers (1 nm thick) are exfoliated and dispersed in a con-
tinuous polymer matrix [5, 6] (Fig. 2b). 

Phase separated Intercalated Exfoliated

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of different polymer/silicate hybrid structures.
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In the case of mica-type layered silicates it has been recently demonstrated
that nanocomposites (both intercalated and delaminated) can be synthesized by
direct melt intercalation even with high molecular weight polymers [7–18]. This
synthetic method is quite general and is broadly applicable to a range of com-
modity polymers from essentially non-polar polystyrene, to weakly polar po-
ly(ethylene terephthalate), to strongly polar nylon. Nanocomposites can, there-
fore, be processed using currently available techniques such as extrusion, thus
lowering the barrier towards commercialization. 

The unprecedented mechanical properties of polymer layered silicate (PLS)
nanocomposites were first demonstrated by a group at the Toyota research cent-
er in Japan using nylon nanocomposites [19–21]. They showed that a doubling
of the tensile modulus and strength is achieved for nylon-layered silicate nano-
composites containing as little as 2 vol. % inorganic. More importantly the heat
distortion temperature of the nanocomposites increases by up to 100 °C extend-
ing the use of the composite to higher temperature environments, such as auto-
motive under-the-hood parts.

PLS nanocomposites have several advantages [6] including: (a) they are light-
er in weight compared to conventionally filled polymers because high degrees of
stiffness and strength are realized with far less high density inorganic material;
(b) their mechanical properties are potentially superior to fiber reinforced pol-
ymers because reinforcement from the inorganic layers will occur in two rather
than in one dimension without special efforts to laminate the composites; and
(c) they exhibit outstanding diffusional barrier properties without requiring a
multipolymer layered design, allowing for recycling.

In addition to their potential applications, PLS nanocomposites are unique
model systems to study the statics and dynamics of polymers in confined envi-
ronments. Using both delaminated and intercalated hybrids, the statics and dy-

Fig. 2. TEM images of an intercalated (left) and an exfoliated (right) hybrid [5]
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namics of polymers confined over distances ranging from the radius of gyration
of the polymer to the statistical segment length of the chains can be studied.
Even simple notions regarding the conformations of polymers confined to two
dimensions are yet to be understood. In three dimensions it is known that for
long chain polymers there is significant overlap between molecules. In two-di-
mensions it has been suggested that different chains should only overlap slightly
[22]. Therefore the local and global conformations of the polymers within the
host galleries are expected to be dramatically different from those observed in
the bulk not only due to the confinement of the polymer chains but also due to
specific polymer-surface interactions, normally not observed in the bulk. It is
also expected that the local and chain dynamics would be greatly affected by the
confinement as well as the polymer-surface interactions.

The behavior of polymer liquids under confinement is in general very differ-
ent from that in the bulk, especially when the confining dimensions become
comparable or smaller than the polymer coil size. Traditional notions such as
reptation dynamics governing the relaxation of a long polymer chain are im-
probable in highly confined intercalated systems (confinement distances compa-
rable to the statistical segment length of the polymer) as it is impossible to im-
agine a topological entanglement in two dimensions.

 

1.1
Layered-Silicate Structure 

 

The layered silicates used in the nanocomposites belong to the same structural
family as the better known minerals talc and mica [10] (i.e. 2:1 phyllosilicates).
Their crystal lattice consists of a two-dimensional, 1 nm thick layers which are
made up of two tetrahedral sheets of silica fused to an edge-shaped octahedral
sheet of alumina or magnesia. The lateral dimensions of these layers vary from
300 Å to several microns depending on the particular silicate. Stacking of the
layers leads to a regular van der Walls gap between them called the 

 

interlayer

 

 or

 

gallery

 

. Isomorphic substitution within the layer generates negative charges that
are normally counterbalanced by hydrated alkali or alkaline earth cations resid-
ing in the interlayer. Because of the relatively weak forces between the layers
(due to the layered structure), intercalation of various molecules, even poly-
mers, between the layers is facile. 

Pristine mica-type layered silicates usually contain hydrated Na

 

+

 

 or K

 

+

 

 ions [16].
Ion exchange reactions with cationic surfactants including primary, tertiary and qua-
ternary ammonium or phosphonium ions render the normally hydrophilic silicate
surface organophilic, which makes possible intercalation of many engineering poly-
mers. The role of alkyl ammonium cations in the organosilicates is to lower the sur-
face energy of the inorganic host and improve the wetting characteristics with the
polymer. Additionally, the alkyl ammonium cations could provide functional groups
that can react with the polymer or initiate polymerization of monomers to improve
the strength of the interface between the inorganic and the polymer [17–19].
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The most commonly used layered silicates are montmorillonite, hectorite and
saponite. Details on the structure and chemistry for these layered silicates are pro-
vided in Schematic 1 and Table 1. All of these silicates are characterized by a large
active surface area (700 – 800 m

 

2

 

/g in the case of montmorillonite), a moderate
negative surface charge (cation exchange capacity) (CEC) and layer morphology,
and are regarded as hydrophobic colloids of the constant-charge type. The layer
charge indicated by the chemical formula is only to be regarded as an average over
the whole crystal because the charge varies from layer to layer (within certain
bounds). Only a small proportion of the charge balancing cations are located at

 

Table 1. 

 

 Structure and chemistry of Mica-type layered silicates

 

Silicate Location of 
isomorphous 
substitution

Formula

Montmorillonite
Hectorite
Saponite

Octahedral
Octahedral
Tetrahedral

M

 

x

 

[Al

 

4–x

 

Mg

 

x

 

](Si

 

8

 

)O

 

20

 

(OH)

 

4

 

M

 

x

 

[Mg

 

6–x

 

Li

 

x

 

](Si

 

8

 

)O

 

20

 

(OH)

 

4

 

M

 

x

 

[Mg

 

6

 

](Si

 

8–x

 

Al

 

x

 

)O

 

20

 

(OH)

 

4

Al, Fe, Mg, Li

O

OH

Li, Na, Rb, Cs

Exchangeable cations

Tetrahedral

Octahedral

Tetrahedral

Schematic 1. The structure of 2:1 layered silicates. M is a monovalent charge compensating
cation in the interlayer and x is thedegree of isomorphous substitution, which for the sili-
cates of interest is between 0.5 and 1.3. The degree of isomorphous substitution is also ex-
pressed as a cation exchange capacity (CEC) and is measured in milli-equivalents/g.
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the external crystal surface with the majority being present in the interlayer
space. The cations are exchangeable for others in solution.

Upon replacing the hydrated metal cation from the interlayers in the pristine
layered silicates with organic cations such as an alkylammonium or an alkyl-
phosphonium, the layered silicate attains a hydrophobic/organophillic character

Fig.  3. (top) Idealized structures of organically modified silicates; adopted from Weiss A.
(1963) Angew Chem 2: 134 and Lagaly G (1976) Angew Chem 15: 575. (bottom) The structure
of organically modified silicates as derived from FTIR experiments (adopted from Vaia et al.
(1994) Chem Mater 6: 1017) and molecular dynamics computer simulations of Hackett et al.
(1998) J. Chem. Phys. 108: 7410.
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Fig.  4. FTIR studies of organically modified silicates. (left) Asymmetric CH2 stretch (nas(CH2))
and gallery height as a function of surfactant chain length measured at room temperature for a
series of organically modified fluorohectorites. The large variation in nas and gallery height sug-
gests a wide range of molecular configurations and not an all-trans surfactant arrangement [9].
(right) Variation in the CH2 bending (scissoring) vibration, d(CH2), for a series of organically
modified fluorohectorites at room temperature. The observed absoption at 1468 cm-1 is charac-
teristic of a partially ordered phase where the chains are mobile while maintaining some orien-
tational order [9].
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and typically results in a larger interlayer spacing. Because the negative charge
originates in the silicate layer, the cationic head group of the alkylammonium mol-
ecule preferentially resides at the layer surface and the aliphatic tail will radiate
away from the surface. The equilibrium layer spacing for an organically modified
layered silicate depends both on the cation exchange capacity of the layered sili-
cate, as well as on the chain length of the organic cation. Traditional structural
characterization to determine the orientation and arrangement of the alkyl chain
involved primarily the use of X-ray diffraction. Depending on the packing density,
temperature and chain length, the chains were thought to lie either parallel to the
silicate layers forming mono or bilayers, or radiate away from the surface forming
mono or bimolecular tilted arrangements (Fig. 3). These idealized structures have
been shown to be not-realistic by Vaia and coworkers using FTIR experiments [9].
They have shown that the alkyl chains can vary from liquid-like to solid-like, with
the liquid-like structure dominating as the interlayer density or chain length de-
creases (Fig. 4), or as the temperature increases. This can be understood because
of the relatively small energy differences between the trans and gauche conform-
ers; the idealized models described earlier assume all trans conformations. In ad-
dition, for the longer chain length surfactants, the surfactants in the layered sili-
cate can show thermal transitions akin to melting or liquid–crystalline to liquid-
like transitions upon heating. 

 

2

 

The Structure of Nanocomposites 

 

2.1
Morphologies of Polymer/Silicate Nanocomposites 

 

The structure of the PLS nanocomposites has traditionally been elucidated us-
ing X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [1,2].
Due to the periodic arrangement of the silicate layers both in the pristine and the
intercalated states, with periodicity of 1–4 nm and the presence of high atomic
number species in the layers, the choice of X-ray diffraction in determining the
interlayer spacing is obvious. However, in the absence of registry, as in an exfo-
liated or a delaminated nanocomposite, as well as in a disordered nanocompos-
ite, XRD does not provide definite information regarding the structure of the na-
nocomposite (Fig. 5). In order to provide quantitative information in XRD ‘si-
lent’ nanocomposites, TEM has proven to be an extremely useful technique. In
addition to a description of the spatial correlations of the layered silicates, TEM
also provides a means to discern the homogeneity of the mixing process. A
bright field TEM image of an organically modified layered silicate intercalated
with polystyrene is shown in Fig. 2a. The periodic alternating dark and light
bands represent the layers of silicate and the interlayers respectively, with a spac-
ing of ~ 3 nm between the silicate layers. The TEM also reveals the presence of
individual crystallites consisting of several tens of such silicate layers, with bulk
polymer filling the space between crystallites. The pristine organically modified
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layered silicate exhibits the same microstructure as that observed in Fig. 2a, with
the exception of a smaller interlayer spacing. A TEM of an exfoliated hybrid of an
organically modified layered silicate dispersed in epoxy is shown in Fig. 2b. Such a
hybrid, while being XRD silent, does in fact exhibit some relative layer order with
spacing of a few tens of nm between layers. This is attributed to the intrinsic aniso-
tropic dimensions of the layers with the aspect ratios of the individual layers being
in the range of 100– 1000. In addition, flexibility of the nanometer thick silicate lay-
ers is evident in this micrograph. Similar micrographs have also been obtained by
Lan and coworkers [4] and the Toyota group using monomer intercalation followed
by polymerization. Micrographs along with small angle X-ray scattering studies of
oriented nanocomposites by the Toyota group [19–21] clearly demonstrate the dif-
ference observed in short length scale correlations in unaligned exfoliated nano-
composites (as present in Fig. 2b) and the long range correlations that are observed
in aligned (using external shear and elongational flows) nanocomposites. These
features will be discussed later (see Section 4.2).

Recently, several attempts have been made to understand the underlying
structural aspects of the silicate layers as well as the conformations of polymers
in layered silicate based nanocomposites, using techniques such as small angle
neutron scattering (SANS) and dynamic light scattering. Jinnai and coworkers
[23] have studied mixtures of an organically modified vermiculite (modified with
n-butylammonium) with poly(vinyl methyl ether) in the presence of n-butylam-

1.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0
(deg)

Fig.  5. Typical XRD patterns from polymer/silicate hybrids. (a) XRD obtained from an “im-
miscible” system (here polyethylene/C18FH), and is identical with the XRD of the neat or-
gano-silicate (C18FH). For intercalated hybrids the d-spacing shifts to a higher value (b) as
the gallery expands to accommodate the intercalating polymer (here polystyrene/ C18FH);
second and third order reflections – as shown here – are very common and some times in-
tercalated hybrids can have up to 13 order reflections [7], manifesting a remarkable long-
range registry. (c) Typical XRD of an exfoliated/delaminated structure or a disordered sys-
tem (here a siloxane/C18FH delaminated hybrid).
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monium chloride and heavy water, using neutron scattering in order to elucidate
the degree of chain interpenetration trapped in lamellar systems. They conclud-
ed that the introduction of polymer causes the silicate layers to become more
strongly aligned with more regular, but generally decreasing, interlayer spacing
in the gel phase. However, the addition of polymer had no effect on the phase
transition temperature between the tactoid and gel phases of the layered silicate.

However, the conformation and location of the polymer chains in these mix-
tures were not unequivocally determined. Carrado et al. [24] have recently used
SANS to monitor the change in the structure of the layered silicate (synthetic hec-
torites) upon hydrothermal crystallization with direct incorporation of poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA). The results of these experiments established that the PVA appears
to coat the small initially formed silicate particles, hindering their further growth.
However, upon removal of the polymer no change has been observed in the ex-
tended inorganic network. Muzny and coworkers [25] have applied dynamic light
scattering to monitor the dispersion of layered silicates in a polymer matrix. Spe-
cifically the dispersion of synthetic hectorite clay platelets suitably organically
modified in a matrix of polyacrylamide was studied. These studies have clearly
shown that a homogeneous (‘single layer dispersion’) was achievable only when a
large excess (equivalent to five times the CEC of the silicate or higher) of the organ-
ic cationic surfactant was used.

 

 2.2
Thermodynamics of Nanocomposite Formation 

 

The formation and equilibrium structure of polymer layered silicate nanocom-
posites, in particular with organically modified layered silicates, has been shown
to be a strong function of the nature of the polymer (polar or apolar), the charge
carrying capacity of the layered silicate, as well as  the chain length and structure
of the cationic surfactant. However, both the polymer/silicate compatibility and
hybrid equilibrium structure for  these nanocomposites are observed to be in-
dependent of polymer molecular  weight. The experimental results have been
summarized by Vaia et al. and a lattice based mean field theory has been devel-
oped to explain these results [26]. 

Schematic 2. Schematic representation of the system components before and after the inter-
calation takes place. The changes in entropy and free energy as a function of the change in
gallery height are shown in Fig. 6 and 7.
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In general, an interplay of entropic and enthalpic factors determines the out-
come of polymer intercalation. Confinement of the polymer inside the interlay-
ers results in a decrease in the overall entropy of the polymer chains. However,
the entropic penalty of polymer confinement may be compensated by the in-
creased conformational freedom of the tethered surfactant chains in a less con-
fined environment, as the layers separate (Fig. 6). Since for small increases in
gallery height the total entropy change is small, modest changes in the system’s
total enthalpy will determine if intercalation is thermodynamically possible.
Complete layer separation, though, depends on the establishment of very favo-
rable polymer-surface interactions to overcome the penalty of polymer confine-
ment (Fig. 7). The enthalpy of mixing can broadly be classified into two compo-
nents – apolar, which is generally unfavorable, and polar which originates from
the Lewis acid/Lewis base character of the layered silicates, and which could be
rendered favorable. A favorable enthalpy change is accentuated by maximizing
the magnitude and number of favorable polymer-surface interactions while
minimizing the magnitude and number of unfavorable apolar interactions be-
tween the polymer and the functionalizing aliphatic chains. 

Although simple in comparison to contemporary thermodynamic descrip-
tions of polymer phenomena, the greatest advantage of the current model is the
ability to analytically determine the effect of various aspects of the polymer and
OLS on hybrid formation. The variation of the free energy of mixing on the gal-
lery spacing and its dependence on enthalpic and entropic factors, based on this
model, suggest three possible equilibrium states – immiscible, intercalated and
exfoliated. The model has been successful in addressing some of the fundamen-
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Fig.  6. The change of entropy per area versus the change in gallery height, for the polymer
and the surfactant (octadecylammonium) functionalized surface based on the thermody-
namic model presented in [26].
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tal and qualitative thermodynamic issues associated with hybrid formation.
However, assumptions such as the separation of configurational terms and inter-
molecular interactions and the further separation of the entropic behavior of the
constituents, somewhat limit the usefulness of the model. Additionally, this
model is not applicable to situations where the OLS’s interlayer is not completely
occupied by tethered-chain segments, which is the case for many silicates with
low charge densities or modified by short aliphatic chains. 

Some of the limitations and gross approximations of the current mean-field,
lattice-based model, such as the decoupling of the tethered chain and polymer
conformations in the interlayer, may be addressed by developing more sophisti-
cated models of hybrid formation based on theories of Scheutjens and Fleer [27],
and Szleifer [28]. Additionally, Monte Carlo simulations of hybrid formation or
intercalation of small-molecules in layered materials could lead to additional in-
sights into the mechanisms and important factors associated with intercalation
[14]. One very well studied problem is the hydration (water intercalation) in 2:1
silicates which was approached both by Monte Carlo [29, a-c] and molecular dy-
namic simulations [29, d]. In Fig. 8 the water uptake as a function of gallery
height as provided by Grand Canonical MC simulations is shown. From the sim-
ulation the thermodynamic properties of the systems – such as disjoining pres-
sure and free energy – can be obtained, and thus the stable d-spacings can be lo-
cated. The extension of such simulation schemes to the study of polymer/orga-
no-silicate systems is currently underway, and will obviously provide a more de-
tailed picture of the thermodynamics of these systems [29e].
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Fig.  7. The change of free energy per area versus the change in gallery height based on the
thermodynamic model presented in [26], for various surface-polymer affinities: Dgs=0, –2,
–4 and –6 mJ/m2. Both figures adopted from [26]
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3

 

Dynamics of Nanoscopically Confined Polymers 

 

3.1
Kinetics of Polymer Melt Intercalation 

 

As outlined in the introduction, polymer melts can intercalate layered inorganic
compounds unassisted by shear or solvents. This is a rather surprising result as
it implies that polymer chains can undergo large center of mass displacement in
almost two dimensional interstices as the distances between the confining sur-
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Fig. 8. Simulated water uptake from Monte Carlo simulations, adopted from [29 c]. A typical
configuration of a hydrated Na+ montmorillonite in the d001=12Å stable hydrated state re-
vealed by Monte Carlo simulations [29].
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faces are substantially smaller than the unperturbed radius of gyration of the
polymer and are comparable to the monomer size.  The reduction in free energy
by the intercalate formation (Section 2.2) and the concentration gradient during
the intercalation process, give rise to an ‘enthalpic force’ which ‘drives’ the poly-
mer  coils into the interlayer galleries. On the other hand, the conformational en-
ergy cost of stretching the chains, in addition to the topographical constrains
and the adsorption on the surfaces are expected to impose severe limitations on
diffusion of chains diffusing in a pseudo-two dimensional slit. 

Vaia et al. [12] have observed that the kinetics of intercalation even under qui-
escent conditions (absence of external shear) are quite rapid. Using in-situ XRD
(which monitors the angular shift and integrated intensity of the silicate reflec-
tions, Fig. 9) they studied the intercalation kinetics of model polymers (mono-
disperse polystyrene) in organically modified fluorohectorite.   

Figure 9 shows a typical temporal series XRD patterns, for a polystyrene 

 

M

 

w

 

=
30,000 (PS30)/octadecyl-ammonium modified fluorohectorite (C18FH) mixture
annealed in-situ at 160 °C  in vacuum. Details regarding the data collection and
analysis are presented in  reference [12]. The width of the original unintercalated
peak and the final  intercalated peak appear to be similar, suggesting that the
polystyrene melt  intercalation does not drastically alter the coherence length or
disrupt the  layer structure of the silicate crystallites. 

Fig. 9. Typical temporal series of XRD patterns, for a polystyrene (Mw=30,000)/C18FH mix-
ture annealed in-situ at 160 °C in vacuum. Initially (time=0), the basal reflection of the or-
gano-silicate were observed at 2q=4.15° (d=2.13nm). During the annealing this reflection
is progressively reduced in intensity, whereas a new basal reflection develops at 2q=2.82°
(d=3.13nm) that corresponds to the intercalated hybrid.
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Moreover the evolution of the XRD during annealing can be modeled to de-
termine the apparent diffusivity, D, of the polymers within the silicate gallery.
Namely, the ratio of  the amount of intercalated polymer at time t, 
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), to that
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) is [30]:
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where,  is the effective diffusional coefficient,  is the mean size of the im-
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)=0). The fraction of intercalated polymer is given by the corresponding
fraction of the XRD   integrated intensities 
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 (Fig. 10) and the only adjustable pa-
rameter is ; the mean silicate size  can be measured directly by TEM [12]
and in that case was approximately 5

 

m

 

m. 
The apparent diffusivity for the intercalation of PS30 in C18FH is the same or-

der of magnitude (10

 

–11

 

 cm

 

2

 

/s at 170 °C) [12] as the self diffusion  coefficient of
polystyrene determined at comparable temperatures and molecular weights [31].
Furthermore, the activation energy of melt intercalation is 166 ± 12 kJ/mol which
is comparable to the activation energy measured for self diffusion of  polystyrene
(167 kJ/mol [31]). Although these first  results seem to suggest that the process of
intercalation is dictated by the  transport of polymer to the silicate agglomerates
and not by any process by  which the polymer is moved inside the galleries of the
silicates [12],  more recent investigations – where the effect of the polymer-surface
interactions on the intercalation kinetics were explored [32] – have proved that

Fig. 10. The fraction of polystyrene intercalated C18FH for various annealing temperatures
(PS 30, Mw=30,000) (left) and for various polymer molecular weights at 180 °C (right). The
lines are the best fits to the data using equation 1.1. The molecular weights of polystyrene
used were Mw=30,000 (PS30), Mw=68,000 (PS68) Mw=90,000 (PS90) and Mw =152,000
(PS152); adopted from reference [12].
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this is not always the case. In these more recent studies,  it was found that the ef-
fective diffusion coefficient depends markedly on the surfactant used, for the same
polymer and annealing temperature. Because the surfactant can only affect the
polymer motion inside the galleries, one concludes that this motion of the inter-
calated polymer is the process which dictates the intercalation kinetics [33]. Fur-
thermore, for some systems the intercalating polymers were found to possess a
mobility that was much faster than the self-diffusion coefficient of the correspond-
ing polymer in the bulk [31], or in a thin film [34]. This is not unexpected since
intercalation is a process where polymers are moving down a concentration gra-
dient, whereas in the other two cases the polymer motion is entropic in origin [35].  

3.2 
Structural Evolution During Intercalation 

The microstructural evolution during the polymer melt intercalation process
(leading to well ordered intercalated compounds, disordered intercalated com-
posites or exfoliated nanocomposites) has been studied recently using a combi-
nation of XRD, conventional TEM, and high resolution TEM. For well ordered in-
tercalates, as shown in Fig. 2a, the microstructure appears to be very similar to
that of the unintercalated layered silicates. The individual crystallites of the lay-
ered silicate are tightly packed and oriented along the major axis of the primary
particle, with slits between crystallites of comparable dimensions to the gallery
height between the silicate layers within a crystallite (Fig. 11). Micrographs ob-

Fig. 11. Hierarchy of structures in a silicate, from reference [12].
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tained on partially intercalated nanocomposites revealed the presence of uninter-
calated crystallites towards the interior of the primary particle (away from the
primary particle – bulk polymer interface, where the intercalated crystallites are
found), with no crystallites containing both intercalated and unintercalated lay-
ers. Based on these observations, it was concluded that polymer intercalation oc-
curs as a front which penetrates the primary  silicate particle from the exterior. 

In the case of disordered intercalated and exfoliated nanocomposites (examples
being polystyrene with a dodecyl-ammonium modified fluorohectorite (C12FH)
and poly(3-bromostyrene) (PS3Br) with a C12FH respectively), XRD does not
produce well defined basal reflections, and in fact, produces a featureless pattern
for the exfoliated nanocomposite. TEM of the PS/C12FH nanocomposite revealed
the microstructure of the primary silicate particle to be heterogeneous, with re-
gions of coherent order more prevalent toward the interior than near the bulk pol-
ymer – primary particle interface. Layer spacings were found to range from 2.1 to
6.0 nm, with a mean layer spacing of ~ 2.8 nm, comparable to that obtained from
the diffuse peak observed in the XRD. In the case of the PS3Br/C12FH nanocom-
posites, the micrographs indicated that while individual layers were found dis-
persed in the matrix of the polymer, due to the extremely large aspect ratios of the
layers, preferential alignment of the layers even at large separations (> 10nm) was
observed. Extensive polymer penetration of the interlayer galleries was observed
along with enhanced inter-crystallite gaps within the primary particle. While the
layers appear well separated in both the interior and boundaries of the primary
particle, the relative order between layers is much better preserved in the interior
portions, suggesting that the delamination process occurs by different mecha-
nisms near the bulk polymer – primary particle boundaries, as opposed to the in-
terior of the interlayers.  

3.3
Local Dynamics 

3.3.1
On the Relaxation of nm-Thick Polymer Films Between Walls 

Intercalated compounds offer a unique avenue for studying the static and dy-
namic properties of small molecules and macromolecules in a confined envi-
ronment. More specifically, layered nanocomposites are ideal model systems to
study small molecule and polymer dynamics in restrictive environments with
conventional analytical techniques, such as thermal analysis, NMR, dielectric
spectroscopy and inelastic neutron scattering. Understanding the changes in
the dynamics due to this extreme confinement (layer spacing ! Rg and compa-
rable to the statistical segment length of the polymer) would provide comple-
mentary information to those obtained from traditional Surface-Force Appara-
tus (SFA) measurements on confined polymers (confinement distances compa-
rable to Rg) [36].
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3.3.2
NMR Measurements 

The local dynamics of segments of polymer chains can be very conveniently
probed using solid-state NMR. The local dynamics of intercalated chains of pol-
yethylene oxide (PEO) in a pristine layered silicate were studied using variable
temperature solid state NMR [13]. Figure 13 compares the 2H line shapes for
bulk d-PEO and intercalated d-PEO (in Li-fluorohectorite), wherein the d-PEO
chains (Mw = 180,000, Mw / Mn =1.2, Polysciences) are confined to a 0.8 nm gap
between the silicate layers. For the bulk polymer, at the lowest temperatures
where the local segmental motion of the polymer is quiescent, the NMR signal
possesses well-formed singularities and sharp step-edges characteristic of the
solid/glassy dynamics. With increasing temperature the ‘sharp’ spectral features
gradually broaden with a build-up of the intensity at the center of the powder
pattern, indicative of the onset of polymer dynamics. The central peak results
from increased segmental motion which causes temporal averaging of the sig-
nal. At the highest temperatures i.e., in the melt state of the polymer, where the
dynamics of the polymer is expected to be fairly rapid, the anisotropic pattern
disappears and a single line spectrum is obtained. In contrast, the intercalated
polymer chains even at the lowest experimental temperature of 220 K exhibit
small amplitude dynamics as evidenced by the loss of spectral definition. With
increasing temperature the powder pattern shows some narrowing and a pro-
gressive increase in intensity at the center, consistent with progressively increas-
ing rates of C-D bond re-orientations. However, unlike the bulk sample, the in-
tercalated sample at 400 K (well above any bulk dynamic transition) displays sig-
nificant spectral features other than the central peak, indicative of significant
preferential orientation of the trapped polymer segments with respect to the sil-
icate structure confining the polymer. The temperature dependence of the line
shapes indicates that the intercalated chains have more ‘freedom’ to sample a

Fig. 12. Schematic representation of the PEO/Li+ fluorohectorite intercalated hybrid.
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distribution of local chain configurations, resulting in increased signal averag-
ing. However, at the highest temperatures, the intercalated d-PEO still exhibits a
broad base structure reminiscent of the powder pattern whereas the bulk d-PEO
shows complete motional narrowing of the signal. This indicates that even
though the local segmental motion of the intercalated d-PEO appears more dy-
namic at lower temperatures, the silicate layers still restrict motion such that
some local configurations of the chain are not accessible and thus complete sig-
nal averaging is not possible.  

Complementary spin-lattice relaxation measurements corroborate the obser-
vations made using the 2H line-shape measurements. Based on these measure-
ments the low temperature relaxation times are dramatically shorter in the in-
tercalated sample as compared to the bulk, indicating enhanced polymer re-ori-
entation dynamics in the intercalated samples. Furthermore, the temperature
dependence of the relaxation time in the bulk and intercalated sample show dra-
matic differences. While the relaxation time for the intercalated sample passes
smoothly from low to high temperatures, the bulk sample shows a break be-
tween the crystalline state and melt state, with the melt state relaxation times at
least one order of magnitude faster than those observed in the intercalated sam-
ple at the same temperature. 

Fig. 13. Temperature dependence of 2H NMR spectra, for bulk PEO and for PEO intercalated
in Li+ fluorohectorite. Adopted from [13].
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The enhanced local chain dynamics of the intercalated d-PEO reflect the ab-
sence of chain entanglements and the presence of excess free volume associated
with the packing constraints of intercalated chains. On average, the constraints to
local chain dynamics on the length scale of a few monomers are less than those of
the complementary chain in the bulk. However, constraints to local chain motion
are not wholly absent, as indicated by the residual powder pattern at elevated tem-
peratures. Based on geometrical considerations of the extremely narrow 0.8 nm
interlayer, a large fraction of the intercalated PEO units are in direct contact with
the surface of the silicate. Topologically, the surfaces of the opposing silicate layers
will restrict the motions of the d-PEO chains. In addition, interactions of the rela-
tively polar PEO segments with the polar silicate surfaces as well as with the inter-
layer cations will bias the local motion of the d-PEO chain to certain energetically
favorable orientations. Because of the extended pseudo-2D nature of the chain and
the absence of chain entanglements, the local dynamics of the intercalated chains
may approach that of a single chain with no excluded volume effects. 

Similar results of strong hindering of polymer mobility by surfaces have also
been found by Brik et al. [37]. They studied the motional heterogeneity of PEO
grafted between silica particles using electron paramagnetic resonance as well
as NMR. They found that the organic phase exhibits marked variations in dy-
namic behavior with the liquid-like mobility of the polymer strongly hindered
at the silica grafting nodes. Computer simulations probing the dynamics of con-
fined oligomers and short polymers have indicated a strong influence of the con-
fining surface on the local mobility of the molecules. Two modes are observed in
these simulations – the presence of a fast mode corresponding to the ‘tail’ seg-
ments far away from the wall and a slow mode (whose slowing down depends on
the surface interaction) corresponding to the ‘train’ segments close to the con-
fining surface, we further discuss these simulation findings in the next section. 

3.3.3
Computer Simulations 

Computer simulations of nanoscopic confined fluids have revealed many details
of the dynamics under confinement. The nature of the confined fluids – especial-
ly in the immediate vicinity of attractive surface – has been shown to be strongly
altered by the confining surfaces, and this is manifested by a behavior dramati-
cally different from the bulk fluids in the local relaxation [38a],  the mobility
[38c] and rheological properties [39] of molecules near adsorbing surfaces. For
monomeric systems many computer simulation studies [40] provide a clear
enough picture for the dynamics of confined films of small spherical molecules.
On the other hand, for confined oligomers and polymers less has been done, es-
pecially towards the understanding of the dynamics of nanoscopic films [41]. 

Some of the pioneering work has focused on the behavior of abstract Len-
nard-Jones oligomers in nanoscopic confinements and consists of  studies of
the relaxation times of different ‘modes’ [38a,b,d], of the transport properties
like the self-diffusion coefficients and the mean square displacements [38c,d],
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and of the  rheological properties and the viscosity [39]. Although the oligom-
ers used in these simulations are too short to exhibit genuine polymeric be-
havior they are characterized by very  high flexibility. This renders the Rouse
modes of short oligomers to be well defined near confining walls, when they
are far apart (~10 monomer diameters) to create two well separated and non-
interacting fluid-wall interfaces [38a], as well as in thiner films (3–6 monomer
diameters) [38d] – geometries which are comparable with the confining envi-
ronment of the intercalated polymer. Moreover, the length of this oligomer is
comparable to the average train size of high molecular weight polymers [42]
and thus the dynamics of the adsorbed oligomers will mirror the dynamics of
the  adsorbed parts (trains) of much longer polymer coils in confinement
[38a]. In these systems the end-to-end relaxation (first Rouse mode) is studied
through the time correlation function of the end-to-end vector and its relaxa-
tion time is the rotational relaxation time of the chains. The time correlation
function of the end-to-end vector is defined [41–44]: 

(1.2)

where P is the end-to-end vector, N the number of beads in the chain, Ri(t) is the
position of the i bead of the chain at time t and tr is the first Rouse mode relax-
ation time.

 Using Eq. 1.2 the time correlation function of the end-to-end vector was cal-
culated for the hexamer systems in slits of the same thickness as the interlayer
gallery of PEO/fluorohectorite intercalated hybrids [38d: Section 2.2], for the
whole film (Fig. 14a) and for the adsorbed chains (Fig. 14b). The film as a whole
exhibits a multimodal relaxation, including  fast relaxing and much slower re-
laxing species. The fast, bulk-like, relaxation is due to the free chains and the
slower part is due to the superposition of the slower modes of the adsorbed
chains and the relaxation times involved for each mode depend on the number
of adsorbed segments (Fig. 15). 

The most crucial parameter that determines quantitatively the relaxation of the
confined chains is proved to be the wall affinity (ew).  Physically, ew is the excess
attractive energy per segment of the wall–polymer interaction, compared to the
polymer–polymer interaction on a segmental basis. For neutral walls (ew=0) the
term ‘adsorbed chain’ is rather ambiguous, since the interaction between the solid
particles and the fluid segments has no attractive part, and has only the meaning
of chains with segments located inside the first fluid layer. In this sense, the chains
touching the neutral walls (ew=0) are in an environment analogous to the one felt
by free chains in the ew=2 or ew=3 slits or by the free pentamers inside the second
layer of a very wide pore. The effect of the neutral wall is a weak slowdown
(tconf.~tbulk) of the chain relaxations and the segment mobilities [38]. The main
simulation findings [38] are as outlined below.  
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Fig. 14. End-to-end vector time correlation functions for various wall-polymer affinities (a)
for the whole film (approximately same width as the intercalated PEO interlayer gap), (b)
for the adsorbed chains independently of the number of contacts. Adopted from reference
[38d].

Fig. 15. Relaxation times of the first Rouse mode of confined pentamers (h=10) as a function
of the number of contacts for all the simulated wall affinities, from Bitsanis I, Pan C (1993)
J Chem Phys 99: 5520. The data indicate clearly a dramatic increase of the relaxation time
inside the solid-oligomer interface with increasing ew. The origin of these “glassy’’ dynam-
ics is attributed to the slowdown of segmental motions inside the adsorbed layer.
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The relaxation times of the end-to-end vector time correlation function when
calculated for the whole film (through the end-to-end vector time correlation
function) exhibits a multimodal relaxation. The fast relaxation corresponds to
the free chains located in the middle of the film and the slower modes to the re-
laxation of the adsorbed chains. This is concluded both by the relaxation times
as calculated for those classes of chains separately, as well as by the ratio of the
correlation function amplitudes of the fast versus the slow modes, which is very
close to the ratio of the number of free versus adsorbed chains. 

 For the free chains the relaxation time is the same and very close to the bulk
value. This happens even for the chains located inside the second fluid layer of
wide gaps [38a] and the chains in much narrower confinements, where the space
available for the free chains is comparable in size to the statistical segment. 

 The relaxation times of the adsorbed chains are higher compared to the bulk
and vary significantly with wall affinity. The extent of the increase ranges from
three orders of magnitude for the strongly physisorbing surfaces (ew=3) to less
than ten times for weakly physisorbing surfaces (ew=1) and to almost a negligi-
ble degree ( ~ 1.3) for the neutral walls (Fig. 15). 

 The relaxation time of the end-to-end vector correlation for the adsorbed
chains depends on the number of contacts. Chains with one or two contacts have
most of their segments free and thus due to their bulk like dynamics the end-to-
end vector can rapidly relax. On the other hand, for the chains with most of their
segments adsorbed this process becomes very slow as the segment dynamics are
very sluggish inside the solid oligomer interface (Fig. 15). For strong wall attrac-
tions (ew=2 or 3) the chains with more than three contacts relax with almost the
same time constant. This insensitivity shows that the slowdown of the dynamics
is caused by the densification inside the first layer rather than the magnitude of
the surface-fluid interactions [38a,d].  

For more realistic molecular structures, that involve bond angles and tetrahe-
dral potentials such as simulations of confined alkane oligomers [43], similar be-
havior has been observed. There is a co-existence of fast and slow relaxing species,
which were identified as the free and adsorbed molecules respectively,  and for
strongly physisorbing surfaces the first Rouse mode, as well as  trans-to-gauche
transition dynamics, slowed down by three orders of magnitude in comparison
with the equivalent bulk. Moreover, the confined alkanes create liquid crystalline
domains with smectic ordering and exhibit quite high diffusivities parallel to the
confining surface, despite the huge slow down of their relaxation times [43a]. 

3.3.4
Cooperative Motion – TSC and DSC Measurements 

The presence of cooperative motion of chain segments present in intercalated
polymer chains can be examined using various analytical techniques such as
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), thermally stimulated current (TSC)
and dielectric spectroscopy. DSC measurements on an intercalated PEO, (Mw=
100,000)/montmorillonite hybrid (20 wt. % polymer), indicated the absence of
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any thermal transitions corresponding to the glass or the melting transition of
PEO (Tg ~ –55 °C and Tm ~ 65 °C). DSC studies of polystyrene intercalated in an
organically modified layered silicate (Fig. 16) also indicated that the intercalated
hybrid does not show a thermal transition corresponding to the glass transition
of polystyrene over a temperature range of 50 – 180 °C [45]. Similar absence of a
glass transition for polystyrene confined to zeolite cavities have also been ob-
served by Frisch and coworkers [46]. 

Keddie and coworkers [47] have investigated the glass transition tempera-
tures as a  function of film thickness for thin films of polystyrene and poly(me-
thyl methacrylate) on different substrates. For polystyrene on Si(111), they ob-
served a decrease in the glass transition temperature (Tg) for films thinner than
400 Å independent of molecular weight. This decrease was attributed to the
presence of a liquid-like layer at the free surface of the film. Similar results were
also reported by Keddie et al. for PMMA on gold surfaces, wherein the surface
polymer interaction is expected to be again weak. However, in the presence of a
strongly interacting surface, the glass transition was found to dramatically in-
crease with decreasing film thickness and was attributed to the presence of a lay-
er near the surface wherein the mobility is greatly reduced [48] in agreement
with computer simulation studies [49].

 DSC measurements possess a relatively low sensitivity to weak glass transi-
tions. This is particularly exaggerated in the case of the intercalated compounds

Fig. 16. DSC measurements of a polystyrene/C18FH intercalated hybrid. For comparison
DSC traces for the neat polymer and for a physical mixture of the polymer and the organi-
cally modified silicate are also shown. There is an absence of any thermal transition for the
intercalated polymer around the bulk Tg [45].
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where there is a low volume fraction of the polymer. TSC techniques, on the other
hand, have enhanced sensitivity to cooperative relaxations such as glass transi-
tions [50]. To further evaluate the glass transition region of the intercalated PEO
TSC was applied in two modes – ‘global’ and ‘thermal sampling’. Due to the small
dipole associated with polystyrene, similar measurements could not be per-
formed with the intercalated polystyrene system. The ‘global’ TSC spectra have
some similarity to a.c. dielectric loss spectra. As with the DSC measurements, no
clear peak was observable in the global TSC spectra of the intercalated PEO in the
temperature range of the bulk glass transition for the intercalated PEO. Thus, co-
operative relaxations of the intercalated polymer are, at best, weak. 

TSC measurements with ‘thermal sampling’ are very sensitive to cooperative re-
laxations even from a minor fraction of the overall relaxing species. Glass transi-
tion regions can be resolved using this method even if the relaxations are extreme-
ly broad or weak. The apparent activation energies, Ea, of relaxations contributing
to the depolarization current for 100% PEO, the 20% PEO melt intercalate, and the
0% PEO pressed  montmorillonite control pellet are shown in Fig. 17. The analysis
consists of assigning cooperative glass transition like motions to the regions of de-
parture of the values of Ea from the DS‡=0 prediction, where DS‡ is the activated
state entropy. For non-cooperative ‘secondary’ transitions it has been observed
that DS‡=0. A single sharp peak, typical of amorphous and semicrystalline poly-
mers, is seen at the Tg for the 100% PEO sample. However, for the intercalated PEO
nanocomposite a distinct peak in Ea is not observed. Instead, a broad transition
starting at about the nominal PEO Tg and ranging up to  about 60 °C is seen. 
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Fig. 17. Temperature dependence of the apparent activation energies Ea as determined by
TSC-TS. Bulk PEO, the neat montmorillonite silicate and an intercalated 20wt. %
PEO/montmorillonite hybrid are shown. The departure of Ea from the DS‡=0 prediction
line indicates the glass transition region. Figure adopted from [14].
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Since no melting transition was observed in DSC, the fraction of ‘amorphous’
PEO chains in the intercalate is similar to the total PEO content of the hybrids (in
this case ~20%). Therefore, the relaxation strength should be at a level where we
can easily detect the ‘cooperative’ motions. However, the cooperative relaxations
detected in the glass transition region  (Fig. 17) are weaker than any measured
before using the TSC-TS technique. Of the several systems studied with the TSC-
TS technique, never before has such a broad transition region with a low degree
of cooperatively been observed [50,51]. Based on the data in Fig. 17, it was con-
cluded that the motions of the intercalated PEO chains are inherently non-coop-
erative relative to the cooperative Tg motions in less unconstrained environ-
ments such as the amorphous portion of the bulk polymer or the amorphous
chains confined between crystal lamellae in pure semi-crystalline PEO. For semi
crystalline PEO, the chains are confined in ‘amorphous’ gaps a few nanometers
wide whereas the intercalated PEO occupies a gap of less than 1 nm! 

Taken in context with previous investigations of polymer relaxations in con-
fined environments the results from these polymer intercalates appear to indi-
cate that cooperative motion precipitously decreases as polymers are confined to
extremely narrow slits less than a few nanometers.

4
The Rheology of Polymer/Silicate Nanocomposites 

Rheology of various polymer layered-silicate nanocomposites – intercalated,
exfoliated and end-tethered exfoliated (prepared by in-situ polymerization from
reactive groups tethered to the silicate surface), have been performed in a con-
ventional melt-state rheometer in both oscillatory and steady shear modes.
These experimental studies have provided insight into the relaxation of polymer
chains when confined by the layers of inorganic silicates, as well as the role of
shear in orienting the layered nanocomposites. 

4.1
Linear Viscoelasticity   

The steady-shear rheological behavior of a series of intercalated  poly(dimet-
hyl0.95-diphenyl0.05 siloxane)-layered silicate (dimethyl ditallow montmorillon-
ite) nanocomposites (with varying silicate loadings) are shown in Fig. 18 [52].
The viscosity of the nanocomposites is enhanced considerably at low shear rates,
and increases monotonically with increasing silicate loading (at a fixed shear
rate). Furthermore, the intercalated nanocomposites display a shear-thinning
behavior at low shear-rates, where the pure polymer displays a shear rate inde-
pendent viscosity. At high-shear rates where the polymer displays shear-thin-
ning behavior, the nanocomposites also display shear-thinning with the values
of the viscosity (at least at the lower loadings of silicate) being comparable to
that of the polymer itself. The same trends are also observed in linear dynamic
oscillatory shear measurements, where the storage and loss moduli (G´ and G˝
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respectively) exhibit a plateau at low-frequencies. Furthermore, consistent with
the steady shear measurements, a monotonic increase in both G´ and G˝ at all
frequencies is observed with increasing silicate content. It thus appears that the
intimate contact between the polymer and the inorganic sheets leads to an alter-
ation of the relaxation dynamics of the polymer, leading to the low-frequency
plateau in the moduli and the low-shear rate non-Newtonian viscosity behavior. 

In contrast, for a series of polydimethylsiloxane based delaminated hybrids
(dimethyl ditallow montmorillonite), the steady-shear viscosity shows an
increase with respect to that of the pure-polymer at low shear rates but still
obeys Newtonian type behavior, even at the highest silicate loadings examined
(Fig. 19). The increase in viscosity at the silicate loadings examined was roughly
linear at all shear rates. Similar effects are also observed in linear dynamic oscil-
latory shear measurements, where the storage and loss moduli for the delami-
nated hybrids display similar frequency dependence as the pure polymer, with a
monotonic increase in the magnitude of the moduli with increasing silicate
loading [52]. It thus appears that in these delaminated hybrids, the relaxation of
the polymer chains is not altered (at least within the sensitivity of the measure-
ments) by the presence of the silicate layers. This rheological response is similar
to the relaxation behavior of typical filled-polymer systems, wherein the relaxa-
tion dynamics of the polymer chains are not significantly altered by the presence
of non-interacting filler particles [53]. 

In addition, two end-tethered delaminated hybrid systems prepared by in-
situ polymerization – (a) Poly(e-caprolactone)-montmorillonite (PCLC) and (b)
nylon-6-montmorillonite (NCH) – wherein the polymer chains are end-tethered
to the silicate surface via cationic surfactants [54] (Fig. 20), were also studied.

Fig. 18. The steady-shear rheological behavior for a series of intercalated nanocomposites of
poly(dimethyl0.95-diphenyl0.05siloxane) with layered silicate (dimethyl ditallow montmo-
rillonite) at 25 °C. The silicate loading is varied and are noted in the legend. From Ref. [5].
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The linear viscoselastic properties of the pristine nanocomposites, the effect of
large amplitude oscillatory shear on the orientation of the nanocomposites and
the viscoelastic properties of these oriented nanocomposites were examined. 

The changing molecular weight of the polymer chains, a result of the synthetic
scheme used in the preparation of the nanocomposites, poses some problems in
the interpretation of the variation of the moduli with increasing silicate content.
The average molecular weight decreased sharply at low silicate loadings and re-
mained roughly constant for nanocomposites with more than 2 wt.% silicate. The
linear viscoelastic response as measured by dynamic oscillatory measurements
and quantified by G´ and G˝ for the  five poly(e-caprolactone) based nanocompos-
ites examined is shown in Figs 21 and 22 respectively. Data were acquired at sev-
eral temperatures using the lowest possible strain amplitudes (typically in the
range of 0.1–5.0%) and shifted using the time-temperature superposition princi-
ple to form the master-curves presented in Figs 21 and 22. For all the nanocom-
posites examined, the data was somewhat restricted due to the alignment of the
silicate layers by the application of large amplitude oscillatory shear (particularly
required at low frequencies, to obtain force signals larger than the low limit of the
transducer). This was significantly restrictive for the high silicate loading compos-
ites (PCLC5 and PCLC10) where at high temperatures and low frequencies, align-
ment of the layers would start to occur (as measured by a change in the rheological
response consistent with alignment of the layers) at strain amplitudes as low as
10%. Only data verified to be in the linear regime are shown in Figs 21 and 22. 

The storage moduli (Fig. 21) for the nanocomposites show a monotonic in-
crease at all frequencies with increasing silicate content, with the exception of
PCLC2, where at the highest frequencies, it has a slightly lower value than
PCLC1. The loss moduli (Fig. 22), on the other hand, show a somewhat non-mo-

Fig. 19. The steady-shear rheological behavior for a series of delaminated nanocomposites of
polydimethylsiloxane with dimethyl ditallow montmorillonite at 25 °C. The steady-shear vis-
cosity shows an increase with respect to that of the pure-polymer at low shear rates but still
obeys Newtonian type behavior, even at the highest silicate loadings examined. From Ref. [5].
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notonic dependence, with the value for PCLC1 exceeding that for PCLC2, PCLC3
and PCLC5. However, the trend for the 2 – 10 weight % samples suggests that G˝
increases with increasing silicate loading. It is worthwhile to note the trend of-
decreasing molecular weight of the  poly(e-caprolactone)with increased silicate
loading, with the largest decrease occurring from 1 to 2 weight % silicate load-
ing, while the molecular weight of the polymer chains in the 2, 3, 5 and 10% na-
nocomposites is nearly the same. 

For the molecular weights of the PCL samples examined here, it is expected
that at the temperatures and frequencies at which the rheological measurements
were carried out, the polymer chains should be fully relaxed and exhibit charac-
teristic homopolymer like terminal behavior i.e.,  G´~w 2 and G˝~w  (based on
the relaxation behavior of pure PCL, the data presented in Figs 21 and 22 are
those corresponding to frequencies below the cross-over frequency associated
with the transition from the plateau to the terminal relaxation of the polymer).
While the polydispersity of the polymer chain lengths would affect this behav-
ior, the effect is expected to be small in the dynamic regimes probed. The high-
frequency-regime frequency dependence of the storage modulus decreases mo-
notonically with increased silicate loading from w 1.65 for PCLC1 to w 0.5 for
PCLC5. 

The frequency dependence of G˝ also progresses monotonically with silicate
loading from w 1.0 for PCLC1 to w 0.65 for PCLC5. The frequency shift factors for
the PCLC samples appear to be independent of the silicate loading consistent
with the results for the frequency shift factors previously obtained for PCL [54].

Fig. 20. Schematic diagram describing the end-tethered nanocomposites. The layered sili-
cates are highly anisotropic with a thickness of 1nm and lateral dimensions (length and
width) ranging from ~ 100 nm to a few microns. The polymer chains are tethered to the sur-
face via ionic interactions between the silicate layer and the polymer-end. Adapted from
Ref. [54].
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Due to the low Tg of PCL (~ –60 °C) and the measurements being performed at
temperatures greater than 55 °C (due to the crystallization of PCL), the temper-
ature-dependent frequency shift factors are relatively small. The flow activation
energy obtained by fitting the data at all silicate loadings is estimated to be 19
kJ/mol. Measurements on a higher molecular weight PCL homopolymer over
the same temperature range yielded a value of 17 kJ/mol, in good agreement

Fig. 21. Storage modulus (G') for PCL based silicate nanocomposites. Silicate loadings are
indicated by percentual values in the figure. Master-curves were obtained by application of
time-temperature superposition and shifted to T0=55 °C. From Ref. [54].

Fig. 22. Loss modulus (G˝) for PCL bases silicate nanocomposites. The system is as de-
scribed in Fig. 21. From Ref. [54].
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with the results for the PCL nanocomposites. This implies that the temperature
dependence of the relaxation being probed is that of the  polymer. Since the sil-
icate layers to which the polymers are tethered do not have a temperature-de-
pendent relaxation, the only relaxation process probed as a function of temper-
ature is that of the polymer segments. While the tethering must have some influ-
ence on the local dynamics of the monomers near the tethering junction, the
temperature dependence of the rheological properties appears to indicate that
the influence of the surface and the junction appear to be extremely local. 

Similar rheological behavior was also observed with the nylon-6 silicate
hybrids produced by Ube Chemical Company (Fig. 23). G´ and G˝ recorded at
235 °C for a pure nylon-6, a 2 weight % nylon-6 nanocomposite and a 5 weight
% nylon-6 nanocomposite [5] are shown. Both G´ and G˝ exhibit a monotonic
increase with increasing silicate loading at all frequencies. Unlike the PCL nano-
composites, the molecular weight of the polymer matrix is nearly the same for
all three nylon samples. This result further suggests that the inconsistency ob-
served in the PCL nanocomposites with the 1 weight % sample showing a higher
G´ value than that for the 2 weight % sample may be caused by the abrupt de-
crease in molecular weight in the latter sample.  

In close analogy to the PCL based nanocomposites, the terminal zone de-
pendence of G´ and G˝ for the 2 and 5 weight % samples, show non-terminal be-
havior with power-law dependencies for G´ and G˝ much smaller than the ex-
pected 2 and 1 respectively. Furthermore, like the PCL based nanocomposites,
there also appears to be a gradual decrease in the power-law dependence of G´
and G˝ with increasing silicate loading. 

The linear viscoelastic measurements of the end-tethered nanocomposites
reveal several features unique to these materials. Time-temperature superposi-

Fig. 23. Storage Modulus (G') and Loss modulus (G˝) for nylon-6 silicate hybrids. Silicate
loadings are indicated in the figure. All measurements were carried out at a single temper-
ature of 235 °C. From Ref. [54].
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tion can be applied to the low-amplitude oscillatory shear rheological response,
with temperature shift factors being similar to that of the pure polymer. Holding
the molecular weight relatively constant (the nylon-6 series and PCLC2 –
PCLC10) reveals that at any given frequency the magnitude of the storage and
loss moduli increase monotonically with increasing silicate loading. Further-
more, the frequency dependence of the high-frequency behavior of G´ and G˝
shows a gradual change with increasing silicate loading – from homopolymer-
like behavior at low silicate loading to increasingly non-terminal behavior at
higher silicate contents and finally plateauing at G´ and G˝~ w 0.5 for silicate
loadings of greater than 5 weight %. Finally, at the very lowest frequencies ac-
cessed, these nanocomposites exhibit a low-frequency behavior that has both G´
and G˝ almost independent of frequency. 

The frequency dependence of G´ and G˝ for these end-tethered nanocompos-
ites can be contrasted to those observed in a series of delaminated hybrids with
no end-tethering. Non-terminal flow behavior has been observed in filled-poly-
mer systems exhibiting yield phenomena, but only in cases wherein the filler
and polymer are actively interacting and in a dynamic regime controlled by
much larger length scales (i.e., lower frequencies) than those observed in this
study. Furthermore, the deviations from homopolymer-like behavior in these
systems have been observed at relatively high filler-loadings. At similar high sil-
icate loadings in either exfoliated or intercalated hybrids (not tethered to the sil-
icate surface), significant non-linear rheological behavior is observed thereby
complicating the data analysis [55]. The analogies with filled polymer systems
may have particular relevance to the low-frequency behavior of the storage
modulus in the PCLC nanocomposites and are discussed in greater detail below.

Non-terminal low-frequency rheological behavior has also been observed in
ordered block copolymers and smectic liquid-crystalline small molecules
[56,57]. Several hypotheses have been suggested to explain the observed rheo-
logical behavior in these systems [56–62]. Koppi et al. have suggested that undu-
lations and defects in the layers might contribute to the low-frequency viscoelas-
tic response in layered block copolymers [56]. Other ideas include that the do-
main structure of the ordered mesophases is responsible, due to the dynamic
processes on both the microscopic and mesoscopic length scales. It is also well
documented that topological defects also affect rheological properties dramati-
cally, particularly in the low-frequency terminal regime [57]. Effects of domain
collective dynamics were studied by Kawasaki and Onuki [58], who demonstrat-
ed that overdamped second-sound modes in an orientationally disordered la-
mellar phase could result in anomalous low-frequency rheological behavior.
Rubinstein and Obukhov [59] also obtained the same result by considering dif-
fusion-controlled annihilation of defects in a disordered lamellar system. The
results of Larson et al. [57] with smectic small molecules and short ordered
block copolymers has suggested that the non-terminal low-frequency response
is due to the long-range domain structure and the presence of defects. 

The silicate layers in the hybrids are highly anisotropic with lateral dimen-
sions ranging from 100 to 1000 nm, and even when separated by large distances
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(i.e., when delaminated) cannot be placed completely randomly in the sea of pol-
ymer (as seen in Fig. 20). Furthermore, the majority of the polymer chains in the
hybrids are tethered to the surface of the silicate layers. Thus, it can be expected
that there are domains in these materials, even above the melting temperature of
the constituent polymers, wherein some long-range order is preserved and the
silicate layers are orientated in some preferred direction. Furthermore, this
long-range order and domain structure is likely to become better defined at the
higher silicate contents, where the geometrically imposed mean distance be-
tween the layers becomes less than the lateral dimensions of the silicate layers
and thus forcing some preferential orientation between the layers. However,
there is likely to be considerable polydispersity effects in terms of the orientation
and the distance between the silicate layers. Many such randomly oriented
grains make up the entire sample leading to the presence of a macroscopically
disordered material. Thus in general, the material possesses a layered structure,
with grains wherein the silicate layers are oriented in a preferred direction lead-
ing to the presence of grain boundaries and the concomitant presence of defects.
However, for delaminated hybrids with no end-tethering, an increase in the
moduli at all frequencies is observed and classical homopolymer like terminal
behavior. Hence it appears that delamination alone is not sufficient to produce
the non-terminal flow behavior.

 The non-terminal low-frequency behavior observed in the PCL and nylon-6
based nanocomposites could also be attributed to the retardation of molecular
relaxation processes produced by the tethering of one-end of these molecules to
the silicate surface. Witten et al. [62] have suggested that tethering of the polymer
molecules is expected to create an energetic barrier to the reptation motion,
which leads to a dramatic increase in the relaxation time and hence a shift of the
terminal relaxation to very low frequencies. Since the molecular weight of the
samples examined here is small, it is expected that the dominant relaxation mode
would be Rouse-like, which should not be drastically slowed by the tethering of
one-end of the chains. Furthermore, at all silicate loadings, most of the chains are
tethered to the silicate layers and any effect of the tethering should be discernible
at all loadings [63]. However, it is clear that the terminal-zone behavior gradually
changes with increased silicate loading, saturating at about 5 weight %. 

The presence of a transition is manifested from the change of slope observed
at high frequency to a more flattened behavior at low frequencies. The change is
more pronounced in the case of G´ than G˝. The low frequency response is in-
dicative of a ‘pseudo solid-like’ behavior and is clearly seen in the PCL samples
with silicate loading greater than 3 weight %. Similar rheological response at
low-frequencies has been observed in triblock copolymers in the ordered state
and has been attributed to the quasi-tethering of the unlike polymer segments
in their respective microdomains [64]. A solid-like response has also been ob-
served in conventionally filled polymer systems in which there were strong in-
teractions between the polymer and the filler and has been attributed to the
presence of yield phenomena in these systems [65]. Thus, the presence of the sil-
icate layers and the lack of complete relaxation of the chains contribute to the
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pseudo solid-like response at low frequencies (pseudo solid-like as G´ does not
exceed G˝ by orders of magnitude as would be expected from a true solid). 

4.2
Alignment of Nanocomposites 

Application of large strain-amplitude oscillatory shear leads to a shear-aligned
sample. These measurements were carried out on the 3, 5 and 10% samples and
the during-shear moduli show a decrease with continual shearing and finally
reach a plateau value. With the exception of the first few cycles of shear for the 3
and 5 weight % samples, the modulus decreases monotonically and the stress
signal remains sinusoidal. In the first few cycles of shear for the 3 and 5 weight
% samples, the moduli show a maximum, before monotonically decreasing. The
small-strain moduli after shear-alignment for PCLC10 carried out at T=70 °C, w
=1 rad/s, go = 120%, and time=3 h are shown in Fig. 24. First, both the storage
and loss moduli for the aligned sample are considerably lower than those for the
initially unaligned sample. Secondly, the frequency dependence of both G´ and
G˝ for the aligned samples are much stronger and start to resemble those of free
homopolymers. The small-strain modulus results observed for the PCLC sam-
ples before and after shear alignment are in close analogy with those observed
for block copolymers as well as small molecule smectic liquid-crystals [56,57].
The temperature-dependent frequency-shift factors for the aligned and initially
unaligned sample are within experimental errors identical. That large-ampli-
tude oscillatory shear can significantly alter the (small-strain) linear viscoelastic

Fig. 24. G' and G˝ obtained using small amplitude oscillatory strain for PCLC10 before and
after large-amplitude shear. See text for conditions of large amplitude shear. Master curves
obtained by application of time–temperature superposition and shifted to T0=55 °C. From
Ref. [54].
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response, indicates that there is some mesoscopic arrangement of the silicate
layers, which is organized by the application of large amplitude shear. Prelimi-
nary SANS measurements on post large amplitude oscillatory shear confirm the
presence of global alignment of the silicate layers as seen in Fig. 25. Similar
alignment effect has been also observed in injection molded nylon-6 hybrids as
observed by the Toyota group. TEM and SAXS measurements on extruded na-
nocomposites revealed highly oriented samples at the edges, with relatively
poorer order in the region of lowest shear, i.e. the central plane.  

4.3
Strain – Hardening of Polymer Brushes   

Strain sweeps at fixed frequencies (w) and temperature were carried out on all
aligned samples. Complex viscosity (h*) and phase angle (tand) as a function of
strain amplitude for PCLC10 at w=1 rad/s and 3 rad/s (T=55 °C) during both in-
creasing and decreasing strain amplitude cycles are shown in Fig. 26. At all strain
amplitudes the torque was confirmed to be sinusoidal, thereby allowing for inter-
pretation in terms of standard viscoelastic parameters. The complex viscosity at
low strain amplitudes is independent of strain amplitude and is found to be dom-
inated by the viscous response. However, progression to higher strain amplitudes
leads to an increase in h* with the elastic component becoming more prominent
as seen by the decrease in the tand. At the highest strain amplitudes h* appears to
saturate, with a value much higher than that observed at low strain amplitudes. A
slight hysteresis in the transition from high to low viscosity is also observed when
the strain amplitude is decreased from a large value to a small value (as compared
to the case where the strain amplitude is increased from low to high values).  

Similar results were obtained on all three samples over a range of frequencies
and temperatures. The upturn in the viscosity (and the downturn in tand) can be
seen to occur at a critical strain amplitude over a wide range of temperatures and
frequencies (for a given silicate loading). Three important features are observed in
the rheological response of all three samples – (a) the process is reversible; (b) there

Fig. 25. Preliminary SANS measurements on post large amplitude oscillatory shear confirm
the presence of global alignment of the silicate layers. 
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is a critical strain amplitude for the transition; and (c) the elastic component to the
rheological response becomes more important with increasing strain amplitude. 

Typically homopolymers in a shear flow exhibit decreasing viscosity with in-
creasing shear rate. Also, tethered polymer solutions in a surface force appara-
tus, shear thin at a critical velocity presumably due to the slip of the tethering
mica-layers [66]. These systems have also shown a dramatic increase in normal
force beyond a critical Weissenberg number, and this has been attributed to hy-
drodynamic instabilities, flow induced brush thickening as well as shear induced
diffusion [67,68]. In contrast, in these aligned end-tethered nanocomposites we
observe an increase in viscosity with increasing shear strain amplitude with the
transition occurring at modest strain amplitudes.

Based on the density of grafting, the systems examined are expected to be in
the ‘strong’ brush regime, wherein the chains are strongly stretched away from
the tethering surface, even in the absence of any external force. Upon application

Fig. 26. Complex viscosity (h*) and phase angle (tan d) as a function of strain amplitude for
PCLC10 at v=1 rad/s and v=3 rad/s (T = 55 °C) during both increasing and decreasing
strain amplitude cycles. Open symbols were obtained with increasing strain amplitude and
filled symbols with decreasing strain amplitude.
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of shear-strain (beyond the critical strain amplitude), the tethered polymers are
expected to completely unwind in response to the applied shear [69–72]. Based
on the limitations of a ‘melt-brush’ system, wherein the tethered polymer has to
fill all space, the chains stretch. This stretching occurs at a critical displacement
that only depends on the geometrical restrictions of the system of interest i.e.,
the distance between tethering surfaces. This is borne out in the observation that
the critical displacement decreases with increasing silicate content. It is expected
that as the spacing between layers is decreased, the equilibrium chain structure
is further distorted, and therefore the critical shear displacement required for
the chain stretching is decreased. This is an unexpected result in light of solution
based experiments, where the systems exhibit a decrease in viscosity beyond a
critical velocity and have been theoretically attributed to the disentangling of
chains from adjacent tethering surfaces and consequent slip of the layers. Fur-
ther, mechanisms such as shear induced diffusion or brush thickening would re-
quire a frequency/temperature dependence to the observed phenomena and are
also predicated on the presence of space filling solvent. The experimental results
of the melt polymer brush system clearly show that the mechanism of flow in a
melt brush are dramatically different than in solution-brushes and these effects
manifest as opposite rheological responses with the controlling parameter for
the transition being a critical displacement for the melt-brushes as opposed to a
critical velocity for the solution-brushes [73]. 

Doyle et al [67] have performed Brown ian dynamics simulations of solvent
filled polymer brushes under steady and oscillatory shear flows. Under steady
flow they observe shear thinning behavior for both the normal force and the
shear viscosity. Under oscillatory flow, they found extreme shear thickening
when the ratio of the Weisenberg number to the frequency ~ 3. They believe that
shear induced diffusion is the cause for this shear thickening. They also find the
behavior to be more predominant at high frequencies, where the molecules of
the chain effectively do not feel the tethering sites and can hence move affinely.
Due to this affine motion the molecules collide with the neighbors and experi-
ence an effect similar to shear-induced diffusion as seen in theory of free sus-
pensions. While this interpretation is useful in explaining some of the anoma-
lous rheological responses of polymer brushes in a solvent, studied by the sur-
face forces apparatus, it is clearly incapable of physically describing the dynam-
ical processes observed in melt brushes [73].

5
Conclusions 

Polymer silicate nanocomposites offer unique possibilities as model systems to
study confined polymers or polymer brushes. The main advantages of these sys-
tems are: (a) the structure and dynamics of nanoconfined polymer chains can
be conveniently probed by conventional analytical techniques (such as scatter-
ing, DSC, NMR, dielectric spectroscopy, melt rheology); (b) a wide range of dif-
ferent polymers can be inserted in the interlayer or end-grafted to the silicate
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surfaces, through proper surface modification; and (c) since the confining sur-
faces are atomically smooth and the interlayer distances have a narrow distribu-
tion of values, very well defined system geometries are involved.

Work to date has revealed the following: the mass transport of polystyrene
(nearly non-polar) entering into the layered silicate appears to be unhindered by
the confinement of the chains and exhibits similar diffusion coefficient and tem-
perature dependence to those of the polymer self-diffusion. The non-bulklike
dependence of the intercalation diffusion coefficient on polymer-surface ener-
getics and on polymer molecular weight is the focus of ongoing investigations,
and will bring further insight into the nature and mechanisms of polymeric mo-
tions in ultra-confined geometries and near surfaces, in the presence of a large
chemical potential gradient. 

The local and global dynamic behavior of the polymer chains in the nano-
composites are markedly different from the bulk. Locally, intercalated PEO
chains exhibit greater flexibility along the chain backbone as compared to those
in the bulk. A coexistence of fast and slow relaxation modes for a wide range of
temperatures, in conjunction with atomistic simulations of confined coils, mir-
rors the rich local dynamics behavior of these confined systems [74]. Intercalat-
ed PS and PEO chains  display marked suppression – or absence – of cooperative
dynamics such as exhibited at the glass transition. In addition, intercalated PEO
chains do not display a melting transition, but behave similarly to amorphous
chains in the melt even at temperatures significantly below the melting temper-
ature of bulk PEO. 

On a global scale, the linear viscoelastic behavior of the polymer chains in the
nanocomposites, as detected by conventional rheometry, is dramatically altered
when the chains are tethered to the surface of the silicate or are in close proxim-
ity to the silicate layers as in intercalated nanocomposites. Some of these systems
show close analogies to other intrinsically anisotropic materials such as block
copolymers and smectic liquid crystalline polymers and provide model systems
to understand the dynamics of polymer brushes. Finally, the polymer melt-
brushes exhibit intriguing non-linear viscoelastic behavior, which shows strain-
hardening with a characteric critical strain amplitude that is only a function of
the interlayer distance. These results provide complementary information to
that obtained for solution brushes using the SFA, and are attributed to chain
stretching associated with the space-filling requirements of a melt brush.
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Surface-polymer interactions are important in many technological applications, including
colloidal stablization and adherence. Recently there has been considerable progress in un-
derstanding these interactions and the resulting forces between polymer-bearing surfaces.
End-grafted polymers, commonly referred to as polymer brushes, are one example of a
polymer-surface complex which has many interesting properties. In this article, recent
progress in understanding the normal and shear forces between polymer brushes is re-
viewed with emphasis on the contributions from molecular simulations. These simulations
show that under steady-state shear flow, some of the individual chains of a polymer brush
stretch in the direction of flow while most are buried inside of the brush and are not affected
by the shear flow. The height of the brush is only weakly dependent on the shear rate in con-
trast with several theoretical models. When two surfaces bearing end-grafted chains are
brought into contact the normal force increases rapidly with decreasing plate separation,
while the shear force is in most cases significantly smaller, particularly for large compres-
sions. However, for weak compression, the range and the magnitude of the shear force de-
pends on both the solvent quality and shear rate. These results, first observed experimen-
tally using the surface force apparatus and recently confirmed in simulation, suggest a way
to dramatically reduce the frictional force between two surfaces. For small relative velocity
of the two surfaces, the surfaces slide pass each other with almost no change in the average
radius of gyration of the chains or the amount of interpenetration of chains from the two
surfaces. However, for large shear rates, there is significant stretching and some disentan-
glement of the chains. 
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1

 

Introduction  

 

Grafting or adsorbing polymers onto surfaces is often used to modify surface
forces and has important technological applications in many areas, including
colloidal stabilization [1,2] and adherence [3]. Recent experiments suggest that
adsorbed or grafted polymers may be useful as lubricants [4]. In highly confined
geometries, such as between rubbing surfaces, polymer melts show a strong rub-
ber-like elasticity that is not characteristic of the bulk when the film thickness is
less than about five times their unperturbed radius of gyration [5]. This confine-
ment induced freezing of liquid films has been observed in a wide range of sys-
tems from simple hydrocarbon liquids to long entangled chains using the sur-
faces forces apparatus (SFA). A number of recent computer simulations [6–9]
has elucidated the behavior of molecularly thin films under shear and have
shown that the pervasive phenomena of stick-slip motion is generally associated
with phase transitions between distinct sliding and static states. Polymeric flu-
ids show a strong tendency to slip at the wall-fluid interface compared to simple
fluids [7,10], with the magnitude of the slip increasing as the chain length in-
creases at least up to the entanglement length.  

Although there has been a number of computer simulation studies of small
molecules in confined geometry under shear and how they modify friction (see
[7] for a recent review), there have only been a few studies of polymeric systems
and most of these on end-grafted systems. Systems of adsorbed polymers are
characterized by very long structural relaxation times and hysteresis effects. For
this reason adsorbed chains are more difficult to simulate than end-grafted
ones. Khare et al. [10] recently simulated a weakly adsorbed melt of entangled
polymers under steady state shear. Their results are in qualitative agreement
with experiments using the SFA [5]. Here I will focus on end-grafted chains and
compare the results of recent computer simulations with both experiment and
theory. The structure formed when one end of a polymer chain is tethered to a
two-dimensional surface is referred to as a ‘brush’ [11,12]. Polymer brushes are
made by attaching a functional group to one end of a chain that can then bind to
the surface. The chain can either have a chemical (i.e. covalent) attachment, in
which case the binding energy can be quite high (several hundred 

 

k

 

B

 

T

 

) [13,14]
or a physi-adsorbed bond, in which the binding energy is of order 10 

 

k

 

B

 

T

 

 [15,16].
Diblock copolymers, in which one of the blocks (usually the shorter one) ad-
sorbs strongly to the surface, while the other does not, also form brushes [17–
21], as well as a diblock copolymer at the air-liquid interface of a selective sol-
vent [22–24]. A qualitatively similar system is formed by a symmetric diblock
copolymer in the strong segregation limit of the lamellar phase, where the junc-
tions between the two segments of the copolymer lie on a plane [25]. Although
the junction points are not fixed to the surface, and are free to move, their move-
ment is strongly damped by the repulsive interaction with other chains. 

When the surface density 

 

r

 

a

 

 of grafted chains increases above a critical den-
sity, the chains overlap and stretch away from the grafting surface to avoid over-
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crowding, as shown in Fig. 1 for a brush in a good solvent. The stretching effect
of the tethering is much stronger for a brush than it is for polymers grafted to
say a point as in a star polymer since for the latter the blob size for the chain in-
creases with increasing distance from the grafting point. For a wet brush in the
presence of a solvent, the stretching is due to the attraction between the polymer
and the solvent. The amount of stretching is determined both by the quality of
the solvent and by the binding energy of the end group to the grafting surface.
For coverages above an overlap coverage, the end-to-end distance of end-grafted
polymer chains scales linearly with the chain length 

 

N

 

. 
Over the last 10 years there have been a large number of experimental, theo-

retical and numerical simulations on the properties of polymer brushes. The
static properties of polymer brushes are now very well understood and have
been reviewed extensively elsewhere [26–29]. In this article I will concentrate on
more recent results for polymer brushes in a shear flow. Accordingly, the next
section on the static properties will be brief. In Section III, the hydrodynamic
penetration depth for the solvent into the brush will be discussed for shear flow
past the brush and for two surfaces approaching each other. In Section IV, the
normal and shear forces between two surfaces bearing end-grafted chains will
be discussed. Two processes, interpenetration and compression, are found to oc-
cur concurrently. The origin of the reduced friction observed in recent SFA ex-

Fig. 1. Typical configuration for a polymer brush of chain length N=100 immersed in a good
solvent (athermal, continuum) for ra=0.05 s–2. The total number of chains is 200. This fig-
ure were rendered by Raster3D [118] using sticks to better visualize the polymer chains. 
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periments is discussed in comparison to recent molecular simulations. In the
last section, a brief summary and outlook for future work will be presented. De-
tails of the model and methodology used in the numerical simulations are pre-
sented in the Appendix. All of the results discussed here are for mono-dispersed
brushes, although there have been a few measurements [30,31] as well as some
self-consistent field (SCF) results [32] for the normal force between brushes with
bimodal molecular weight distributions.  

 

2

 

Static Properties of a Polymer Brush 

 

The scaling properties of end-grafted chains were first studied by Alexander [11]
and de Gennes [12]. They showed that grafting polymer chains to a surface leads
to a deformation of the chains from their equilibrium configurations as shown
in Fig.1. This deformation is a result of the competition between the entropic
elastic energy of the chain and the monomer-monomer interaction. Alexander
[11] assumed that the chains are uniformly stretched and that the density of the
monomers is constant up to a height 

 

h

 

 from the grafting surface. The free energy
can then be written using a Flory approximation as the sum of elastic stretching
energy of Gaussian chains and binary monomer-monomer interactions [12].
Minimizing this free energy with respect to 

 

h

 

, one finds that for high enough
coverage that the chains overlap, 

 

h

 

 scales as 

(1) 

where 

 

a

 

 is a coefficient of the order of the monomer size, 

 

N

 

 is the chain length
and 

 

r

 

a

 

 is the coverage (chains per unit area). The exponent 

 

x

 

 depends on the sol-
vent quality. In a good solvent 

 

x =1/3

 

, while in a 

 

Q

 

 and poor solvent, 

 

x =1/2

 

 and

 

1

 

 respectively. For low coverage, in the so-called mushroom regime, the chains
do not overlap sufficiently to cause swelling. The overlap coverage separating
the mushroom and stretched regimes depends both on 

 

N

 

 and solvent quality
[12]. One can alternatively view the brush as a stack of blobs [12]. This approach
gives  which identical to Eq. 1 if one uses the Flory value

 

 

 

n

 

=3/5 for
the good solvent. This result is rather striking, as the thickness of the grafted lay-
er increases 

 

linearly

 

 with 

 

N

 

, significantly different than the 

 

N

 

0.59

 

 for a self-avoid-
ing walk in a good solvent or 

 

N

 

1/2

 

 for a random walk at the 

 

Q

 

 temperature. 
Numerical and analytic SCF theories [27] showed that the density of the mon-

omers is not uniform. Milner et al. [33,34] and Zhulina et al. [35] independently
proposed an analytical theory based upon an observation by Semenov [36].
When the stretching is strong, a chain of length 

 

N

 

 whose free end is at a specified
point, fluctuates very little around the ‘most favorable’ configuration that mini-
mizes the classical action. The relative amplitude of this fluctuation diminishes
with increasing 

 

N

 

. As 

 

N

 

®

 

¥

 

, this configuration dominates. For binary interac-
tions, analytical solutions for the properties of the brush can be obtained. The
brush height was found to have the same scaling with 

 

N

 

 and

 

 

 

r

 

a

 

 as predicted by

    h aN a
x~ r
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Alexander [11], although the numerical coefficient is slightly larger. This agree-
ment in the overall size scaling confirms the SCF assumption that the stretching
diminishes the fluctuations around the most favorable configuration. The mon-
omer density 

 

r

 

(z)

 

 in this theory varies with the distance 

 

z

 

 from the grafting dis-
tance in a good solvent as 

(2) 

This parabolic density profile is valid in the limit of very long 

 

N

 

 and moderate

 

r

 

a

 

, where binary interactions dominate. 
Numerous experimental studies and computer simulations have been carried

out during the last several years to check the results of these two theoretical ap-
proaches (for a recent review see [28]). The brush height can be obtained from
force measurements between two brushes, since the brushes first interact when
the distance between their respective grafting surfaces is 2h [18,37]. The inner
structure of the brushes has been probed by small angle neutron scattering
[13,14,38,39] and neutron reflectivity [21,23,24,40,41]. All these studies, as well
as a number of simulations [28], give results that are consistent with the analyt-
ical SCF predictions. 

Figure 1 shows a typical configuration of an off-lattice brush consisting of 200
chains in a good solvent with 

 

N

 

=100. The details of the simulation method and
model are presented in the Appendix. The scaling  has been confirmed
in several simulations [42–47].These showed that provided 

 

r

 

a

 

 is above the criti-
cal overlap

 

 density 

 

 (good solvent) and  (

 

Q

 

 solvent), the
brush size, as measured by the first moment of the density distribution 

 

7

 

z

 

8

 

 or the

 

z

 

-contribution to the mean squared radius of gyration, 

 

7 8

 

, approaches the
predicted scaling form. Results for a continuum bead-spring model in a good
and 

 

Q

 

 solvent are shown in Fig. 2. When 

 

 h

 

 is almost independent of

 

r

 

a

 

, as expected in the mushroom regime. For large 

 

r

 

a

 

, Grest [47] has shown that
there is another 

 

N

 

-dependent threshold, 

 

r

 

a

 

1

 

, above which the brush size scales
as  with 

 

x

 

 approximately 1/2 in a good solvent. This behavior, seen in curve
(a) of Fig. 2, is in agreement with Raphaël and coworkers [48,49] who showed
that at high surface densities where three body interactions dominate over two
body terms, there is a second scaling regime with 

 

x

 

=1/2. Experimentally this re-
gime is difficult to study, as such high grafting densities are not easily accessible.

Detailed tests of the analytical SCF theory of Milner et al. [33,34] and Zhulina
et al. [35] have been carried out using both molecular dynamics and Monte Car-
lo methods [28]. As an example of the results, in Fig. 3, results for the density of
a brush in a good solvent is shown for three value of the surface coverage 

 

r

 

a

 

. The
data collapse onto a single curve, which can be fitted reasonably well by a parab-
ola. Near the tail of the brush, the data collapse fails dues to finite size effects.
The magnitude of these finite size corrections decrease as 

 

N

 

 and 

 

r

 

a

 

 increase [50-
52]. For higher coverage, the parabolic fit gets worse as higher order interactions
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Fig. 2. Average mer distance from the host surface <z> versus  for a brush in (a) a good
solvent with x=1/3 (T=4.0e/kB) and (b) a Q solvent with x=1/2 (T=3.0 e/kB) from a molec-
ular dynamics simulation in which the Lennard-Jones interaction between mers is truncat-
ed at rc=2.5s. The results for the Q solvent are shifted by 0.2 for clarity. The results are for
chain length N=25 (m), 50 (d), 100 (j), and 200 (s). From ref. [47]. 

  Nra
x

Fig. 3. Brush mer number density r1(z) versus z/N for polymer brushes in a good solvent for
chain length N=50, 100 and 200 for the three values of ras2 shown. The smaller N have the
longer tails due to finite size effects. From ref. [46] 
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play an important role. In this regime, the profiles become flatter than a parabola
in agreement with Shim and Cates [53] and Lai and Halperin [54]. 

Another important difference between the scaling approach and the SCF the-
ory is the location of the free ends of the chains. Unlike the implicit assumption
of the scaling analysis that all the free ends are at the outer boundary of the
brush, the density of the free ends is non-zero everywhere within the brush.
Simulations have confirmed that the free ends have a finite probability of being
anywhere in the brush [42–44].  

3
Flow Past a Polymer Brush  

The hydrodynamic penetration of a simple shear flow into a polymer brush was
first studied by Milner [55]. Milner showed that the hydrodynamic penetration
depth lp is much larger for a parabolic density profile compared to what it would
be if the profile was a step function. For a step function profile, one would expect
that the hydrodynamic penetration length is essentially the mesh size x of a se-
midilute solution of the same concentration, i.e. lp=x=ar®r–n/(3n-1) where r is
the average density. However, if the brush has a parabolic profile, the hydrody-
namic penetration length varies depending on the distance from the grafting
surface and diverges at the outer extremity. Thus one would expect that the flow
will penetrate much further into the brush than for a step function profile. 

To obtain the penetration depth quantitatively, Milner assumed that the
brush profile was undistorted by the flow and invoked the Brinkman equation
[56] for flow in a porous media, 

(3) 

to describe the flow field of the solvent inside the brush. Here hs is the solvent
viscosity and j depends on the local density r. The left hand side of the equation
is the viscous force due to dissipation within the flowing liquid, which is bal-
anced by the friction term arising from flow past the polymer segments and
pressure gradient. Darcy's form, z=hs /j

2, has been used for the friction since the
flow resembles that through a porous media. Note that the screening length j de-
pends on the local density. For a simple shear, the pressure is constant and the
transverse component of the velocity satisfies 

(4) 

Assuming the parabolic profile and that lp is short enough that the density varies
linearly around z=h, Milner [55] showed that this equation can be transformed
into a modified Bessel equation and solved analytically for n=1/2. In Fig. 4, his
results for the velocity profile for a brush with a parabolic and step profile are
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compared. For a parabolic brush, Milner found that lp=1.04(hj0)1/2, proportion-
al to the geometric mean of the brush height and the smallest mesh size j0, if
swelling effects are ignored. However if swelling effects are included the result
changes slightly,  In either case, the penetration depth is larger for a
parabolic profile than for a step function profile, since in the latter case lp~j0. 

Fig. 4. Penetration of the velocity field (solid line) in a simple shear flow adjacent to a surface
bearing end-grafted chains. The mer density r(z) is the dashed curve. The velocity profile y(z)
outside the brush extrapolates to zero at the penetration depth (dotted curve). (a) Illustrates
the parabolic brush and (b) the corresponding result for an Alexander-de Gennes brush. Here
h/j0=30, where j0 is the correlation length at the grafting surface. From Milner [55]. 
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The hydrodynamic penetration depth lp has been measured from the lubrica-
tion force between polymer brushes using the SFA [4,57–59]. In these experi-
ments, the equilibrium thickness h of each layer is first determined from quasi-
static measurements [18,37]. Then the lubrication force can be determined by
bringing two surfaces together at a finite velocity  or by applying a small am-
plitude oscillatory normal force to one of the surfaces. The instantaneous lubri-
cation force FH arises from the pressure gradient in the annular region between
a curved surface (radius of curvature Rc) and a flat surface as they are brought
closer together. From FH, an effective mobility G can be defined as 

(5) 

For two polymer coated surfaces, a simple extension of Reynolds formula for the
lubrication force gives [4,60] 

(6) 

where LH=(h–lp) is the hydrodynamic thickness. This gives  

(7) 

Thus a plot of G versus D for large D should be a straight line with a slope in-
versely proportional to the solvent viscosity, while the extrapolation of this line
to G=0 gives LH. Klein et al. [57] found that for polystyrene in a good solvent, the
results satisfied Eq. 7 very well for large D but gave a penetration depth lp which
is almost equal to the polymer correlation length j0.s, where s is the mean spac-
ing between grafting sites. This result is in contradiction with the theoretical
prediction of Milner [55], which for the case studied predicted a value which
would have been approximately four times larger. However the high shear rates
associated with the solvent leaving the gap could have distorted the parabolic
profile, leading possibly to an underestimate of lp [4,57]. For polybutadiene in a
good solvent (tetradecane), Dhinojwala and Granick [58] found that lp was
much larger lp/s.3.5 and in very good quantitative agreement with the predic-
tions of Milner. For polystyrene in Q solvent (trans-decalin), Cho et. al [59]
found a smaller penetration length as expected. Their result is in qualitative
agreement with the prediction of Milner using his result for no swelling (n=1/2).
As the opposing surfaces are moved into contact, the hydrodynamic thickness
LH decreases monotonically as D decreases [57–59].   

Another approach to study the penetration depth is to use computer simula-
tions of simple shear flow. Computer simulations can check the validity of cer-
tain assumptions implicit in the theories, such as the assumption that the shear
flow does not distort the density profile. However to do this solvent molecules
must be included explicitly in the simulation. Almost all previous simulations of
polymer brushes have modeled the solvent as a continuum to save CPU time.
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Recently there has been a few simulations of brushes with the solvent introduced
explicitly. Grest [61] studied the equilibrium properties of brushes of long
chains, N=100, immersed in a melt of mobile polymers ranging in chain length
from a single monomer to Nf=40 (see Appendix for details). In a steady state
shear, Peters and Tildesley [62] studied a brush of short chains (N=20) in a sol-
vent of single mers while Grest [63,64] studied longer chains (N=100) in a sol-
vent of dimers. In Fig.5, a typical configuration of a polymer brush is shown for
ra=0.03s–2 for yw =0 and 0.2s/t, where yw is the shear velocity of the top surface.
The later turns out to be a very large shear as discussed below. For yw&s/t,
there is no detectable change in the brush profile or end-to-end distance of the
grafted chains. For larger velocities however, the brush chains become strong-
ly stretched along the direction of flow as yw increases. As can be seen from Fig.
5b, this also has the effect of slightly decreasing the brush height. The small de-
crease in the brush height for large yw can also be seen from the density pro-
files for yw=0.02 and 0.2s/t shown in Fig. 6. Thus although some of the chains
become very stretched for large yw, the mer density for the brush depends only
weakly on the shear rate. That only some of the chains are stretched is seen clear-
ly in Fig. 7, where results for the end density distributions re(z) and re(r) are
shown. Here z is the height above the grafting surface and r is the distance from
the grafting point. A large fraction of the chain ends are buried deep inside the
brush and do not feel the effect of the shear even for large yw. The results shown
in Fig. 7 quantify the visual observation of Fig. 5b. 

The solvent velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 6. Away from the brush, the ve-
locity profiles are linear as expected. From this region, the shear rate  can eas-
ily be determined from the slope of y(z). In the vicinity of the brush, the solvent
velocity decays as expected from the discussion above. Although the chains are

Fig. 5. Typical configurations of a brush of chain length N=100 immersed in a melt of mobile
dimers for ra=0.03s–2. The solvent is not shown for clarity. The shear velocity is yw=0 (a)
and 0.2s/t (b). The dimensions of the cell are !=40.82s2 and D=64.9s. Result from molec-
ular dynamics simulations of ref. [63]. 
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not long enough to give a definite test of the Milner prediction for lp, the results
do show that lp is larger than the correlation length j0, where the latter can be
determined from the monomer density at the surface. Using the fact that the ra-
tio of the predictions for the models for lp scales as (h/j0)2/5 in a good solvent
[55], one finds that for the present case the predictions from the two models only
differ by about a factor of 2. Thus longer chain lengths, which are prohibitive at
this time due to the large amount of CPU time required, are needed to unambig-
uously distinguish the predictions for the parabolic and step function profiles. 

Fig. 6. Solvent velocity profile (points) and brush density profile (curves) for a polymer
brush under shear flow for two values of ra. The chain length of the brush is N=100, while
that of the solvent is Nf=2. Results are shown for yw=0.02s/t (solid line and triangles) and
0.2s/t (dashed line and squares). r(z) has been multipled by a factor of 5 and 2.5 respec-
tively, to put the data on the same scale. From ref. [63]. 
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This idea that the solvent flow field can be approximated by the Brinkman
equation has been used in several recent simulations of a polymer brush in sim-
ple shear flow. In these simulations, the solvent is not included explicitly but it's
effect is modeled using the Brinkman equation. Lai and Binder [65] and Lai and
Lai [66], using a bond fluctuation lattice model, and Miao et al. [67], using a con-
tinuum model, studied the properties of a dense polymer brush in a flow field by
modifying the standard Metropolis Monte Carlo transition probability to take
into account the effective force acting upon the brush chains by the moving sol-

Fig. 7. Free end distribution for brushes of length N=100 in a shear flow as a function of the
height z above the grafting surface and a distance t from the grafting point. The shear rate

=0 (solid line), 7.2310–4 (dotted line), 3.6310–3 (short dashed line), and 7.2310–3t–1

(long dashed line). Results are for ras2=0.03. From ref. [63]. 
 ġ
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vent. Lai and Binder assumed a parabolic profile for the brush density and de-
termined the height h self-consistency. Miao et al. [67] self-consistently deter-
mined the density profile and did not assume a parabolic profile in order to
more accurately account for the tail region near the outer boundary of the brush.
Doyle et al. [68] carried out a similar procedure using a Brownian dynamics sim-
ulation for a bead-spring model.  

The results of these simulations are in very good agreement with the molec-
ular dynamics simulations with the solvent included explicitly. Lai and Binder
[65], Lai and Lai [66] and Miao et al. [67] all found that the brush height is only
weakly dependent on the shear rate in agreement with the molecular dynamics
simulations. Doyle et al. [68] found a larger decrease in the brush height under
shear, but their chains were extremely short (N=20), which probably enhanced
the effect of the shear. Fig. 8 shows the results for the stretching of the grafted
chains from the simulations of Miao et al. [67]. Fig. 8a shows the average posi-
tion of monomer n along the chain. Although <z(n)> remains essentially un-
changed as the shear rate increases, <x(n)> increases approximately linearly
with The same stretching is also clearly seen in the increase in the mean
squared radius of gyration shown in Fig. 8b. Note that all of the increase
in  comes from the component in the direction of shear flow, x. The other
two components are relatively insensitive to the shear rate, though  de-
creases slightly. Similar results were found by Lai and Binder [65] in their lattice
simulations and in the molecular dynamics simulations by Grest [63].  

Theoretically the situation is less clear. The results of these simulations for a
brush in a steady state shear flow differ considerably from some recent theoret-
ical predictions by Barrat [69], Kumaran [70], Harden and Cates [71] and Au-
bouy et al. [72]. All of these theories suggest that the height should increases un-
der shear. The only theoretical prediction which found that the height does not
increase under shear is that by Rabin and Alexander [73]. Most of these predic-
tions [69–71,73] are based on the Alexander-de Gennes model [11,12] in which
the brush density profile is assumed to be a step function and all the free ends
are at the outer surface of the brush. In these calculations, the chains in the brush
are represented as a string of excluded-volume blobs and the free energy per
chain is written as a sum of an elastic term involving the conformation of de-
formed Gaussian string of blobs and an osmotic term involving interactions be-
tween blobs. In the original calculation of Rabin and Alexander [73] and the sub-
sequent calculation of Barrat [69], the chains were assumed to stretch uniformly
under shear. The difference in the two calculations arises from how the osmotic
contribution to the force was handled. Harden and Cates [71] later generalized
this model to allow for non-uniform stretching of the blobs in the presence of
strong shear flow, as shown in Fig. 9. In this calculation [71], the internal struc-
ture of the layer and the velocity profile is determined self-consistently subject
to the constraint that all the ends are at the outer layer. The only theoretical mod-
el which includes the fact that some of the chains are stretched while others are
not effected by the shear is by Aubouy et al. [72]. They allow for two types of
chains, those which are exposed to the flow and those which are protected from
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the flow inside the brushes. For each class of chains, the density profile is still as-
sumed to be a step function and the free ends are assumed to be at the outer layer
of their respective profiles. In this model, the fraction of chains exposed to the
flow decreases with increasing shear rate. However this leads to a higher suscep-
tibility of the layer to the shear rate and an onset of significant swelling at a lower
shear rate than when all the chains are treated equivalently. At high shear rates,

Fig. 8.  Average chain conformation for four different shear rates and (b) components of the
mean squared radius of gyration,  (d),  (m), and  (j) as a function of
the shear rate  These results are from the Monte Carlo simulations of Miao et al. [67]. 
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the relative swelling is actually larger than predicted by Harden and Cates [71].
Barrat [69] and Harden and Cates [71] both predict an asymptotic swelling of
approximately 25% for  where  is the characteristic
relaxation time of a sphere of hydrodynamic radius j0 in a solvent of viscosity
hs. Kumaran [70] suggested a slightly larger (33%) increase in the brush height
from hydrodynamic interactions. However as clearly seen from Fig. 5, the struc-
ture of a brush, in steady shear flow is very different than that shown in Fig. 9.
For the case shown in Fig. 5b, the shear rate is  The solvent vis-
cosity for chains of length Nf =2 can be estimated from the non-equilibrium mo-
lecular dynamics simulations by Kröger et al. [74] who studied a homopolymer
melt for the same model for Nf $10. From these results, hs~1.4et/s3 for Nf=2.
Assuming  then for ras2=0.03, tz.3.233104t. Thus the simulation
results are well within the regime where swelling would be predicted by these
theoretical calculations as one would expect from the configuration shown in
Fig. 5. Thus one can only conclude from these studies, that while this simple
model gives the correct scaling behavior for the brush height h, it is inadequate
to describe the shear rate dependence of h. To date there has been no theoretical
prediction for the properties of a brush under shear using the self-consistent
field approach, which correctly predicted not only the scaling dependence of h
on chain length N and coverage ra, but also that r(z) is parabolic and the ends
are distributed throughout the brush.  

Most of the discussion above has been for brushes in a good solvent. Williams
[75] has applied the blob model for polymer brushes to grafted chains in a poor
solvent. In this case, the blobs no longer repel but attract, leading to a reduction

Fig. 9. Sketch of a extended brush in a strong solvent shear flow, with j(z)<jo and h>ho,
where jo is the equilibrium blob size and ho is the equilibrium brush height in the absence
of flow. From ref. [71]. 
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in the brush height in a steady shear flow. Williams found that if the grafting
density is low or the solvent quality is fairly poor, the brush height decreases
only above a critical shear rate. However for large ra or in a marginally poor sol-
vent, the brush is predicted to shrink as soon as the shear is applied. To date
there have been no experiments or simulations to test these predictions, which
could be very interesting since they would tell us more about the importance of
three body interactions.  

Experimentally, the only direct measure of the brush height in a shear flow
has been the neutron reflectivity measurements by Nguyen et al. [76]. In these
experiments in which no change in the brush height h was observed, the shear
was produced by flowing a solvent past the polymer brush, with a maximum
shear rate of 7500 s–1. However for the grafting densities used in this study, the
maximum shear was not large enough to reach the regime  An indirect
measurement of the brush height by Webber et al. [77] also found that h was in-
dependent of shear rate for  in the range 103–104s–1. By comparing the perme-
ability through a channel with and without an absorbed diblock copolymer on
the surface, they could estimate the hydrodynamic penetration length lp, which
did not change over the shear rates measured. Both of these results are in agree-
ment with the present simulations in that they find that the height of the poly-
mer brush is not affected by shear for the range of shear rates.  

Although a clear picture (at least from simulation and experiment, if not the-
ory) in steady state shear is beginning to emerge, in oscillatory shear the results
are not as clear. This is partially due to the limited number of studies in this case.
Using the SFA, Klein et al. [16] found that if the surfaces were either weakly com-
pressed or uncompressed but separated by a small gap, there was an extra nor-
mal force at high velocity as shown in Fig. 10. These experiments suggested an
increase in the brush height of an uncompressed layer when a fluid flows past.
As seen in Fig. 10, the increase occurred only above a critical shear rate. These
experiments were carried out at oscillatory frequencies of a few hundred Hertz
with a maximum displacement of up to a few mm. The fact that the onset of the
extra normal force is shear rate dependent suggests that it is probably arises
from an interplay between the chain relaxation rate and the applied shear rate.
Assuming that the additional force arises from chain stretching, then one plau-
sible explanation for these results is that chain stretching only occurs when the
applied shear rate is much larger than the chain relaxation.  

Doyle et al. [68] studied in oscillatory shear the case of one surface bearing
end-grafted chains compressed by a second, bare surface. In this simulation the
solvent is not included explicitly but its velocity field is solved for self-consist-
ently. Doyle et al. did observe an additional normal force for very high frequen-
cies. However the additional force occurs for maximum displacements of the
moving surface which are comparable to or less than the mean spacing s be-
tween grafting sites. In this case, the beads move affinely and are not affected by
the fact that the chains are tethered to the surface. The increase in the normal
force arises from collisions of beads with their neighbors which drives a normal
motion of the brush analogous to shear-induced diffusion in free suspensions
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[78]. In the experiments by Klein etal [16], the maximum displacement of the
surfaces (up to 3 mm) is large compared to the mean distance between grafting
sites (8.5 nm for molecular weight MW=1.413105 polystyrene). Thus the effect
observed by Doyle et al. [68] in their simulations is probably not applicable to
the experiments of Klein et al. [16].  

To clarify the situation for oscillatory shear, I performed some molecular dy-
namics simulations [79] for brush in an explicit solvent for surfaces which are
not in contact, as in Fig. 5. To allow for hydrodynamic interactions, the viscosity
damping term G in the equations of motion Eq. 12 (see Appendix) was zero ex-
cept for the first ten monomers of each brush chain (counting from the grafting
point). No damping term was added to the solvent molecules. The velocity of the
top plate was set to yw=U cos(vt). Results are shown in Fig. 11 for the average
end-to-end distance R(t) for two cases with the same value for the maximum ve-
locity U=0.26s/t but with different values for the maximum displacement X=
100s and 300s. The lower curve in each figure is the displacement of the top wall
scaled by a value of 50 and 150 respectively. For comparison, the square root of
the mean end-to-end distance kR2l1/2=18.8s for yw=0 and 28.7s for yw=0.2s/t,
the case shown in Fig. 5b under steady state shear. From the estimates of the re-
laxation times discussed above, it is clear that these two systems the average
shear rate  is in the regime  Note that the peak in R(t) occurs between
the point of maximum wall velocity yw=U and the turning point, yw=0. The cor-
responding results for the brush height z(t) are shown in Fig. 12 for the same two

Fig. 10. Variation of the excess normal force DF induced by sliding two curved surfaces bear-
ing end-grafted polystyrene (MW=1.413105) in a good solvent (toluene) as a function of
the shear velocity y. In equilibrium the brushes first come into contact at 2h=125 nm. Curve
A and cartoon A correspond to a compressed brush (D=95 nm); curve B, cartoon B are for
non-overlapping brushes (D=155 nm). From ref. [16]. 
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cases. For the high frequency case, <z>=8.85s which is unchanged from its
value for no shear, yw=0. The time averaged density profile for this case is nearly
identical to that for yw=0. There is no evidence for an increase in the brush
height. Results for the lower frequency (larger maximum displacement) case,
show a decrease in the average brush height, <z>=8.3s. Three other cases stud-
ied, (U,X)=(0.26s/t, 20s), (0.52s/t, 100s), and (0.52s/t, 300s), also showed no
increase in the brush height.  

While the results presented in Fig. 11 and 12 are clearly in the regime
 the question is how close do they correspond to the experimental sit-

uation studied by Klein et al. [16]. From earlier work on mapping the equilibri-
um simulations to the experiments of Taunton et al. [37], we [46] found that
s.1.5 nm for the case of polystyrene of MW=1.413105 in toluene. (The analysis
was done for a continuum solvent simulation but the results will not change sig-

Fig. 11. End-to-end distance R(t) versus time t/t in the presence of an oscillatory shear (up-
per curve). The top wall has a velocity yw=U cos(vt), where U=0.26s/t. The maximum dis-
placement X is (a) 100s and (b) 300s. The lower curve in each case is the displacement of
the top wall divided by a factor of 50 and 150 respectively. Results are from a molecular dy-
namics simulation for chains of length N=10,0 in a solvent of dimers [79]. 
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nificantly for this case.) From comparisons for the shear forces for highly com-
pressed brushes, discussed in the next section, I estimate that t.1.5310–6 s for
this case. Thus the maximum displacements of X=100 and 300s correspond to
approximately 150 and 450 nm respectively with a frequency n=v /2p.270 and
90 Hz respectively. These are well within the experimental range studied by
Klein et al. [16] in which the maximum displacement covered a range of values
with the largest being about 1500 nm (quoted in their paper as 3000 nm peak to
peak) and frequencies up to 540 Hz. While simulations at yet higher velocities
and larger displacements are definitely of interest to completely cover the exper-
imental range of parameters, these are not possible at present due to limitations
on computer resources. The results presented here each took approximately
1000 hours of CPU time on one processor of our Cray J916 (about the speed of
the older Cray XMP processor).  

Fig. 12. Brush height z(t) versus time t/t in the presence of an oscillatory shear for the two
cases presented in Fig. 11. The solid curve is for the upper (moving) surface and the dotted
line is for the lower surface. From ref. [79]. 
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Finally, there also remains the possibility that the extra normal force ob-
served by Klein et al. [16] may arise for other reasons than an increase in the
brush height. Since the experiments are in an open system, solvent entering and
leaving the gap between the two curved surfaces may contribute to the observed
extra normal force. This could explain the fact that there is a critical shear rate
for the extra normal force to appear. Sufficed to say, the origin of the excess nor-
mal force under an oscillatory shear remains an open issue. Further experiments
and simulations are needed to clarify the origin of this effect. 

4 
Forces Between Compressed Brushes 

4.1 
Normal Force  

When two surfaces with end-grafted chains are brought into contact, they nor-
mally repel each other.  This repulsion, which is a result of the osmotic interac-
tion between the polymer segments, is the basis for colloidal stabilization
[1,80,81]. Experimentally the force between polymer brushes has been studied
using the SFA for both the normal [18,37] and shear forces [82–87]. While this is
a very powerful and sensitive technique for measuring forces between surfaces
separated by tens to hundreds of angstroms, it does not give any spatial infor-
mation on the conformations of the polymer chains. Because of the small dis-
tances involved, it is difficult to obtain such information experimentally. Simu-
lations in the other hand can give detailed information about these interactions,
including the force-distance profile, changes in the monomer density as a result
of compression and the amount of interpenetration of the two brushes. This last
quantity is usually ignored in theoretical treatments, as it is expected to vanish
for infinitely long chains [88,89]. In experimentally relevant systems [46] how-
ever, the amount of interpenetration will be finite due to the finite length of the
polymer chains. Interpenetration affects the interaction between grafted surfac-
es, as well as the shear rheology of compressed brushes [4,82–87].  

As two brushes are brought into contact, two processes are found to occur
concurrently: interpenetration and compression. When the distance D between
the brushes equals twice the maximum extent hext of each, the parabolic profiles
of both brushes begin to overlap and the density increases everywhere between
the two grafting surfaces. At small separations the overall density becomes al-
most uniform in the gap between the grafting surfaces as shown in Fig. 13}. The
amount of interpenetration at a given separation decreases as N increases. One
can quantify the amount of interpenetration in several ways. The quantity I(D),
where 

(8) 
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was suggested in ref. [90]. Here r1(z) is the contribution of one of the brushes to
the overall density and z is the distance measured from the grafting surface of
that brush. The inset of Fig. 13 shows a typical result for I(D) from my simula-
tions for chains of length N=100 in a solvent of dimers. Results of the SCF theory
of Milner et al. [33] together with a scaling argument by Witten et al. [89] can be
used to show that I(D) in a good solvent has the following scaling form with N
and ra, 

(9)

where x=D/2hpar. Here hpar is the brush height derived from the parabolic den-
sity profile predicted by the SCF theory. In addition to giving the interpenetra-
tion as a function of the separation for a given brush, this expression also shows
that I(D) at a given separation decreases as  Since the decay with N
is rather slow, the amount of interpenetration is expected to be significant for ex-
perimental systems. This scaling form was confirmed by Murat and Grest [90].

Fig. 13. Brush mer number density profile versus distance from the grafting surface z for
polymers of length N=100 and solvent of length Nf=2 at ras2=0.03 for (a) D=42.1s, (b) D=
24.3s, and (c) D=12.6s. Mers from opposite surfaces first begin to overlap at D.60s. The
total brush mer number density r(z) is shown in the lower panel and the mer density r1(z)
for one brush is in the upper panel. The inset shows the amount of interpenetration I(D)
versus D. From ref. [63]. 
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Chakrabarti et al. [91] used a different measure of the amount of interpenetra-
tion but also found that their results agreed with the self-consistent field theory.

The force between grafted polymers is repulsive at all separations. There are
also no hysteresis effects, indicating fast equilibration in both experiments
[18,37,82,83] and simulations [90–95]. For continuum simulations, forces be-
tween the brushes can be calculated in a straightforward manner from the virial
[96], while on a lattice the force can be obtained by periodically testing whether
shifting the plate separation from D to D±1 causes an overlap of two mers. For
high densities, which occur for strong compression, several intermediate simu-
lations are needed to determine the probability that D can be shifted by one lat-
tice spacing [92,93]. A similar approach has been used to determine the force be-
tween brushes modeled as a freely jointed tangent hard-sphere (or pearl-neck-
lace) chain [94]. The force per unit area f(D) between the two plates is then found
by subtracting the pressure at D=2hext. The force between two surfaces bearing
end-grafted chains reaches its equilibrium value very rapidly, in contrast to other
equilibrium properties such as the free end distribution, which is much slower to
relax [90]. Because the SFA experiments use two crossed cylinders and not two
flat surfaces as in the simulations, the two cannot be compared directly. However
in the Derjaguin approximation [97], the interaction energy per unit area, 

(10)

between two flat surfaces is proportional to the normal force F divided by the ra-
dius of curvature Rc, F/Rc, for two crossed cylinders. Here P> is the normal os-
motic pressure. Scaling arguments [88,98] and SCF theory [33] predict that this
energy should scale as  with y = 3/2 and 4/3, respectively.
The difference originates from the dependence of the osmotic pressure on the
monomer density in the two theories. These predictions are obtained assuming
that there is no interpenetration, so that bringing the two brushes into contact
results only in their compression. The repulsive force is then calculated from the
increase in the free energy due to the compression. This turns out to be a very
good approximation as the force between two surfaces each bearing end grafted
chains is approximately the same as the force between two surfaces, one bare and
the other bearing end-grafted chains, after one scales the distance D by the
number of surfaces ns bearing polymer [86,99–101]. Martin and Wang [102]
found using SCF theory that the force profiles are relatively insensitive in a good
solvent to the amount of interpenetration of the chains. Fig. 14 shows molecular
dynamics simulation results (solid line) for E(D) scaled as suggested by the scal-
ing theory for N=100 compared to the experimental results of Taunton et al. [37]
for terminally attached polystyrene chains of various MW [90]. Since the energy
scale in this simulation is arbitrary, the line is vertically shifted to lie on the ex-
perimental points for comparison. The overall agreement between the simula-
tion and the experimental results is excellent. This fit between the molecular dy-
namics simulations and experiments at intermediate values of ra can be utilized
[46] to map the simulation to real physical systems. It is important to note that
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the fit is achieved using only one adjustable parameter, the vertical shift due to
the arbitrary energy scale of our simulations. The length scale used in the scaling
of D is taken from simulations of a single brush.  

Although the data collapse shown in Fig. 14 uses the functional form predict-
ed by the scaling analysis, a comparable collapse of the data is obtained using the
prediction of the SCF theory. This is also the case with experimental data [37].
While the experimental results can be fit satisfactory with either the SCF or the
scaling theories if both the coverage ra and scale of the force are taken as adjust-
able parameters, the difference in the fits shows up strongly if one uses known
parameters. Milner [37] has shown that the parabolic profile, with a small poly-
dispersity (MW/MN), can account for the measured force profiles with no adjust-
able parameters, whereas the step function profile in the Alexander-de Gennes
model has too short a range for the onset of the force. 

This very good agreement between the simulations and the theoretical pre-
dictions are expected to break down at high compression as the average mer
density f approaches unity. In this limit the osmotic pressure diverges logarith-
mically with (1–f), rather than increase as a power law as assumed by both the
scaling and SCF theories. This was seen in the simulation of Murat and Grest
[90] for high coverage even for moderate values of D/2h. Such a trend, however,
has not been seen experimentally since all of the SFA experiments are carried
out at relatively low ra. This is particularly true for the experiments of Taunton

Fig. 14. Scaled energy per unit area versus D/2hext from the molecular dynamics simulations
of Murat and Grest [90] for chains of length N=100 for ras2=0.03 (full line) compared to
SFA results of Taunton et al. [37] (data points) for polystyrene in a good solvent (toluene)
for a variety of molecular weights. The simulation results have been shifted vertically by an
arbitrary amount to overlap with the experimental data. 
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et al. [37] in which case the binding energy of the end attachment is only about
6–8 kBT. Accordingly ra decreases as N increases, making large value of ra
unachievable.  

While the interaction between polymer brushes is almost always repulsive, in
a mixed solvent it is possible to have attractive interactions [52,102,104–106]. In
a pure solvent the interaction is always repulsive since removal of the solvent to
the reservoir is always accompanied by an increase in the unfavorable steric in-
teractions between the brushes. However in a mixed solvent, the relative concen-
trations of the solvent species within the brush can vary, allowing different
amounts of the two species to leave the brush. For the case of a mixed solvent
containing identical chains of two different chain lengths, the longer chains will
be more strongly repelled from the brush than the shorter ones. The longer
chains will therefore leave the gap between the two surfaces before the smaller
ones, resulting in some circumstances in an attractive minimum over a limited
range in the compression force. This attractive minimum is found only for
strongly stretched chains, when the grafted and free polymer profiles are sym-
metric around their intersection point [52]. 

4.2 
Shear Force  

The shear force between brushes has been measured for compressed brushes for
both good [82,86,87] and Q solvents [83–85,87]. Results of Klein et al. [82] for
the normal and shear forces for polystyrene in a good solvent (toluene) are
shown in Fig. 15 for several molecular weights and coverages. Note that the
brushes have to be highly compressed up to a factor of 5 to 6 before the shear

Fig. 15. Normal and shear forces F between compressed polymer brushes sliding pass each
other in a good solvent for a variety of systems. From Klein et al. [82]. 
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force is above the resolution of the measurements for all shear velocities studied
(yw=15–450 nm/s). Thus the brushes appear to provide an extremely efficient lu-
bricant for reasonable loads, which are 1–2MPa at the highest compressions.
This result agrees with recent work by Pelletier et al. [86] and Kilbey et al. [87]
for adsorbed polystyrene/polyvinylpyridine who both found that they were un-
able to detect a shear stress for compressions up to about D.hmax. Pelletier et al.
used very small deformations, while Kilbey et al. used much larger deformation
up to about 2mm, similar to that of Klein et al. [82]. For a Q solvent [83–85,87],
the shear and normal forces set in at comparable separations D particularly for
large shear rates. For weak compressions, the elastic component of the shear
force can exceed the repulsive normal force for large shear rates. For brushes in
the mushroom regime, however, the shear force is predominantly dissipative ex-
cept at large compression. 

Recently I have carried out two sets of simulations for brushes in a good sol-
vent to gain more insight into this interesting phenomena. In the first set of sim-
ulations, the solvent was treated as a continuum [95], while in the second set of
runs the solvent was included explicitly [63] as discussed in the previous section.
The results for the two cases were very similar. Here I concentrate on the explicit
solvent results. The brush density profile for this case is shown in Fig. 13. The
only difference with the continuum solvent case [95] is the extra structure near
the surface due to packing of the mers of the bead-spring chain which are nearly
hard spheres. The shear stress f is obtained from the xz component of the micro-
scopic pressure-stress tensor, f=–Pxz. Because the fluctuations in the shear force
are much larger than the average force, long runs are required to determine f. In
Fig. 16, the dependence of the shear force f on the sliding velocity yw is shown for
three values of D. For small yw and large D, f is observed to increase approximate-
ly linearly as would be expected for a Newtonian fluid. In this regime there is lit-
tle change in the mean squared radius of gyration  or the end-to-end dis-
tance <R2>. There also is no change in r1(z)compared to the results shown in
Fig. 13. Beyond the Newtonian regime, f increases sublinearly for large yw, in
analogy with earlier observations [7,107], for small molecules confined between
two bare surfaces. One may call this the non-Newtonian regime. As seen from

the chains stretch in this regime and there is some disentanglement of
the polymers from the two surfaces, particularly for small D and large yw, as
shown in Fig. 17 [63]. In this case for D=8.1s, I(D) decreases by a factor of two
for yw=0.02s/t compared to its value for yw=0. Although I(D) decreases signifi-
cantly, the normal osmotic pressure decreases by only about 1%. This reduction
in the amount of interpenetration is consistent with the predictions of Joanny
[108] for lubrication of molten polymer brushes. In the limit of very large chain
length, where the amount of interpenetration is much smaller (see Eq. 9), Joanny
found that above a critical sliding velocity the chains can no longer sustain vis-
cous stress. The crossover of the shear force to a non-Newtonian regime for large
is partially a consequence of this disentanglement.   

Comparison of the normal osmotic pressure P> and the shear force in this re-
gime is shown in Fig. 18 for chains of length N=100 for three values of yw. These
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results are in qualitatively good agreement with the experiments shown in
Fig. 15. The simulation results do not increase quite as rapidly with decreasing
plate separation as in the experiment except for very small yw. Note that since the
shear force f is a continuously varying function of velocity even for high shear
rates, a true coefficient of friction cannot be defined. As discussed above, the
normal forces in the SFA experiment which are on curved cylinders cannot be
compared directly to the simulation on flat plates. While a relationship between
the two has been derived within the Derjaguin approximation as discussed
above, the relationship between the shear forces in the two cases is less clear. It
is important to note that the range of D over which f is large enough to detect is
much larger in the simulation than in the experiment. This is almost assuredly
due to the fact that the wall velocities accessible in the simulations are much
larger than in the experiment. Comparing the experimental and simulation re-
sults, the latter is fit very well with the lowest velocity, yw=2.0310–4s/t used in
the simulation. Thus it is very likely that all of the present experimental SFA re-
sults are only in the low velocity Newtonian-like regime. However since there is

Fig. 16. Shear stress f per unit area and mean squared radius of gyration  as a func-
tion of the relative velocity of the two surfaces for N=100 and Nf=2. The data is for ras2=
0.03 and D=24.2s (h), D=17.1s (s), and D=8.1s (n). From ref. [63]. 
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presently no experimental data available for the velocity dependence of f, it is
not possible to determine with certainty which part of the shear force-velocity
curve the experiments access.  

These results for the shear force can be used to map the bead-spring model
simulations to experiment. Equating the velocity yw=2.0310–4s/t with a typical
value of 200 nm/s used in the experiments [82] (actual range 15–450 nm/s) for
MW=1.413105 molecular weight polystyrene in toluene, gives s/t.106 nm/s.
Using s.1.5 nm determined from our previous mapping [46] of the equilibrium

Fig. 17. Monomer density profile r1(z) versus distance from the plate z for D=8.1s (upper
pair of curves) and for D=17.1s (lower set of curves) for yw=0 (solid line) and yw=0.02s/t
(dashed line) for N=100 and Nf=2 at ras2=0.03. From ref. [63]. 

Fig. 18. Semilog plot of the normal osmotic pressure P> (s) and shear force f versus the
plate separation D between polymer brushes of 100-mers in a solvent of free dimer mole-
cules for ra=0.03s–2. The shear force is shown for yw=2.0310–4 (m), 2.0310–3 (d), and
2.0310–2s/t (j). From ref. [63]. 
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brush to these same experiments, gives t.1.5310–6s. This value was used in the
previous section to compare the simulations and experiments [16] for non-over-
lapping brushes. Note that this mapping is only approximate and definitely is not
universal, as it depends on the specific polymer, its chain length, and the solvent
quality.  

For a Q solvent [83–85,87], the shear and normal forces set in at comparable
separations D in contrast to what occurs in a good solvent. In fact for weak com-
pressions, the elastic component of the shear force can even exceed the repulsive
normal force for large shear rates. In Fig. 19, results from a molecular dynamics
simulation for the normal force is compared to the shear force for three different
wall velocities [79]. For simplicity, the simulations were carried in a continuum
solvent. The effect of the solvent was included by extending the range of the in-
teraction to rc=2.5s as discussed in the Appendix. In agreement with experi-
ment, for large enough shear rate the shear force can even exceed the normal
force. To compare these results to that of a good solvent with the same interac-
tion, the simulations were repeated at a higher temperature, 4.0e/kB(TQ.
3.0e/kB). Surprisingly, the shear forces in the two case were nearly identical. The
main difference in the two cases was in the normal force, which as expected ex-
tended to larger separations D in the good solvent compared to the Q solvent.
This study suggests that simulations are an excellent way to study the effect of
solvent quality on the shear properties of brushes. Including the solvent mono-
mers explicitly, which was not done in these first numerical studies of the effect
of solvent quality, is also likely to be of interest. 

5 
Summary and Concluding Remarks  

This review summarizes our present understanding of the forces, both normal
and shear, between polymer brushes with emphasis on the contributions from

Fig. 19. Semilog plot of the normal osmotic pressure P> (s) and shear force f versus the
plate separation D between polymer brushes of 100-mers at ra=0.03s–2 for T=Tq. The shear
force is shown for yw=0.001 (m), 0.01 (d), and 0.1s/t (j). From ref. [79]. 
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computer modeling. The equilibrium properties of an uncompressed brush
predicted by self-consistent field theory have been confirmed by a number of
experiments and simulations. Under steady state flow, some of the chains
stretch in the direction of flow while many others are buried within the brush
and are only weakly affected by the flow. Molecular dynamics simulations in
which the solvent molecules are included explicitly as well as several Monte
Carlo simulations in which the effect of the solvent is treated self-consistently
show that the brush height decreases slightly with increasing shear rate in ac-
cordance with the prediction of Rabin and Alexander [73] and in contrast to
several theoretical models [69–72] which predict a strong increase. These sim-
ulations strongly suggest that the simple Alexander-de Gennes model of a
brush which assumes that the density profile is uniform and all the ends are at
the outer surface is inadequate for explaining the properties of polymer brush
under shear. Further work, both theoretical and experimental, are needed to
clarify the case of oscillatory shear where the interplay of the relaxation of the
brush with the shear rate can lead to very interesting effects, including a cou-
pling of the normal and shear forces.  

When two surfaces bearing an end-grafted polymer are compressed, the
brushes interpenetrate only weakly and easily slide pass each other in a good
solvent with immeasurably small shear force at low compression. This is seen
both in the experiments by Klein et al. [82] and in two recent molecular dynam-
ics simulations [63,95]. Most of the shear occurs near the midplane between the
two surfaces. For higher compressions two regimes could be identified from the
simulations, depending on the shear rate. For low shear rates, the brush density
profiles and chain conformations are relatively unchanged even for large com-
pressions. In this Newtonian-like regime, the shear force increases approximate-
ly linearly with velocity. However for large shear rates, the chains become
strongly stretched and the shear force increases sublinearly with shear velocity.
The experimental results for a brush in a good solvent [82] appear to be in the
Newtonian-like regime, but further experiments which explore the velocity de-
pendence of the shear forces is needed to determine this for certain. As the sol-
vent quality is decreased, the nature of the shear forces changes as it becomes
more elastic. For a Q solvent [79,83–85] the shear elastic force can even be larger
than the normal force for large shear rates.  

The effect of solvent quality on the lateral forces has only just begun to be in-
vestigated [79] using numerical simulations and is an interesting problem for fu-
ture research. These simulations, along with the study of adsorbed polymers un-
der shear which experimentally do not show a comparable reduction in the slid-
ing friction [4], will be very important in improving our understanding of these
systems. Experimentally, there are a number of interesting questions, including
the velocity dependence of the shear forces observed in the simulations, which
should be investigated. A direct measurement of the chain stretching, presuma-
bly by scattering, is an important challenge for experimentalist which will be
very helpful in developing a better understanding of how two surfaces bearing
end-grafted chains slide pass each other.   
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6
Appendix – Simulation Models and Methodology  

Polymer brushes have been studied extensively using both lattice and continu-
um models. Two types of models have been widely used to study polymer on a
lattice [28,109]. The first is the standard lattice algorithm in which the polymer
is represented by a succession of N steps which are subject to the constraint that
no lattice site is visited more than once. Chakrabarti and co-workers [43,91,110]
have used this model in many of their simulations of polymer brushes. The other
is the bond fluctuation model [111] in which each monomer consists in three di-
mensions of eight lattice sites. In addition to the excluded volume interaction,
the bond length l is allowed to vary subject to a maximum extension to avoid
bond crossings. This method is significantly faster than the standard lattice al-
gorithms and has been used by Lai and Binder [44,45,65], Dickman and Hong
[92] and Dickman and Anderson [93] to study static properties of polymer
brushes including the force between two compressed brushes. A variant on this
model in which each monomer consists of only one site in a simple cubic lattice
and the bond lengths are allowed to fluctuate among certain allowed values has
been used by Shaffer [112] to study polymer brushes. For shear properties lattice
models are not applicable and one needs to use off-lattice models. 

One model which has been extensively used to model polymers in the contin-
uum is the bead-spring model. In this model a polymer chain consists of N beads
(mers) connected by a spring. The easiest way to include excluded volume inter-
actions is to represent the beads as spheres centered at each connection point on
the chain. The spheres can either be hard or soft. For soft spheres, a Lennard-
Jones interaction is often used, where the interaction between monomers is  

(11)

Here e characterizes the strength of the interaction, s is the unit of length, and
rc is the range of the interaction. If the potential is truncated at rc=2l/6s then the
potential is purely repulsive. This is a very efficient model for studying good sol-
vent conditions and is often referred to as athermal since temperature has only
a very small effect on the results. Alternatively, one can extend the range of in-
teraction to model the effect of solvent quality. In some simulations the cut-off
was set of infinity but it is computationally much more efficient to truncate the
interaction at a finite range, such as rc=2.5s. In this case the Q-temperature
Tu.3.0e/kB [46]. By changing T, the relative importance of the attraction be-
tween mers and thereby the effective quality of the solvent can be changed with-
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out explicitly introducing solvent particles. A similar approach as been used to
study polymer brushes for different solvent qualities on a lattice using Monte
Carlo methods [45,113]. 

In addition to the excluded volume interaction, one also needs to add an at-
tractive interaction binding the beads along the chain and for polymer brushes
a wall-monomer interaction. The specific form of these interactions is not criti-
cal, except that the interaction between bonded beads should be such that the
maximum extent of the bond is small enough such that bond crossing is inhib-
ited. For the simulation results presented here, the finite extendible nonlinear
elastic (FENE) model first introduced by Bird et al. [114] with suitably modified
parameters [46,115] to avoid bond crossing was used. 

Now that we have settled on a model, one needs to choose the appropriate al-
gorithm. Three methods have been used to study polymers in the continuum:
Monte Carlo, molecular dynamics, and Brownian dynamics. Because the dis-
tance between beads is not fixed in the bead-spring model, one can use a very
simple set of moves in a Monte Carlo simulation, namely choose a monomer at
random and attempt to displace it a random amount in a random direction. The
move is then accepted or rejected based on a Boltzmann weight. Although this
method works very well for static and dynamic properties in equilibrium, it is
not appropriate for studying polymers in a shear flow. This is because the meth-
od is purely stochastic and the velocity of a mer is undefined. In a molecular dy-
namics simulation one can follow the dynamics of each mer since one simply
solves Newton's equations of motion for mer i, 

(12)  

where m is the mass of each monomer. To take into account the effect of the sol-
vent, a viscous damping and random white noise term have been added to the
equation of motion, where G is the friction coefficient that couples the mers to a
heat bath. The random part of the mer-heat bath coupling is given by a white-
noise term Wi(t) which satisfies the fluctuation dissipation theorem. In the limit
that the inertia term dominates over the viscous damping and noise term, I refer
to this method as molecular dynamics or more properly stochastic molecular
dynamics. For equilibrium simulations without shear, a convenient value of the
viscous damping is G=0.5t–1, where t=s(m/e)1/2. In this case the monomeric
friction from collisions is significantly larger than that coming from the viscous
damping term in Eq. 12 [115]. In the overdamped limit, in which the inertia term
on the right hand side of Eq.12 can be ignored, one has Brownian dynamics.
However for dense polymer systems, this method is not very efficient [116] since
very small time step are needed to keep the algorithm stable.  

The equations of motion of the mers can be integrated using a variety of tech-
niques. In the work presented here, I used a velocity-Verlet algorithm [96]. The
time step Dt depends on the range of interaction, the temperature and the vis-
cous damping. In the purely repulsive case, with no shear and G=0.5t–1, one can
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use a time step as large as Dt=0.012t. For larger values of rc or if one sets the vis-
cous damping G=0, Dt must be reduced to 0.006–0.008t to keep the algorithm
stable. 

The standard geometry for studying polymer brushes, either on a lattice or in
the continuum consists of M linear chains of length N+1 attached randomly to a
flat surface, usually taken as the z=0 plane as shown in Fig. 1. The first mer of
each chain is usually firmly attached to the grafting surface and does not move,
although there have been a few simulations in which the grafting point is free to
move in the grafting plane [47]. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the x
and y directions and the length of the cell in these two directions were equal, Lx=
Ly. The surface coverage ra=M/A, where A=LxLy. However to include solvent mol-
ecules explicitly, the simulation cell must be closed. This is done by introducing
a second surface in the xy plane a distance Lz from the first as shown in Fig. 5.
The volume of the cell is V=ALz. Enough free solvent, in this case short chains of
length Nf of identical mers as the polymer brush, was then added to bring the
overall density of the system to a specified value. For the results presented in this
paper, I used r=0.85s–3, the same density used by Kremer and Grest [115] in
their studies of the dynamics of polymer melts for the same model.  

Shear is imposed by sliding the top surface at a fixed velocity yw in the x-di-
rection [7,63]. The simulations are performed in an ensemble in which the total
number of polymer brush and solvent molecules, the surface coverage ra, and
the separation of the plates D are held constant. To avoid any possible biasing of
the flow in the shear direction (x), only the y component of the velocity was cou-
pled to the reservoir for yw?0 in contrast to the equilibrium case in which the all
three components were coupled to the heat bath. Thus Langevin noise and
frictional terms were added to the equations of motion in all three directions for
yw =0, though only in the y-direction for nonzero shear velocities. However since
introducing a viscous damping screens hydrodynamic interactions [117], some
runs were made in which only the first 10 mers of each grafted chain and none
of the solvent chains were coupled to the thermal reservoir. No significant differ-
ences in the two cases were observed [63].   
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1

 

Introduction

 

In recent years, a large amount of experimental and theoretical work has been
devoted to surface-anchored polymer chains [1–3]. Particular attention has
been paid to polymer chains tethered by one end to a solid surface. At high
enough coverage, the polymer chains stretch away from the surface forming a
polymer “brush” [4]. As shown by Alexander and de Gennes in their pioneering
work on polymer brushes [5, 6], the behavior of such end-grafted chains is qual-
itatively different from that of free chains. For a polymer brush in a good solvent,
for instance, the layer thickness 

 

L

 

 is expected to vary 

 

linearly

 

 with the index of
polymerization of the chains, 

 

N

 

, while the radius 

 

R

 

 of a free chain in a dilute so-
lution varies as 

 

R 

 

µ

 

N

 

3/5

 

.

 

 

 

The Alexander-de Gennes model was followed more re-
cently by self-consistent field (SCF) calculations [7–13] and by computer simu-
lations [14–16]. Several review articles on the subject are now available [17–20].

It is commonly admitted that polymer brushes should be quite efficient in
many technological applications including in particular the steric stabilization
of colloidal suspensions [21–23]. Because of these potential practical applica-
tions, strong experimental efforts have been devoted to characterize the struc-
ture and the properties of polymer brushes [1, 24]. These efforts, however, have
long been slowed down by the difficulty to reach sufficiently high grafting den-
sities in good solvent. Indeed, as soon as the first grafted chains begin to overlap,
they repel each other. This, in turn, creates a repulsive barrier for the other
chains and the grafting reaction almost stops. The resulting layer then consists
of adjacent “mushrooms” [4]. A way to get around this difficulty was proposed
by Auroy and co-workers [25–27]. It consists in performing the grafting reaction
in a relatively concentrated solution where a rather large number of chains are
located in the vicinity of the surface and are susceptible of being grafted. The
particular system used by Auroy et al. was 

 

a

 

-

 

w

 

-hydroxyl terminated poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chains end-grafted on previously modified porous
silica beads (by esterification of most of the silanol sites of the surface by penta-
nol molecules). An important result of the work of Auroy et al., apart from the
demonstration of the possibility of forming chemically end-grafted brushes
with high grafting densities, is the fact that the grafting density can be adjusted
via the volume fraction of free polymer in the reaction bath. A derived way of
modifying the silica surface, adaptable to plane large areas, has been developed
recently and will be detailed in Sect. 2.1.

Let us mention at this point that a number of studies have used block copoly-
mers in order to test the Alexander-de Gennes description of polymer brushes.
For example, surface force measurements have provided some global character-
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istics of the layers formed by block copolymers where one block adsorbs strong-
ly on the substrate while the other block adsorbs negligibly [28, 29]. Diblock co-
polymer monolayers on the surface of a selective solvent have been studied by
surface pressure measurements and by neutron reflectivity [30–32]. Block co-
polymers phases have also been investigated [33]. In these phases, the density of
chains tethered to the interface is fixed by the equilibrium conditions of the self-
assembly process and can not be chosen independently of the polymerization
index, contrary to what can be done with chemically end grafted chains.

When a strongly attractive surface is exposed to a polymer melt, a certain
amount of polymer becomes permanently bound to the surface. This occurs, for
instance, when an untreated silica surface is exposed to a melt of PDMS [34]. If
the polymer layer is then exposed to a good solvent, the layer swells. The result-
ing layer is made of loops, with a large polydispersity of loop sizes, reflecting the
statistics of the chains in the melt state. The structure of such irreversibly ad-
sorbed layers when swollen by a good solvent has been worked out by Guiselin
[35]. Irreversibly adsorbed layers have been named “pseudo-brushes”, because
they are somewhat analogous to highly polydisperse brushes of loops. A com-
parison of brushes and pseuso-brushes in terms of adhesive and friction prop-
erties was seen as an interesting problem, and is one of the objectives of this paper.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present an experimen-
tal system for which both chemically end-grafted layers with high grafting
densities and irreversibly adsorbed surface anchored layers can be formed
(Sect. 2.1). We then discuss how the internal structure of these two kinds of sur-
face layers can be analyzed and compared to the different available models
(Sect. 2.2). In Sect. 3, we review what is expected for the interdigitation between
such surface-anchored layers and a polymer melt, and compare these expecta-
tions with neutrons reflectivity results. In Sects. 4 and 5, we analyze the experi-
mental data and the different models which allow to understand under which
conditions such surface anchored layers can be used to promote adhesion or to
reduce friction.

 

2

 

Formation and Characterization of the Surface Layers

 

2.1
Formation of the Surface Layers

 

There are several ways of forming surface layers of polymer chains, and various
solid/polymer systems have been used. The silica/PDMS system is quite conven-
ient since both end-grafted layers with high grafting densities (i.e., brushes) and
irreversibly adsorbed layers (i.e., pseudo-brushes) can be formed with control-
led molecular characteristics (polymerization index of the tethered chains and
surface density), allowing a detailed investigation of the structure and proper-
ties of these two different classes of surface anchored polymer layers.
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The irreversibly adsorbed layers are the easier to obtain. PDMS forms hydro-
gen bonds between the silanol sites of the silica surface and the oxygen atoms of
the backbone of the chains, and thus spontaneously adsorbs on a clean silica sur-
face. This adsorption is quasi permanent [36], and can be rendered permanent
by using di-hydroxyl terminated PDMS chains. Incubation of the surface with a
polymer solution (polymer volume fraction 

 

f

 

0

 

) at 120 ˚C during 12 h, leads to
either condensation of the OH extremities of the chains on silanol sites of the sil-
ica, or to double hydrogen bond formation and the surface chains appear immo-
bilized [37]. Then the layer can be washed by a good solvent in order to rinse
away all the unattached chains, and dried. The monomers of the surface at-
tached chains then collapse, and form a layer with a thickness directly related to
the surface density of the anchored chains. The characteristics of these dry lay-
ers can be investigated through X-ray reflectivity techniques [38]. The electronic
density inside the layer appears to be comparable to that of the polymer melt,
and the dry thickness of the layer, 

 

h

 

0

 

, is governed by both the polymerization in-
dex of the surface attached chains, 

 

N

 

, and the volume fraction in the solution
used for the incubation, 

 

f

 

0

 

. A collection of typical results for 

 

h

 

0

 

, obtained
through X-ray reflectivity or ellipsometry, on layers made with chains having
polymerization indices in the range 10

 

2

 

 to 10

 

4

 

, is reported in Fig. 1, either for
incubation from a melt (triangles, 

 

f

 

0

 

=1) or from a solution (squares and discs,

Fig. 1.  Dry thickness h0 of various PDMS layers irreversibly adsorbed on the silica surface
of a silicon wafer, as a function of the scaling variable N1/2f0

7/8. N is the polymerisation in-
dex of the surface anchored chains and f0 is the polymer volume fraction in the incubation
bath. The triangles correspond to f0=1, i.e., to the maximum surface density of anchored
chains for the particular molecular weight. The range of molecular weights used is
29.6 kg mol–1£Mw£740 kg mol–1, with Mw=mN, where m is the molar mass of the mono-
mer, m=0.074 kg mol–1 for PDMS
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The origin of this scaling law can be easily understood: when the reaction cell is
filled, all the polymer chains located in a layer from the surface with a thickness
comparable to the radius of the chains in the incubation solution can rapidly
find the surface and bind, keeping the local concentration equal to the bulk pol-
ymer concentration. Further adsorption of additional chains implies an increase
of the local monomer concentration close to the surface (the chains already at-
tached being not able to go away) and corresponds to a repulsive osmotic pres-
sure. Thus the adsorption process stops when all the chains initially located in the
surface layer with a thickness comparable to the radius of the chains in the incu-
bation bath have adsorbed. Note that this is quite different from what occurs in the
case of r

 

eversible

 

 adsorption where the chains can permanently exchange between
the surface layer and the bulk solution. In the case of reversible adsorption, the
adsorbed layer can reach its thermodynamic equilibrium structure, which has
been analyzed in terms of a self similar concentration profile [39–41]. For the ir-
reversibly adsorbed layer, the structure is governed by the incubation bath and
keeps track of the history of the layer formation. Such irreversibly adsorbed layers
can however be put into an environment different from the incubation bath, keep-
ing the surface density of anchored chains constant. Since the radius 

 

R

 

 of a chain
in a semidilute solution scales like 

 

R

 

@

 

aN

 

1/2
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 under good solvent conditions
[42], one can easily count the number of monomers per unit surface area inside
the surface layer and obtain for the adimensional surface chain density, 

 

s

 

, the fol-
lowing form:
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 (the number of chains per unit area, 
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,

 

 is equal to 
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,
where 

 

a

 

 is the size of a monomer). Each chain containing 

 

N

 

 monomers of size 

 

a

 

,
the thickness of the dry surface layer is

(1)

The data reported in Fig. 1 follow this scaling law, and give for the typical size
of the monomer, 

 

a

 

»

 

0.5 nm, a quite reasonable value for PDMS.
In order to form high density end-grafted layers with the same silica/PDMS

system, one has to chemically modify the silica surface in order to suppress the
monomers adsorption, while still keeping the possibility of end-grafting. An el-
egant way to do so has been developed by Folkers et al. [43]. It consists in first
forming on the silica surface a self assembled monolayer of a short PDMS oli-
gomer made of four monomeric units, and terminated by a chlorine at one ex-
tremity and either a Si-H or a Si-vinyl at the other one. The corresponding syn-
thesis and monolayer formation are described in details somewhere else [43].
On such a self assembled monolayer, PDMS hardly adsorbs: under incubation
conditions similar to those used to form the surface adsorbed layers, only a layer
with a typical thickness of 1 nm remains fixed on the surface (probably adsorbed
chains in the holes of the monolayer), to be compared with the 20–50 nm depos-
ited in the case of bare silica with the same polymer and same conditions. On the
functionalized extremities of the molecules in the monolayer, mono vinyl or Si-
H end terminated long PDMS chains can be grafted by a hydrosililation reaction,
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in the presence of platinum as catalyst [38, 43]. Again, and for reasons quite sim-
ilar to what has been said for the adsorbed layers, the surface density in the graft-
ed layer is governed by both the volume fraction in the reaction bath and the po-
lymerization index of the PDMS chains used. The value of the dry thickness of the
layer, 

 

h

 

0

 

, determined after rinsing with a good solvent and drying, is a measure-
ment of the surface density of grafted chains. Typical results for 

 

h

 

0

 

, for a variety
of PDMS chains and several volume fractions in the reaction bath are reported in
Fig. 2. The same scaling law (Eq. 1) as for the irreversibly adsorbed chains is ob-
served, with, at the accuracy of the experiments, the same prefactor, a

 

»

 

0.5 nm.
This means that the dry thickness of the layers, 

 

h

 

0

 

, is a good measurement of the
surface density of the surface anchored chains, but does not tell any information
on the internal structure of the two categories of layers, irreversibly adsorbed and
end-grafted, which, as we will see below, are quite different.

 

2.2
Characterization of the Internal Structure of the Surface Layers

 

In order to investigate the internal organization of the surface-anchored chains,
we now consider the concentration profile of the layers when swollen by a good
solvent. Such concentration profiles have been investigated in details theoreti-
cally, since the Alexander-de Gennes model, and we can hope to be able to dis-

Fig. 2.  Dry thickness h0 f various PDMS layers end grafted on the modified silica surface of
a silicon wafer, as a function of the scaling variable N1/2f0

7/8, with N the polymerisation in-
dex of the grafted chains and f0 he polymer volume fraction in the reaction bath. The range
of molecular weights used for the grafted chains is 5 kg mol–1£Mw£263 kg mol–1, Mw=mN,
with m=0.074 kg mol–1
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criminate between different internal organizations and different models by
comparing experiments and theoretical predictions.

Let us first briefly review the Alexander-de Gennes model [5, 6]. Specifically,
we consider an ensemble of polymer chains, with degree of polymerization N,
terminally grafted onto a flat surface and exposed to a solvent of low molecular
weight. The number of terminally grafted chains per unit area is sa–2, where a
is the monomer size. The average distance between two grafting sites is given by
D=as–1/2. At low coverage, the different coils do not overlap (the so-called mush-
room regime) and each chain occupies roughly a half-sphere with a radius com-
parable to the Flory radius of a free chain R@aN3/5 (for simplicity reasons we as-
sume the solvent to be athermal, i.e. v@a3, where v is the excluded-volume pa-
rameter). When the grafting density, s, becomes greater than the critical density
s0@N–6/5 the different chains begin to overlap and form a brush of thickness L,
as schematically presented in Fig. 3. The equilibrium structure of the brush re-
sults from the competition between the osmotic forces that tend to expand the
layer and the restoring elastic forces. Accordingly, the free energy per chain can
be written as F=Fos+Fel. In a Flory type approach, the elastic free energy is given

Fig. 3.a   Schematic representation of a polymer brush. L is the layer thickness and D the av-
erage spacing between two grafting points. b The monomer density profile F vs distance
from the grafting plane z according to the Alexander-de Gennes model. Figure adapted
from [66]
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by Fel@kTL2¤(a2N) while the osmotic free energy is given by Fos@kTa3N2¤(LD2). By
minimizing F we obtain

(2)

and F@kTNs3/2. Thus the brush thickness increases linearly with N. It is possible
to develop a more refined scaling analysis of the overlap regime s>s0 [5, 6]. A
grafted chain is subdivided into blobs of size D, each containing gD monomers.
Within one blob, the chain behaves like a free excluded volume chain; this leads
to the relation D@agD

3/5. Different blobs repel each other and the brush is essen-
tially a closely packed system of blobs. The monomer volume fraction, F, is giv-
en by F@gD(a¤D)3@s2/3. Since the volume per grafted chain is LD2 the monomer
volume fraction can be written as F@Na3¤LD2. Comparing the above two expres-

sions for F we obtain the equilibrium brush height . This

last result indicates that the chain can be viewed as a string of blobs almost fully
stretched along the normal to the wall (see Fig. 3). The kT per blob ansatz leads
to a free energy per chain F@kTNs5/6. Note that while the Flory analysis gives a
correct estimate of the brush height, it overestimates the brush free energy.

The above Alexander-de Gennes model constrains the concentration profile
to be steplike and all free ends to be at the same distance from the surface. This
imposes strong restrictions on the allowed chains configurations. Some years
ago, Hirz [7] and Cosgrove et al. [8] numerically solved the self-consistent field
(SCF) equations describing the brush situation, but relaxing the above-men-
tioned restrictions. They found that in the case of a good solvent the concentra-
tion profile was essentially parabolic. This was rationalized analytically by Mil-
ner et al. [10, 11] and Zhulina et al. [12]. Much of the physics of the parabolic pro-
file may be understood in terms of the following simple argument due to Pincus
[44]. The mean-field free energy per unit area of the brush, H, may be written 

(3)

where f(z) and Y(z) are respectively the monomer concentration and the free
end concentration at a distance z from the surface. The first two terms in the in-
tegral, respectively, represent the excluded-volume energy and the polymer
stretching energy;m is a Lagrange multiplier to fix N monomers per chain. The
problem is to determine Y(x). A crude approximation may be obtained by
guessing that far enough from the surface Y(x)@f(x)¤N. Now setting dH¤df(c)=0,

we obtain a parabolic profile  where m@(32/3¤2)(a¤D)4/3

and the brush thickness L@Na(3a2¤D2)1/3 is consistent with the Alexander-de
Gennes result (Eq. 2).
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We now turn to pseudo-brushes. Five years ago, an elegant scaling approach
has been proposed by Guiselin [35] to describe the irreversible adsorption from
a polymer melt onto a plane surface, assuming that the time necessary to satu-
rate all the surface sites was small compared to that of chain diffusion in the
bulk. The conformation of the chains is thus not modified during the adsorption
process and the distribution of loops and tails is related to the statistics of the
chain folding in the melt. Guiselin considered the following sequence of events:
(i) the plane solid surface is put in contact with a polymer melt and all the mon-
omers touching the surface adsorb instantaneously and irreversibly; (ii) the sur-
face is then washed with a pure solvent and only the initially adsorbed chains are
retained onto the surface. The layer thus formed can be visualized as a succes-
sion of loops and tails. In the Guiselin’s approach, each loop made of 2n mono-
mers is considered as two pseudotails of n monomers. The number (per unit ar-
ea) of pseudotails made of more than n monomers is given by [35]

(4)

where, as for the brush, N is the degree of polymerization of the adsorbed chains
and a the size of the monomer. When swollen by a good solvent, the pseudo-tails
tend to stretch normal to the surface in order to decrease the excluded volume
interactions. Let us assume that the n-th monomers of all pseudotails larger than
n are located at the same distance z from the surface. We can then consider n as
a function of z. At a distance z from the surface, the average distance between

two pseudotails is given by . Using Eq. (4) we get

. By analogy with the Alexander-de Gennes’ model

for monodisperse polymer brushes (see above) we expect that, locally, at a dis-
tance z from the surface, the layer can be visualized as a closely packed system
of units of size D(z). In order to determine the function n(z), we consider the
number g(z) of monomers within a volume [D(z)]3. The function n(z) satisfies
the differential equation dn¤g(z)=dz¤D(z). At a scale smaller than D, the chain be-
haves like a free chain and g is related to D by the relation g@(D¤a)5/3 and, conse-
quently, n(z)@(z¤a)5/6. The volume fraction of monomers is then given by

(5)

and the total extension of the layer scales as

(6)

The internal structure of a Guiselin's pseudo-brush is schematically present-
ed in Fig. 4. Similar arguments in the case of an irreversibly adsorbed layer pre-
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pared by adsorption from a semidilute solution with a volume fraction f0, lead
to an extension of the layer that scales as L@aN5/6f0

7/24 [35].
Systematic investigations of the concentration profile inside the two kinds of

PDMS surface anchored layers have been performed through neutrons reflectiv-
ity techniques [45]. Octane was used as a good solvent and PDMS with a molec-
ular weight of 92 kg mol–1was either grafted or adsorbed on the surface of a sil-
icon wafer, taking advantage of the contrast for neutrons between hydrogenated
and deuterated species (either the solvent or the surface chains were deuterat-
ed). Fitting procedures of the reflectivity data have been developed in order to
extract the concentration profile from the reflectivity curves, without assuming
a priori the shape of the concentration profile, contrary to what is usually done
[45]. The profile was divided into 10 or 20 slabs of equal thickness, and the index
for neutrons of each slab was adjusted in order to obtain the best fit to the reflec-
tivity curve. Despite the large number of adjustable parameters, this fitting pro-

Fig.4.a  Schematic of a pseudo-brush. L is the layer thickness. b The monomer density pro-
file F vs distance from the grafting plane z according to Guiselin. Figure adapted from [66]
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Fig. 5.  Concentration profile inside a grafted PDMS layer swollen by a good solvent (oc-
tane). The molecular weight of the grafted chains is 92 kg mol–1 and the surface density in
the layer is s=0.011. The full line is the profile determined by neutrons reflectivity. The dot-
ted line is the SCF result of Zhulina et al. [52] calculated for a surface density s=0.011 and
an excluded volume parameter v=0.8 a3 (a is the size of the monomer, determined to be
a»0.5 nm by the slope of the scaling line in Fig. 2).

Fig. 6.  Concentration profile inside an irreversibly adsorbed PDMS layer swollen by a good
solvent (octane). The molecular weight of the adsorbed chains is 92 kg mol–1. The surface
density in the layer is s=0.02. The full line is the profile determined by neutrons reflectivity.
The dotted line corresponds to the theoretical profile calculated following the Guiselin's ar-
gument corrected to take into account the finite length of the surface chains [45]
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cedure revealed to be quite efficient, provided one imposes a condition to favour
smooth profiles and checks that the total surface excess of polymer, is equal to
that measured independently by the dry thickness of the layer, h0. In Figs. 5 and
6, typical concentration profiles for respectively a end-grafted layer (i.e. a brush)
and an irreversibly adsorbed layer (i.e. a pseudo-brush) are reported. 

In Fig. 5, the data points for the brush (full line) are compared to the calculat-
ed SCF parabolic profile of Milner et al. [10, 11] and Zhulina et al. [12]. In Fig. 6,
the data points for the pseudo-brush (full line) are compared to the profile cal-
culated by Guiselin [35]. Note that there are no adjustable parameters in the
comparison between the theoretical predictions and the data points since the
surface excess is imposed. The quite good agreement between the predicted and
measured concentration profiles, and the very different shapes of the two curves
for either the grafted or the irreversibly adsorbed layer are strong evidences of
the fact that these layers have indeed quite different internal organization of the
surface-anchored polymer chains. It is interesting to notice that, despite the
good agreement between the experiments and the models for both kinds of lay-
ers, the two theoretical descriptions used are somewhat different: the parabolic
profile is the result of an SCF analysis where the constrains on the allowed chains
configurations imposed by the Alexander-de Gennes model are relaxed, while
the Guiselin’s description treats the layer at a degree of approximation compara-
ble to the Alexander-de Gennes approach (the only difference being in the poly-
dispersity of the pseudo-tails). While it clearly appears that the experimental
concentration profile of the end-grafted layer cannot be described by the step
profile of the scaling Alexander-de Gennes model (see Fig. 5), it seems that the
Guiselin’s model is sufficient to describe the experimental concentration profile
of the irreversibly adsorbed layer (this might be due to the large polydispersity
of loop sizes [11, 66]).

3
Interdigitation Between Surface-Anchored Chains and a Polymer Melt

In order to understand the role played by surface-anchored chains in adhesion
and friction, it is essential to understand under which conditions a surface layer,
when in contact with a melt, is penetrated by free chains. The question has been
addressed theoretically mostly for polymer brushes, and more recently for
Guiselin's pseudo-brushes. We want to review here some of these analysis, and
compare the predictions of the models with the available experimental data.

3.1
Polymer Brushes in Polymeric Matrices

Most of the existing studies focus on brushes exposed to a low molecular weight
solvent and less is known of the behavior of surface-tethered polymers in poly-
meric matrices [6, 46–56]. On the experimental side, nuclear reaction analysis
[57, 58], neutron scattering [59–61], neutron reflectivity [62] and secondary-ion
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mass spectrometry [63] have provided some information concerning the struc-
ture of grafted chains immersed in a polymer melt or a solution of mobile poly-
mer chains. The first computer simulation of a brush immersed in a polymer
melt was presented recently by Grest [64].

The case where the grafted chains are in contact with a melt of shorter, chem-
ically identical chains was studied theoretically by de Gennes some years ago [6].
His approach has been further developed by Leibler [46], Raphaël et al. [51], and
Aubouy et al. [54]. Consider a brush made of chains, with degree of polymeriza-
tion N, terminally grafted onto a flat surface and exposed to a polymeric solvent
made of chemically identical chains, with degree of polymerization P<N (the ef-
fect of a small non-zero c between the P and the N chains has been discussed by
Aubouy and Raphaël [53]) The number of terminally grafted chains per unit
area is sa–2, where a is the monomer size. The average distance between two
grafting sites is given by D=as–1/2. At sufficiently low s, the grafted chains do
not overlap (the so-called mushroom regime) and the layer thickness L is given
by L@aN1/2 for P>N1/2 and by L@aN3/5P–1/5 for P<N1/2 (see regions {1} and {2} in
Fig. 7). As s increases, the different chains begin to overlap for D@L. This defines
an overlap concentration: sov@N–1 for P>N1/2 and sov@N–6/5P2/5 for P<N1/2. In a
Flory-type approach the free energy per chain is then given by [6]

(7)

The first term in Eq. (7) represents the elastic contribution. The second term
corresponds to the effect of the screened two-body interactions. From Eq. (7)
one can easily construct the (P,s) diagram represented in Fig. 7. In region {3},
two-body interactions are relevant and the brush thickness is obtained by min-
imizing Eq. (7): (L=aNP–1/3s1/3. In region {4}, repulsive interactions are not suf-
ficient to swell the brush and the conformation of a grafted chain remains Gaus-
sian: L@aN1/2. At higher s, we reach region {5} where the P chains are almost
completely expelled from the brush: the brush is “dry” [6]. The brush thickness
L is then related to s by the requirement F=aNs¤L@1 which leads to L@aNs. The
free energy per chain consists merely of an elastic term F@kTL2¤a2N@Ns2. The
boundaries between regions {3} and {4} and between regions {3} and {5} are giv-
en by s@PN–3/2 and s@P–1/2, respectively.

According to the scaling theory [51, 54], region {3} has to be subdivided into
two regions. In region {3a}, a grafted chain may be subdivided into spherical
blobs of size D, each containing gD monomers. Within one blob, the chain be-
haves like a free chain and can therefore be pictured as a self-avoiding walk of
subunits called melt blobs [42, 51]. This leads to the relation D@agD

3/5P–1/5. Dif-
ferent blobs repel each other and the brush is essentially a closely packed system
of blobs. The volume fraction F of monomers belonging to grafted chains is giv-
en by F@gD(a¤D)3@s2/3P1/3. Since on the other hand F=aNs¤L, we obtain for the
equilibrium brush thickness L@aNP–1/3s1/3. This thickness can be rewritten as
L@(N¤gD)D: the chain can be viewed as a string of blobs almost fully stretched
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along the normal to the wall. The kT per blob ansatz leads to a free energy per
chain F@kTNP–1/3s5/6. When the grafting density increases, the blob size D pro-
gressively decreases down to a point where it is of the order of the melt blob size
lc@aP. The crossover occurs for D@aP that is for s@P–2(this grafting density corre-
sponds to the broken line in Fig. 7). Therefore, the blob picture developed above
is only valid in region {3a} of the (P,s) diagram. In region {3b}, each chain can be
viewed as a string of non-overlapping spherical subunits, of size L larger than D,
almost fully stretched along the normal to the wall (see Fig. 8). At a scale smaller
than L, the chain behaves like an ideal chain of gL@(L¤a)2 monomers. It is impor-
tant to notice that in a plane parallel to the wall, subunits of different chains do
overlap and therefore the brush as a whole cannot be described as a closely
packed system of subunits (see Fig. 8). The subunit size is given by L@aP1/3s–1/3

[54]. Since the different subunits of a grafted chain repel each other, the brush
thickness is given by , in agreement with the Flory
result. The free energy per chain is given by .

Fig. 7.  Schematic (P, s) diagram for a brush of polymerization index N exposed to a
chemically identical melt of polymerization index P. At sufficiently low s, the grafted chains
do not overlap and the layer thickness L is given by L@aN1/2 for P>N1/2 (region {2}) and by
L@aN3/5P–1/5 for P<N1/2 (region {1}). As s increases, the different chains begin to overlap for
s³sov where the overlap surface density is given by sov@N–1 for P>N1/2 and by sov@ N- 6/5P2/5

for P<N1/2. In region {4}, two-body interactions are not sufficient to swell the brush and the
conformation of a grafted chain remains Gaussian: L@aN1/2. In region {3}, two-body inter-
actions are relevant and the brush thickness is given by L=aNP–1/3s1/3. At higher s, region
{5}, the P chains are almost completely expelled from the brush and the brush is “dry”. The
brush thickness L is then given by L@aNs. The subdivision of region {3} into two regions
(region {3a} and region {3b}) is discussed in the text. Figure adapted from [54]
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It is of some interest to build up a scaling picture for the high coverage regime
s>aP–1/2 (region {5}). As in region {3b}, each chain can be viewed as a string of
subunits of size L larger than D almost fully stretched along the normal to the
wall. At a scale smaller than L, the chain behaves like an ideal chain (the corre-
sponding number of monomers is given by gL@(L¤a)2). Within a given subunit,
there is on average a number (L¤D)2 of other chains. The subunit size L is given
by L@a(D¤a)2. The kT per subunit ansatz leads to a free energy per chain

 in agreement with the result found above.
Testing in details the (P,s) diagram of Fig. 7 is a difficult task. Indeed, in order

to check this diagram, one has to use: (a) a technique which gives contrast be-
tween the surface and the bulk chains, and (b) a reliable enough way of forming
the brushes so that a large range of surface densities can be analyzed. Techniques
allowing contrast all imply deuterated polymers, which are not always easy to
obtain, and the real control of the surface density and of the brush structure (no
adsorption) immediately renders the program difficult: each point in the dia-
gram requires a synthesis and a control of the characteristics of the grafted layer,
prior to any further investigation. The general tendency of the diagram of Fig. 7
is the following: increasing the surface density s or increasing the polymeriza-
tion index P of the bulk polymer (compared to the polymerization index of the
grafted chains, N) lead both to an expulsion of the free chains from the brush,
and thus to a decrease of the thickness of the brush profile. Such tendencies are
indeed present in the experimental investigations [36, 45, 60, 62], but no system-
atic experimental test of the theoretical (P,s) diagram is presently available. In
Fig. 9 we present a series of profiles of PDMS brushes obtained by neutrons re-

Fig. 8.  Schematic of the brush in the region {3b} of the (P, s) diagram of Fig. 7. Figure adapt-
ed from [66]
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flectivity (the grafted chains are deuterated and the bulk polymer is hydrogen-
ated) for several surface densities and different molecular weights of the bulk
polymer. Clearly, increasing the surface density and increasing the molecular
weight of the bulk polymer, correspond to a progressive expulsion of the bulk
chains from the brush, a fact which is apparent first as a reduction of the exten-
sion of the concentration profile of the surface chains, and second as an increase
in the steepness of this profile. A remarkable feature, however, is that if the ten-
dencies of the experimental profiles do qualitatively agree with the predictions
of the diagram of Fig. 7, the real brushes seem to be more easily interpenetrated
by bulk chains than predicted. Indeed, even molecular weights much larger than
that of the brush do penetrate a brush with a surface density close to N–1/2

(Fig. 7). This might be due either to the polydispersity of the grafted chains
(even if small, Mw/Mn <1.1), or more generally to the fact that the (P,s) diagram
of Fig. 7 is based on a scaling theory that assumes a step function for the brush
segment density profile. For a detailed comparison with the experimental pro-
files, one has to use analytical self-consistent calculations [52] which relax the
constraint of locating all the chain extremities in the same plane [55, 60].

Fig. 9. Concentration profiles determined by neutron reflectivity for three end grafted
PDMS layers in contact with PDMS melts. The molecular weight of the grafted chains is
mN=92 kg mol–1 for all the layers. Curve a: surface density in the layer s= 0.011, molecular
weight of the melt mP=90 kg mol–1; curve b: s=0.01, mP=360 kg mol–1; curve c: s= 0.015,
mP=17 kg mol–1. The layer contracts more and more when exposed to a melt of larger mo-
lecular weight. In all cases the melt chains penetrate down to the surface, as demonstrated
by the volume fraction of end grafted chains which always remains much lower than one
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3.2
Irreversibly Adsorbed Layers in Polymeric Matrices

The behavior of an irreversibly adsorbed layer in contact with a melt of shorter,
chemically identical chains was studied theoretically by Aubouy et al. [65, 66].
The pseudo-brush was treated as a polydisperse brush of half loops, character-
ized by the distribution of Eq. (4). Assuming that the local conformation of a
polydisperse polymer brush is similar to the bulk structure of a monodisperse
brush with the same grafting density, Aubouy and Raphaël [65] built up a dia-
gram analogous to the diagram of Fig. 7. Again, the global tendency is that a
dense layer should expel the chains from the melt, and so more efficiently for
bulk chains with a large molecular weight. No systematic experimental investi-
gations are presently available, except a few neutrons reflectivity data [36]. Typ-
ical examples of profiles are reported in Fig. 10. These results do show an intrin-
sic difficulty of such investigations: when comparing data for a layer made with
either deuterated or hydrogenated PDMS, in contact with a melt of the corre-
sponding either hydrogenated or deuterated chains, a clear preferential interac-
tion of the hydrogenated specie with the silica surface appears. In order to com-
pare the experimentally determined profiles with a model, such a preferential
interaction has to be included. On a qualitative level, however, the data seem to
indicate that a pseudo-brush is more easily penetrated by a given polymer melt

Fig. 10.  Concentration profile as determined by neutron reflectivity for two irreversibly ad-
sorbed layers in contact with a PDMS melt. The molecular weight of the surface chains is
92 kg mol–1 and is identical to that of the melt. In both cases s=0.02. The full line corresponds
to an adsorbed layer made with deuterated chains, in contact with a hydrogenated melt, while
the dotted line corresponds to the reverse situation (hydrogenated surface chains, deuterated
melt). The clear difference between the two profiles is a demonstration of a preferential in-
teraction of the hydrogenated chains with the surface compared to the deuterated one
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than the equivalent brush (same surface density and same molecular weight of
the surface chains). This might be an indication of the fact mentioned by Laub
and Koberstein [67a] that polydispersity may help interdigitation. On the other
hand, a pseudo-brush is not really equivalent to a polydisperse brush and one
should take the “cactus effect” discussed by Brochard-Wyart et al. [68] into ac-
count. The profiles shown inFig. 10 are clearly different from that of a brush: the
inner part of the layer is dry (or almost dry in the case of the preferential inter-
actions between the melt and the surface), and tails extend far away from the
surface.

4
Role of Surface-Anchored Chains in Adhesion

Understanding what happens when a polymer comes into contact with another
material is important for many industrial applications [69, 70]. In the last ten
years, there has been a significant improvement in our understanding of the lo-
cal processes that control the adhesion of polymers [71–73]. Experiments by
Hugh Brown and co-workers and by Ed. Kramer and co-workers have shown
that the interface between two chemically different glassy polymers can be
strengthened by the presence of diblock copolymers at the interface [74–76].
When a fracture propagates at the interface, these coupling chains can either be
pulled-out or break. Experiments show that long diblock molecules fail by scis-
sion, while shorter diblocks can be pulled out. Random copolymers have also
been used recently in this context [77, 78]. Here we shall not discuss adhesion of
glassy or semi-crystalline polymers [79–84] but rather focus on the adhesion of
elastomers to solids [85–89]. Studies have demonstrated that coupling chains (or
“connectors”) that bind to the solid and interdigitate with the elastomer enhance
the adhesion energy [90]. The important question is to understand how to opti-
mize practical adhesive joints using connector molecules to enhance adhesion.
Early models, considering the connector chains as independent of each other,
predict a linear increase of the adhesion energy at zero crack propagation veloc-
ity, G0, with the surface density of connectors [91, 92]. So the question is whether
it is interesting to graft as many chains as possible on the solid surface. To try to
answer this question, systematic experiments on silica/PDMS systems were un-
dertaken, using the pseudo-brushes presented in Sect. 2.1 (these experiments
will be discussed in details below). A typical result for G, the adhesive energy
measured at a very low velocity of fracture, as a function of the surface density
of connector molecules is reported in Fig. 11. The major feature of these data is
the non-monotoneous variation of the adhesion energy with s. The connector
molecules clearly loose their efficiency to promote adhesion when they are too
densely packed on the surface. Several attempts have been made very recently to
try to rationalize such a behavior. They will be reviewed in Sect. 4.1 for the ad-
hesion between a brush and an elastomer and in Sect. 4.2 for the adhesion be-
tween a pseudo-brush and an elastomer. Experimental results will be discussed
in Sect. 4.3
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4.1
Adhesion Between a Brush and an Elastomer

The interface between a solid and a crosslinked elastomer can be strengthened
by the addition of chains (chemically identical to the elastomer) that are teth-
ered by one end to the solid surface as schematically presented in Fig. 12. As the
crack grows along the interface, these coupling chains are progressively pulled-
out from the elastomer [71, 90, 93] as schematically presented in Fig. 13. This
“suction” process is expected to occur in an approximately plane cohesive zone
directly ahead of the crack tip [94, 95]. A number of models have been proposed
to describe the process of chain pull-out and the relation between chain pull-out
and interfacial toughness [91, 92, 96–103]. In the model of Raphaël and de
Gennes [92, 100], the partially pulled-out chains are assumed to form single-
chain fibrils. The minimization of the sum of the surface and stretching energies
of these chains shows that there is a minimum force ƒ* required for a fibril to ex-
ist even at zero pull-out rate (such a minimum force has been observed in a very
elegant dewetting experiments by Reiter and co-workers [104]). As the force on
a chain that is being pulled-out remains finite as the velocity of the fracture line,
V, goes to zero, the existence of a threshold toughness G0 larger than the thermo-
dynamic work of adhesion W due to intermolecular interactions (typically van

Fig. 11.   Normalised enhanced adhesive strength (G–W)¤W as a function of the surface den-
sity, s, for two PDMS elastomers in contact with silicon wafers covered with irreversibly ad-
sorbed chains. W is the thermodynamic work of adhesion, W=2g, with g the surface tension
of PDMS, g=21.6 mN · m–1 at 25 ˚C. The filled symbols correspond to a molecular weight
between crosslinks in the elastomer Mc=24.2 kg mol–1 while Mc=10.2 kg mol–1 for the open
symbols. The adhesive strength, G, has been measured by peel tests performed at a very low
velocity of the propagation of fracture, 0.17 mm/s. The molecular weight of the surface an-
chored chains is Mw=242 kg mol–1
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der Waals type) is predicted. For many practical cases, the zero-rate fracture en-
ergy, G0, is given by [100, 101]

(8)

where s is the dimensionless grafting density of the coupling chains, N their po-
lymerization index, and g the surface tension of a melt of connector molecules.

Equation (8) is restricted to the limit of low s, where the connector molecules
freely penetrate into the network and have additive contributions. For high s
values, the coupling chains may segregate (at least partially) from the elastomer
and G0 may reduce to W. How to describe the interdigitation between the grafted
surface and the network over all the range of s is a difficult problem which has
been recently considered by several authors [3, 68, 105, 106]. Since there are still
open questions on the subject, we will here adopt the most simple point of view
which is based on the analysis by de Gennes [105] of the equilibrium state be-
tween a melt of linear chains (N monomers per chain) and a chemically identical
network cross-linked in the dry state (Nc monomers between cross-links, with
Nc<N). Using the fact that the elastic modulus of the network, E, is given by
E@kT¤a3Nc, de Gennes showed that the behavior of an N-chain inside the net-

Fig. 12.  Schematic representation for an elastomer/solid interface strengthened by the addi-
tion of end-grafted chains

    G W N0 - @  g s

Fig. 13.  Schematic picture of the pull-out process that takes place as the crack grows along
the interface. As the crack advances, each connector is progressively stretched until it reach-
es its maximal length. At that point the connectors collapses onto the surface
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work is very similar to the behavior of the same N-chain when dissolved in a
melt of shorter, chemically identical chains, of length Nc. In the later situation,
the short chains screen out the excluded volume interaction, and as shown by
Edwards, the effective excluded volume parameter is reduced by a factor 1¤Nc. In
the network case, a similar screening occurs through the elastic deformation of
the network segments. De Gennes further used the above remarkable analogy to
show that the behavior of a polymer brush (N monomers per grafted chain) ex-
posed to a chemically identical network cross-linked in the dry state (Nc mono-
mers between cross-links, with Nc<N) is identical to the behavior of the same
polymer brush when exposed to a melt of shorter, chemically identical chains,
of length Nc. The various regimes of interdigitation between a brush and a net-
work are thus identical to those given in Sect. 3.1 for the interdigitation between
a brush and a polymer melt (see Fig. 7).

We can now go back to the evaluation of the adhesion energy between the
grafted surface and the elastomer. In all what follows we assume that the elas-
tomer was cross-linked in the dry state. As long as s<Nc ¤N3/2, the local volume
fraction of grafted chains, F, is much smaller than unity. More precisely,
F<<Nc ¤N for s<<Nc ¤N3/2 (see [105]) and we expect Eq. (8) to hold. For
s>Nc ¤N3/2, Eq. (8) should be replaced by [107]

(9)

where the factor (1–F) is a phenomenological way of taking into account the fact
that the connectors interact less and less with the network as F increases [67a,
67b]. For Nc ¤N3/2<s<Nc

–1/2, F is given by s2/3Nc
1/3 (see Sect. 3.1) and Eq. (9) can

be rewritten as

(10)

For s>Nc
–1/2, the brush segregates completely from the network and the ad-

hesion energy G0 reduces to W.
Equation (10) indicates that the adhesion energy passes through an optimum

for [3]

(11)

The corresponding value of G0 is given by [3]

(12)

The full line in Fig. 14 represents the result of Eq. (10) for N=743 and Nc=230
assuming that g»W¤2 (experimental results with surface chains and elastomers
having these characteristics will be presented in Fig. 17).
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Note that if instead of a step-like profile one uses a more realistic profile where
F is a function of the distance to wall z, Eq. (9) has to be replaced by the more
general formula [67a,b, ]

(13)

where L is the brush thickness. In particular, if one uses the SCF results of Zhuli-
na et al. [52] for the case of a brush exposed to a melt (Nc momomers per chain)
one obtains

(14a)

where

(14b)

Fig. 14.  Normalized enhanced adhesive strength G0–W)¤W vs grafting density s for a brush
(with N=743, Nc=230 and g»W¤2) according to Eq. (10) (full curve), and Eqs. (13) and (14)
(dashed curve). In both cases the optimum is indicated by a black dot
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One can check numerically that the adhesion energy (Eq. 14a) passes
through an optimum. At the level of scaling laws, this optimum has the same
characteristics as the optimum predicted by Eq. (10) i.e. soptµNc

–1/2 and G0opt–
WµgNNc

-1/2. The dashed line in Fig. 14 presents the result of Eq. (14a) for N=743
and Nc=230 assuming that g»W¤2. The optimum – which is not very visible at the
scale of Fig. 14 – is indicated by a black dot.

Let us conclude this section by some remarks [3].
First, the dynamics of interdigitation is expected to be very slow for tethered

chains exposed to a network [108]. Thus the above discussion is restricted to
long enough times of contact between the brush and the elastomer.

Second, the above discussion is restricted to connectors that are not chemi-
cally attached to the elastomer. The opposite situation was analyzed recently by
Brochart-Wyart and de Gennes [106] who predicted a switch from adhesive to
cohesive rupture.

Third, the above discussion is based on Eq. (8) which is only valid at very low
separation velocities. This equation can however be generalized to larger values
of V [109].

Finally, the above analysis considers only local crack tip processes. Viscoelas-
tic energy losses during crack propagation [110–113] have been theoretically in-
vestigated by de Gennes [114] and by Hui et al. [115], and may also contribute to
the sadhesive strength.

4.2
Adhesion Between a Pseudo-Brush and an Elastomer

In order to get an estimate of the adhesion energy between a pseudo-brush and
an elastomer (cross-linked in the dry state), we can use the concentration profile
calculated [65] for the case of a pseudo-brush exposed to a melt (Nc monomers
per chain)

(15a)

with

(15b)

Inserting Eqs. (15a) and (15b) into Eq. (13), we obtain a quite simple analyt-
ical formula for the adhesion energy

(16)
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In Eq. (16), s is the adimensional surface chain density :s » N–1/2f0
7/8.

Equation (16) indicates that G0 reduces to W for s³ Nc
–1/2. Equation (16) also

indicates that the adhesion energy passes through an optimum for

(17)

The corresponding value of G0 is given by

(18)

The full line in Fig. 15 represents the result of Eq. (16) for N=770 and Nc=176
assuming that g»W¤2 (to be compared with the experimental data shown in
Fig. 17).

Note that Eq. (16) can be rewritten as

(19)

It is interesting to note that at the level of scaling laws, the optimum in the
brush/elastomer adhesion energy predicted by Eq. (10) and the optimum in the

Fig. 15.  Normalized enhanced adhesive strength (G0–W)¤W vs grafting density s for a pseu-
do-brush (with N=770, Nc=176 and Nc=176) according to Eq. (16) The optimum is indicat-
ed by a black dot
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pseudo-brush/elastomer adhesion energy predicted by Eq. (16) have the same
characteristics [3]:

(20)

and

(21)

These characteristics indicate in particular that one can improve the adhesion
between the brush or the pseudo-brush and the elastomer by decreasing the
number of monomers between crosslinks, Nc. This result, which is a direct con-
sequence of the de Gennes analogy between a network and a melt (see Sect. 4.1),
cannot be correct for too small values of Nc, that is for too highly reticulated net-
works. For pseudo-brushes, it has been conjectured [107] that Eqs. (20) and (21)
are only valid for Nc>N2/3 and should be replaced by

(22)

and

(23)

for Nc<N3/2.
More theoretical work will be needed to establish the validity of Eqs. (22) and

(23), and to derive analogous equations for the brush/elastomer problem.

4.3
Experimental Results

One way to estimate G0 is to measure the adhesive strengthy G, the energy nec-
essary to open the fracture at finite speed, working at very low speed by using
the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) technique [116, 117]. In this technique, a
lens-shaped elastomer is loaded for a while against a flat solid substrate to allow
the adhesion to develop. The load is then removed, and the interfacial crack
slowly propagates, driven by the elastic energy stored in the crosslinked elas-
tomer lens [72]. Brown [90] and Creton et al. [93] have used the JKR technique
to study chain-pullout process in polyisoprene (PI) where the coupling chains
were PS-PI diblock copolymers and the flat substrate was PS (polystyrene). The
adhesive strength G was found to increase with diblock copolymer coverage and
also with the molecular weight of the PI part of the diblock, in qualitative agree-
ment with Eq. (8).

The adhesion between PDMS chains irreversibly adsorbed on silica and
crosslinked PDMS elastomers has been investigated in a systematic way in our
group [118–120] over a wider range of surface densities than in the early work by
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H.Brown. Both 90˚ peel test at very low peel velocity (in the range 5 nm/s to
1 µm/s) [118] and JKR test over the same range of fracture velocities were used
[121]. The main result of this study is the existence of an optimum surface density
to promote the elastomer/solid adhesion, as shown in Fig. 11. The observed loss
of efficiency of the connector molecules when increasing their surface density has
to be related to the fact that increasing  leads to a loss of interdigitation (see
Sects. 4.1 and 4.2). A remarkable feature of the experimental results is the fact that
they display a “universal” behavior: if one plots G–W) (Gopt–W) as a function of

opt for elastomers with different molecular weights between crosslinks and for
layers made with chains having different molecular weights, all the results gather
on a single curve (see Fig. 16), in accordance with the prediction of the simple
model of Sect. 4.2 (see Eq. (19) and the corresponding full line in Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. Universal curve giving the enhanced adhesive strength, G-W, normalized by the
optimum enhanced adhesive strength, Gopt-W, as a function of the normalized surface
density, / opt ( opt is the surface density leading to the maximum adhesive strength) for
different irreversibly adsorbed PDMS layers in contact with PDMS elastomers. Peel tests
with a fracture velocity of 0.017 m/s have been used to measure G. The molecular weights
of the surface chains, Mw, and the molecular weights between crosslinks of the elastomers,
Mc, are the following: 
( ): Mw=242 kg mol–1, Mc=10.2 kg mol–1; ( ): Mw=242 kg mol–1, Mc=24 kg mol–1; 
( ): Mw=293 kg mol–1, Mc=24 kg mol–1; ( ): Mw=293 kg mol–1, Mc=35.4 kg mol–1; 
( ): Mw=412.5 kg mol–1, Mc=10.2 kg mol–1; ( ): Mw=293 kg mol–1, Mc=77.2 kg mol–1; 
(■): Mw=412.5 kg mol–1, Mc=24 kg mol–1; ( ): Mw=412.5 kg mol–1, Mc=35.4 kg mol–1; 
(▲): Mw=412.5 kg mol–1, Mc=77.2 kg mol–1; (▼): Mw=577.5 kg mol–1, Mc=10.2 kg mol–1; 
( ): Mw=577.5 kg mol–1, Mc=24 kg mol–1; ( ): Mw=577.5 kg mol–1, Mc=35.4 kg mol–1; 
( ): Mw=577.5 kg mol–1, Mc=77.2 kg mol–1. 
The full line is calculated from Eq. (16)
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In order to go further in a detailed comparison between experiments and
models, it is convenient to work with end-grafted layers rather than irreversibly
adsorbed layers because end-grafted layers are somewhat easier to model. After
the first experiments with Creton on chain pull-out effects in the adhesion of
polyisoprene [90, 93], Hugh Brown [122] used the same JKR technique to study
chain-pullout in PDMS elastomers where the coupling chains where PS-PDMS
diblock copolymers and the flat substrate was PS. Surprisingly, Brown essential-
ly observed no effect of the end-grafted chains on the adhesive strength of the
interface. We have recently repeated these experiments with PDMS brushes
formed by using the method of Folkers et al. [43] described at the end of
Sect. 2.1, and have observed pull-out. Typical results are shown in Fig. 17, where
the enhancement of adhesive strength of the interface (with a fracture velocity
equal to 0.1 µm/s) is reported as a function of  For comparison, results for ir-
reversibly adsorbed layers (with similar or much larger molecular weights) in
contact with crosslinked PDMS elastomers (with a similar molecular weight be-
tween crosslinks) are displayed in the same figure. Both the end-grafted layer
and the irreversibly adsorbed layers do give adhesion reinforcement, with an op-
timum surface density, but this optimum appears sooner (when increasing )
for the brush than for the pseudo-brush. The pseudo-brush thus appears to be
somewhat more efficient to promote adhesion than the equivalent brush. A sys-
tematic experimental program is presently underway to establish this result
firmly. If confirmed, it will become important to understand what makes the

Fig. 17.   (G – W) W as a function of the surface density of connector chains,  measured by
the JKR test at a velocity of propagation of the fracture of  m/s, for 1) (■) a grafted
brush with Mw=55 kg mol–1 and Mc=17 kg mol–1; 2) (❍) an irreversibly adsorbed PDMS
layer with Mw=57 kg mol–1 and Mc=13 kg mol–1; 3) (▼) an irreversibly adsorbed layer with
Mw=140 kg mol–1 and Mc=13 kg mol–1. The full lines are only guides for the eye, to help to
locate the optimum
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pseudo-brush more efficient to promote adhesion than the brush1). A natural
reason may be the polydispersity of the pseudo-tails. But as mentioned before, a
pseudo-brush is not really equivalent to a polydisperse brush and one would
have to take into account the “cactus effect” [68].

More theoretical and experimental work is obviously needed for a better un-
derstanding of the adhesive properties of surface-anchored polymer chains.

5
Role of Surface-Anchored Chains in Friction

Polymer chains anchored on solid surfaces play a key role on the flow behavior
of polymer melts. An important practical example is that of constant speed ex-
trusion processes where various flow instabilities (called “sharkskin”, periodic
deformation or melt fracture) have been observed to develop above given shear
stress thresholds. The origin of these anomalies has long remained poorly un-
derstood [123–138]. It is now well admitted that these anomalies are related to
the appearance of flow with slip at the wall. It is reasonable to think that the onset
of wall slip is related to the strength of the interactions between the solid surface
and the melt, and thus should be sensitive to the presence of polymer chains at-
tached to the surface.

Indeed, the shear stress at the solid surface is txz=hb(dV¤dz)z=0 (where hb is
the melt viscosity and (dV¤dz)z=0 the shear rate at the interface). If there is a finite
slip velocity Vs at the interface, the shear stress at the solid surface can also be
evaluated as txz=bVs, where b is the friction coefficient between the fluid mole-
cules in contact with the surface and the solid surface [139]. Introducing the ex-
trapolation length b of the velocity profile to zero (b=Vs ¤(dV/dz)z=0, see Fig. 18),
one obtains b=hb ¤b. Thus, any determination of b will yield b, the friction coef-
ficient between the surface and the fluid. This friction coefficient is a crucial
characteristics of the interface: it is obviously directly related to the molecular
interactions between the fluid and the solid surface, and it connects these inter-
actions at the molecular level to the rheological properties of the system.

It is important to notice that measuring the shear stress txz gives only partial
information on the polymer – wall friction, as long as Vs is unknown. Up to 1992,
there were no reliable measurements neither of the slip velocity or of the extrap-
olation length even if direct visualizations of the existence of wall slip had been
performed [140]. Migler et al. [141] designed an experimental technique which
gives a direct access to the velocity of the fluid very locally at the interface, inside
a layer with a typical thickness of 70 nm. This spatial resolution is well adapted
to the flows of polymer melts, especially when polymer chains are attached to
the wall, the range of the interfacial interactions being of the order of the radius
of the polymer chains (between 10 and 100 nm).

We want to review here the main results of these direct measurements of the
interfacial velocity, in the case of PDMS melts flowing on silica surface covered

1  The models of Sects. 4.1 and 4.2 are not able to explain this result.
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with various anchored polymer layers, along with the models which have been
developed to describe the different friction regimes put into evidence by these
experiments.

5.1
The Three Friction Regimes

The polymer system which has been extensively studied was PDMS flowing
(simple shear) on smooth silica surfaces bearing either irreversibly adsorbed or
end grafted PDMS chains. In the case of adsorbed layers with low densities, it
was necessary to protect the surface in order to avoid any further adsorption
during the flow experiment (since the surface was put into contact with a PDMS
melt). To do so, the silica surface was previously treated by grafting a monolayer
of octadecyltrichlorosilane, the adsorption of the surface PDMS chains taking
place in the holes of this protective layer which had an adjusted surface density
[142]. End grafted layers were produced following the procedure described in
Sect. 2.1. Over the range of shear rates explored (from 10–2 s–1 to 100 s–1), and for
all the samples investigated, three different regimes have been observed for the
evolution of both the slip velocity and the extrapolation length of the velocity
profile as shown in Fig. 19. In Fig. 19a, the average velocity measured in a layer
from the interface with a thickness 70 nm, Vs, is displayed as a function of the
velocity imposed at the upper limiting surface of the sample, Vt. First, wall slip

Fig. 18.   The simple shear geometry used to characterise the interfacial friction: the fluid
thickness is e. The top plate limiting the sample is translated at the velocity Vt and transmits
this velocity to the fluid. The bottom plate is immobile, and the local velocity of the fluid at
the bottom interface is Vs. The fluid is submitted to a simple shear, with a shear rate  =
(Vt–Vs)¤e. The velocity profile extrapolates to zero at a distance b below the interface, with
the extrapolation length 
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exists at all Vt, the measured average local velocity being always at least ten times
larger than the average velocity one would obtain in the same layer of fluid, in
the case of a zero boundary condition for the velocity at the interface (full line in
Fig. 19a). The second clear result is the existence of a transition from low slip to
high slip, when the applied shear rate becomes larger than a critical shear rate

*. The slip velocity at * is V*. In Fig. 19b, the extrapolation length (or slip
length) b is reported as a function of the slip velocity Vs. For Vs smaller than V*,
b admits a constant value b0 (of the order of 1 mm): this is a linear friction regime
characterized by a friction coefficient independent of Vs. Between V* and V**, b
becomes proportional to Vs, implying a friction coefficient b inversely propor-

Fig. 19b

  ̇g   ̇g

Fig. 19a
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tional to Vs. This non-linear friction regime (the shear stress at the wall is not
proportional to the slip velocity) is called the “marginal regime”. Finally, for slip
velocities larger than V**, b levels off to a value b¥, about 20 times larger than b0.
In this high slip regime, the friction coefficient between the polymer and the sol-
id is strongly decreased compared to what happens at low velocity, and the pol-
ymer melt and the surface are almost decoupled. In Fig. 19c, the variations of the
slip velocity vs the shear rate close to the surface,  exhibit the same three re-
gimes. The striking feature is that in the whole “marginal regime”  remains
constant and equal to *.

Such behavior has been interpreted in terms of a molecular model proposed
by Brochard-Wyart and de Gennes [143] and further refined [145, 146]. The first
version of these models considers a solid surface bearing a few end grafted pol-
ymer chains, with a surface density, s, below the onset of the mushroom regime
sN<1, with N the polymerization index of the anchored chains). The melt chains
have a polymerization index P. Both N and P are assumed to be much larger than
Ne, the average number of monomers needed to form an entanglement. Thus the

Fig. 19a–c.  Typical results obtained at the interface between a PDMS melt mP=
970 kg mol--1, with m the molar mass of the monomer m = 0.074 kg/mol) and a grafted
PDMS layer (mN=96 kg mol–1 and s=0.0055): a the local velocity at the interface Vs (meas-
ured in a layer from the interface with a thickness 70 nm) as a function of the imposed top
plate velocity Vt; b the same data reported in terms of the extrapolation length b as a func-
tion of the slip velocity Vs, in log scales. Three different friction regimes are clearly seen: at
low shear rates, b is low and constant. Above V*, b increases linearly with Vs, over more than
one decade, and above V**, b becomes constant again with a value b¥ more than ten times
larger than the value at low Vs, b0; c the same data reported in terms of the slip velocity Vs
as a function of the shear rate experienced by the polymer melt, . The three friction re-
gimes are also clearly visible in this representation. In the marginal regime where b increas-
es linearly with Vs, the shear rate appears locked at the threshold value *
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surface chains behave independently of each other and are entangled with the
melt chains which fully penetrate the surface layer. When flowing, the bulk
chains exert a friction force on the immobilized surface chains. If large enough,
this friction force can deform the surface chains, which in turn develop a restor-
ing elastic force. In a steady state regime these two forces counterbalance. In the
first version of the models, the resulting equilibrium shape of the deformed
grafted chains was assumed to be a cylinder with a length l and a diameter d, as
shown in Fig. 20. In order to evaluate the friction force, let us consider one sur-
face chain and one bulk chain entangled with it. The process allowing the rela-
tive motion of these two chains is schematically depicted in Fig. 21: to allow the
bulk P chain to flow, the entanglement has to be released in a time shorter than
the time taken by the P chain to move parallel to the surface over a distance com-
parable to the average distance between entanglements, d*@aNe

1/2. The velocity
of the P chain along its own tube (in the reptation picture [147]) needs thus to
be larger than the surface velocity, Vs, by a factor P¤Ne. Counting the number of
entanglements between the two chains, the friction force ƒƒ between one surface
N chain and one bulk P chain can be evaluated as ƒƒ@ahbVs. The total friction
force between one N chain and the melt is then Fƒ@Xƒƒ, where X is the number
of bulk chains entangled with one surface chain. Fƒ increases with Vs, and, con-
sequently, the elongation of the grafted chain increases with Vs. The diameter of
the grafted chain is thus a decreasing function of Vs. This description assuming
entangled bulk and surface chains, cannot remain valid at large slip velocities:
when the diameter of the elongated N chains reaches d* (that is for Vs@V*), one
enters into a new friction regime. The cornerstone of the model is that when d
reaches d*, the elongation of the surface chain no longer increases with Vs but
remains locked to d* over a wide range of Vs values. Indeed, if increasing Vs over
V* the diameter of the grafted chain would decrease below d*, the surface and
bulk chains would disentangle, and the friction force would decrease. It would
then not be able to balance the large elastic force associated with the large elon-
gation of the N chain which would then recoil and re-entangle. This is the “mar-

Fig. 20.  Schematic representation of one grafted chain entangled with melt chains and de-
formed under the effect of the friction forces
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ginal regime” where the progressive transition from low slip to high slip takes
place. It is remarkable that the transition is progressive in terms of the evolution
of the extrapolation length with the slip velocity (in Fig. 19, the marginal regime
extends over more than one decade in Vs), while it appears sudden in terms of
the evolution of the surface stress as a function of the slip velocity: all along the
marginal regime, the surface stress is locked at the value t*,

(24)

while b increases with Vs as

(25)

The onset of the marginal regime is reached for Vs@V* with:

(26)

When the slip velocity is further increased, the Rouse friction [148] finally be-
comes dominant, for Vs>V**µN–1. A linear friction regime is then recovered,
with a constant extrapolation length, b¥, much larger than b0 and comparable to
what would be observed on an ideal surface without anchored chains [139].

The experimental data obtained at low surface densities, for end grafted
chains, are in very good agreement with these theoretical predictions, not only
for the overall evolution of the slip velocity vs the shear rate or of the slip length
vs the slip velocity as shown in Fig. 19, but also for the molecular weight depend-
ence of the critical velocity V* which do follow exactly the laws implied by

Fig. 21.  Schematic representation of the process allowing one melt chain, P, entangled with
one grafted chain N to move parallel to the surface at the velocity Vs: the P chain has to re-
lease the entanglement fast enough to allow for the relative motion of the two chains. The
velocity of the P chain along its tube (in the reptation picture) is thus Vtube=VsP¤Ne (Ne is
the average number of monomers between entanglements)
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Eq. (26): V*µP–3.3N–1 [144, 149–152]. The extension of the nonlinear friction re-
gime over a wide range of slip velocities and the reproducibility of the location
of the onset of the marginal regime can be taken as clear evidence that the defor-
mation of the surface anchored chains under the effect of the friction force ex-
erted on them by the flowing melt is the correct framework to analyze the dy-
namic decoupling between the bulk and surface chains. A decoupling mecha-
nism between the melt and the surface based on the breaking or the desorption
of the surface chains [153] would lead to a sudden onset of strong slip, the width
of the transition being governed by the polydispersity of the surface anchored
chains. It would also lead, because the adsorption process is not a rapid one [34],
to an evolution of the parameters of the transition (value of the critical shear
rate) with the time elapsed under shear, evolution which has never been ob-
served for the PDMS-silica system discussed here.

5.2
Modulation of the Interfacial Friction

From the above discussion, the friction b is given by

(27)

and can be controlled by modulating s, the surface density of the surface an-
chored chains. This has been investigated in details by Durliat et al. [151, 152]
for end grafted chains. Figure 22 displays the variations of * vs the grafting
density, s. From s*=0.003 to s*=0.01, * increases linearly with s as predicted
by Eq. 27. This is surprising, because the model has been developed for surface
chains well below the overlapping density, s*>N–1 while the experiments pre-
sented in Fig. 22 all correspond to surface densities above the overlapping den-
sity: N»1000 gives N–1»0.001. In fact, s remains low enough to allow a good pen-
etration of the bulk chains into the surface layer, screening the interactions be-
tween the surface chains, so that they still behave independently of each other
[6, 65] and the surface stress increases linearly with s. At the same time, as
shown in Fig. 23, the extrapolation length at low slip velocity, b0, appears to be
independent of s (151). The explanation is due to Gay [144, 145]: the friction be-
tween the surface and the melt is fixed by the number of bulk chains entangled
with the surface chains. Starting from very low surface densities of grafted
chains, and increasing progressively s, it is natural to think that the number of
bulk chains able to entangle with the surface layer first increases linearly with s.
However, the total number of bulk chains trapped by a unit area of the grafted
layer cannot increase more than the surface density of bulk chains, sb @P–1/2.
With X the number of entanglements between one surface chain and one bulk
chain, this means that above the grafting density sc@X–1P-1/2, the surface layer is
saturated with bulk chains and the number of entanglements no longer increas-
es when s increases. The friction coefficient between the surface chains and the
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fluid is then independent of s, while the onset of the marginal regime, which
corresponds to a given elongation of each surface chain, is characterized by a
critical shear rate increasing linearly with s.

For larger s values, s>0.01 in Fig. 22, * becomes a decreasing function of s.
The friction between the bulk and surface chains is no longer additive as it was
at lower surface densities, meaning that a “collective behavior” of the grafted
chains shows up. Such a decrease of the critical surface stress for the onset of
strong slip means that it becomes easier to disentangle the bulk and surface
chains compared to the situation at low surface densities. This is coherent with
the fact that the bulk chains are progressively expelled from the surface layer
when s is increased (see Sect. 3.1). Additionally, it is also possible that the me-
chanical response of the dense grafted layer is different from that at low densi-
ties. Up to now there is no quantitative model to describe this situation.

Similar trends have been observed qualitatively for a melt in contact with ir-
reversibly adsorbed layers. Three friction regimes also show up, with a wide
marginal regime in which the extrapolation length b follows a power law de-
pendence vs the slip velocity Vs

a. Quantitatively, the exponent a of this power
law is always smaller than 1 at low grafting density [149] and varies from 0.7 to
1.4 at high grafting densities [151]. At the same time, the shear rate is not exactly
locked at a constant value inside the marginal regime, but rather follows a S
shape curve as a function of the slip velocity, a fact that can be attributed to the
polydispersity of the loops and tails forming the surface anchored layer.

Fig. 22.  Evolution of the critical shear rate * at the onset of the marginal regime as a func-
tion of the surface density in the grafted surface layer, s, for mP=970 kg mol–1, and mN=
96 kg mol–1. For 0.003£s£0.01, * increases linearly with s, indicating an additive effect
of the surface chains to the friction, i.e. surface chains contributing to the surface friction
independently of each other. Above a surface density of 0.01, a collective behavior of the
surface chains shows up
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Besides the essential possibility of controlling the surface friction by chang-
ing the surface density of anchored chains all other parameters being kept con-
stant, the value of V* (Eq. 26) can also be adjusted by changing the molecular
weight of the anchored chains [150, 152, 154].

The preceding analysis of the progressive decoupling between the surface and
bulk chains assumes that the anchored and the bulk chains are entangled, i.e. that
N and P are both much larger than Ne. What does happen if this is not the case?
An interesting situation should be that corresponding to N<Ne, P>>Ne and a high
s value. According to [6, 65] and to the discussion of Sect. 3.1, the bulk chains are
then not allowed to penetrate into the dense surface layer of short chains. The
surface should thus behave like an ideal one, with a very low friction coefficient,
comparable to that observed in the high slip regime previously described. This
has indeed been shown by Durliat [151] with small PDMS grafted chains (Mw=
kg mol–1, N<Ne) and long PDMS bulk chains (Mw=970 kg mol–1): high slip was
always present, even at the lower shear rates experimentally attainable.

All the above results show clearly that adsorbing or grafting polymer chains
on a solid surface facing a flowing polymer melt can change drastically the fric-
tion coefficient and lead to non trivial non linear friction regimes. For the
PDMS/silica system, where the surface chains are strongly anchored to the sur-
face, the dynamic decoupling between the surface and bulk chains occurs
through a coil to stretch transition of the surface chains. This leads to a friction
governed both by the molecular parameters of the system (surface density of the
surface chains, polymerization indices of both the surface and bulk chains) and
the level of shear. For weaker anchoring of the surface chains, however, an alter-

Fig. 23. Evolution of the extrapolation length at low slip velocity, b0, as a function of the sur-
face density of grafted chains for the experiments reported in Fig. 22. The fact that b0 ap-
pears independent of s when * increases linearly with s indicates that in this range of
surface densities, the surface layer has saturated the number of melt chains it can capture

  ġ
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native mechanism of decoupling is the desorption of these chains, also leading
to an onset of strong wall slip above a critical shear stress and to an abrupt tran-
sition [153].

6
Conclusions

There have been considerable advances in understanding adhesion and friction
in polymeric systems in the last few years. In this work we have examined in de-
tail the behavior of surface-anchored polydimethylsiloxane chains attached to a
plane silica surface. Depending on the fact that either all the monomers in the
macromolecule or only one chain extremity are able to bind to the surface, two
different categories of layers can be formed (both with controlled molecular
characteristics) in a rather wide range of surface density of anchored chains.
End-grafted chains form brushes, well described by the SCF parabolic profile of
Milner et al. [10, 11] and Zhulina et al. [12] when swollen by a good solvent,
while irreversibly adsorbed chains lead to concentration profiles which agree
quite well with Guiselin' s description of pseudo-brushes [35].

These surface-anchored layers can be used as adhesion promoters to enhance
elastomer-solid adhesive strength. We have shown that there is then an optimum
surface density of surface anchored chains to do so. At high coverage of the sur-
face, the layers lose their efficiency, a tendency which can be rationalized in
terms of interdigitation between the elastomer and the surface chains. A full
characterization of the different regimes of adhesion enhancement associated
with the different regimes of interdigitation between the surface chains and the
elastomer is a difficult experimental task, not fully accomplished to date.

We have demonstrated that these surface-anchored layers were also quite ef-
ficient to adjust the friction between a polymer melt and a surface. This friction
is governed by the ability of the surface chains to interdigitate into the melt and
to entangle with the bulk chains. However, because the surface anchored chains
are flexible and deformable objects, they can elongate under the effect of the
friction forces, thus leading to a non-trivial friction law when the local velocity
at the interface is progressively increased. Indeed, at sufficiently high shear rates
the surface chains become elongated enough so that they can disentangle from
the bulk chains, leading to an onset of flow with high slip at the wall, i.e. to a dy-
namic decoupling between the layer and the bulk polymer. We have shown that
it is possible to account for the different observed friction regimes in terms of a
molecular model based on this notion of shear induced disentanglement. These
investigations thus open the way to the design of surfaces with adjusted friction
properties.

An important question is now to understand how these two effects, adhesion
enhancement and adjusted friction, can interplay. For example, when peel tests
are used to estimate the adhesive strength, the curvature of the peeled ribbon
implies a fracture advancing through both modes I and II of opening [72, 155].
This means that in the presence of surface anchored chains, the connector
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chains are solicited both in elongation and shear deformation. The total energy
necessary to open the fracture, and its velocity dependence should thus be af-
fected by the non-linearity of the interfacial friction. Systematic analysis of such
effects just start to appear [156, 157] and should be of great fundamental and
practical importance in the near future.
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This article reviews recent results on capillary melt flow anomalies. Long standing contro-
versies and debates in this field are illustrated by summarizing previous results and clarified 
with an extensive discussion of the most recent results. Explicit molecular mechanisms for 
flow instabilities are presented in contrast to a background of 40 years' continuous and far 
ranging research. New experiments show that the widely observed extrusion anomalies (in-
cluding oscillating flow, discontinuous flow transition and sharkskin) of linear polyeth-
ylenes (LPE) originate from interfacial molecular transitions, which may or may not be sta-
ble depending the specific flow conditions. A global flow instability (commonly known as os-
cillating capillary flow) evidenfly arises from a time-dependent oscillation of the global hy-
drodynamic boundary condition (HBC) between no-slip and slip limits at the capillary die 
wall. Other convincing observations show that sharkskin originates from a local instability 
of HBC at the die exit wall. The global and local interfacial instabilities both originate from 
a reversible coU-stretch transition involving interfacial unbound chains that are entangled 
with the adsorbed chains. In other words,local and global stress oscillations result in the ob-
served macroscopic sharkskin-like and bamboo-like extrudate distortions respectively. A 
second molecular mechanism for wall slip is also clearly identified, involving stress-induced 
chain desorption off low surface energy walls. An organic coating of capillary die walls pro-
duces massive chain desorption and a large magnitude wall slip at rather low stresses, 
whereas bare metallic and inorganic surfaces (e.g., steel, aluminum, and glass) usually retain 
sufficient chain adsorption and prevent catastrophic slip up to the critical stress for the coU-
stretch transition. The intricate interfacial flow instabilities exhibited by LPE are also shared 
by other highly entangled melts such as polybutadienes. In contrast, monodisperse melts 
with high critical entanglement molecular weight (M )̂ such as polystyrene of M^=10* show 
massive wall slip on low energy surfaces but no measurable interfacial stick-slip transition 
before reaching the plateau around 0.2 MPa. Tasks for future work include (i) direct molec-
ular probe of melt chain adsorption and desorption processes at a melt/wall interface as a 
function of the surface condition, (ii) new theoretical studies of chain dynamics in an entan-
gling melt/wall interfacial region as well as in bulk at high stresses, (iii) test of universality 
of the established physical laws governing melt/wall interfacial behavior and flow for all pol-
ymers, and (iv) development of tractable experimental and theoretical methods to study 
boundary discontinuities and stress singularities. 

Keywords. Polymer interfaces. Melt flow instabilities, Interfacial wall slip. Chain dynamics 
in fast flow 
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1 
1ntr0duct10n 

P01ymer5 can 6e c0nf1ned 0ne-d1men510na11y 6y an 1mpenetra61e 5urface 6e51de5 
the m0re fam111ar c0nf1nement5 0f h19her d1men510n5.1ntr0duct10n 0f a p1anar 
5urface t0 a 6u1k p01ymer 6reak5 the tran51at10na15ymmetry and pr0duce5 a p01- 
ymer/wa111nterface. 1nterfac1a1 cha1n 6ehav10r 0f p01ymer 501ut10n5 ha5 6een ex- 
ten51ve1y 5tud1ed 60th exper1menta11y and the0ret1ca11y [1-6]. 1n c0ntra5t, p01y- 
mer me1t/5011d 1nterface5 are 0ne 0f the 1ea5t under5t00d 5u6ject51n p01ymer 5c1- 
ence. Many recent 1nterfac1a1 5tud1e5 have 6e9un t0 1nve5t19ate effect5 0f 5urface 
c0nf1nement 0n cha1n m06111ty and 91a55 tran51t10n [7]. Me1t ad50rpt10n 0n and 
de50rpt10n 0ff a 5011d 5urface perta1n t0 d15per510n and preparat10n 0f f111ed p01- 
ymer5 c0nta1n1n9 a 9reat dea10f part1c1e/matr1x 1nterface5 [8]. 7he 5tate 0f cha1n 
ad50rpt10n a150 determ1ne the hydr0dynam1c 60undary c0nd1t10n (H8C) at the 
1nterface 6etween an extruded me1t and wa11 0f an extru510n d1e, where the H8C 
can d1rect1y 1nf1uence the f10w 6ehav10r 1n p01ymer pr0ce551n9. 

7he need t0 under5tand the nature 0f hydr0dynam1c 60undary c0nd1t10n5 
near me1t/wa111nterface5 15 under5c0red 6y 5tr1k1n9 me1t f10w an0ma11e5 1n cap- 
111ary extru510n 0f var10u5 en91neer1n9 p01ymer5, e5pec1a11y 11near p01yethy1ene5 
(LPE). Character15t1c f10w 1n5ta6111t1e51n me1t extru510n can 6e 6e5t de5cr16ed 1n 
term5 0f a typ1ca1 f10w curve f0r LPE. 7he f1r5t type 0f me1t f10w an0ma11e5 0c- 
cur5 when the cap111ary extrudate deve10p5 5urface r0u9hne55 c0mm0n1y kn0wn 
a5 5hark5k1n. 7h15 pecu11ar f10w phen0men0n 15 f0110wed 6y a 5ec0nd m0re 5tr1k- 
1n9 an0ma1y wh05e feature5 depend 0n the dr1v1n9 m0de 0f cap111ary f10w. Under 
a c0n5tant p15t0n 5peed that y1e1d5 a n0m1na15hear rate 1n51de the 5haded re910n, 
5ympt0m5 0f the f10w 1n5ta6111ty 1nc1ude temp0ra1 pre55ure 05c111at10n and 4ua- 
51-per10d1c extrudate d15t0rt10n [9, 10]. 7he a1ternat1n9 var1at10n 0f the extru- 
date d1ameter a10n9 the extrudate ha5 6een cate90r1ca11y termed••me1t fracture•• 
[9, 11]. Under c0ntr011ed pre55ure, the cap111ary f10w••5purt5•• d15c0nt1nu0u51y t0 
a h19her rate at a cr1t1ca1 pre55ure [9]. 7he extrudate 15 0ften 9r0551y d15t0rted 
up0n the tran51t10n t0 the upper ••511p 6ranch:• 7h15 type 0f extrudate d15t0rt10n 
a150 carr1e5 the phra5e ••me1t fracture•• [9, 12]. Dur1n9 a c0nt1nu0u5 var1at10n 0f 
the app11ed pre55ure a n0ta61e hy5tere515 100p may deve10p 1n the 5haded re910n 
1n F19. 1 [13]. Appearance 0f a hy5tere515100p and 9r055 extrudate d15t0rt10n ha5 
0ften 6een taken a5 ev1dence that LPE exh161t a c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty 0r 6u1k 
fa11ure (1.e., me1t fracture) 1n the 5haded re910n. 

0ne fr0nt1er 1n p01ymer 5c1ence ha5 6een t0 exp10re p1au5161e m01ecu1ar 
mechan15m5 f0r the f10w an0ma11e5 1nd1cated 1n F19. 1.7he ta5k t0 unc0ver m0- 
1ecu1ar 0r191n5 0f the5e 1mp0rtant f10w phen0mena can 6e re9arded a5 0ne 0f the 
few rema1n1n9 exper1menta1 cha11en9e5 1n the f1e1d 0f p01ymer me1t rhe0109y 0f 
51n91e-c0mp0nent 5y5tem5. 7he 5u6ject 0f me1t f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5 ha5 1nv1ted 
pu611cat10n 0f 0ver three th0u5and paper5 51nce the 1ate 19505. Ex15t1n9 rev1ew 
art1c1e5 [10, 11, 14] 5t111 repre5ent an accurate 5ummary 0f the h15t0ry and 
pr09re55 fr0m the 19505 up t0 the 19905.7he pre5ent art1c1e 15 dev0ted t0 a th0r- 
0u9h rev1ew 0f 0ur current under5tand1n9 0f the f10w an0ma11e5, wh1ch 0ccur 
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F19.1.7yp1ca1 f10w curve 0f c0mmerc1a1 LpE. 7here are f1ve character15t1c f10w re91me5: (1) 
Newt0n1an; (11) 5hear th1nn1n9; (111) 5hark5k1n; (1v) f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty 0r 5t1ck-511p tran51- 
t10n 1n c0ntr011ed 5tre55, and 05c111at1n9 f10w 1n c0ntr011ed rate; (v) 511p f10w. 7here are three 
1ead1n9 type5 0f extrudate d15t0rt10n: (a) 5hark5k1n 11ke, (6) a1ternat1n9 6am600 11ke 1n the 
5haded re910n, and (c) 5p1ra111ke 0n the 511p 6ranch. 1ndu5tr1a1 extru510n 0f p01yethy1ene5 
15 m05t c0ncerned w1th f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5 0ccurr1n9 1n re91me5 (111) t0 (v) where the three 
k1nd5 0f extrudate d15t0rt10n mu5t 6e dear w1th. 7he un1t 5h0w5 the appr0x1mate 1eve15 0f 
5tre55 where the 5hark5k1n and f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty 0ccur re5pect1ve1y. 7here 15 apprec1a61e 
m01ecu1ar we19ht and temperature dependence 0f the cr1t1ca1 5tre55 f0r the d15c0nt1nu1ty. 
0ther h19h1y entan91ed me1t5 5uch a5 1,4 p01y6utad1ene5 a150 exh161t m05t 0f the feature5 
111u5trated here1n 

6ey0nd the Newt0n1an and p0wer 1aw (5hear th1nn1n9) re91me5.1t 6e91n5 1n the 
f1r5t three 5ect10n5 6y pr0v1d1n9 a h15t0r1ca1 6ack9r0und and 5ummar121n9 0ur 
up-t0-date kn0w1ed9e. Maj0r re5u1t5 fr0m 0ur, a5 we11 a5 0ther, re5earch 9r0up5 
w111 6e rev1ewed and d15cu55ed 1n the 5u65e4uent 5ect10n5 a9a1n5t the 6ack- 
9r0und pr0v1ded 1n 5ect5.2-4. 7he paper w111 end w1th a 5ummary. 

2 
Nav1er-de 6enne5 511p 80undary C0nd1t10n 

7he 5u6ject 0f hydr0dynam1c 60undary c0nd1t10n at a 114u1d/5011d 1nterface 15 a 
fundamenta1 e1ement 0f f1u1d mechan1c5 and 15 part1cu1ar1y pert1nent t0 numer- 
1ca151mu1at10n5 0f p01ymer f10w and pr0ce551n9. 7he p055161e ex15tence 0f a 511p 
hydr0dynam1c 60undary c0nd1t10n (where a f1u1d atta1n5 a f1n1te ve10c1ty at 1t5 
1nterface w1th a 5tat10nary wa11) 15 c0nceptua11y 1ntr19u1n9 and ha5 6een ex- 
p10red 51nce the t1me 0f Nav1er [ 15] and 5t0ke5 [ 16]. F0r 0ver a century, the m0- 
1ecu1ar 0r191n 0f wa11511p ha5 6een unc1ear t0 60th the f0und1n9 father5 (Nav1er, 
5t0ke5, Ha9en, P015eu111e, Darcy, C0uette, etc.) 0f f1u1d mechan1c5 and 1ead1n9 
expert5 0f th15 century 1nc1ud1n9 601d5te1n [17]. 70 0ne•5 d15app01ntment, 10w 
m01ar ma55 114u1d5 have never 6een f0und t0 exh161t any mea5ura61e de9ree 0f 
511p 0n macr05c0p1c 5ca1e5 [18]. De5p1te the 1ntr1n51c d1ff1cu1ty t0 f1nd mea5ura61e 
511p c0rrect10n5 1n m0derate1y entan91ed me1t5, eff0rt5 have c0nt1nued ar0und 
the w0r1d 1n th15 d1rect10n [19-22]. 
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F19.2.5chemat1c 111u5trat10n 0f••511p•• at an 1nterface 6etween a wa11 and a 10w m01ar ma55 
114u1d, where the 61ack d0t5 den0te e1ther ad50r6ed m01ecu1e5 0f the 5ame 5pec1e5, 0r ad- 
50r6ed m01ecu1e5 0f a d1fferent 5pec1e5, 0r at0m5/m01ecu1e5 0f the wa11 mater1a1 

70day 1t 15 9enera11y under5t00d that the n0-511p c0nd1t10n 15 va11d 6ecau5e 
••the 1nteract10n 6etween a f1u1d part1c1e and a wa11 15 51m11ar t0 that 6etween 
ne19h60r1n9 f1u1d part1c1e5•• [23]. 7h1515 c1ear1y true f0r 0rd1nary f1u1d5 made 0f 
5ma11 0r 5h0rt cha1n m01ecu1e5.7hu51n f0rmu1at10n 0f hydr0dynam1c5 f0r n0n- 
p01ymer1c 114u1d5 1t 15 n0t nece55ary t0 c0n51der any mea5ura61e v101at10n 0f the 
n0-511p 60undary c0nd1t10n 0n macr05c0p1c 1en9th 5ca1e5. 

1t 15 1mperat1ve t0 de5cr16e f1r5t a m1cr05c0p1c p1cture 0f f1u1d/wa111nterfac1a1 
1nteract10n51nv01v1n9 0rd1nary f1u1d5. F19ure 2 5h0w5 why 1t 151mp055161e t0 06- 
5erve any macr05c0p1c ma9n1tude 0f 1nterfac1a1 511p re9ard1e55 0f the 5urface 
c0nd1t10n (wett1n9 0r n0n-wett1n9). Furtherm0re, 1t 111u5trate5 a f1r5t pr1nc1p1e5 
der1vat10n 0f the Nav1er•5 511p 60undary c0nd1t10n: v5=(~/13, where v 5 15 the 511p 
ve10c1ty, 13 15 an 1nterfac1a1 fr1ct10n c0eff1c1ent, and 0 15 the 5hear 5tre55 at the 
60undary. Let u5 a5519n an 1nterfac1a1 v15c051ty 1~1 t0 aCC0Unt f0r the 1nterm0- 
1ecu1ar 1nteract10n5 6etween the dark and 119ht d0t5. Let u5 a150 a55ume that the 
1nterm01ecu1ar 1nteract10n5 am0n9 119ht d0t5 pr0duce a f1u1d v15c051ty 11.7hen 
the 5tre55 c0nt1nu1ty c0nd1t10n y1e1d5, 1n 5teady 5tate, the dynam1c 60undary 
c0nd1t10n 

0" = ~ "  = ~1~1 (1) 
m~ ]~V5, 

where ~1 15 the 1nterfac1a15hear rate pre5ent 6etween the ad50r6ed 1ayer and the 
ne19h60r1n9 un60und 1ayer, and ~ 15 the 5hear rate 1n the un60und 1ayer5 near 
the wa11. 7he 1a5t e4ua11ty 0f E4. (1) f0110wed fr0m the def1n1t10n5: 

v 5 = a1~" 1 (2a) 

and 

/~ =/~1 / 12, (26) 
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where a 15 the 1ayer th1ckne55 0n the 0rder 0f m01ecu1ar d1men510n5.7hu5 the 
preced1n9 d15cu5510n c0n5t1tute5 a f1r5t-pr1nc1p1e5 der1vat10n 0f E4. (26) pr0- 
p05ed 6y de 6enne5 1n 1979 6a5ed 0n a d1men510na1 ar9ument. 

7he Nav1er re1at10n 1n E4. (1), 1.e., 11 7=13v5, natura11y 1ntr0duce5 a 1en9th 5ca1e 
kn0wn a5 the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 

6 =v  5/~f.~=11/~=(11/111)a, (3) 

where the th1rd e4ua11ty f0110w5 fr0m u5e 0f E4. (26) f0r ~. 7he 511p 6ehav10r 15 
de5cr16ed 6y the rat10 0f 6 t0 character15t1c d1men510n5 0f a f10w apparatu5, 5uch 
a5 the cap111ary d1e d1ameter D 1n a cap111ary rhe0meter 0r the 9ap d15tance H 1n 
the f10w 9e0metry 0f tw0 para11e1 p1ate5. F0r 1n5tance, at a 91ven pre55ure 9rad1- 
ent 6, cap111ary f10w 0f a Newt0n1an f1u1d 1n a d1e 0f d1ameter D w0u1d have a v01- 
umetr1c f10w rate Q 

Q/Q0 = 1+86/D (4a) 

1n pre5ence 0f a 511p H8C [24], where 

Q0 = (7c6 / 128r/)D 4 (46) 

15 the f10w rate at 6 1n a65ence 0f 511p. H15t0r1ca11y, 5earch f0r v101at10n 0f the n0- 
511p H8C ha5 6een t0 100k f0r any dev1at10n 0f the mea5ured Q fr0m the D 4 de- 
pendence, 1.e., t0 5earch f0r a f1n1te D 3 dependence 1n Q 91ven 6y E45. (4a) and 
(46) [24]. 

51nce f0r 0rd1nary f1u1d5 the 6u1k 1nterm01ecu1ar 1nteract10n5 are n0t much 
5tr0n9er than th05e 6etween the 114u1d m01ecu1e5 (9ray d0t5) and m01ecu1e5/at- 
0m5 (61ack d0t5) 0n the 5urface, the v15c051ty rat10 ~1/~111n E4. (3) 15 0n the 0rder 
0f un1ty. 7hu5 acc0rd1n9 t0 E4. (3), the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 15 n0t much 1ar9er 
than the m01ecu1ar 512e a, and the 511p c0rrect10n mea5ured 6y 6/D (e.9., the 5ec- 
0nd term 1n E4. (4a)) 15 1nf1n1te51ma11y 5ma11 f0r a macr05c0p1ca11y 1ar9e D. 
C1ear1y, n0n-p01ymer1c 114u1d5 w0u1d n0t exh161t any mea5ura61e 511p 0n macr0- 
5c0p1c 1en9th 5ca1e5 and the n0-511p H8C 15 v1rtua11y exact. 1n 1979, De 6enne5 
red15c0vered the c0ncept 0f 6 and f0und the true mean1n9 0f E4. (3) f0r p01y- 
mer1c 114u1d5 [25]. 

3 
M01ecu1ar 8ehav10r 0f Entan91ed Me1t5 at 5011d 5urface5 

3.1 
5tre55-1nduced Cha1n De50rpt10n 

7he 5ame Nav1er dynam1c 60undary c0nd1t10n E4. (1) and the 5u65e4uent ex- 
pre5510n E4. 3 f0r the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 can a150 6e wr1tten d0wn f0r n0n- 
Newt0n1an and p01ymer1c f1u1d5,where 1115 the 5hear v15c051ty and 1]115 the 10ca1 
v15c051ty at the 1nterface. 7he expre5510n E4. (26) f0r 13 15 e4ua11y va11d f0r p01y- 
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mer1c f1u1d5, a5 f1r5t pr0p05ed 6y de 6enne5 0n the 6a515 0f a d1men510na1 ana1- 
y515 [25]. E4uat10n (3) pred1ct5 that a macr05c0p1ca11y 1ar9e 6 may 6e atta1ned 
when an exceed1n91y 1ar9e v15c051ty rat10 r1/r11 ar15e5.1t 15 1mp0rtant t0 remark 
that the re1at10n 6etween 5tre55 0 and 511p ve10c1ty v 5151mp11c1t1y n0n11near 51nce 
13 15 9enera11y a funct10n 0f 0. 51m11ar1y, the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 15 9enera11y a 
h19h1y n0n11near funct10n 0f 0. 

P01ymer1c f1u1d5 may actua11y v101ate the w1de1y accepted 1aw 0f the n0-511p 
60undary c0nd1t10n. 7h15 w0u1d 0ccur when the v15c051ty rat10 1n E4. (3) 6ec0me5 
en0rm0u51y 1ar9e. H0wever, the phy51ca1 0r191n 0f a 1ar9e 1nterfac1a1511p 1n an en- 
tan91ed p01ymer me1t rema1ned unc1ear unt11 de 6enne5 f1r5t env1510ned a 51tua- 
t10n 0f van15h1n9 p01ymer ad50rpt10n [25]. 5upp05e there 15 n0 p01ymer ad50rp- 
t10n a5 dep1cted 1n F19.3 a60ve a certa1n 1eve1 0f 5tre55 at a p01ymer/wa111nterface 
[26]. 7hen the f1r5t m0n01ayer (den0ted 6y th1ck cha1n5) d0e5 n0t meet much re- 
515tance fr0m the wa11, and the 1nterfac1a1 1nteract10n5 are mere1y fr1ct10na1 6e- 
tween the p01ymer 5e9ment5 and the m01ecu1e5 0n the wa11. 0n  the 0ther hand, 
the f1r5t m0n01ayer fu11y entan91e5 w1th the 6u1k cha1n5 away fr0m the wa11. 7h15 
cha1n-cha1n entan91ement 1nteract10n can 6e many 0rder5 0f ma9n1tude 5tr0n9er 
than the m0n0mer/wa11 fr1ct10n. 1n th15 ca5e, the v15c051ty rat10 1n E4. (3) can 6e 
1mmen5e. Here the 1ar9e 11 0r191nate5 fr0m cha1n entan91ement5, wherea5 the 
5ma11 711 51mp1y acc0unt5 f0r m0n0mer/wa11 fr1ct10na1 1nteract10n5 and 15 1nde- 
pendent 0f the cha1n 1en9th N. A5 a c0n5e4uence, the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 0f 
E4. (3) can 6e hundred5 0f th0u5and5 t1me51ar9er than the m01ecu1ar d1men510n5 
5uch a5 the 1nterfac1a1 th1ckne55 a. W1th1n the framew0rk 0f the reptat10n the0ry, 
0ne can 5h0w [25] that the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 rap1d1y 1ncrea5e5 w1th the cha1n 
1en9th N 1n a65ence 0f 1nterfac1a1 cha1n entan91ement 1nteract10n5 a5 

60 = (r//r/1)a = N(N/Ne)2a, (5) 

a V 5 

-• 
F19. 3. 1nterfac1a1 511p 0f an entan91ed me1t at a n0n-ad50r61n9 perfect1y 5m00th 5urface, 
where the d0t5 repre5ent an 0r9an1c 5urface (e.9., 06ta1ned 6y a f1u0r0p01ymer c0at1n9), 
wh1ch 1nv1te5 11tt1e cha1n ad50rpt10n. Lack 0f p01ymer ad50rpt10n pr0duce5 an en0rm0u5 
5hear rate ~;1 at the entan91ement-free 1nterface 6 etween the d0t5 and the f1r5t 1ayer 0f (th1ck) 
cha1n5. ~;1=v51a 15 much 9reater than the 5hear rate ~; pre5ent 1n the entan91ed 6u1k. 7h15 
yMd5 an extrap01at10n 1en9th 6, wh1ch 15 t00 1ar9e 1n c0mpar150n t0 the cha1n d1men510n5 
t0 6e dep1cted here 
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where N e 15 the num6er 0f 5e9ment5 6etween ne19h60r1n9 entan91ement p01nt5 
and the 5u65cr1pt 0 0n 6 1nd1cate5 the 2er0-5hear 11m1t. 1t 15 1mp11c1t1y a55umed 
1n the der1vat10n 0f E4. (5) that the 1nterfac1a1 v15c051ty 11115 re1ated t0 the R0U5e 
fr1Ct10n C0eff1C1ent ~ a5 ~=rha, Where a 15 the 512e 0f a R0U5e 6ead. 7he nece55ary 
C0nd1t10n f0r rea112at10n 0f a 1ar9e 6 15 ex15tenCe 0f an en0rm0U51y 1ar9e rat10 
r1/r11, Wh1Ch may ar15e fr0m a65ence 0f Cha1n ad50rpt10n a5 dep1Cted 1n F19. 3.1t 
15 1mp0rtant t0 empha512e that a1th0U9h E4. (5) 15 der1Ved Under the C0nd1t10n 
0f 2er0 5hear the 5ame m01eCU1ar We19ht 5Ca11n9 may a150 h01d 1n the 5tr0n9 f10W 
5hear th1nn1n9 re91me [27]. 

ReCent eXper1menta1 data [28] 1ndeed 5h0W that a Weak 1nterfaCe Can 6e cre- 
ated 6y 10wer1n9 the 5urface ener9y w1th an f1u0r0car60n e1a5t0mer c0at1n9. 0n 
5uch a weak1y ad50r61n9 d1e wa11, a macr05c0p1c 511p 0ccur5 1n 11near p01yeth- 
y1ene5 dur1n9 cap111ary d1e extru510n. H0wever, the 5ame 5urface fa115 t0 pr0duce 
any 065erva61e wa11511p at 10w 5tre55e5 that can 6e re11a61y 9enerated 1n a para1- 
M-p1ate f10w ce11. 7h15 c0ntra5t empha512e5 that ma551ve p01ymer de50rpt10n 
and 1nterfac1a1511p 0ccur 0n1y 6ey0nd a cr1t1ca1 wa115tre55. 

P01ymer me1t ad50rpt10n may 6e 4uant1f1ed 1n term5 0f the 11fet1me 0f cha1n 
ad50rpt10n. Me1t ad50rpt10n can 6e re9arded a5 n0n-ex15tent 1f each ad50r6ed 
cha1n 0n1y 5pend5 a durat10n 0n a 5urface that 15 519n1f1cant1y 5h0rter than 1t5 
d15entan91ement re1axat10n t1me "c d. 5uff1c1ent 1nterfac1a15tre55 can 10wer the en- 
er9y 6arr1er f0r de50rpt10n and 5h0rten the re51dence t1me 0f ad50r6ed cha1n5 
0n a 5urface. 7he cha1n ad50rpt10n 5tate 15 cr1t1ca11y dependent 0n the 5urface 
ener9y. At pre5ent, 11tt1e 15 4uant1tat1ve1y kn0wn a60ut h0w the cr1t1ca1 1nterfa- 
c1a15tre55 f0r p01ymer me1t de50rpt10n var1e5 w1th the 5urface ener9y. 

3.2 
C011-5tretch 7ran51t10n 0f 1nterfac1a1 Cha1n5 

M05t 1n0r9an1c 5011d 5urface5 are 0f 5uff1c1ent1y h19h 5urface ener9y and u5ua11y 
a110w 5uff1c1ent p01ymer me1t ad50rpt10n, 1n the 5en5e that cha1n5 rema1n ad- 
50r6ed f0r a 10n9 t1me t0 a55ure n0-511p 60undary c0nd1t10n. When en0u9h 
cha1n ad50rpt10n ex15t5 and the f1r5t••tethered•• m0n01ayer 15 1n c0mp1ete entan- 
91ement w1th the 5ec0nd 1ayer 0f free p01ymer cha1n5, the v15c051ty rat10 r1/r111n 
E4. (3) 5h0u1d 6e ar0und un1ty, and n0 macr05c0p1c 511p 15 p055161e. F19ure 4a 
111u5trate5 th15 51tuat10n. 7hu5, under 10w 5tre55e5, we d0 n0t expect any appre- 
c1a61e 511p 6ehav10r 0n 1n0r9an1c 5urface5. 

1t 15 p055161e t0 perce1ve a 51tuat10n 0f 5tr0n9 me1t f10w when the c0rre5p0nd- 
1n9 wa115tre55 exceed5 a cr1t1ca1 va1ue and cau5e5 the ad50r6ed cha1n5 t0 under90 
a c011-5tretch tran51t10n. Recent exper1menta1 re5u1t5 5u99e5t [29] that 5uch a 
5tr0n9 f10w can 6e read11y pr0duced 1n a cap111ary d1e 6y pre55ure-extru510n 0f a 
11near p01yethy1ene (LPE) me1t. A c011-5tretch tran51t10n 0ccur5 when each ad- 
50r6ed PE cha1n exper1ence5 a 5uff1c1ent f0rce, wh1ch 0verc0me5 1t5 entr0p1c 
f0rce and cau5e5 c0mp1ete cha1n 5tretch [29, 30]. F19ure 46 5h0w5 that the ad- 
50r6ed cha1n5 take a d1men510n 0f Dtu6e 1n the ve10c1ty 9rad1ent d1rect10n. 7he 
entan91ement-free 1nterface ha5 a th1ckne55 a, wh1ch 15 c0mpara61e t0 a 5e9men- 
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(a) 

a 7 tu6e 

(6) 

1 

V5 ~1 

F19. 4.a A perfect1y f1at wa11 1n pre5ence 0f 5uff1c1ent p01ymer ad50rpt10n and 1nterfac1a1 
cha1n entan91ement5.6 An entan911n9 me1t under h19h 5tre55e5 (0>%) 1n c0ntact w1th a 
m01ecu1af1y 5m00th wa11, where the ad50r6ed (th1ck) cha1n5 under90 a c011-5tretch tran51- 
t10n and the un60und cha1n5 are n0 10n9er 1n entan91ement w1th the ••tethered•• cha1n5. 
Here the f1r5t 1ayer 0f ad50r6ed cha1n5 15 5ta9nant, a5 the un60und cha1n5 f10w 6y. 

ta11en9th and 15 certa1n1y n0t 1ar9er than Dtu6e. 70 the 6e5t 0f 0Ur kn0W1ed9e, a 
hyp0thet1Ca11dea C105e t0 that de5Cr16ed 1n F19. 46 Wa5 f1r5t perce1Ved and men- 
t10ned 6y 8er9em 1n a 1976 c0nference pr0ceed1n9 [31]. 8er9em•5 1dea 5ay5 that 
••the temp0rary netw0rk 0f entan91ed cha1n m01ecu1e5 y1e1d5 thr0u9h 5udden 
d15entan91ement when the 5hear 5tre55 15 1ncrea5ed t0 a def1n1te va1ue, thu5 pr0- 
v1d1n9 a th1n 1ayer 0f 10w-v15c051ty p01ymer where th15 va1ue f1r5t 15 reached, 1.e., 
at the per1phery 0f the d1e entrance, and 5u65e4uent1y 0ver the wh01e 1nner 5ur- 
face 0f the d1e•• [31]. F19ure 4a,6 91ve5 an 1dea115t1c v1ew 0f a c011-5tretch tran51- 
t10n 6ey0nd a cr1t1ca1 wa115tre55 0 c. 1t 15 a55umed that the d1e wa115urface 15 m0- 
1ecu1ar1y 5m00th, 50 that 0n1y the f1r5t m01ecu1ar 1ayer 15 1nv01ved 1n the entan- 
91ement-d15entan91ement tran51t10n thr0u9h the c011-5tretch tran51t10n 0f the 
ad50r6ed cha1n5. 

1t 15 1mp0rtant t0 p01nt 0ut that th15 c011-5tretch tran51t10n mechan15m f0r 1n- 
terfac1a1511p d0e5 n0t re4u1re the ad50r6ed cha1n5 t0 5tay permanent1y anch0red 
t0 the wa11. 7he p01ymer me1t ad50rpt10n 0n1y need5 t0 6e 5tr0n9 en0u9h t0 keep 
ad50r6ed cha1n5 tethered 0nt0 the 5urface f0r a5 10n9 a5 1t take5 f0r them t0 un- 
der90 the 5tre55-1nduced c011-5tretch tran51t10n. Appr0x1mate1y, th15 ••re51dence 
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time” only needs to be comparable to the overall chain relaxation time τd. Thus,
any surface that provides such a minimum degree of polymer adsorption would
allow a disentanglement transition at a critical wall stress in entangled melts.
Such surfaces may include most inorganic surfaces. Thus, there should not be
any qualitative changes of the transition characteristics as the wall material var-
ies from steel to aluminum to glass.

A coil-stretch transition, corresponding to the interfacial transition from
Fig. 4a to Fig. 4b, may produce a dramatic stick-slip transition as the extrapo-
lation length b jumps from a molecular to a macroscopic scale. The amplitude
of this stick-slip transition is determined by the ratio of the extrapolation
length b to the capillary die diameter D, where b scales with the chain length N
according to Eq. (5) even in the shear thinning limit [27]. Thus, when b is com-
parable to D, such a stick-slip transition will be observed. Typically, D is
0.5 mm or larger in rheological apparatus and industrial processing machin-
ery. This means only highly entangled melts may display a noticeable stick-slip
transition when the adsorbed chains undergo a coil-stretch transition to pro-
duce a sufficiently large viscosity ratio η/ηi in Eq. (3). It is most appropriate in
this context to term the extrapolation length b the Navier-de Gennes length be-
cause it was de Gennes [25] who first recognized the possibility of a macro-
scopically large Navier extrapolation length b in flow of highly entangled pol-
ymer melts.

The critical interfacial condition (CIC) for a coil-stretch transition has not
been fully explored. Even in the ideal case of a molecularly smooth surface, we
do not know how the CIC changes from one polymer to another, e.g., from pol-
yethylene (PE) to polybutadiene (PB) because we do not have enough knowledge
about the state of chain adsorption for a given pair of polymer and surface. For
a given surface, a polymer A may effectively have only one adsorption point per
chain and a polymer B may establish several adsorption sites per chain at any
moment, as depicted in Fig. 5a,b respectively. A case of strong adsorption is de-
picted in Fig. 5c, where polymer C may form many small loops on the surface.
Conversely, as the surface energy changes, the interfacial condition may vary
from Fig. 5a to Fig. 5c for a given polymer melt. For a given polymer/wall inter-
face, we know little about which of the three adsorption states prevails. In a case
of strong chain adsorption, we would replace the light dots in Fig. 5a,b with dark
dots. Then the state in Fig. 5a of one contact per chain and multiple contact
points per area of Rg

2 is statistically improbable, and the state in Fig. 5b becomes
that in Fig. 5c. In this case, the first layer of unbound chains (not drawn in Fig. 5)
that are entrapped and entangled with the loops can undergo a coil-stretch tran-
sition beyond a critical wall stress σc to disentangle with the bulk chains. It is
possible that the state of chain adsorption is not that of Fig. 4a and is more ac-
curately described by Fig. 5b or Fig. 5c before the transition. Therefore Fig. 4a,b
only serves an illustrative purpose. The experimental results to be discussed in
Sect. 7.3 however show that there are many chains per Rg

2 that are involved in a
coil-stretch transition, implying Fig. 4a is approximate accurate for polyeth-
ylenes.
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(a) (6) 

1 1 

(c) 

F19.5a-c. P01ymer ad50rpt10n 0n a 5m00th 5urface, where the 5tate 0f cha1n ad50rpt10n var1e5 
6etween: a weak; 6 1ntermed1ate c 5tr0n9 w1th the 119ht and dark d0t5 den0t1n9 weak and 
5tr0n9 ad50rpt10n 51te5 re5pect1ve1y, and the th1n 11ne5 den0t1n9 e1ther weak1y ad50r6ed 0r 
n0n-ad50r6ed cha1n5.7he5e three ad50rpt10n 5tate5 may refer t01ncrea51n91y fav0ra61e 1nter- 
fac1a11nteract10n5 6etween a p01ymer and three wa115 0f 1ncrea51n9 5urface ener9y. 7hey may 
a150 refer t0 ad50rpt10n 5tate5 0n a 91ven wa11 0f three d1fferent p01ymer5.7he 5tate (c) ha5 a 
5aturated num6er 0f 100p5, and there are the entan91ement5 6etween the 100p5 and the f1r5t 
1ayer 0f un60und cha1n5 a5 5ym60112ed 6y the 0pen c1rc1e5. An avera9e 100p 512e may 0r may 
n0t exceed the tu6e d1ameter D t depend1n9 0n the cha1n 1en9th N and N e 6etween entan91e- 
ment5 

An0ther parameter  1nf1uenc1n9 me1t f10w 6ehav10r 1n a d1e 15 the r0u9hne55 0f 
the wa115urface. 1n rea11ty, the 1nterfac1a1 tran51t10n may 0ccur at an effect1ve 1n- 
terface a5 5h0wn 1n F19. 6 .7he un60und p01ymer cha1n51n the up51de d0wn va1- 
1ey5 may 6e 5ta9nant t0 pr0v1de an ••entan911n9 5urface•• f0r the free cha1n5 
(th1ck) 0n the 1nner 51de 0f the 1nterface. 7h15 hyp0the515 0f 70rde11a [9c], 
8er9em [31], and 81y1er and Hart  [32] 1nd1cate that 6e51de5 the ad50r6ed cha1n5 
at the effect1ve 1nterface, the c011-5tretch tran51t10n may 0ccur t0 a 1ayer 0f un- 
60und cha1n5 trapped 6y the 5ta9nant cha1n5. C0n5e4uent1y, 70rde11a 5pecu1ated 
[96]: ••511p appear5 t0 6e the u1t1mate re5u1t 0f (d1e) 1and fracture. 7he 1ack 0f de- 
pendence 0f 1and fracture and 511p 0n mater1a1 0f c0n5truct10n 0f the cap111ary 
1nd1cate5 that the phen0mena are pred0m1nant1y dependent 0n p01ymer pr0p- 
ert1e5 rather than p01ymer-5011d 1nterfac1a1 f0rce5:• 7hu5 the 1dea that a 6u1kfa11- 
ure pr0duced the 065erved f10w an0ma11e5 date5 6ack t0 the 065ervat10n5 0f 
70rde11a [9] and 81y1er and Hart  [32] wh0 f1r5t v15ua112ed the p1au5161e p1cture 0f 
F19. 6. 7hey th0u9ht that the f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty and 05c111at0ry f10w ref1ect 6u1k 
pr0pert1e5.8er9em 5u65e4uent1y c0nc1uded that••p01ymer 511p at a 5urface 15 n0t 
nece55ary f0r the 0ccurrence 0f a d15c0nt1nu1ty 0f the f10w curve and a c0rre- 
5p0nd1n9 05c111at10n re910n•• [31]. 1t rema1n5 t0 6e 5h0wn whether 5urface 
r0u9hne55 15 1ar9e en0u9h f0r u5 t0 perce1ve the c011-5tretch d15entan91ement 
tran51t10n t0 0ccur at an effect1ve 1nterface. 

Ev1dent1y, de50rpt10n and c011-5tretch tran51t10n are tw0 1nterfac1a1 m01ecu1ar 
pr0ce55e5, 60th 0f wh1ch may pr0duce ma551ve 1nterfac1a1 511p 6etween a h19h1y 
entan91ed me1t and a 5011d 5urface. 7he f0rmer can 6e v1ewed a5 a true adhe51ve 
fa11ure wherea5 the 1atter may n0t 6e re9arded a5 5uch and can 6e v1ewed a5 c0he- 
51ve. H0wever, 1t 15 m151ead1n9 and 1nappr0pr1ate t0 11nk the c011-5tretch tran51t10n 
0f ad50r6ed 0r entrapped cha1n5 t0 any 6u1k 6ehav10r 1n 5hear 6ecau5e the5e 
cha1n5 are e1ther c0nf1ned 0r trapped at the 5urface and 5h0u1d 6e d15t1n9u15hed 
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F19.6. A r0u9h 5urface 0f d1e wa11, where the 5ta9nant (th1n) cha1n5 a110w the un60und 
cha1n5 (the m1dd1e th1ck cha1n w1th0ut d0t) t0 entan91e and ••ad50r6•• at the effect1ve 1nter- 
face (da5hed 11ne). Ad50r6ed cha1n5 (th1ck cha1n5 w1th d0t5) are a150 pre5ent. 5uch an 1nter- 
face can a150 pr0duce a 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n up0n a c011-5tretch tran51t10n 1nv01v1n9 the 
th1ck cha1n5.5ee Ref. [27]. F0r c1ar1ty, we 0n1y draw three ••tethered•• cha1n5 (tw0 ad50r6ed 
and 0ne entan91ed) 6e51de5 the 5ta9nant cha1n5 1n 0ne va11ey. 7he cha1n5 n0t drawn here, 0f 
c0ur5e, f111 up a11 the 5pace away fr0m the r0u9h wa11 

fr0m any 0ther un60und 1ayer51n the 6u1k. 80th k1nd5 0f 1nterfac1a1 cha1n 6ehav- 
10r depend cr1t1ca11y 0n the 5tre55 f1e1d near the wa11. Up0n 1ncrea51n9 the app11ed 
5tre55, wh1ch pr0ce55 0ccur5 f1r5t depend5 0n the 5urface ener9y. 0 n  fa1r1y weak1y 
ad50r61n9 5urface5, cha1n de50rpt10n 15 u5ua11y the d0m1nant pr0ce55.0n h19h 
ener9y 5urface5, cha1n ad50rpt10n preva115 and a c011-5tretch tran51t10n may 0c- 
cur a6rupt1y a60ve a cr1t1ca1 wa115tre55 0 c. At 5uff1c1ent1y 10w 5tre55e5 where m05t 
p01ymer ad50rpt10n 5urv1ve5 and ad50r6ed cha1n5 fu11y entan91e w1th un60und 
cha1n5, the me1t/wa111nterfac1a1 re910n may 6e dep1cted 6y F19. 4a 0r F19. 5c, and 
wa11511p 15 d1ff1cu1t t0 065erve 0n macr05c0p1c 1en9th 5ca1e5. 

4 
80undary D15c0nt1nu1t1e5 and 5tre55 51n9u1ar1t1e5 

P01ymer me1t rhe010915t5 c0n5tant1y app11ed the n0t10n 0f wa11511p 1n de5cr161n9 
a var1ety 0f p01ymer me1t f10w an0ma11e5 [ 10, 11, 14]. H0wever, n0 exp11c1t kn0w1- 
ed9e 0f a m01ecu1ar mechan15m f0r and m1cr05c0p1c 0r191n 0f wa11511p had 6een 
ava11a61e. 7heref0re, f0r 40 year5 n0 exp1anat10n wa5 91ven a60ut why wa11 511p 
wa5 pert1nent and h0w 1t pr0duced 5uch me1t f10w an0ma11e5 a5 f10w 05c111at10n5 
and 5hark5k1n-11ke extrudate d15t0rt10n. 0ne  06ject1ve 0f current re5earch 
ar0und the w0r1d 15 t0 exp10re the m01ecu1ar nature 0f wa11 511p and e5ta6115h a 
c0rre1at10n 6etween wa11 511p and 50me 0f the an0ma10u5 me1t f10w phen0mena. 

U5ua11y, f0r meta111c 5urface5 5uch a5 5tee1 and a1um1num, m05t p01ymer5 ad- 
here we11 due t0 ade4uate cha1n ad50rpt10n. Even p01yethy1ene5 apparent1y 
ach1eve 5uff1c1ent cha1n ad50rpt10n 0n 6are meta111c wa115 f0r 5tre55e5 up t0 
0.5 MPa. 7h15 mean5 that 0n1y a c011-5tretch tran51t10n may 0ccur t0 pr0duce 
d15entan91ement and t0 cau5e c0mp1ete 1nterfac1a1 511p 0n meta111c wa115.51nce 
the c011-5tretch tran51t10n re4u1re5 exert10n 0f 5uff1c1ent f0rce5 0n each ad50r6ed 
0r 5ta9nant cha1n at the 1nterface, 1t 15 n0t p055161e t0 065erve 0n c1ean meta111c 
5urface5 1n any 9e0metry 0ther than cap111ary (0r 511t) d1e5.1t 15 we11 kn0wn [14] 
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that the meniscus of a torsional parallel-plate flow cell suffers from severe edge 
instabilities at relatively moderate stresses. Thus it may not be reliable to meas- 
ure wall slip on high energy surfaces with a conventional drag-flow apparatus. 

We may recognize three classes of flow geometry where a sharp discontinuity 
in the boundary condition may produce singularly strong stresses around the 
discontinuity. The first two known examples of flow singularities are that of the 
channel (e.g.,slit or capillary die) flow and coating flow. In channelflow, the HBC 
is discontinuous at the exit rim and the local stress tends to grow much larger 
than the stress inside the channel [34, 35]. Flow geometry involving sharp cor- 
ners also leads to singularly large stresses. In coatingflow, the HBC is discontin- 
uous at the contact line [36]. In both cases, the local stress is inherently large, 
and often a slip HBC is applied even for Newtonian fluids to remedy the singu- 
larity in numerical computations [36]. One of the great theoretical challenges is 
to derive a finite, physically meaningful stress distribution around a boundary 
discontinuity. The expected stress distribution at a die end will be discussed for 
the case of capillary flow in Sect. 10 where the origin of sharkskin is discussed. 
The second case of coating flow does not concern us here. There might be a third 
type of boundary discontinuity and stress singularity involving parallelplate ge- 
ometry that has never been suggested in the literature: We speculate that the tor- 
sional parallel plate cell may possess a similar stress build-up due to the bound- 
ary discontinuity at the contact lines between the free meniscus surface and the 
two plates. 

Suppose the upper plate is rotating with an angular speed of f2. Convention- 
ally, one measures the stress by assuming the velocity field V0(z, r)=f2r(z/H), as 
shown in Fig. 7a throughout the sample in between the parallel plates. The free 
meniscus surface has the stress-free condition: n. ~ - 0 where n is the unit vec- 

~vo tor normal  to the meniscus surface. To assure n. c~- 0, ~ - 0  must be satis- 

fied at r=R. This is depicted in Fig. 7b, where the velocity V 0 on the free surface 
is uniform across the gap. This means there must be a strong discontinuity in the 

n . 5 = O  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 7.a Conventional view of the flow field in a parallel plate flow cell. b The actual flow fields 
on the stress-flee meniscus and inside the cell. There appear to be contact (thick) lines along 
the rims of both plates where the boundary condition is discontinuous 
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ve10c1ty f1e1d at the r1m5 (at r=R) 0f 60th p1ate5,1.e., the c0ntact 11ne5.5uff1c1ent1y 
far 1nward fr0m the men15cu5, we may expect a fam111ar ve10c1ty 9rad1ent a5 1n- 
d1cated at the rad1u5 R 1 1n F19. 76. 

7he ex15tence 0f a 5tre55-free men15cu5 1ntr0duce5 a 60undary d15c0nt1nu1ty 
0n 60th upper and 10wer r1m5.7h15 d15c0nt1nu1ty 15 60und t0 re5u1t 1n 5harp1y 
enhanced 5tre55 6u11d-up at the upper and 10wer c0ntact 11ne5.1t may pr0duce an 
effect1ve ••511p•• 1ayer 0n the 5amp1e/p1ate 1nterface5 at the men15cu5, y1e1d1n9 an 
0vera11 t0r4ue, wh1ch 15 1e55 than ant1c1pated 0n the 6a515 0f F19. 7a, 51nce a 1ar9e 
p0rt10n 0f the mea5ured t0r4ue 0n the p1ate ar15e5 fr0m the 5tre55 c0ntr16ut10n 
at the r1m r~R. 7h15 c0rrect10n may 1ncrea5e w1th 10wer1n9 the 9ap d15tance. 
W1th0ut a pr0per ana1yt1ca1 treatment, 1t rema1n5 unkn0wn h0w the ma9n1tude 
0f 5uch an apparent 511p depend5 0n the rhe01091ca1 pr0pert1e5 0f the 5amp1e and 
whether the rep0rted 511p 11ke 6ehav10r [19,33] 15 a man1fe5tat10n 0f 5uch a p1au- 
5161e ed9e effect. 

5 
1nterfac1a1 $11p 1n Var10u5 F10w 6e0metr1e5 

5.1 
Wa11 511p 1n Dra9 F10w5 

1n th15 5u65ect10n we rev1ew exper1menta1 rep0rt5 0f weak wa11511p 1n dra9 f10w5, 
1.e., n0n-pre55ure-dr1ven f10w5, 1nv01v1n9 para11e1 p1ate 0r 511d1n9 p1ate 9e0me- 
try. 5uch 5tud1e5 are part1cu1ar1y cha11en91n9 6ecau5e 0ne ha5 t0 1dent1fy a very 
5ma11 c0rrect10n a5 due t0 wa11511p and n0t due t0 0ther art1fact5. 

5.1.1 
511p-11ke 8eha v10r a t Re1a t1ve1y 10 w 5teady 5hear 5tre55e5 

7he f1r5t 5u99e5t10n 0f an apparent wa11511p 1n a para11e1 p1ate ce11 wa5 the 1983 
rep0rt 0f 8urt0n et a1. [19] 0n 9ap dependent mea5urement5 0f p01y5tyrene (P5). 
7w0 exp1anat10n5 were 0ffered. 7he f1r5t h1nted at an 1dea 0f reduced v15c0u5 1n- 
teract10n5 at the me1t/wa11 1nterface when the anch0red (1.e., ad50r6ed) cha1n5 
6ec0me 0r1ented. 7h15 15 50mewhat c105e t0 the ear11er 1dea 0f 8er9em [31]. 
H0wever, un11ke p01yethy1ene cap111ary extru510n c0n51dered 6y 8er9em, the 
para11e1 p1ate mea5urement5 0f 8urt0n et a1. 1nv01ved rather 10w 5tre55e5 and 
5hear rate5 at wh1ch 1nterfac1a1 cha1n d15entan91ement 15 n0t expected t0 0ccur 
0n 6are meta111c p1ate5. A 5ec0nd exp1anat10n went a5 far a5 t0 5u99e5t that there 
c0u1d 6e a 5ta9nant ad50rpt10n 1ayer 0f th1ckne55 ar0und 20 pm, wh1ch reduced 
the effect1ve 9ap 5eparat10n [19]. 7he phy51ca1 mechan15m 15 rather unc1ear f0r 
5uch a 1ayer f0rmat10n 0n a 5ca1e three 0rder5 0f ma9n1tude 1ar9er than the cha1n 
d1men510n at an exper1menta1 temperature ar0und 200 °C, we11 a60ve the 91a55 
tran51t10n temperature 0f P5. 

M0re exten51ve and 4uant1tat1ve exper1ment5 a10n9 th15 11ne have 6een car- 
r1ed 0ut recent1y 6y Hen50n and Mackay (HM) [33]. 7he1r re5u1t5 a9ree w1th the 
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ear11er 065ervat10n5 0f 8urt0n et a1. [19]. An apparent wa11 511p wa5 a9a1n 1n- 
ferred fr0m the 065erved 9ap dependence 0f the mea5ured 5tre55 at a f1xed n0m- 
1na15hear rate. HM arr1ved at a f1n1te extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 ran91n9 fr0m 2.4 t0 
20 pm f0r f0ur p01y5tyrene5 w1th m01ecu1ar we19ht M w ran91n9 fr0m 49,550 t0 
392,000, re5pect1ve1y. 1n 0rder t0 determ1ne 5uch a 5ma11 6, HM had t0 ad0pt 9ap 
5eparat10n5 6etween tw0 para11e1 p1ate5 a5 5ma11 a5 10 pm wh11e av01d1n9 m15- 
a119nment. HM 6e11eved that the1r mea5urement5 c0u1d n0t 6e 1nterpreted 1n any 
0ther way 6ut a5 a re5u1t 0f a true wa11 511p. 7hey 1ma91ned that p01y5tyrene 
cha1n5 w0u1d 511de a10n9 the 5tee1 p1ate5 a5 1f there wa5 11tt1e cha1n ad50rpt10n at 
5tre55e5 a5 10w a5 4 KPa. 1t wa5 perce1ved that 1n5uff1c1ent p01y5tyrene ad50rp- 
t10n 0n 6are 5tee15urface5 w0u1d a110w part1a1511p at the me1t/wa111nterface [33]. 
7he rep0rted 11near dependence 0f 6 0n M w cann0t 6e exp1a1ned 6y the current 
the0ret1ca1 p1cture 91ven 1n E45. (3) 0r (5). 7he a65ence 0f 6•5 dependence 0n the 
app11ed 5tre55 (~ 15 a150 pu2211n9 and unexp1a1ned 51nce cha1n de50rpt10n 5h0u1d 
1ncrea5e w1th (~. M0re exper1ment5 w1116e needed t0 ver1fy the5e unexpected re- 
5u1t5. 

Hat21k1r1ak05 and Dea1y (HD) perf0rmed an ear11er 5tudy 1n 1991 0n the weak 
wa11 511p 6ehav10r 0f h19h den51ty p01yethy1ene u51n9 Dea1y•5 1nn0vat1ve 511d1n9 
p1ate rhe0meter [37]. 0 n  the 6a515 0f the 065erved 9ap dependence, they a150 de- 
duced that the HDPE 511p5 0n c1ean 5tee15urface5. Fr0m the1r data, 0ne can c0m- 
pute an extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 a5 a funct10n 0f 5tre55 and f1nd5 that 6 15 1m- 
mea5ura61y 5ma11 6e10w a certa1n 5tre55 1eve1, 6ec0me5 n0n-ne9119161e f0r 
(~ •> 0.1 MPa, and 9radua11y 1ncrea5e5 w1th the wa115tre55 (~. F19ure 8 5h0w5 the re- 
5u1t ca1cu1ated fr0m the data 1n [37]. 7he ma9n1tude 0f wa11511p a5 character12ed 
6y 6 15 5uff1c1ent1y 1ar9e. 1t 5h0u1d 6e p055161e t0 c0nf1rm 5uch k1nd 0f wa11 511p 
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with other instruments. Using a commercial controlled-pressure capillary rhe-
ometer we have never been able to observe any wall slip of any HDPE in clean
steel dies. The apparent wall slip as described in Fig. 8 may actually be related to
unstable flow in the sliding rheometer and not interfacial in nature. Presumably,
a true wall slip would arise from insufficient chain adsorption. It is key to be able
to characterize the state of chain adsorption in melt flow. Currently no experi-
mental technique is available to enable in situ characterization of state of chain
adsorption at melt/wall interfaces exposed to strong flow.

A new experimental method has been invented in the laboratory of Léger et al.
to enable direct observation of wall slip in a simple shear cell under the condition
of controlled rate [38]. The technique, involving a combination of evanescent-
wave-induced fluorescence and fringe pattern fluorescence recovery after photo
bleaching, directly measures the melt velocity in the vicinity of a melt/wall inter-
face (up to 70 nm into the bulk). For a weak interface such as that between a si-
lane-treated glass plate and high molecular weight poly(dimethyl siloxane), wall
slip is found and observed to increase with the applied shear rate above a certain
threshold, thus confirming existence of wall slip phenomenon in melt flow.

This optical study of interfacial slip also shows that there is no detectable slip
for poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) melts on bare glass plates. This [38], along
with the rheological studies of PS [33], would suggest that PS adsorption on steel
would be weaker than PDMS adsorption on glass. As a consequence, PS would
display wall slip even in a parallel plate flow cell under normal measurement con-
ditions according to [33]. Such a conclusion would have profound implications.
This would mean that it may not be reliable to make any rheological measure-
ments on certain high molecular weight polymers (e.g., PS) without properly ac-
counting for a possible wall slip. A direct method such as the optical techniques
pioneered in the laboratory of Léger et al. [38] would be a good way to verify the
reported slip behavior of PS.

In the open geometry of torsional parallel plates, it is possible that the source
responsible for the reported apparent gap dependence [19, 33] actually exists
elsewhere. Besides the proposed idea of a global wall slip between the PS and the
parallel plates, and apart from the possibility of misalignment, the peculiar gap
dependence found by HM [33] could partially or completely originate from the
boundary discontinuity and stress singularity described in Sect. 4. The effect of
the boundary discontinuity in torsional parallel plates, as illustrated in Fig. 7b,
would produce a larger correction at a smaller gap separation and affect the
measurements in such a way as observed by HM. At sufficiently high stresses, the
boundary discontinuity at the meniscus may produce a coil-stretch transition of
the adsorbed chains on the rims of the two plates. It seems that new work needs
to be done to determine the influence of the free meniscus surface on the small
gap rheological measurements.

The only observation of a stick-slip transition in a simple shear geometry is
the unique experimental study of Laun [39]. This controlled stress experiment
not only observed a stick-slip transition but also explicitly recorded the time
scale (a few milliseconds) on which the boundary condition (BC) evolved from
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n0-511p t0 511p. 51nce the 51mp1e 5hear f10w d0e5 n0t 1nv01ve me1t c0mpre5510n 
and dec0mpre5510n, the f10w f1e1d 15 capa61e 0f re5p0nd1n9 t0 the 8C chan9e 0n 
m01ecu1ar t1me 5ca1e5.7he e55ence 0f th15 5tudy 15 that 1t wa5 a61e t0 capture the 
5h0rt t1me 5ca1e5 0f the 5tre55 re1axat10n 1n a HDPE. 

5.1.2 
Ed9e Fa11ure v5 ••Dynam1c $11p" 

1t 15 we11 kn0wn 1n p01ymer rhe0109y that a t0r510na1 para11e1-p1ate f10w ce11 de- 
ve10p5 certa1n 5ec0ndary f10w and men15cu5 d15t0rt10n 6ey0nd 50me 5tre551eve1 
[ 14]. F0r v15c0e1a5t1c me1t5, th15 can happen at an em6arra551n91y 10w 5tre55.7he 
cr1t1ca1 c0nd1t10n f0r the5e 1n5ta6111t1e5 ha5 n0t 6een c1ear1y 1dent1f1ed 1n term5 
0f the 5hear 5tre55, n0rma15tre55, and 5urface ten510n. 1t 15 very p1au5161e that the 
60undary d15c0nt1nu1ty and 5tre55 1nten51f1cat10n d15cu55ed 1n 5ect. 4 15 the pr1- 
mary 50urce f0r the men15cu51n5ta6111ty. 0n  the 0ther hand, 1t 15 we11 d0cument- 
ed that the f1r5t 1nd1cat10n 0f an un5ta61e f10w 1n para11e1 p1ate5 15 n0t a v15ua11y 
065erva61e men15cu5 d15t0rt10n 0r ••ed9e fracture,•• 6ut a mea5ura61e decay 0f 
5tre55 at a 91ven 5hear rate [40]. 7he decay 0f the avera9e 5tre55 can 0ccur 1n 60th 
5teady 5hear and fre4uency-dependent dynam1c 5hear. 

Recent1y 5evera1 rep0rt5 have re1ated 50me 065erved 5tre55 decay 6ehav10r 1n 
para11e1 p1ate and 511d1n9 p1ate f10w t0 a dynam1c 1nterfac1a1 wa11 511p 1n5tead 0f 
ed9e 1n5ta6111ty. U51n9 a 511d1n9 p1ate rhe0meter, Hat21k1r1ak05 and Dea1y [37] 
f1r5t 5u99e5ted that decay 0f the 5tre55 max1mum and d15t0rt10n 0f the 51nu501da1 
5tre55 wave f0rm 1n an 05c111at0ry 5hear 0f HDPE are an 1nd1cat10n 0f dynam1c 
511p. 51m11ar exper1ment5 have 6een carr1ed 0ut f0r 0ther p01ymer me1t5 [41]. 
5uch a c0rre1at10n 6etween 5tre55 decay and a t1me dependent ••dynam1c 511p•• 
w0u1d have 6r0ad 1mp11cat10n5. 1t w0u1d 1nd1cate that a 511p hydr0dynam1c 
60undary c0nd1t10n w0u1d deve10p 510w1y 0ver t1me even a5 the 9enerated 5tre55 
decay5 at a c0n5tant 5hear rate. Chen et a1. rep0rted a very 510w rec0very 0f the 
mea5ured 5tre551n p01y5tyrene after a 5tre55 decay at a h19her 0vera115tre551eve1 
1n 05c111at0ry 5hear [21]. Re9ard1n9 th15 5tre55 9r0wth a5 a rec0very fr0m 511p t0 
n0-511p 60undary c0nd1t10n, the 10n9 rec0very wa5 taken a5 an 1nd1cat10n that 
cha1n dynam1c5 at a wa11 were 91a55y [21, 42]. 1n 0ther w0rd5, tethered cha1n5 at 
a wa11 w0u1d p055e55 re1axat10n t1me5 that are three 0r f0ur 0rder5 0f ma9n1tude 
10n9er than th05e 0f un60und cha1n5 1n the 6u1k. An a1ternat1ve exp1anat10n f0r 
the 065erved 5tre55 decay 15 that deve10pment 0f 5ec0ndary f10w and men15cu5 
fa11ure 9radua11y cau5ed detachment 0f the 5amp1e fr0m the p1ate5.7h15 wa5 1n- 
deed 065erved 6y Chen et a1. [21]. 

5evera1 the0ret1ca15tud1e5 have 6een carr1ed 0ut 0n a phen0men01091ca1 6a- 
515 t0 ju5t1fy the 1dea that a dynam1c 511p can 1ndeed 0ccur [43-45]. New exper1- 
menta1 techn14ue5 and the0ret1ca1 treatment5 mu5t 6e deve10ped t0 revea1 the 
m01ecu1ar 0r191n 0f dynam1c 511p and character15t1c t1me 5ca1e5 90vern1n9 the 
dynam1c pr0ce55e5 1n the me1t/wa11 1nterfac1a1 re910n. 0ur  0wn exper1ment5 0n 
p01yethy1ene5 [27-29] have per515tent1y 1nd1cated that 511p, e1ther thr0u9h cha1n 
de50rpt10n 0n weak1y 1nteract1n9 5urface5 0r 1nterfac1a1 cha1n d15entan91ement 
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tran51t10n 0n c1ean meta111c 5urface, 0ccur5 1n5tantane0u51y, 1.e., 0n t1me 5ca1e5 
t00 5h0rt t0 determ1ne, wh1ch 15 c0n515tent w1th the 065ervat10n 0f Laun [39]. 
M0re exper1menta15tud1e5 mu5t 6e c0nducted t0 ver1fy that the 065erved 5tre55 
decay w0u1d 1ndeed 0r191nate fr0m a dynam1c 1nterfac1a1 wa11511p and n0t fr0m 
deve10pment 0f a 5ec0ndary f10w 0r 0ther unkn0wn f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5. A part1c- 
u1ar1y c0nv1nc1n9 c0nf1rmat10n f0r ex15tence 0f dynam1c 511p may re4u1re app11- 
cat10n 0f the 0pt1ca1 mea5urement5 at the me1t/wa111nterface [38]. 

5.1.3 
0rder1n9 1n 5u5pen510n5 and1nterfac1a1 511p 

5evera1 year5 a90 we were 1ed t0 6e11eve that the 0n1y re11a61e way t0 065erve true 
1nterfac1a1 511p 1n dra9 f10w wa5 t0 c0n51der ••1nterna1•• 511p 6etween 5u5pended 
5phere5 and a h19h1y entan91ed p01ymer1c matr1x. A m0de1 5y5tem wa5 e5ta6- 
115hed, c0n515t1n9 0f 91a55 5phere5 w1th d1ameter5 ar0und 10 pm 5u5pended 1n 
h19h m01ecu1ar we19ht 11near p01y(d1methy1 5110xane) (PDM5). L0wer1n9 the 
5urface ener9y 0f 91a55 5phere5 w1th 511anat10n react10n t0 e11m1nate p01ymer ad- 
50rpt10n, the 1dea wa5 t0 mea5ure the 5u5pen510n v15c051ty a5 a funct10n 0f the 
5urface c0nd1t10n. A t0ta11y err0ne0u5 1nterpretat10n 0f the 065erved 5tre55 de- 
cay a5 1nterfac1a1 511p wa5 f1r5t rep0rted 1n an ear11er paper [42]. 5uch a c0nc1u- 
510n wa5 drawn t0 06ta1n a fav0ra61e a9reement w1th the prev10u51y pu6115hed 
paper5 [21, 37] rep0rt1n9 065ervat10n5 0f 5tre55 decay due t0 ••dynam1c 511p•• 0f 
P5 and PE re5pect1ve1y 0n h19h ener9y 5urface5 5uch a5 5tee1. Actua11y the 5tre55 
decay 0f the 91a55 5phere 5u5pen510n5 had a c0mp1ete1y d1fferent 0r191n [46, 47]. 
7he h0m09ene0u51y 5u5pended 5phere5 tend t0 0rder 1n 05c111at0ry 5hear even 
at a 5tra1n amp11tude 0f 1% a5 10n9 a5 the max1mum 5tre55 15 5uff1c1ent1y h19h. 1t 
15 1mp0rtant t0 empha512e that th15 pecu11ar 0rder1n9 0f part1c1e5 1n a v15c0e1a5- 
t1c med1um 0n1y 0ccur5 1n 05c111at0ry 5hear and d0e5 n0t 0ccur 1n 5teady 5hear. 

7he 0rder1n9 0f 91a55 5phere51n PDM5 can 6e read11y av01ded 6y carry1n9 0ut 
5teady 5hear mea5urement5 0r tak1n91n1t1a1 va1ue51n 05c111at0ry 5hear mea5ure- 
ment5 6ef0re an apprec1a61e deve10pment 0f 0rder1n9 cau5e5 the 5u5pen510n v15- 
c051ty t0 dr0p. 7he 1nterfac1a1 c0nd1t10n dep1cted 1n F19. 3 can 6e read11y rea112ed 
6y u51n9 6are 91a55 5phere5.70 ach1eve the 1nterfac1a1 5tate 0f F19. 4a re4u1red a 
de11cate 511ane treatment 0f the 91a55 5phere5. F19ure 9 5u99e5t5 that the 10wer 
5u5pen510n v15c051ty 1nv01v1n9 the 511ane-treated 5phere5 ar15e5 fr0m 1nterfac1a1 
511p 6etween the weak1y ad50r61n9 511ane-treated 5phere5 and PDM5 matr1x. 
51nce 60th 5amp1e5 have the 5ame c0ncentrat10n and un1f0rm d15per510n, an 1n- 
terna1511p 15 the 0n1y 5en5161e exp1anat10n. 7h15 c0nc1u510n wa5 deduced fr0m an 
extrap01at10n 0f the 0n1y kn0wn the0ret1ca1 re5u1t f0r a d11ute 5u5pen510n 0f 
5phere5 0f rad1u5 R exh161t1n9 1nterfac1a1 511p at the 5phere/matr1x 1nterface5: 
~1/~1m=[1+5(1+26/R)47/2(1+56/R)],wh1ch reduce5 t0 ~1/~1m=1+(~ 1n the c0mp1ete 
511p 11m1t 0f 6/R>>1.7he 511p 6ehav10r wa5 5een t0 6e 5tre55 and m01ecu1ar 
we19ht dependent, a5 expected. Furtherm0re the 0n5et 5tre55 f0r 511p wa5 f0und 
t0 6e h19her at a 10wer temperature [48]. 7h15 w0u1d 6e c0n515tent w1th a cha1n 
de50rpt10n mechan15m c0rre5p0nd1n9 t0 a tran5f0rmat10n 0f the 1nterfac1a1 
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F19.9.5hear v15c051ty rat10 0f PDM5 5u5pen510n5 0f 511ane-treated 91a55 5phere5 (ca. 10 mm 
1n d1ameter) t0 that 0f 1dent1ca1 6are 91a55 5phere5 at the 5ame v01ume fract10n ~=0.28, 
mea5ured at 7=25 °C 1n 5teady 5tate f0r three PDM5 m01ecu1ar we19ht5, repr0duced fr0m 
[48] 

c0nd1t10n fr0m F19. 4a t0 F19. 3. At 5uff1c1ent1y 10w 5tre55e5, e.9., f0r the 0vera11 
5tre55 0<200 Pa, the PDM5 5u5pen510n (Mw=423 K) 5h0w5 n0 511p, and the 
5phere/PDM5 1nterface can 6e dep1cted 6y F19. 4a. 1t 15 1mp0rtant t0 c0mment 
that the 511p wa5 v15ua112ed t0 0ccur 6etween the 5phere5 and PDM5 matr1x, and 
511p 6etween the 5amp1e and para11e1 p1ate5 ha5 a ne9119161e effect 0n the mea5- 
urement5. 7he advanta9e 0f th15 appr0ach 15 that the v15c051ty mea5urement 
c0u1d detect a rather 5ma11 am0unt 0f 511p a5 10n9 a5 6 and R are c0mpara61e, 
where R~5 ~tm 15 0ver tw0 0rder5 0f ma9n1tude 5ma11er than the character15t1c 
d1men510n 0f m05t rhe01091ca1 apparatu5e5. 

5.2 
Wa11 511p 1n Pre55ure Dr1ven F10w5 

Pre55ure-dr1ven f10w5 1n cap111ary and 511t d1e5 d0 n0t have 5uch c0mp11cat1n9 
fact0r5 a5 a free men15cu5 5urface. C0n5e4uent1y, much h19her 1nterfac1a1 wa11 
5tre55e5 can 6e 9enerated w1th0ut enc0unter1n9 p0tent1a11n5ta6111t1e5 re1ated t0 
afree 5urface. Cap111ary and 511t d1e f10w5 are e5pec1a11y 5u1ted f0r 5tud1e5 0f 1n- 
terfac1a1 me1t/wa11511p 51nce 6reakd0wn 0f 1nterfac1a11nteract10n5 0ften re4u1re5 
a 5tre55 1eve1 that 15 d1ff1cu1t t0 atta1n re11a61y 1n a para11e1 p1ate rhe0meter. 7he 
n0t10n 0f wa11 511p ha5 6een ar0und 51nce Nav1er a1th0u9h an exper1menta1 519- 
nature 0f wa11 511p 15 much m0re recent [13]. 0ver the pa5t f1fteen year5 a 1ar9e 
num6er 0f paper5 0n wa11511p have 5ur9ed 1nt0 the 11terature [49-56], and ear11er 
paper5 have 6een d15cu55ed 1n rev1ew art1c1e5 [10, 14]. F0r examp1e, f0110w1n9 
the 5ame 11ne 0f the1r 511d1n9 p1ate mea5urement5, Hat21k1r1ak05 and Dea1y a150 
character12ed a pre-tran51t10na1 wa11511p 0f a h19h den51ty p01yethy1ene (HDPE) 
u51n9 a c0ntr011ed-5peed cap111ary rhe0meter e4u1pped w1th c1ean 5tee1 d1e5 0f 
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different die diameters [54]. In our opinion, a controlled-speed capillary rheom-
eter may be inaccurate to determine whether a small amount of wall slip occurs
on clean metallic dies. Using a controlled-pressure capillary rheometer, we never
find any measurable wall slip of any HDPE in clean steel dies. The only time a
small wall slip was observed at stresses lower than the critical stress for a stick-
slip transition was when a fluorocarbon elastomer (Dynamar, a 3M product)
was coated onto the die wall [28].

Schowalter and coworkers [49–51] developed a hot film anemometer to meas-
ure “wall slip” [49]. This particular experimental technique attempted to corre-
late the pressure and hot film oscillation with the alternation of boundary con-
dition in slit capillary flow of monodisperse polybutadiene (PB).

Many polymers exhibit neither a measurable stick-slip transition nor flow os-
cillation. For example, commercial polystyrene (PS), polypropylene (PP), and
low density polyethylene (LDPE) usually do not undergo a flow discontinuity
transition nor oscillating flow. This does not mean that their extrudate would re-
main smooth. The often observed spiral-like extrudate distortion of PS, LDPE
and PP, among other polymer melts, normally arises from a secondary (vortex)
flow in the barrel due to a sharp die entry and is unrelated to interfacial slip.
Section 11 discusses this type of extrudate distortion in some detail. Here we fo-
cus on the question of why polymers such as PS often do not exhibit interfacial
flow instabilities and flow discontinuity. The answer is contained in the celebrat-
ed formula Eqs. (3) or (5). For a polymer to show an observable wall slip on a
length scale of 1 mm requires a viscosity ratio η/ηi equal to 105 or larger. In other
words, there should be a sufficient level of bulk chain entanglement at the criti-
cal stress for an interfacial breakdown (i.e., disentanglement transition between
adsorbed and unbound chains). The above-mentioned commercial polymers do
not meet this criterion.

To see whether a given polymer melt would display a macroscopically meas-
urable wall slip at various stresses, one merely needs to find out whether the flow
behavior is sensitive to the surface condition of die walls. The simplest strategy
is to carry out measurements under the same flow condition (i.e., at the same
pressure) using two identical dies that only differ in their surface energy. Such
experiments concern two different kinds of melt/wall interfaces corresponding
to those depicted in Figs 4a and 3 respectively. In other words, on bare metallic
walls sufficient chain adsorption is expected as illustrated in Fig. 4a up to fairly
high stresses, whereas on an organic (such as Dynamar) surface little chain ad-
sorption may remain in the same stress range.

Figure 10 shows the capillary flow behavior of a polystyrene (Mw=280,000). A
noticeable magnitude of interfacial slip is observed by a comparison between
the two flow curves. It is of interest to note that in the shear thinning region (de-
scribed by the power law exponent n=3.2) the slip diminishes with increasing
stress causing the two flow curves to converge. This means that the shear thin-
ning has an adverse effect on slip. This is expected since the effective degree of
chain entanglement is lower due to a greater level of chain deformation at a high-
er stress. The more profound implication of this portion of data states that there
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F19.10. F10w curve5 0f p01y5tyrene (Mw=280,000) mea5ured at 7=200 °C 1n cap111ary f10w 
u51n9 d1e5 0f L/D= 15 and 80 re5pect1ve1y w1th the 5ame D= 1.04 mm. 7he wa115urface c0n- 
d1t10n 15 e1ther 6are a1um1num 0r Dynamar (a f1u0r0car60n e1a5t0mer fr0m 3 M) 

cann0t 6e any mea5ura61e f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty tran51t10n 0r f10w 05c111at10n 1n the 
5tre55 ran9e 0f 0.1 MPa and 6ey0nd 51nce the tw0 curve5 0ver1ap. 7he tw0 f10w 
curve5 a150 c0nver9e 1n the Newt0n1an re910n w1th 10wer1n9 5tre55. 7h15 5h0w5 
that the n0-511p c0nd1t10n 0n the Dynamar c0ated d1e wa1115 rec0vered at 5tre55- 
e5 6e10w 0.005 MPa where 5uff1c1ent P5 cha1n ad50rpt10n 5urv1ve5 t0 prevent any 
mea5ura61e 1nterfac1a1 511p. 1nf1uence 0f the 5urface c0nd1t10n 0n cap111ary f10w 
6ehav10r 0f 0ther p01ymer5 5uch a5 LDPE ha5 a150 6een exam1ned. A 51m11ar 
phen0men0n, 1.e., c0nver9ence 0f 511p and n0 -511p f10w curve51n the 5tre55 ran9e 
where a 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n w0u1d 6e expected,15 f0und [57]. 7h15 5tudy ha5 6e- 
9un t0 an5wer the fundamenta1 4ue5t10n 0f why LDPE re51n5 d0 n0t under90 the 
d15c0nt1nu0u5 f10w tran51t10n 0r f10w 05c111at10n. 

6 
Phen0men0109y 0f Me1t R0w An0ma11e5 

6.1 
F10w D15c0nt1nu1ty 7ran51t10n 

51nce the Nav1er•5 511p hyp0the515 0f the 1a5t century, m05t exper1ment5 have 
fa11ed t0 06ta1n p051t1ve ev1dence f0r a 511p 60undary c0nd1t10n 0n macr05c0p1c 
5ca1e5 1n 10w m01ar ma55114u1d5. H0wever, Nav1er•5 n0t10n 0f 511p turn5 0ut t0 6e 
extreme1y u5efu1 and c0nven1ent f0r the 1ate5t de5cr1pt10n 0f f10w an0ma11e5 0f 
h19h1y entan91ed p01ymer me1t5 1nc1ud1n9 11near p01yethy1ene5 (LPE). 7he a6111- 
ty 0f a me1t/5011d 1nterface t0 p055e55 tw0 pr0f0und1y d1fferent 5tate5 a5 5h0wn 
6y F19. 4a,6 c1ear1y revea15 the p0tent1a1 r01e 0f 1nterfac1a1511p 1n 90vern1n9 var- 
10u5 me1t f10w phen0mena 1n h19h pre55ure extru510n. 8ef0re rev1ew1n9 recent 
exper1menta15tud1e5 that have e1uc1dated the m01ecu1ar 0r191n5 0f d1fferent f10w 
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F19.11. Hy5tere515 6ehav10r 0f the f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty 1n LPE, 1nd1cat1n9 that the 5hear rate 
ran9e c0vered 6y the ne9at1ve-510pe 11ne 15 n0t exper1menta11y acce55161e under c0ntr011ed 
pre55ure. 7he 5eparat10n (c5h-%) depend5 0n the rate 0f the pre55ure var1at10n 

1n5ta6111t1e5 and m01ecu1ar mechan15m5 f0r wa11511p, 1t 15 nece55ary t0 pr0v1de a 
h15t0r1ca1 6ack9r0und 0f 40 year5 0f eff0rt5 t0 unc0ver the phen0men0109y 0f 
me1t f10w an0ma11e5. 

8a91ey et a1. [13] and 70rde11a [9] f1r5t 065erved 1n the 19505 that PE exh161ted 
a d15c0nt1nu0u5 f10w tran51t10n (1.e., a jump 1n the apparent f10w rate) when the 
pre55ure app11ed t0 a PE-c0nta1n1n9 6arre1 wa5 6ey0nd a cr1t1ca1 va1ue. M0re 0f- 
ten than n0t, the extrudate fr0m the cap111ary extru510n wa5 f0und t0 6e 9r0551y 
d15t0rted up0n the tran51t10n [32]. 7h15 1ed 70rde11a t0 6e11eve that the f10w d15- 
c0nt1nu1ty phen0men0n wa5 a 9enu1ne ••me1t fracture•• 0r a f0rm 0f 1n5ta6111ty, 
a1th0u9h 70rde11a [9c] 6u1k f10w a5 we11 a5 0ther5 have a150 n0ted 5m00th extru- 
date5 [58, 59]. 7he 065erved hy5tere515 [96, 13, 60] a5 111u5trated 1n F19. 11 never 
1ed prev10u5 w0rker5 t0 rea112e that the tran51t10n 15 1nterfac1a11n 0r191n.. 

1t wa5 th0u9ht 1n the pa5t that the 0n1y mechan15m f0r wa11511p w0u1d 6e p01y- 
mer de50rpt10n, 1.e., an adhe51ve 6reakd0wn [25, 53]. H0wever, 1ack 0f a 5tr0n9 
temperature dependence w0u1d 6e 1nc0n515tent w1th an act1vat10n pr0ce55 0f 
cha1n de50rpt10n. 51nce the 0n5et 0f the f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty (1.e., 5t1ck-511p) tran51- 
t10n wa5 f0und t0 0ccur at a60ut the 5ame 5tre55 0ver a ran9e 0f exper1menta1 tem- 
perature5,1t wa5 c0nc1uded fr0m the 0ut5et [9] that the phen0mena c0u1d n0t p05- 
5161y have an 1nterfac1a1 0r191n. 7hu5, the 1dea 0f re9ard1n9 the f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty 
a5 1nterfac1a1 d1d n0t rece1ve 5uff1c1ent and c0nv1nc1n9 the0ret1ca1 and exper1men- 
ta15upp0rt 1n the pa5t, n0t 0n1y 6ecau5e the tran51t10n wa5 0ften acc0mpan1ed 6y 
5evere extrudate d15t0rt10n and hy5tere515,6ut a150 6ecau5e the m01ecu1ar mecha- 
n15m f0r 5uch an 1nterfac1a1 tran51t10n 1nv01v1n9 wa11511p wa5 e1u51ve. 

6.2 
Rhe01091ca18ehav10r 0f 0ther P01ymer5 

1t ha5 6een a pr0f0und en19ma that p01ymer5 0ther than 11near p01yethy1ene 
rare1y exh161t any f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5 5uch a5 f10w 05c111at10n under c0ntr011ed p15- 
t0n 5peed. A5 t0 6e d15cu55ed 1n 1ater 5ect10n5, we can 9enera11y under5tand th15 
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51tuat10n 1n term5 0f the the0ret1ca1 pred1ct10n 91ven 6y E4. (5). 1n 5h0rt, en91- 
neer1n9 p01ymer5 5uch a5 p01y5tyrene, p01ypr0py1ene, and p01ymethy1meth- 
acry1ate d0 n0t p055e55 5uff1c1ent cha1n entan91ement and the 1eve1 0f 1nterfac1a1 
511p may n0t 6e mea5ura61e dur1n9 extru510n 0r under 0ther pr0ce551n9 c0nd1- 
t10n5. F19ure 10 c1ear1y 5h0w5 that a P5 0f Mw=280,000,wh1ch 15 am0n9 the h19h- 
e5t m01ecu1ar we19ht 0f any c0mmerc1a11y ava11a61e P5,151ncapa61e 0f exh161t1n9 
a mea5ura61e am0unt 0f 511p 6ey0nd 0.1 MPa even 0n an 0r9an1c 5urface. 

P01y6utad1ene (P8) and p01y150prene (P1) 5h0w 51m11ar f10w 6ehav10r, 1nc1ud- 
1n9 a f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty tran51t10n f1r5t 065erved 1n cap111ary f10w 0f LPE [61]. 1n 
the1r p10neer1n9 exper1menta1 5tudy [61], V1n09rad0v and c0w0rker5 rep0rted 
the tran51t10n-11ke 5harp 1ncrea5e 0f the apparent 5hear rate 1n m0n0d15per5e P8 
and P1 6ey0nd a certa1n 1eve1 0f app11ed 5tre55.7hey pr0p05ed, 6a5ed 0n the 11n- 
ear v15c0e1a5t1c pr0pert1e5, that the f10w tran51t10n c0rre5p0nd5 t0 a 6u1k tran51- 
t10n fr0m a f1u1d t0 an e1a5t1c 5tate. Ca111n9 the phen0men0n ••5purt1n9•• 6y 60r- 
r0w1n9 the term1n0109y u5ed f0r de5cr161n9 the f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty 0f LPE, the 
Ru551an 5ch0015u99e5ted that th15 6u1k tran51t10n mechan15m a150 app11ed t0 ex- 
p1a1n the f10w 6ehav10r 0f LPE. 

P01y(d1methy1 5110xane) (PDM5), ha5 6een exten51ve1y 5tud1ed 6y the French 
9r0up 0f P1au and c0w0rker5 [20, 22, 52, 56]. 7he PDM5 5amp1e5 5tud1ed 6y P1au 
et a1. exh161t a f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty tran51t10n. Wa11 511p ha5 6een 5u99e5ted t0 6e 
re5p0n5161e f0r the 065erved f10w 6ehav10r. H0wever, there wa5 n0 reve1at10n 0f 
any exp11c1t m01ecu1ar mechan15m5 f0r the 1nterfac1a1511p. 

H19h1y entan91ed m0n0d15per5e me1t5 d15p1ay rather 5pec1a1 f10w 6ehav10r 
rem1n15cent 0f f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty (5t1ck-511p) tran51t10n character15t1c 0f LPE. 
After the Newt0n1an re91me, 5uch me1t5 a6rupt1y enter the re91me 0f extreme 
••5hear th1nn1n9•• 6ey0nd a certa1n 5hear rate c0mpara61e t0 the re1axat10n (rep- 
tat10n) rate where the f10w rate 6e91n5 t0 1ncrea5e 0ver 5evera1 0rder 0f ma9n1- 
tude w1th1n a very narr0w ran9e 0f 5tre55.0ur m05t recent 5tud1e5 [62] 0n m0n- 
0d15per5e p01y5tyrene (P5) and p01y6utad1ene (P8) 5h0w that the ••p1ateau•• (1.e., 
the extreme 5hear th1nn1n9) re91me 15 character12ed 6y a 5tre55 1eve1 0* that c0- 
1nc1de5 w1th the p1ateau m0du1u5 6 ° mea5ured 1n 05c111at0ry 5hear. 8ecau5e 0f 
the h19h entan91ement m01ecu1ar we19ht M~ f0r P5, 6 ° 15 0n1y 0.2 MPa, and (~* 
15 50 10w that n0 1nterfac1a1 c011-5tretch tran51t10n c0u1d 0ccur w1th0ut f1r5t en- 
ter1n9 the p1ateau re91me where n0 511p w0u1d 6e 065erva61e due t0 the ••extreme 
5hear th1nn1n9:• 1n c0ntra5t, P8 5h0w5 a c1ear 1nterfac1a1 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n at 
(~c 519n1f1cant1y 6e10w (~*, 1.e., pr10r t0 the ••p1ateau•• re91me. 7he5e new data 
c1ear1y 1nd1cate that an 1nterfac1a1 f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty tran51t10n precede5 tran51- 
t10n-11ke ••p1ateau•• 6ehav10r 0f h19h1y entan91ed m0n0d15per5e me1t5 1n c0ntra5t 
t0 the c0nc1u510n5 fr0m V1n09rad0v and c0w0rker5 [61]. 

6.3 
Cap111ary Extru510n 1n5ta6111ty 

19n0r1n9 the fundamenta1 d1fference 6etween c0n5tant 5peed and c0n5tant pre5- 
5ure c0nd1t10n5 f0r cap111ary f10w 0f LPE, m05t w0rker5 (except f0r the ear1y 
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work of Blyler and Hart [32]) abandoned the approach of controlled pressure
used by Tordella and went on to study capillary flow of polyethylene with con-
trolled piston speed rheometers. When the prescribed shear rate falls in the range
of “inaccessible” rates approximately between 1 and 2 as indicated in Fig. 11,
the flow becomes “unstable” and undergoes pulsation. The phenomenon is char-
acterized by a pressure oscillation, corresponding to cycles of compression and
decompression of LPE in the barrel reservoir prior to entry into the die, and by
the large scale bamboo-like extrudate irregularity. This phenomenon is typically
known as oscillatory flow and sometimes also termed interchangeably slip-stick
behavior, melt flow instability, melt fracture and so on. Since the instability oc-
curs under the condition of a constant piston speed, i.e., at a constant volumetric
throughput, the appearance of acceleration (“slip”) and deceleration (“stick”)
arises merely from the compressibility of PE under high pressure, which oscil-
lates between two limiting values. Lupton and Regester [63] and Pearson [64]
showed that a combination of melt compressibility and presence of two discon-
nected branches in the capillary flow curve would cause pressure oscillation
with a period proportional to the melt volume in the barrel and inversely pro-
portional to the shear rate. However, it was unclear to the previous workers [55,
63, 64] why there existed both no-slip and slip branches in the flow curve.

Evidence for wall slip was suggested over thirty years ago [9, 32, 63]. One of
the first attempts at a slip mechanism was the performance of a Mooney analysis
by Blyler and Hart [32]. Working in the condition of constant pressure, they ex-
plicitly pointed out “melt slip at or near the wall of the capillary” as the cause of
flow discontinuity. On the other hand, they continued to insist that “bulk elastic
properties of the polymer melt are responsible for the flow breakdown” on the
basis that the critical stress for the flow discontinuity transition was found to be
“quite insensitive to molecular weight.” Lack of an explicit interfacial mecha-
nism for slip prevented Blyler and Hart from generating a satisfactory explana-
tion for the flow oscillation observed under a constant piston speed.

One leading explanation attributes the anomalous melt flow behavior (i.e.,
flow discontinuity and oscillation) to constitutive instabilities [65]. In other
words, the anomalies would be constitutive in nature and non-interfacial in or-
igin. Such an opinion has not only been expressed phenomenologically by
Tordella [9b] and many other rheologists but found support from several theo-
retical studies [65–67]. However, these theories only attempt to describe inher-
ent bulk flow behavior. Thus, a connection between the anomalous flow phe-
nomena and constitutive instabilities was often explored without any account
for possible molecular processes in the melt/wall interfacial region.

In the vast literature on melt flow instabilities in capillary extrusion, the most
misleading information is the report that “the material of construction of the
capillary die has no effect on the flow curve of linear polyethylene, or, in partic-
ular, on the instability region” [32, 68] – see a quotation by Tordella cited in
Sect. 3. Experiments using screw-threaded dies have further led people to be-
lieve that “the slip (at the flow discontinuity transition) with linear polyethylene
therefore appears not to result from adhesive breakdown at the polymer-die in-

  ̇γ   ̇γ
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terface•• [32]. 7he fact that a pr0ce551n9 add1t1ve had n0 effect 0n the upper 511p 
6ranch wa5 a150 u5ed a5 ev1dence f0r a65ence 0f 1nterfac1a1 fa11ure dur1n9 the 
tran51t10n [55, 59]. 81y1er and Hart [32], f0110wed 70rde11a•5 5u99e5t10n [9c], c0n- 
jectured that the d1e 5urface may 6e r0u9h a5 111u5trated 1n F19. 6, and perce1ved 
that 511p may 0ccur at an 1nterface 0f max1mum 5tre55 ••6etween the 5ta9nant 1ay- 
er and the ma1n 60dy 0f f10w1n9 me1t•• 51nce 5uch an 1nterface 15 pr1mar11y a p01- 
ymer/p01ymer 1nterface, a 511p 0n th15 1nterface wa5 re9arded t0 6e c0he51ve. 

Extrudate d15t0rt10n ha5 6een v1ewed a5 exp11c1t ev1dence f0r me1t f10w 1n5ta- 
6111t1e5 0r me1t fracture. 7h1515 an0ther ca1am1t0u51y m151ead1n9 a55ert10n 1n the 
ma551ve 11terature 0f 0ver 3000 paper5 0n the 5u6ject. 8ecau5e extrudate d15t0r- 
t10n wa5 a150 065erved even w1th0ut any 519nature 0f 511p, 1t wa5 c0nc1uded 6y 
81y1er and Hart [32] that ••the 511p pr0ce55 15 n0t an e55ent1a1 part 0f the f10w 1n- 
5ta6111ty•• 7h15 d11emma, that the f10w an0ma11e5 1nc1ud1n9 f10w 05c111at10n can- 
n0t 6e acc0unted f0r 1n term5 0f e1ther a c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty 0r 1nterfac1a1511p 
mechan15m, ha5 per515ted unt11 very recent1y. Denn c01ned th15 p119ht ••the para- 
d0x•• [106]. 

7 
1nterfac1a1 Cha1n D15entan91ement at F10w D15c0nt1nu1ty 

7.1 
D15c0nt1nu1ty Up0n M01ecu1ar 7ran51t10n at Me1t/Wa11 1nterface5 

New re5u1t5 6e9an t0 p0ur 1n 0n me1t f10w an0ma11e5 1n extru510n 0f 11near p01- 
yethy1ene5 2 year5 a90 a9a1n5t the 6ack9r0und 0f 40 year5 0f pred1cament and 
fru5trat10n de5cr16ed 1n rev1ew art1c1e5 0f Denn [106], Lar50n [14], and Hat21k1- 
r1ak05 and Dea1y [55], a 6ack9r0und that ha5 6een 5ummar12ed 1n the preced1n9 
5ect. 6 .0n  the 6a515 0f Nav1er•5 n0t10n f0r 1nterfac1a1511p [ 15] and de 6enne5• 1n- 
519ht 0f the ma9n1tude 0f 511p [25], the m01ecu1ar 0r191n5 0f me1t f10w 1n5ta6111- 
t1e5 were exp10red fr0m a fre5h 0ut100k [27-29, 69]. 1n th15 5ect10n we f0cu5 0n 
a de5cr1pt10n 0f the current v1ew 0f 5purt f10w phen0men0n (1.e., f10w d15c0nt1- 
nu1ty tran51t10n 0r 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n). 

Each 0f the prev10u51y enc0untered d1ff1cu1t1e5 can 6e 0verc0me t0 unam619- 
u0u51y unrave1 the nature 0f the f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty tran51t10n 1n cap111ary f10w 0f 
11near p01yethy1ene5.7he f1r5t 5tep 15 t0 e11m1nate any 5ec0ndary f10w and a550- 
c1ated extrudate d15t0rt10n 0r191nat1n9 fr0m a d1e entry 1n5ta6111ty 6y 5e1ect1n9 a 
cap111ary d1e w1th a c0nver91n9 (e.9., 60 °) entry an91e. 1t turn5 0ut that 5uch a 
5ma11 chan9e 1n the d1e de519n rem0ve5 5p1ra1-11ke extrudate d15t0rt10n5 even 6e- 
y0nd the f10w tran51t10n [57], pr0v1n9 that the c0mm0n1y 065erved 5p1ra1 11ke 
d15t0rt10n due t0 a f1at 180 ° entry 15 mere1y a pr0pa9at10n 0f the entry d15tur- 
6ance. 

8e51de5 e11m1nat1n9 the cau5e f0r extrudate d15t0rt10n, 1t 15 1mp0rtant t0 re- 
m0ve the 065cur1n9 hy5tere515 ar0und the tran51t10n 50 that the cr1t1ca1 c0nd1- 
t10n f0r the 0n5et 0f 5purt f10w can 6e prec15e1y determ1ned. 7h15 can 6e acc0m- 
p115hed 6y app1y1n9 a d15crete f1xed pre55ure w1th1n each 10ad (f1111n9) 0f the 6ar- 
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rel to insure that a steady state is established in the melt/wall interfacial region.
We found that no hysteresis would arise unless the applied pressure was being
varied during flow.

The ultimate proof or disproof that the flow discontinuity has an interfacial
origin relies on an experiment to determine whether the surface condition of a
metallic wall affects the transition characteristics. A change from a steel to alu-
minum die is inadequate because these metallic surfaces are sufficiently adsorb-
ing for polyethylenes and chain adsorption is saturated on most metallic surfac-
es. Metzger and Hamilton [68] failed to produce a weakly adsorbing surface to
remove the transition with a glass-reinforced Teflon capillary because glass is of
sufficiently high surface energy. In order to have an entirely organic surface, we
adopted a well-established procedure [37] to coat a steel die inner wall with a
fluorocarbon elastomer (Dynamar). Such a surface modification indeed com-
pletely altered the basic features of linear PE in capillary flow [28], proving that
the flow discontinuity is non-constitutive in nature and interfacial in origin. We
will discuss these new features in Sect. 9.

The molecular process accompanying the interfacial transition is expected to
show an explicit temperature dependence. In particular, the stick-slip transition
occurs either because of an adsorption-desorption transition of the interfacial
state from Fig. 4a to Fig. 3 or as a result of an interfacial entanglement-disentan-
glement transition from Fig. 4a to Fig. 4b. The temperature dependence of these
two distinctly different processes is opposite of each other. The former involves
polymer desorption. The critical stress for such an activation process would be
higher at a lower temperature. The latter involves a coil-stretch transition. The
condition for this conformational transition is a critical external force overcom-
ing the entropic force Fe of each disentangling chain. Assuming the area number
density of chains undergoing the disentanglement is ν, the critical stress σc for
such a coil-stretch transition at a surface should be given by

(6)

where Dtube is the tube diameter in the reptation theory.
In the theory of Brochard and de Gennes [30], σc=νFe is taken as the stress in

a marginal state where no disentanglement occurs yet. In the simplified picture
given in [30], ν was assumed to represent the density of adsorbed chains that
have only one adsorption site per chain. In reality for an adsorbing surface, there
should be N1/2 loops per chain as depicted in Fig. 5c, and the number νloop of
loops per unit area is on the order of νloop≈1/a'2, independent of the chain length
N where a' is the Kuhn length. There is a distribution of loop sizes, ranging from
a minimum size smaller than the tube diameter Dt=Ne

1/2a' to a maximum size
comparable to the coil size Rg. An average loop may contain N1/2 segments.
When N is not large, i.e., N<Ne

2, many loops have a size smaller than the tube
diameter where Ne is related to the critical molecular weight Me for entangle-
ment as defined in Eq. (5). When N>Ne

2, more loops are capable of a coil-stretch
transition. The wall stress required for such a transition of loops would be as

  σ νc e e B tube= F ,  with F = k T / D
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F19.12. 7emperature dependence 0f a 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n 0f an HDPE (MH20 0f Mw= 
316,600) fr0m 8P Chem1ca151n the c0ntr011ed pre55ure m0de u51n9 a cap111ary d1e 0f L/D= 
15 and D=1.0 mm, repr0duced fr0m [29]. 7he 1dent1ca1 amp11tude 065erved at d1fferent 
temperature5 15 an 1mpre551ve feature 0f the 1nterfac1a1 tran51t10n 

h19h a5 v100pFe. 7h15 va1ue 15 e5t1mated t0 6e much 1ar9er than (~c, 065erved ex- 
per1menta11y t0 6e ar0und 0.3-0.5 MPa. F0r a 5tr0n91y ad50r61n9 wa11, the 5t1ck- 
511p tran51t10n may n0t 1nv01ve the 100p5 under901n9 a c011-5tretch tran51t10n. 
7hu5 the mean1n9 0f v 1n E4. (6) rema1n5 t0 6e exp10red. 1n any event, E4. (6) 
d0e5 1nd1cate that (~c w0u1d 1ncrea5e 11near1y w1th temperature 7, pr0v1ded that 
v d0e5 n0t chan9e w1th 7. 

P1a9ued 6y the d1ff1cu1ty 0f hy5tere515 and 0ther fact0r5 5uch a5 entry 1n5ta611- 
1ty, m05t prev10u5 eff0rt5 fa11ed t0 065erve a 5y5temat1c temperature dependence 
0f the 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n under the c0ntr011ed pre55ure 0perat10n c0nd1t10n. 
De5p1te the 5ma11 var1at10n5 0f (~c w1th temperature 0ver a re1at1ve1y narr0w 
ran9e fr0m 180 t0 260 ° a c1ear 11near re1at10n5h1p 6etween (~c and 7 can 6e e5ta6- 
115hed 6y d15crete1y app1y1n9 the p15t0n pre55ure and emp10y1n9 a d1e w1th a c0n- 
ver91n9 entry an91e. F19ure 12 5h0w5 a m0n0t0n1ca11y 1ncrea51n9 (~c w1th re5pect 
t0 7 and thu5 unam619u0u51y ru1e5 0ut p01ymer de50rpt10n a5 the m01ecu1ar 
mechan15m f0r the 5purt f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty. F19ure 12 f0rcefu11y 5u99e5t5 that 
the 5tre55-1nduced c011-5tretch tran51t10n and the re5u1t1n9 d15entan91ement 6e- 
tween ad50r6ed and un60und cha1n5 are the 0r191n 0f the 1nterfac1a1 5t1ck-511p 
tran51t10n. 

7he data 1n F19. 12 actua11y c011ap5e 0nt0 a ma5ter curve when the wa11 5tre55 
(~ 15 re5ca1ed 6y temperature 7 and the n0m1na1 5hear rate ~ 15 n0rma112ed 6y a 
WLF fact0r a 7 [29]. 7hu5 E4. (6) f0r the cr1t1ca15tre55 (~c 15 5upp0rted 6y the data 
1n F19. 12, where v d0e5 n0t chan9e w1th 7. An0ther feature 0f the tran51t10n 15 
that the amp11tude 0f the f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty d0e5 n0t vary w1th 7.1n 0ther w0rd5, 
the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 0 wh1ch 15 eva1uated acc0rd1n9 t0 E4. (4a) at the tran- 
51t10n, 15 a c0n5tant w1th re5pect t0 7. 7hu5 f0r a 91ven 5urface, 6 c 15 m0re than 
ju5t a mater1a1 pr0perty 5uch a5 the me1t v15c051ty 4.1t e55ent1a11y depend5 0n1y 
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0n the m01ecu1ar we19ht, 1t5 d15tr16ut10n and m01ecu1ar arch1tecture. 7he tem- 
perature 1ndependence 0f 6 c 15 n0t un1ver5a1. At 10wer temperature5, 6 c 15 f0und 
t0 6e 1ar9er f0r 50me h19h den51ty p01yethy1ene5.7he a6111ty 0f 11near PE t0 have 
0rdered (1.e., nemat1c) me50pha5e5 under f10w [70] may 6e re5p0n5161e f0r the 
10w temperature an0ma1y [27]. 

7.2 
M00ney v5 Nav1er 7reatment 0f Wa11511p 

M00ney [71], a century after Nav1er•5 n0t10n f0r 1nterfac1a1511p [ 15], 19n0red the 
e55ence 0f the Nav1er extrap01at10n 1en9th 6, and pr0duced a d1fferent f0rmu1a, 
wh1ch emp10y5 the 511p ve10c1ty v 5 a5 the e55ent1a1 4uant1ty t0 de5cr16e wa11511p. 
1n5tead 0f eva1uat1n9 6 fr0m E4. (4a),wh1ch ha5 6een ava11a61e 51nce the 1a5t cen- 
tury [15, 24], M00ney wr0te d0wn 

Q=Q0 + ( 1rD2 14)v5 (7a) 

wh1ch d1ffer5 fr0m E4. (4a) ju5t 6y a mu1t1p11cat1ve fact0r Q0, and 5u99e5ted t0 
c0mpute v 5 fr0m 

~" = ~0 + 8v5 1D (76) 

a5 the 510pe 1n a p10t 0f the apparent 5hear rate ) v5 81D. N0te that E4. (76) h01d5 
true 0n1y f0r Newt0n1an f1u1d5 f0r wh1ch Q=(~/32)D 3 ~. 

C0nvent10na11y, p01ymer rhe010915t5 un1f0rm1y app1y the M00ney ana1y515 
(E4. 76) t0 4uant1fy the de9ree 0f me1t/wa11 1nterfac1a1 511p. 7he1r ta5k 0f eva1u- 
at1n9 wa11511p center5 0n mea5ur1n9 the apparent 5hear rate ~" 0r f10w rate Q a5 
a funct10n 0f D at the 5ame 5tre55 and c0mput1n9 v 5 fr0m E45. (76) 0r (7a) 6y f1t- 
t1n9 t0 the data. 7a61e 1 115t5 5evera1 parameter5 1nc1ud1n9 the 511p ve10c1ty v5 c 
eva1uated at the 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n 1n the temperature ran9e c0vered 1n F19. 12. 
1t 15 5tr1k1n9 6ut n0t 5urpr151n9 t0 5ee that v5 c 1ncrea5e5 rap1d1y w1th temperature, 
a5 the cr1t1ca15hear rate ~c d0e5 at the tran51t10n, 1n 5harp c0ntra5t t0 6 0 wh1ch 
rema1n5 e55ent1a11y c0n5tant w1th1n the exper1menta1 uncerta1nty. C1ear1y, v 515 a 
k1nemat1c 4uant1ty rather than a mater1a1 pr0perty and cann0t 1t5e1f pr0v1de any 
mean1n9fu1 4uant1f1cat10n 0f wa11511p. 

1a61e 1.7emperature dependence f0r p01yethy]ene MH20 (L/D=15) 

7 (~C) </c( 5 1) v5 c (cm/5) cr c (MPa) 6 c (mm) 

180 34 5.9 0.307 1.74 
200 57 11.1 0.332 1.95 
220 92 16.3 0.348 1.77 
240 ]32 2],4 0.358 1,62 
260 186 29.9 0.373 1.61 
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1n v1ew 0f the m0re effect1ve treatment 0f wa11 511p kn0wn t0 f1u1d mechan1- 
c1an5 1nc1ud1n9 Nav1er and 5t0ke5 51nce the 1a5t century, the M00ney ana1y515 15 
1ndeed a 5et6ack 1n the deve10pment 0f th15 ent1re f1e1d. 0ne part1cu1ar draw6ack 
0f the M00ney ana1y515 15 that 1t 15 1ncapa61e 0f c0mpar1n9 the ma9n1tude 0f wa11 
511p at d1fferent temperature5 0r f0r d1fferent p01ymer5. 7he a6501ute va1ue 0f v 5 
revea1511tt1e 1nf0rmat10n a60ut the ma9n1tude 0f 511p. 1n 0ther w0rd5,1f v 5 0f p01- 
ymer A 15 1ar9er than v 5 0f p01ymer 8,1t d0e5 n0t mean the p01ymer A exh161t5 
a 1ar9er de9ree 0f wa11 511p, 6ecau5e v 5 mu5t 6e eva1uated re1at1ve t0 the c0rre- 
5p0nd1n9 wa11 5hear rate ~. 7he 511p ve10c1ty v 5 1t5e1f 15 n0t a mater1a1 pr0perty. 
7h15 can 6e 111u5trated exp11c1t1y and 4uant1tat1ve1y. 6 1n E4. (3) depend5 0n1y 0n 
the rat10 0f tw0 mater1a1 parameter5, the 5hear v15c051ty 11 and fr1ct10n c0eff1- 
c1ent 13. 7he 511p ve10c1ty v 5, 91ven 6y v5=6 ~, d1rect1y depend5 0n the 5hear rate 
~" and theref0re 0n1y pr0v1de5 a k1nemat1c de5cr1pt10n 0f the 511p 6ehav10r. 51nce 

m05t w0rker51n the f1e1d c0nt1nue t0 u5e v 5 t0 exam1ne 511p phen0mena, 1t 15 the 
purp05e 0f th15 5u65ect10n t0 pu611c12e the m0re effect1ve century-01d meth0d 0f 
u51n9 the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 f0r 4uant1f1cat10n 0f 1nterfac1a1511p. 

7he d1fference 6etween 6 and v 5 15 pr0f0und yet 51mp1e: 70 pr0per1y eva1uate 
wa11 511p, we 51mp1y need t0 u5e E4. (4a) 1n5tead 0f E4. (7a), 1.e., t0 n0rma112e 
60th 51de5 0f E4. (7a) 6y Q0. 0n1y when the re1at1ve chan9e (Q-Q0)1Q0=861D 15 
6ey0nd the exper1menta1 uncerta1nty, can wa11 511p 6e re11a61y mea5ured rhe0- 
1091ca11y. 1n 0ther w0rd5, ev1dence f0r wa11511p w0u1d 6e 4ue5t10na61e 1f the ma9- 
n1tude 0f 511p c0rrect10n, mea5ured 6y 861D, 15 much 5ma11er than un1ty, and the 
d1fference (Q-Q0)1Q0 15 exper1menta11y van15h1n91y 5ma11. 

7.3 
Cr1t1ca1 C0nd1t10n and M01ecu1ar Character15t1c5 0f 5t1ck-511p 7ran51t10n 

L1near p01yethy1ene5 (PE) are 0ne p01ymer that p055e55 an 1mp0rtant 1n9red1ent 
nece55ary f0r a d15p1ay 0f 1nterfac1a15t1ck-511p tran51t10n. 1n the pa5t, the c01nc1- 
dence that PE 15 60th the m05t w1de1y u5ed p01ymer and m05t pr0ne t0 5uffer 
fr0m me1t f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5 ha5 cha11en9ed the PE 1ndu5try. 70day we 5t111 face 
the ta5k 0f h0w t0 effect1ve1y rem0ve 1n5ta6111t1e5 that re5u1t 1n var10u5 type5 0f 
extrudate d15t0rt10n5. 

70 ach1eve the 90a1 0f 1mpr0v1n9 p01ymer pr0ce551n9 eff1c1ency, 1t 15 e55ent1a1 
f1r5t t0 determ1ne the cruc1a1 parameter5 c0ntr0111n9 the 0n5et and ma9n1tude 0f 
the 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n. 7he 0n5et 5tre55 (~c f0r a d15entan91ement tran51t10n 1n 
the me1t/wa11 1nterfac1a1 re910n 15 91ven 6y E4. (6); the ma9n1tude 0f 511p re5u1t- 
1n9 fr0m th15 1nterfac1a1 tran51t10n 15 91ven 6y E4. (3). 8ecau5e P5 15 much 1e55 
entan91ed than PE, E4. (3) 1nd1cate5 that an extrap01at10n 1en9th f0r P5 w0u1d 6e 
tw0 0rder5 0f ma9n1tude 5ma11er than that 0f a 11near PE f0r the 5ame m01ecu1ar 
we19ht, tak1n9 the cr1t1ca1 entan91ement m01ecu1ar we19ht5 Me(P5)=13,300 and 
Me(PE)=830 fr0m Fetter5 et a1. [72]. 7h15 exp1a1n5 why many en91neer1n9 ther- 
m0p1a5t1c5 5uch a5 P5 6ehave d1fferent1y 1n cap111ary rhe0109y and c0mmerc1a1 
pr0ce551n9: they are n0t 0f 5uff1c1ent1y h19h m01ecu1ar we19ht t0 pr0duce a mea5- 
ura61e 1nterfac1a1511p. 
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We have 11tt1e 1dea a60ut the 5tren9th and extent 0f p01yethy1ene adhe510n 
w1th a 91ven 5011d 5urface. We d0 kn0w that the cha1n ad50rpt10n 15 5uff1c1ent1y 
5tr0n9,1.e., un60und cha1n5 we11 entan91e w1th the ad50r6ed cha1n5 t0 prevent a 
ma551ve 1nterfac1a1511p at 5tre55e5 6e10w the cr1t1ca15tre55 f0r the 5t1ck-511p tran- 
51t10n. 1t 15 ent1re1y rea50na61e that 0ther p01ymer5 a150 e5ta6115h 5tr0n9 ad50rp- 
t10n w1th 5uch h19h ener9y 5urface5 a5 5tee1 and a1um1num. 7he1r effect1ve cha1n 
entan91ement den51ty at a cr1t1ca1 5tre55 f0r 1nterfac1a1 cha1n d15entan91ement 
determ1ne5 whether a mea5ura61e 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n take5 p1ace 0r n0t. 

7.3.1 
Cr1t1ca15tre55 and 1nterfac1a1Ad50rpt10n 

7he 11near re1at10n 6c0~7 065erved 1n F19. 1215 n0t 5uff1c1ent ev1dence that w0u1d 
unam619u0u51y 5upp0rt E4. (6) and revea1 the 1nterfac1a1 nature 0f the tran51- 
t10n,6ecau5e a 6u1k phen0men0n may a150 pr0duce 5uch a temperature depend- 
ence. F0r 1n5tance, 0ne m19ht th1nk 0f ••me1t fracture•• and wr1te d0wn: 0c=6yc 
that w0u1d 6e 1ndependent 0f M w, where Yc w0u1d c0rre5p0nd t0 the cr1t1ca1 ef- 
fect1ve 5tra1n f0r c0he51ve fa11ure and m0du1u5 6 w0u1d 6e pr0p0rt10na1 t0 k87. 
Prev10u5 exper1menta1 5tud1e5 [9, 32] 1ack the re4u1red accuracy t0 detect any 
5y5temat1c dependence 0f 6 c 0n M w and 7. 7h15 ha5 1ed t0 p10neer5 5uch a5 
70rde11a [9] t0 0ver100k the 1nterfac1a1 0r191n 0f 5purt f10w 0f LPE. 1t 15 1n th15 
5en5e that 0ur d15c0very 0f an exp11c1t m01ecu1ar we19ht and temperature de- 
pendence 0f 6 c and 0f the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 c 15 cr1t1ca1.7he temperature de- 
pendence ha5 6een d15cu55ed 1n 5ect. 7.1. We w111 f0cu5 0n the M w dependence 
0f the tran51t10n character15t1c5. 

We f0und the cr1t1ca15tre55 0 c f0r the 5t1ck-511p (c011-5tretch) tran51t10n 5ca1e5 
w1th the m01ecu1ar we19ht M w a5 [27] 

0.5 a c 0~ M w (8) 

7h15 5ca11n9 perhap5 revea15 a rather 51mp1e 51tuat10n: 6c0~v0~M w 0.5, where v 
15 the num6er 0f the entan91ement-effect1ve cha1n5 per un1t area, w1th each cha1n 
5har1n9 a f0rce Fe, wh1ch 15 1ndependent 0f M w acc0rd1n9 t0 E4. (6). 1n5ert1n9 the 
exper1menta1 va1ue 0f ~0.3 MPa fr0m F19. 12 1nt0 E4. (6), we 1nfer that v>>1/R92 
where R9 15 the rad1u5 0f 9yrat10n 0f a PE cha1n. 1f there are many ad50r6ed 

2 cha1n5 per area 0f R9 , a5 the va1ue 0f 6 c 1nd1cate5, then 1t 15 un11ke1y that the5e 
cha1n5 w0u1d each 0n1y have 0ne ad50rpt10n 51te w1th0ut f0rm1n9 any 100p5. 
7h15 c0n51derat10n c1ear1y reject5 the 5tate 0f ad50rpt10n dep1cted 1n F19. 5a 
where n0 100p5 are pre5ent. 7hu5 the m01ecu1ar p1cture 0f F19. 4a,6 can 0n1y 6e 
re9arded t0 6e 111u5trat1ve rather than 4uant1tat1ve. E4uat10n 8 appear5 t0 fav0r 
F19. 56 where a few 100p5 [ 13] are pre5ent per ad50r6ed cha1n 51nce F19. 5c w0u1d 
n0t 91ve any m01ecu1ar we19ht dependence. 
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F0r cha1n5 0f un1f0rm 1en9th N, the num6er v 0f cha1n5 penetrat1n9 a un1t 
area 1n51de a me1t can 6e e5t1mated 6y V0cp/R. 2, where p0cR93/Na •3 15 the num6er 
0f cha1n5 1n a v01ume 0f R93. Reca111n9 R90~N~/2a~, we have 

V ~ 11R9a~0~ M w 1/2 (9) 

7hu5 E4. (9) 5h0w5 that the num6er den51ty V 0f cha1n5 entan91ed w1th the 
100p5 1n F19. 5c w0u1d 1ndeed have an M w 0.5 dependence. When each 0f the5e 
ad50r6ed cha1n5 exper1ence5 a cr1t1ca1 f0rce 0f F e they 6ec0me d15entan91ed and 
a 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n f0110w5 a5 065erved 1n F19. 12.7he m01ecu1ar we19ht de- 
pendence 0f the cr1t1ca1 5tre55 91ven 6y the c0m61nat10n 0f E45. (6) and (9) ex- 
p1a1n5 the exper1menta1 f1nd1n9 [27] f0r 11near p01yethy1ene5. 

5u65t1tut1n9 E4. (9) 1nt0 E4. (6), we 06ta1n the f0110w1n9 e5t1mate 0f the cr1t- 
1ca15tre55 0 c f0r the 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n: 

(7 c ~ k87/R9a•Dtu 6 ~ 0.31 MPa, (10) 

1f we take 7=473 K, k8=1.38×10~ 16 er9/K, Dtu6e=33 ]t, e5t1mate R9=629 ]t f0r Mw= 
316,600 fr0m [72], and a55ume a =1 A. 7h15 va1ue 15 c105e t0 the exper1menta1 va1ue 
0f (3c~0.32 MPa f0r MH20 at 200 °C. 7h15 a9reement 5upp0rt5 the pr0p05ed 1nterfa- 
c1a1 mechan15m f0r the tran51t10n. 7he va11d1ty 0f E4. (10) can 0n1y 6e exp1a1ned 6y 
the n0t10n that the 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n 15 pr0duced 6y d15entan91ement 0f the 1nter- 
fac1a1 cha1n5 fr0m the 6u1k cha1n5.7he fu111mp11cat10n 0f th15 c0mpar150n 6etween 
exper1ment and the0ry rema1n5 t0 6e further exp10red 1n the future. 

A 5uff1c1ent1y r0u9h d1e 5urface (perhap5 1ar9er than m1cr0n5) c0u1d a150 
y1e1d 5uch 6ehav10r a5 de5cr16ed 6y E45. (8) and (10). 1n th15 ca5e, the c011- 
5tretch tran51t10n take5 p1ace 0n an effect1ve 1nterface 6etween the 5ta9nant 
cha1n5 1n the ••va11ey5•• and f10w1n9 cha1n5 0n the 1nner 51de 0f the 1nterface, a5 
5ketched 1n F19. 6 and 51mu1ated 6y u51n9 threaded d1e5 1n [28]. At the effect1ve 
penetra61e 1nterface there are v~1/R9a~ cha1n5 per un1t area that are entan91ed 
1nt0 the 5ta9nant cha1n5. At the cr1t1ca1 5tre55 0c=vF e, each 0f the entrapped 
cha1n5 at the ••1nterface•• exper1ence5 a cr1t1ca1 f0rce F e 91ven 1n E4. (6), wh1ch 15 
5uff1c1ent t0 cau5e fu11 cha1n 5tretch1n9. 

1t rema1n5 a f0rm1da61e ta5k t0 deve10p a new 5urface 5en51t1ve 5pectr05c0p1c 
meth0d, wh1ch can d1fferent1ate the ad50rpt10n 5tate5 5h0wn 1n F19. 5a-c. M0re- 
0ver, 1t rema1n5 t0 ver1fy whether the 5ca11n9 91ven 6y E4. (8) 0r191nate5 fr0m the 
5urface r0u9hne55,1.e., whether E4. (8) app11e5 t0 a m01ecu1ar1y 5m00th d1e wa11. 
7hr0u9h0ut th15 art1c1e, we w11151mp1y re9ard the 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n a5 due t0 
a c011-5tretch tran51t10n that re5u1t5 1n rem0va1 0f a11 cha1n entan91ement 1n the 
me1t/wa11 1nterfac1a1 re910n. We have a150 taken the term5 ••1nterfac1a1•• and ••1n- 
terface•• t0 mean e1ther a me1t/wa1160undary 0r an effect1ve 60undary where the 
cha1n d15entan91ement 0ccur5. 7he pre-tran51t10na1 wa11 511p phen0mena [29] 
0ccur perhap5 due t0 5tre55-1nduced detachment 0f weak1y ad50r6ed cha1n5 0n 
10w ener9y wa115. 
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7.3.2 
M01ecu1ar We19ht Dependence 0f C0n5tant-5tre55 V15c051ty and Extrap01at10n Len9th 

We have n0ted 1n 5ect. 7.1 that the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 15 e55ent1a11y 1nde- 
pendent 0f temperature 1n the ran9e 180-260 °C and 15 0n1y a funct10n 0f m01ec- 
u1ar we19ht, 1t5 d15tr16ut10n and arch1tecture. 7h15 make5 6 a very 5pec1a1 mate- 
r1a1 pr0perty 0f 11near p01yethy1ene5, a5 6a51c a5 the m01ecu1ar we19ht 1t5e1f. 7he 
phy51ca1 mean1n9 0f 6 15 dep1cted p1ct0r1a11y 1n F19. 2 1n the ca5e 0f 5ma11 m01e- 
cu1e 114u1d5 and 1n F195.3 and 46 1n the ca5e 0f h19h1y entan91ed me1t5 where the 
512e 0f 6 15 t00 1ar9e t0 6e dep1cted 0n that 5ca1e. 7he k1nemat1c def1n1t10n 0f 6 15 
91ven 6y the f1r5t e4ua11ty 0f E4. (3). 1t 15 mere1y an 1ma91nary d15tance away 
fr0m the 5amp1e/60undary 1nterface where the f1u1d w0u1d atta1n 2er0 ve10c1ty. 

7he m01ecu1ar mean1n9 0f 6 15 6e5t 5een fr0m the 5ec0nd 0r th1rd e4ua11ty 0f 
E4. (3). 1n 0ther w0rd5, 6 15 exp11c1t1y re1ated t0 the 5teady 5hear me1t v15c051ty 4 
and depend5 0n the cha1n-cha1n 1nteract10n5 near the me1t/wa11 1nterface a5 
4uant1f1ed 6y the fr1ct10n c0eff1c1ent [5.1n the 11m1t 0f n0 p01ymer ad50rpt10n 0r 
1n a65ence 0f 1nterfac1a1 cha1n entan91ement5 due t0 the c011-5tretch tran51t10n, 
[5 1nv01ve5 an 1nterfac1a1 v15c051ty 1~1 , wh1ch 15 a5 5ma11 a5 the v15c051ty 0f a m0n- 
0mer1c 114u1d and 1ndependent 0f the m01ecu1ar we19ht Mw: ~=111/a, where a 15 
a m01ecu1ar 1en9th. 7hu5 at the 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n, the m01ecu1ar we19ht de- 
pendence 0f 6 ar15e5 ent1re1y fr0m 4 1n E4. (3). 

1n the ex15t1n9 11terature, the m01ecu1ar we19ht dependence 0f 5teady 5hear 
me1t v15c051ty 4 ha5 rare1y 6een ade4uate1y d15cu55ed 1n the 5hear th1nn1n9 re- 
91me. 70 revea1 a p055161e un1ver5a15ca11n9 f0rm 0f 4(Mw) 1n the 5hear th1nn1n9 
11m1t, 0ne mu5t c0n51der 40,1.e., mea5ure 4 0f d1fferent m01ecu1ar we19ht5 at the 
5ame 5tre55 1eve1 0. Recent c0n5tant-5tre55 5teady 5hear v15c051ty mea5urement5 
0f a 5er1e5 0f f0ur d1fferent M w revea1ed that 40 5ca1e5 w1th M w a5 11c~0~Mw 3"4 1n 
the 5hear th1nn1n9 (p0wer 1aw) re91me [27]. 7h15 may 1mp1y that 1n 5tr0n9 5hear 
the 0vera11 me1t re1axat10n t1me "¢((~, Mw) 5t111 var1e5 w1th M w a5 "¢((~, Mw) 0~Mw 3"4, 
a5 the 2er0 5hear d15entan91ement re1axat10n t1me ~d d0e5.7he fam111ar exp0- 
nent 3.4 ar15e5 6ecau5e the f0ur 5amp1e5 happened t0 5hare a 5uff1c1ent1y 51m11ar 
m01ecu1ar we19ht d15tr16ut10n. 7he m01ecu1ar mean1n9 0f th15 k1nd 0f exper1- 
menta1 data rema1n5 t0 6e exp10red. 

7he m01ecu1ar we19ht dependence 0f the extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 0r191nate5 
fr0m the 5ame m01ecu1ar we19ht dependence 0f the c0n5tant 5tre55 v15c051ty 40. 
A recent exper1menta15tudy 5h0w5 

3.4 6c 0~ M w , (12) 

wh1ch mea5ure5 the am0unt 0f 1nterfac1a1511p at the tran51t10n [27]. We 065erve 
5uch an apparent 5ca11n9 1aw f0r 6 c 6ecau5e 0 c 0n1y weak1y var1e5 w1th M w a5 
0c0~Mw 0.5 and can 6e a1m05t re9arded a5 1ndependent 0f M w. 7hu5, 6c(0c) 
0~4(0c)=400~Mw 3~4. E4uat10n5 (8) and (12) dep1ct the 5a11ent feature5 0f the 1n- 
terfac1a15t1ck-511p tran51t10n and empha512e that anpr0per extent 0fp01ymer ad- 
50rpt10n and a 5uff1c1ent de9ree 0f cha1n entan91ement c0m61ne t0 d1ctate the 
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tran51t10n character15t1c5. A5 we remarked a60ve, 1t appear5 that 11near p01yeth- 
y1ene5 (LPE) p055e55 the5e tw0 6a51c 1n9red1ent5 f0r a 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n 1n 
cap111ary f10w. 1t 15 th15 1nterfac1a1 tran51t10n that cau5e5 f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5 5uch a5 
05c111at1n9 f10w 1n c0ntr011ed 5peed extru510n. Many 0ther en91neer1n9 p01ymer5 
are 1n5uff1c1ent1y entan91ed. A5 a c0n5e4uence, the 6reakd0wn 0f 1nterfac1a1 1n- 
teract10n5 1.e., d15appearance 0f cha1n entan91ement at the p01ymer/wa11 1nter- 
face, d0e5 n0t 1ead t0 519n1f1cant m0d1f1cat10n 0f the me1t f10w and thu5 d0e5 n0t 
pr0duce extru510n 1n5ta6111t1e5. 6r055 extrudate d15t0rt10n 15 a 5eparate 155ue 
and 5h0u1d n0t 6e c0nfu5ed w1th 5uch 1nterfac1a1 f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5 a5 05c111at1n9 
f10w due t0 the un5teady 60undary c0nd1t10n. 1n d051n9,1t 15 1mp0rtant t0 add 
that the 1nf1uence 0f m01ecu1ar we19ht 0n the ma9n1tude 0f the f10w d15c0nt1nu- 
1ty ha5 6een 4ua11tat1ve1y 1nve5t19ated prev10u51y 6y 0ther 9r0up5 f0r HDPE [32, 
52]. 

8 
M01ecu1ar Mechan15m f0r 05c111at1n9 Cap111ary Me1t F10w 

0ver the 1a5t f0ur decade5, a va5t am0unt 0f re5earch ha5 6een perf0rmed 1n an 
attempt t0 unc0ver the phy51ca10r191n5 0f f10w an0ma11e5 5uch a5 f10w 05c111at10n 
and extrudate d15t0rt10n. F19ure 1 5h0w5 the 5tre55 1eve1, at wh1ch the f10w 
an0ma11e5 0ccur 1n 11near p01yethy1ene5 (LPE). 7here were at 1ea5t tw0 c0mpet- 
1n9 mechan15m5 pr0p05ed f0r the me1t f10w an0ma11e5 (1.e., an 05c111at0ry f10w 1n 
c0ntr011ed 5peed extru510n and f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty 065erved under c0ntr011ed 
pre55ure). 0ne 11nk5 the phen0mena t0 a c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty and an0ther re- 
1ate5 t0 wa11511p 6ehav10r. 7he de6ate ha5 c0nt1nued unt11 very recent1y. Wa11511p 
ha5 6een advert15ed a5 p1ay1n9 an 1mp0rtant r01e 1n pr0duc1n9 the f10w an0ma- 
11e5 (f10w 05c111at10n and 5purt - f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty) [11,32]. N0 prev10u5 w0rk 
pr0p05ed an exp11c1t acc0unt 0f ju5t h0w wa11511p w0u1d 6e 1nv01ved 1n the me1t 
f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5.7h15 10n9 5tand1n9 pred1cament 0r••parad0x•• [ 106] ar15e5 par- 
t1a11y fr0m p00r under5tand1n9 0f p01ymer me1t/wa11 1nterfac1a1 1nteract10n5, 
1.e., 1ack 0f an exp11c1t m01ecu1ar mechan15m, and part1a11y fr0m unc1ear kn0w1- 
ed9e 0f c0n5t1tut1ve f10w pr0pert1e5 0f entan91ed me1t5. A5 a re5u1t, 1t ha5 n0t 
6een 06v10u5 whether and when an 1nterfac1a1 f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty tran51t10n 0r 
c0n5t1tut1ve f10w 6ehav10r w0u1d preva11 1n cap111ary extru510n 0f h19h1y entan- 
91ed p01ymer5 1nc1ud1n9 LPE, PDM5, P8, P1, and P5. 

A5 d15cu55ed 1n m0re deta11 6e10w, recent exper1ment5 c0nv1nc1n91y 5h0wed 
that the f10w 05c111at10n 1n cap111ary extru510n 0f LPE 15 1nterfac1a11n nature due 
t0 a rever5161e c011-5tretch tran51t10n at the me1t/d1e wa11 60undary. Pre55ure 05- 
c111at10n phen0men0n ha5 a150 6een rep0rted 1n extru510n 0f 0ther p01ymer 
me1t5. 1n part1cu1ar, there are we11-def1ned 05c111at10n5 1n c0ntr011ed-rate cap11- 
1ary f10w 0f P8 that were f0und t0 ar15e fr0m the 5ame 1nterfac1a1 m01ecu1ar 1n- 
5ta6111ty [62]. 

Hav1n9 unrave1ed the 5pec1f1c character15t1c5 0f the 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n, 1t 15 
rather 5tra19htf0rward t0 de5cr16e the phy51ca1 0r191n 0f the 05c111at1n9 f10w 06- 
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served under a constant piston speed or extrusion rate. A die diameter depend-
ence study of the stick-slip transition shows [74] that there is insignificant wall
slip below the critical stress σc, implying that there is plenty of polyethylene melt
adsorption at bare metallic walls. The temperature dependence shown in Fig. 12
in Sect. 7.1 indicates that there must be sufficient polymer adsorption on bare
die walls. The chain adsorption provides the necessary condition for a stress-in-
duced stick-slip transition to occur over a range of wall stress corresponding to
the finite hysteresis loop indicated in Figs. 1 and 11. Given such a remarkable
property of polymer/wall interfaces where a reversible coil-stretch transition
can take place, oscillatory flow occurs inevitably under controlled piston speed.
The striking symptoms of the oscillating flow (i.e., pressure oscillation and quasi
periodic variation of extrudate – bamboo like distortion) can be clearly ex-
plained in terms of the interfacial stick-slip (coil-stretch) transition. Such an ex-
planation has previously appeared; however, the phenomenon of flow oscillation
was inappropriately termed spurt flow in [29, 57].

Specifically, when the volumetric flow rate Q produced by a constant piston
speed exceeds a certain value, the nominal wall shear stress σ=η  becomes
larger than the critical stress σc and induces wall slip resulting from a coil-
stretch transition. The velocity field profile changes discontinuously and Q is
now given by Eq. (4a), where Q0 is related to the actual shear rate slip as slip=
32Q0/πD3. Due to the wall slip, the true wall shear rate drops from =32Q/πD3

to slip= /(1+8b/D) according to Eq. (4a).
If b/D is very large so that the actual shear rate slip in this slip state is very

small, the actual wall stress σ=η slip can drop considerably below the critical
stress σc for the stick-slip transition. The stretched chains will recoil, i.e., under-
go a reverse stretch-to-coil transition since there is insufficient wall stress to
counterbalance the internal entropic force within each stretched chain. Upon the
recoil, the unbound flowing chains become re-entangled with the adsorbed
chains in a short period, presumably on the order of the chain relaxation time.
At this moment, the stick hydrodynamic boundary condition (HBC) is restored,
and the wall stress level returns to the no-slip value σ=η >σc. This completes
one cycle of oscillation in the measured wall stress and extrudate swell. The cycle
will repeat itself, with the period dependent not on the molecular time scales, on
which the adsorbed chains undergo the coil-stretch and its reverse, but on the
melt compressibility and amount of PE in the barrel [63, 64]. The above analysis
indicates that the oscillating flow would have a diminishing magnitude for a suf-
ficiently large D, such that b/D<<1 and Q≈Q0. This means wall slip is inconse-
quential and the flow oscillation is barely measurable. In other words, when
b/D<<1, the width of the instability window, given in Fig. 11 as 2/ 1=1+8b/D,
diminishes and no flow oscillations would be visible.

In summary, the origin of the oscillating flow (sometimes termed slip-stick
regime) observed in the constant piston speed mode is the oscillation of the HBC
between the no-slip and slip states due to a reversible coil-stretch transition of
either adsorbed chains or the first layer of unbound chains entrapped with the
adsorbed chains. The experimental demonstration of an abrupt large stick-slip
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tran51t10n 1n pre55ure-c0ntr011ed cap111ary f10w 0f 11near p01yethy1ene5 make5 1t 
c1ear that the 5ympt0m5 0f the 05c111at1n9 f10w w0u1d 0ccur 1n extru510n at a c0n- 
5tant p15t0n 5peed. 1n part1cu1ar, the 5tre55 05c111at10n cau5ed 6y the un5ta61e 
60undary c0nd1t10n une4u1v0ca11y e1uc1date5 that the 0ft-065erved 6am600 11ke 
extrudate d15t0rt10n mere1y 0r191nate5 fr0m the temp0ra1 f1uctuat10n 0f extru- 
date 5we11 and 5h0u1d n0t 6e re9arded a5 a 519nature 0f any f0rm 0f c0he51ve 6u1k 
fa11ure, 6u1k 1n5ta6111ty, 0r me1t fracture, a5 hav1n9 6een m15taken1y ca11ed ever 
51nce 1t5 f1r5t rep0rt5 [9, 13] 1n the 1ate 19505. P01yethy1ene cha1n ad50rpt10n 0n 
the 6are meta111c d1e wa11515 nece55ary f0r the 0ccurrence 0f th15 f10w 05c111at10n 
phen0men0n. A65ence 0f cha1n ad50rpt10n re5u1t5 1n 1nterfac1a1 wa11511p and 1n 
e11m1nat10n 0f the f10w 05c111at10n a10n9 w1th the 4ua51-per10d1c extrudate d15- 
t0rt10n [28]. 

9 
1nterfac1a1 0r191n 0f An0ma10u5 Cap111ary F10w 8ehav10r 

P01ymer/wa111nterfac1a11nteract10n5 depend 5tr0n91y 0n the extent and 5tren9th 
0f cha1n ad50rpt10n. A5 the 5urface c0nd1t10n var1e5 fr0m 5tr0n91y ad50r61n9 t0 
weak1y ad50r61n9, the 60undary c0nd1t10n may chan9e fr0m n0-511p, t0 part1a1 
511p, t0 c0mp1ete 511p at a h19h 5tre55.1t depend5 0n the extent 0f effect1ve cha1n 
entan91ement up0n 511p whether 5uch a 511p pr0duce5 any 065erva61e c0rrect10n 
t0 rhe01091ca1 mea5urement5.1f the app11ed 5tre55 c0u1d cau5e c0mp1ete cha1n 
de50rpt10n 0ff a 91ven weak1y ad50r61n9 d1e wa11, we w0u1d have an effect1ve 
meth0d t0 eva1uate the max1mum wa11 511p 0f a 91ven p01ymer. 7he ma9n1tude 
0f an 1nterfac1a1 511p mea5ured a5 a funct10n 0f the wa11 5tre55 15 n0t 0n1y a pr0- 
f0und 1nd1cat0r 0f the de9ree 0f effect1ve cha1n entan91ement 1nf10w 6ut a150 a 6a- 
r0meter f0r pred1ct1n9 whether a 91ven p01ymer c0u1d under90 a f10w 1n5ta6111ty 
5uch a5 f10w 05c111at10n. 

F19ure 13 5h0w5 the 1nf1uence 0f a Dynamar c0at1n9 0n the cap111ary f10w 6e- 
hav10r 0f MH20 at 5tre55e5 we11 6e10w the cr1t1ca15tre55 f0r the 5t1ck-511p tran51- 
t10n. 1n 5harp c0ntra5t t0 the 5ma111eve1 0f P5 511p revea1ed 1n F19. 10, the a6111ty 
0f MH20 t0 exh161t a hu9e 1nterfac1a1 511p 15 5h0wn 6y the 1ar9e 5eparat10n 6e- 
tween c1rc1e5 and 54uare5.7he extrap01at10n 1en9th 6 f0r PE 15 a hu9e fact0r p 
t1me5 1ar9er than that f0r P5, 91ven the 5ame m01ecu1ar we19ht: p=6(PE)/6(P5) 
~(100/28)(13309/828)2=922, tak1n9 Me=13,309 f0r P5 and M~=828 f0r PE fr0m 
Fetter5 et a1. [72], and a55um1n9 6 can 6e e5t1mated fr0m E4. (5). 7h15 e5t1mate 
15 n0t t00 far fr0m the actua1 rat10 0f the tw0 mea5ured extrap01at10n 1en9th5. 
0ne f1nd5 6(P5280)=0.06mm at 0=0.05MPa fr0m F19.10 and 6(MH20)= 
9.5 mm at 0=0.03 MPa fr0m F19. 13.7h15 a9reement 15 remarka61y 900d, kn0w- 
1n9 that the tw0 p01ymer5 may n0t nece55ar11y exper1ence the 5ame 1eve10f 5hear 
th1nn1n9 at the re5pect1ve 5tre55e5 and that MH20 ha5 a much 6r0ader m01ecu1ar 
we19ht d15tr16ut10n. 7h15 hu9e d1fference 1n 511p 6etween PE and P5 c1ear1y 0r19- 
1nate5 fr0m the 1ar9e d1fference 1n the1r m01ecu1ar cha1n entan91ement. We a150 
n0t1ce that 6(MH20) at 5uch a 10w 5tre55 15 much 1ar9er than 6 c mea5ured at the 
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F19.13.7he 1nf1uence 0f the Dynamar 5urface c0at1n9 0n f10w 6ehav10r 0f HDPE (MH20) 
5h0wn 6y the c0mpar150n 6etween the c1rde5 and 54uare5 06ta1ned at 7 = 150 °C w1th the 
5ame d1e5 that are u5ed t0 06ta1n F19. 10 

5t1ck-511p tran51t10n and 115ted 1n 7a61e 1, dem0n5trat1n9 0nce a9a1n the adver5e 
effect 0f 5hear th1nn1n9 0n the ma9n1tude 0f 1nterfac1a1511p. 1n 0ther w0rd5, 6 15 
1ar9er 6ecau5e cha1n entan91ement 15 519n1f1cant1y h19her at a 10wer 5tre55. 

70 111u5trate further the 1nterfac1a1 0r191n 0f the 5purt f10w 6ehav10r 0f 11near 
p01yethy1ene5, 1t 15 1mp0rtant t0 m0d1fy the chem1ca1 c0mp051t10n 0f the d1e 
wa11. 1n the0ry, 0ne w0u1d 11ke t0 prepare 5urface5 w1th we11-def1ned 5urface en- 
er9y and 5y5temat1ca11y vary the extent and 5tren9th 0f cha1n ad50rpt10n. 1n 
pract1ce, th15 15 a rather cha11en91n9 ta5k. We have attempted t0 m0d1fy the d1e 
wa11 5urface w1th var10u5 de9ree5 0f f1u0r0car60n e1a5t0mer c0at1n9. F19ure 14 
capture5 the e55ence 0f the cap111ary f10w phen0mena 0f 11near p01yethy1ene5 
and revea15 the1r 1nterfac1a1 0r191n. 7he f10w 6ehav10r depend5 cr1t1ca11y 0n the 
nature 0f cha1n/wa111nterfac1a11nteract10n5 character12ed 6y the am0unt 0f p01- 
yethy1ene ad50rpt10n. 7he 6ehav10r 065erved 1n 6are a1um1num d1e5 (fu11 c1r- 
c1e5) chan9e5 a5 the 5urface c0nd1t10n 15 m0d1f1ed w1th p00r (3M 1) and 900d Dy- 
namar c0at1n9 (3M2) re5pect1ve1y a5 5h0wn 1n F19. 14. 1t can 6e 5h0wn that the 
tw0 511p-511p tran51t10n5 1n 0pen 54uare5 and c1rc1e5 1nv01ve cha1n de50rpt10n 
rather than c011-5tretch tran51t10n a550c1ated w1th the rema1n1n9 ad50r6ed 
cha1n5 0n the 1mperfect1y c0ated d1e wa115 [28]. F1na11y a f1u0r0car60n e1a5t0mer 
c0at1n9 u51n9 the du P0nt 511ver5t0ne techn0109y wa5 a61e t0 e11m1nate th0r- 
0u9h1y d1rect a1um1num-PE c0ntact at the PE/c0ated-wa11 1nterface and t0 pr0- 
duce c0mp1ete wa11 511p thr0u9h0ut the exp10red 5tre55 ran9e. 1f the 5purt f10w 
065erved 1n the 6are d1e wa5 n0n-1nterfac1a1,1t w0u1d have a150 0ccurred 1n the 
c0ated d1e5.7he 0pen 5ym6015 1nd1cate 0therw15e. 1n 0ther w0rd5, the 5urface 
c0nd1t10n can c0mp1ete1y a1ter the 065erved cap111ary f10w 6ehav10r 0ver the 
5 a m e  5tre55 ran9e and e11m1nate the f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty (5t1ck-511p tran51t10n) 6y 
cau51n9 PE me1t t0 511p thr0u9h0ut a 6r0ad ran9e 0f 5tre55e5. C1ear1y n0 6u1k 
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F19.14. F10w 6ehav10r 0f MH20 (Mw=316,600) HDPE at 7=200 °c a5 1nf1uenced 6y the 5ur- 
face c0nd1t10n 0f the 1nner d1e wa115 (L/D= 15 and D= 1.0 mm) 

c0n5t1tut1ve mechan15m f0r the f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty tran51t10n 15 c0n515tent w1th 
th15 exper1menta1 065ervat10n. 

10 
M01ecu1ar 1n5ta6111t1e5 - 0r191n 0f  5hark5k1n 

7here are at 1ea5t three type5 0f extrudate d15t0rt10n that have created d1ff1cu1t1e5 
1n p01yethy1ene pr0ce551n9. 7ak1n9 11near 10w den51ty p01yethy1ene (LLDPE) a5 
an examp1e: (a) we 065erve 5hark5k1n a5 the f1r5t k1nd 0f extrudate r0u9hne55 re- 
9ard1e55 0f the extru510n m0de; (6) w1th 1ncrea51n9 f10w rate we enc0unter the 
5ec0nd k1nd - 6am600-11ke 0r a1ternat1n9 extrudate d15t0rt10n acc0mpany1n9 a 
pre55ure 05c111at10n dur1n9 a c0n5tant p15t0n 5peed extru510n; (c) a th1rd m0re 
5evere 0ften 5p1ra1-11ke d15t0rt10n may 0ccur at a 51m11ar (0r h19her) f10w rate 0r 
app11ed pre55ure. 7he ma1n 5c1ent1f1c 06ject1ve 0f the 1a5t 40 year re5earch ha5 
6een t0 unrave1 the phy51ca10r191n5 0f the5e three 1ead1n9 type5 0f extrudate d15- 
t0rt10n. Up0n acc0mp115h1n9 th15 90a1, 0ne h0pe5 t0 deve10p h19her pr0ce551n9 
eff1c1ency 1n f11m 610w1n9, 610w m01d1n9, w1re c0at1n9 and even 1nject10n m01d- 
1n9 0f a11 9rade5 0f p01yethy1ene5. 

We have pre5ented a th0r0u9h de5cr1pt10n and d15cu5510n a60ut the m01ecu- 
1ar 0r191n 0f the 5ec0nd k1nd (6) - 6am600 11ke extrudate d15t0rt10n - 1n the pre- 
ced1n9 5ect. 8 .7he pre5ent 5ect10n 15 dev0ted t0 a 5pec1f1c 111u5trat10n 0f the m0- 
1ecu1ar 0r191n 0f the type (a) d15t0rt10n, 1.e., 5hark5k1n, wh1ch 0ccur5 1n a ran9e 
0f 5tre55/rate 6e10w the 05c111at0ry f10w 0r 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n, a5 1nd1cated 1n 
F19. 1.7he next 5ect10n w111 pr0v1de a 6r1ef d15cu5510n 0f the 0r191n 0f the type 
(c), 0ften 5p1ra1-11ke d15t0rt10n. 7he macr05c0p1c nature 0f the type (c) d15t0r- 
t10n wa5 f1r5t d15cu55ed at 1ea5t 0ver 20 year5 a90 [75]. N0te that when the type 
(c) 5p1ra1 d15t0rt10n 0ccur5 0n very f1ne 1en9th 5ca1e5 0n the extrudate 1t can 6e 
and ha5 50met1me5 6een m15taken a5 5hark5k1n. 
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Previous literature on the subject of melt flow anomalies has often neglected
the need to distinguish and separate these three types of extrudate distortions.
Along with the term “melt fracture” for bamboo-like distortion, the sharkskin is
often called “surface melt fracture” [10b]. During a constant speed extrusion in
the oscillating flow regime, one may actually observe all three types of distor-
tions occurring simultaneously on the extrudate. In the past, the type (c) distor-
tion has frequently interfered with observation and investigation of the type (b)
distortion. It is crucial that the type (c) extrudate distortion be eliminated when
studying the flow discontinuity (i.e., spurt) and flow oscillations. Failing to do so
has generated confusion and made an unambiguous investigation of the oscil-
lating flow and spurt phenomena an impossible task. Apparently Tordella [76]
and Bagley and Birks [77] understood the origin of the type (c) distortion.
Somehow they did not separate type (c) distortion from the other types by elim-
inating the spiral-like distortion and did not carry through their pioneering
work to achieve a satisfactory understanding of polyethylene extrusion instabil-
ities. The type (c) distortion usually does not occur in the sharkskin regime.

Sharkskin is itself a sufficiently intricate phenomenon. In particular, there is
no strong global rheological or rheo-optical signature associated with the extru-
date behavior. In other words, there is virtually no clue from rheological meas-
urements regarding the origin of sharkskin. The little slope change of the flow
curve has only beguiled previous workers to correlate sharkskin with a non-local
wall slip [11, 78]. Despite the apparent complexity, research efforts [11, 52, 78–
82] on sharkskin phenomenon have intensified over the past decade, driven by
an industrial urge to find a satisfactory solution for such polyethylene extrusion
processes as film blowing of linear low density and metallocene-catalyzed poly-
ethylenes. Many workers have measured the time scale associated with the
sharkskin characteristics but none arrived at a molecular origin of the instabil-
ity. Thus, no explicit molecular mechanism existed until our recent finding of a
correlation between sharkskin dynamics and overall chain relaxation time [69].

In a recent work [69], we were able to reveal that the sharkskin merely origi-
nates from a local interfacial instability of the boundary condition near the die
exit wall. Specifically, the oscillation of adsorbed chains between their coil and
stretch states produces a small scale periodic perturbation on the overall die
swell and makes the extrudate surface appear rough or sharkskin like.

Two critical pieces of information made it possible for us to arrive at this pro-
posed molecular mechanism for sharkskin. First, previous work using birefrin-
gence [61b, 82] and theoretical modeling [34, 35, 83] have suggested that due to
the boundary discontinuity at the die exit the local stress is significantly higher
than the wall stress in the die land. In other words, the actual stress σex in the
exit region well exceeds the nominal wall stress σ in the die land, which is usually
taken as related to the applied pressure P at the die entry through the aspect ratio
L/D, i.e., σex>σ=(D/4L)P. Thus we can have a case where σ is below σc, which is
the critical wall stress for the interfacial coil-stretch transition, and yet σex is al-
ready above σc. The local stress build-up due to the boundary discontinuity look
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F19.15. Expected 5tre55 d15tr16ut10n at the d1e ex1t 60th 1n the n0-511p and 511p 5tate5 c0rre- 
5p0nd1n9 t0 the c011 (entan91ed) and 5tretch (d15entan91ed) 5tate5 (a) and (6) 0f the ad- 
50r6ed cha1n5 0n the ex1t wa11 (5ee F19. 16) 

4ua11tat1ve1y 11ke the th1ck 11ne 1n F19. 15.7he ex15t1n9 the0r1e5 [34, 35] 1nd1cate 
a 5tr0n9 d1ver9ence 0f the ex1t 5tre55, wh1ch 15 06v10u51y unphy51ca1. 7h15 pre- 
d1cted d1ver9ence 5tem5 fr0m the 11m1tat10n 0f app1y1n9 a c0nt1nuum de5cr1p- 
t10n t0 a 5harp1y d15c0nt1nu0u5 9e0metry. A c0ar5e-9ra1ned ren0rma112ed the0- 
ry rema1n5 t0 6e deve10ped t0 dea1 w1th 5uch mathemat1ca1 d1ff1cu1t1e5. 

5ec0nd, we have 1earned fr0m 0ur 1nve5t19at10n 0f the m01ecu1ar 0r191n 0f the 
5t1ck-511p tran51t10n that ad50r6ed 11near cha1n5 under90 a c011-5tretch tran51- 
t10n and pr0duce a 511p 60undary c0nd1t10n a60ve a cr1t1ca1 5tre55 0 c [27-29]. 
7he ad50r6ed cha1n5 at the d1e ex1t r1m are expected t0 under90 a c011-5tretch 
tran51t10n at n0m1na15tre55e5 0<0  c a5 10n9 a5 the peak 5tre55 0ex exceed5 0 c. At 
the pre5ent, we d0 n0t kn0w much a60ut h0w 0ex 1ncrea5e5 w1th 0,1.e.,we d0 n0t 
kn0w the exp11c1t 5hape 0f the 5tre55 d15tr16ut10n dep1cted 6y the th1ck curve 1n 
F19. 15. 

Up0n the 10ca112ed c011-5tretch tran51t10n, the 60undary d15c0nt1nu1ty at the 
ex1t r1m 0f a c1rcu1ar d1e 15 9reat1y reduced, and 50 15 the 10ca1 ex1t 5tre55 a5 
5ketched 6y the th1n 11ne 1n F19. 15.7he actua1 5tre55 up0n the 10ca1 511p 15 n0w 
5u65tant1a11y 6e10w 0 c. 7h15 a110w5 the 5tretched cha1n5 at the ex1t wa11 t0 rec011, 
a55um1n9 that the ad50r6ed cha1n5 d0 n0t 5uffer a 5tre55 1nduced de50rpt10n at 
the tran51t10n. 1f the de50rpt10n w0u1d 0ccur after the 10ca1 c011-5tretch tran51- 
t10n, then there mu5t 6e 1mmed1ate re-ad50rpt10n 0f new cha1n5 6ecau5e a6- 
5ence 0f cha1n ad50rpt10n w0u1d have 1ed t0 c0mp1ete 1nterfac1a1 wa11 511p and 
d15appearance 0f the 5hark5k1n [69], wh1ch 15 c1ear1y n0t the ca5e 1n 6are meta111c 
d1e5. 

1t can 6e exper1menta11y e1uc1dated that the 5hark5k1n ar15e5 fr0m a m01ecu1ar 
05c111at10n 6etween c011 and 5tretch 5tate5 0f the ad50r6ed 0r entrapped cha1n5 
1n the 1nterfac1a1 re910n 0f the PE/wa11 60undary at the d1e ex1t. 7h15 15 111u5tra- 
t1ve1y 5h0wn 1n F19. 16. 70 exp10re th15 m01ecu1ar mechan15m, we f1r5t need t0 
character12e the re9u1ar 5hark5k1n per10d "c at a 91ven 5tre55. A we11-def1ned "c re- 
vea15 pre5ence 0f an 1nterna1 c10ck 1n the 5y5tem. "c can 6e eva1uated a5 a funct10n 
0f the app11ed 5tre55 0 and temperature 7 acc0rd1n9 t0 "c=L/V, where )v 15 the 
mea5ured 5hark5k1n wave1en9th and V 15 the mea5ured 11near ve10c1ty 0f the ex- 
trudate ex1t1n9 the d1e. 1f f0rmat10n 0f the 5hark5k1n-11ke 5urface r0u9hne55 15 
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F19.16a,6. Rever5161e tran51t10n5 6etween: a c011; 6 5tretch 5tate5 0f ad50r6ed cha1n5 at the 
d1e ex1t wa11, wh1ch cau5e the 10ca1 5tre55 t0 05c111ate 6etween the th1ck and th1n curve5 1n 
F19. 15 

c0ntr011ed 6y a m01ecu1ar re1axat10n pr0ce55 tr199ered 6y a rever5161e c011- 
5tretch tran51t10n at the ex1t wa11, then the 1nterna1 t1me 5ca1e mu5t 6e re1ated t0 
the me1t re1axat10n dynam1c5.70 ver1fy th151dea, we determ1ne h0w•c var1e5 w1th 
the exper1menta1 temperature 7, and f1nd 0ut whether the me1t re1axat10n t1me 
"c* w0u1d depend 0n 7 1n the 5ame manner. A 5tandard meth0d, w1de1y u5ed 6y 
rhe010915t5 and p01ymer 5c1ent15t5 t0 eva1uate the 0vera11 cha1n re1axat10n t1me 
"c*, 15 t0 perf0rm 05c111at0ry 5hear mea5urement5 u51n9 para11e1 p1ate5 0r 
c0ne/p1ate rhe0meter5.7he cr0550ver fre4uency ¢0* at wh1ch the 5t0ra9e m0du- 
1u5 6• and 1055 m0du1u5 6•• 1ntercept each 0ther repre5ent5 an 0vera11 cha1n re- 
1axat10n rate and "c*=1/¢0* 15 re9arded a5 the character15t1c m01ecu1ar re1axat10n 
t1me. 

F19ure 17 d15c105e5 a fundamenta1 c0rre1at10n 6etween the dynam1c5 0f the 
5hark5k1n 1n5ta6111ty dep1cted 1n F19. 16 and the m01ecu1ar re1axat10n pr0ce55.70 
further ver1fy the 0r191n 0f the 5hark5k1n f0rmat10n, we attempt t0 rem0ve the 
50urce 0f the 1n5ta6111ty 6y a f1u0r0p01ymer (Dynamar) c0at1n9 0f the ex1t p0r- 
t10n 0f the d1e wa11. 5uch a 5urface treatment 5h0u1d re5u1t 1n ma551ve cha1n de- 
50rpt10n at the ex1t wa11 acc0rd1n9 t0 F19. 14 and e11m1nate 5hark5k1n r0u9hne55 
0n the extrudate 5urface. 7h15 1ndeed 0ccurred a5 we expected [69]. 7hu5 the 
50urce 0f 5hark5k1n 1n5ta6111ty 15 apparent1y the pre5ence 0f ad50r6ed cha1n5 at 
the ex1t wa11 and the1r c0nf0rmat10na1 1n5ta6111ty. 1n 0ther w0rd5, the 0r191n 0f 
5hark5k1n 15 1nterfac1a1.1t ha5 a150 6een 5u99e5ted prev10u51y that the 5hark5k1n 
d15t0rt10n w0u1d ar15e fr0m cyc1e5 0f cha1n de50rpt10n and re-ad50rpt10n at the 
d1e ex1t wa11 [53, 78]. Unf0rtunate1y th15 de50rpt10n mechan15m w0u1d n0t pr0- 
duce 5uch a c0rre1at10n a5 we f1nd exper1menta11y 1n F19. 17.1n part1cu1ar, F19. 17 
5h0w5 that the 5hark5k1n dynam1c5 f0110w the 5ame WLF 1aw a5 the 0vera11 cha1n 
re1axat10n t1me d0e5, wherea5 an act1vat10n pr0ce55 5uch a5 de50rpt10n w0u1d 
5h0w an 0pp051n9 trend t0 the exper1menta1065ervat10n5. 

1t 15 51mp1e5t t0 th1nk 0f 5hark5k1n a5 a re5u1t 0f a 4ua51-per10d1c pertur6at10n 
0n the 0vera11 extrudate 5we11. 7h15 5ma11 amp11tude f1uctuat10n 0f extrudate 
5we11 ar15e5 fr0m the 05c111at10n 0f the 60undary c0nd1t10n at the ex1t wa11 that 
pr0duce5 an 05c111at10n 0f the 10ca1 5tre55 1eve1 a5 the 1nterfac1a1 cha1n5 5uffer a 
c0nf0rmat10na11n5ta6111ty. 7he 10ca160undary c0nd1t10n 05c111ate5 6etween n0- 
511p and 511p, re5u1t1n9 1n the f1uctuat10n 0f the 5tre55 1eve1 at the d1e ex1t. 70 de- 
term1ne whether 50me 50rt 0f me1t fracture 0ccur5, we need t0 kn0w n0t 0n1y the 
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F19.17. Exp11c1t c0rre1at10n 6etween the t1me 5ca1e 2 0f 5hark5k1n f0rmat10n and the 0vera11 
cha1n re1axat10n t1me 2* a5 a funct10n 0fthe exper1menta1 temperature5 at 160,180, 200 and 
220 °C, repr0duced fr0m [69] 

5tre55 d15tr16ut10n and 1t5 max1mum at the ex1t 6ut the cr1ter10n f0r me1t frac- 
ture. Unf0rtunate1y, 5uch kn0w1ed9e d0e5 n0t ex15t. 1n any event, the remarka61e 
c0rre1at10n 6etween "¢ and "¢* 5upp0rt5 the 1dea that 5hark5k1n 15 pr0duced 6y 05- 
c111at10n 0f the 10ca1 60undary c0nd1t10n ar151n9 fr0m rever5161e c011-5tretch 
tran51t10n5 1n the 1nterfac1a1 re910n 0f the ex1t wa11/me1t 60undary. 

11 
C0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111t1e5, Extrudate D15t0rt10n5 and Me1t Fracture 

11.1 
C0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111t1e5 

M05t rhe01091ca1 the0r1e5 f0r c0n5t1tut1ve e4uat10n5 c0n51der def0rmat10n 0f 
6u1k mater1a15 and eva1uate the 5tre55 9enerated 6y a 5pec1f1ed def0rmat10n 0r 
f10w f1e1d w1th0ut acc0unt1n9 f0r pre5ence 0f a 60undary 0r an 1nterface. 7he 
preced1n9 5ect10n5 5h0w that 9106a1 and 10ca112ed 1nterfac1a1 pr0ce55e5 0n m0- 
1ecu1ar 1en9th 5ca1e5 are re5p0n5161e f0r the 065erved macr05c0p1c phen0mena 0f 
var10u5 f10w an0ma11e5 1n 11near p01yethy1ene5 (LPE). 1n 0ther w0rd5, the nature 
0f the p01ymer/wa111nterface and de9ree 0f cha1n entan91ement determ1ne the1r 
cap111ary f10w 6ehav10r. 7hu5, the0ret1ca1 pred1ct10n5 6a5ed 0n 60undary-1e55 
c0n5t1tut1ve m0de15 (e1ther m01ecu1ar 0r c0nt1nuum) have 5evere 11m1tat10n5 and 
cann0t 6e app11ed t0 de5cr16e 5uch phen0mena a5 5hark5k1n, 05c111at1n9 f10w 
and f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty 0r 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n. 0u r  recent 5tud1e5 unam619u0u5- 
1y dem0n5trate that the 1nterfac1a1 tran51t10n5 precede, 1.e., 0ccur at 10wer 5tre55- 
e5/rate5 than an 0n5et 5tre55 f0r, any c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111t1e5 1f the 1atter w0u1d 
ever ex15t. 7he 1nterfac1a1 nature 0f the 5t1ck-511p tran51t10n 15 m05t c1ear1y e1u- 
c1dated 6y F19. 14. 
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H0w d0e5 a c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty 0ccur 1n f10w 0f p01ymer me1t5• What are 
the prere4u151te5 f0r c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111t1e5• 70 an5wer 5uch 4ue5t10n5, we 
need t0 91ve a c1ear def1n1t10n. 7he0ret1ca15peak1n9, the c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111t1e5 
m19ht 6e a550c1ated w1th a max1mum 0r d0u61e-va1ued p1ateau re910n 1n the 
5tre55 v5 5hear rate f10w curve. 7rad1t10na11y, v0rtex f0rmat10n and 5ec0ndary 
f10w are n0t c0n51dered a c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty a1th0u9h they are 06v10u51y 
c0n5t1tut1ve 1n nature and v15c0e1a5t1c 1n 0r191n. Fr0m an exper1menta1 v1ew- 
p01nt, a c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty m19ht 6e a550c1ated w1th a 5purt 11ke jump 0f the 
065erved f10w rate up0n reach1n9 a cr1t1ca1 1eve1 0f 5tre55.1n the m01ecu1ar the- 
0ry 0f McLe15h and 8a11 [67], the p1ateau w1dth, def1ned a5 the rat10 0f the tw0 
5hear rate5 0n 60th end5 0f the p1ateau, 15 ar9ued t0 5ca1e w1th the m01ecu1ar 
we19ht M w w1th an exp0nent e4ua1 t0 1.4.1n the ••d0u61e-va1ued re910n•• 5tre55 
05c111at10n w0u1d 6e expected at a c0n5tant f10w rate. 7h15 may n0t 6e 065erva61e 
1n cap111ary f10w 6ecau5e the 5amp1e 15 c0nt1n0u51y 6e renewed a5 1t 15 extruded 
0ut. 8e1n9 a 6u1k pr0perty, a c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty 5h0u1d 5h0w feature5 that 
are 1nvar1ant w1th re5pect t0 the d1men510n5 0f the apparatu5, e.9., the d1e d1a- 
meter D. 

M0n0d15per5e me1t5 appear t0 exh161t a p1ateau re910n 1n the 5tre55 v5 5hear rate 
f10w curve [51, 62, 65]. 7he cap111ary f10w 6ehav10r actua11y c105e1y re5em61e5 the 
05c111at0ry 5hear 6ehav10r 1n the 5en5e that the f10w curve e55ent1a11y 0ver1ap5 0n 
the a6501ute va1ue 0f c0mp1ex m0du1u5 6 * v5 the 05c111at10n fre4uency c0 [62]. 
7hu5,1t appear5 that the tran51t10n-11ke cap111ary f10w 6ehav10r 0f h19h1y entan91ed 
m0n0d15per5e me1t5 ref1ect5 c0n5t1tut1ve 6u1k pr0pert1e5 0f the me1t5 and 15 n0t 1n- 
terfac1a11n 0r191n. 1t rema1n5 t0 6e exp10red whether th15 p1ateau 1ndeed man1fe5t5 
a rea1 c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty, 1.e., whether 1t 15 d0u61e-va1ued. 

A p0pu1ar 11ne pur5ued 6y rhe010915t5 1nv01ve5 1nc0rp0rat1n9 50me k1nd 0f 
511p 60undary c0nd1t10n 1nt0 a c0n5t1tut1ve m0de1. Even a Newt0n1an m0de1 
c0u1d pr0duce un5ta61e 5hear f10w when a certa1n 511p 60undary c0nd1t10n 151n- 
c0rp0rated [84]. 7h15 k1nd 0f the0ret1ca1 eff0rt5 9enera11y take5 the v1ewp01nt 
that any m0de1 capa61e 0f pr0duc1n9 un5ta61e f10w may 0ffer an exp1anat10n f0r 
f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5. F0r examp1e, tw0 recent the0ret1ca1 5tud1e5 [446, 45] 1nve5t1- 
9ated 5hark5k1n-11ke extru510n 1n5ta6111ty. 1n5tead 0f c0n51der1n9 the ex15tence 0f 
5uch a 5pec1a1 re910n a5 the d1e ex1t, a f10w 1n5ta6111ty 15 51mu1ated e1ther 1n a 51m- 
p1e 5hear (para11e1 p1ate) 9e0metry [446] 0r 1n an 1nf1n1te1y 10n9 511t d1e w1th0ut 
an ex1t [45]. Unf0rtunate1y, n0ne 0f the pred1cted 1n5ta6111t1e5 0r191nate fr0m the 
phy51ca1 mechan15m5 revea1ed 6y the exper1menta1 ev1dence rep0rted 1n [69, 
81]. 0 n  the 0ther hand, a new 9enerat10n 0f the0ret1ca1 m0de11n9 w111 6enef1t 
fr0m the recent exper1menta1 f1nd1n95 and w111 have an 0pp0rtun1ty t0 capture 
the e55ence 0f phy51c5 1nv01ved 1n the5e f10w pr061em5. 

11.2 
6r055 Extrudate D15t0rt10n and Me1t Fracture 

6r055 extrudate d15t0rt10n5 have c0n5tant1y 6een 11nked t0 me1t fracture. 7h15 a1- 
1e9ed c0nnect10n 6etween a 9r055 extrudate d15t0rt10n and me1t fracture re- 
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4u1re5 c1ar1f1cat10n. Wh11e me1t fracture 11tera11y refer5 t0 a c0he51ve 6u1k fa11ure 
1n me1t f10w, extrudate d15t0rt10n5 may n0t have anyth1n9 t0 d0 w1th me1t frac- 
ture. 5hark5k1n 15 a pr0m1nent examp1e c0ntrad1ct1n9 th15 c0rre1at10n. A 5p1ra1- 
11ke extrudate d15t0rt10n 5h0u1d 6e c0n51dered t0 ref1ect a f10w 1n5ta6111ty rather 
than me1t fracture 51nce the d15t0rt10n ar15e5 fr0m a d1e entry f10w 1n5ta6111ty 
wh1ch can 6e e11m1nated 6y u51n9 a 9radua11y c0nver9ent d1e entry [57], and n0t 
fr0m a c0he51ve 6reakd0wn. 5uch a d15t0rt10n ha5 6een 5een 1n p01ymer5 0ther 
than p01yethy1ene5 and 1t5 0r191n ha5 6een 5tud1ed prev10u51y [75, 76, 85]. D1rect 
1n 51tu 0pt1ca1 065ervat10n5 5h0w that the 5p1ra1-11ke extrudate d15t0rt10n 0r191- 
nate5 fr0m deve10pment 0f 5ec0ndary (v0rtex) f10w near the d1e entry 1n51de the 
6arre1 [86]. 7he5e recent 065ervat10n5 [86] a9ree w1th the prev10u5 rep0rt 0n the 
0r191n 0f 5p1ra1 extrudate d15t0rt10n5 [85]. 

7he term ••me1t fracture•• ha5 6een app11ed fr0m the 0ut5et [9, 13] t0 refer t0 
var10u5 type5 0f v15161e extrudate d15t0rt10n. 7he 0r191n 0f 5hark5k1n (0ften 
ca11ed••5urface me1t fracture••) ha5 6een 5h0wn 1n 5ect. 10 t0 6e re1ated t0 a 10ca1 
1nterfac1a1 1n5ta6111ty 1n the d1e ex1t re910n. 7he a1ternat1n9 4ua51-per10d1c, 
50met1me5 6am600-11ke, extrudate d15t0rt10n a550c1ated w1th the f10w 05c111a- 
t10n 15 a re5u1t 0f 05c111at10n 1n extrudate 5we11 under c0ntr011ed p15t0n 5peed due 
t0 un5ta61e 60undary c0nd1t10n, a5 d15cu55ed 1n 5ect. 8. A th1rd type, 5p1ra111ke, 
d15t0rt10n 15 a550c1ated w1th an entry f10w 1n5ta6111ty. 7he 1atter tw0 k1nd5 have 
0ften 6een referred t0 a5 9r055 ••me1t fracture•• 1t 15 c1ear1y m151ead1n9 and 1nac- 
curate t0 ca11 the5e three maj0r type5 0f extrudate d15t0rt10n ••me1t fracture•• 
51nce they d0 n0t ar15e fr0m a true me1t fracture 0r 6u1k fa11ure. Unf0rtunate1y, 
f0r h15t0r1ca1 rea50n5, th15 term1n0109y w111 5tay w1th u5 and 6e u5ed 1nter- 
chan9ea61y w1th the pha5e ••extrudate d15t0rt10n•• 

A true me1t fracture 6y def1n1t10n mu5t 1nv01ve 50me k1nd 0f 6u1k fa11ure 1n 
me1t f10w. E1ther ma551ve cha1n d15entan91ement 0r cha1n 5c15510n 0r 60th mu5t 
0ccur 1n the 6u1k. 5uch a rea1 c0he51ve 6reakd0wn awayfr0m the 5urface may 
a150 pr0duce extrudate d15t0rt10n. 1n 9enera1, 0ther f0rm5 0f 1rre9u1ar extrudate 
d15t0rt10n d0 0ccur at h19h 5tre55e5.0n1y d1rect f10w v15ua112at10n may revea1 the 
0r191n 0f 5uch extrudate d15t0rt10n5. 

Extrudate d15t0rt10n ha5 6een a dece1v1n9 character 0f cap111ary me1t extru- 
510n. 1t 15 fa1r t0 5ay that we have n0t 5een any c0nf1rmed 519n 0f true me1tfrac- 
ture 1n p01yethy1ene extru510n. F0r 11near p01yethy1ene5,1t 15 c1ear that a c0n5t1- 
tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty and rea1 me1t fracture d0 n0t take p1ace 1n the 5tre55 ran9e 
where the f1r5t three 1ead1n9 extrudate d15t0rt10n5 0ccur. Unt11 we have ach1eved 
a c0mp1ete under5tand1n9 0f the5e preva111n9 phen0mena and f0und way5 t0 re- 
m0ve them, the 5u6ject 0f c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111t1e5 and true me1t fracture may 
0n1y rema1n a5 an academ1c affa1r and w111 n0t 6e very u5efu1 f0r 1ndu5tr1a1 p01- 
ymer pr0ce551n9. 0ther  1ndu5tr1a1 therm0p1a5t1c5 u5ua11y are n0t 5uff1c1ent1y en- 
tan91ed f0r an 1nterfac1a1511p t0 affect the1r f10w 6ehav10r. F0r the5e p01ymer5 1t 
15 1mp0rtant t0 determ1ne whether entry 1n5ta6111ty and 5ec0ndary f10w pr0duce 
any extrudate d15t0rt10n and h0w a c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111ty 0r me1t (c0he51ve) 
fracture w0u1d ar15e 1n cap111ary f10w. C1ear1y, 1n 51tu 065ervat10n and character- 
12at10n mu5t 6e deve10ped and app11ed t0 1nve5t19ate and 4uant1fy 5a11ent fea- 
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ture5 0f a me1t fracture 0r any f0rm 0f c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111t1e5 a5 we11 a5 5ec0nd- 
ary f10w. 1n 5ummary, 1t 151mp0rtant t0 empha512e that extrudate d15t0rt10n 9en- 
era11y 0ffer5 u5efu1 1nf0rmat10n a60ut the 5tate 0f extru510n f10w 6ut cann0t 6e 
u5ed a5 d1rect ev1dence f0r true me1t fracture 0r c0n5t1tut1ve 1n5ta6111t1e5. 

12 
5ummary 
We have 5urveyed the m05t recent pr09re55 and pre5ented a new m01ecu1ar 1eve1 
under5tand1n9 0f me1t f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5 and wa11511p. 7h15 art1c1e can at 6e5t 6e 
re9arded a5 a part1a1 rev1ew 6ecau5e 1t adv0cate5 the m01ecu1ar p1cture5 emer9- 
1n9 fr0m 0ur 0wn w0rk 0ver the pa5t few year5 [27-29, 57, 62, 69]. 5evera1 re5u1t5 
fr0m many prev10u5 and current w0rker5 have 6een d15cu55ed t0 he1p 111u5trate, 
f0rmu1ate and ver1fy 0ur 0wn v1ewp01nt5.1n 0ur 0p1n10n, the emer91n9 exp11c1t 
m01ecu1ar mechan15m5 have f0r the f1r5t t1me pr0v1ded a un1f1ed and 5at15fact0ry 
under5tand1n9 0f the tw0 maj0r c1a55e5 0f 1nterfac1a1 me1t f10w 1n5ta6111ty phe- 
n0mena: (a) 5hark5k1n-11ke extrudate d15t0rt10n and (6) 5t1ck-511p (f10w d15c0n- 
t1nu1ty) tran51t10n and 05c111at1n9 f10w. 

5pec1f1ca11y, we have attempted t0 extract the 9ener1c feature5 0f an0ma10u5 
me1t f10w 6ehav10r fr0m an exten51ve 5et 0f exper1menta1 data 1n [27-29]. 7he 
f10w an0ma11e5 0f 11near p01yethy1ene5 (LPE) 5ummar12ed 1n F19. 1 have n0w re- 
ce1ved a c0herent exp1anat10n 1n term5 0f the1r m01ecu1ar 0r191n5.7he 5t1ck-d1p 
(f10w d15c0nt1nu1ty) tran51t10n ar15e5 fr0m a 5tre55 1nduced c011-5tretch tran51- 
t10n 0f the 1nterfac1a1 cha1n5 at the p01ymer/wa11 60undary that are d1fferent 
fr0m the un60und cha1n5.7he 5ympt0m5 0f 05c111at1n9f10w 5uch a5 the pre55ure 
05c111at10n and macr05c0p1c 4ua51-per10d1c d15t0rt10n 0f extrudate are pr0- 
duced 6y the c0nf0rmat10na1 05c111at10n 0f the 1nterfac1a1 cha1n5 6etween the1r 
c011 and 5tretch 5tate5.7h15 1nterfac1a11n5ta6111ty exh161t51t5e1f under a c0n5tant 
p15t0n 5peed 0n a macr05c0p1c t1me 5ca1e rather than a m01ecu1ar t1me 5ca1e due 
t0 10n9 cyc1e5 0f f1n1te me1t c0mpre5510n and dec0mpre5510n 1n the 6arre1 [64]. 
7he c0rre5p0nd1n9 05c111at10n 0f the 0vera11 5tre55 1eve1 1ead5 t0 5ynchr0n12ed 
05c111at10n 0f extrudate 5we111n the f0rm 0f 6am600-11ke 0r a1ternat1n9 extru- 
date d15t0rt10n. 8e51de5 th15 c011-5tretch tran51t10n mechan15m f0r wa11 511p, 
5tud1e5 0f the 1nf1uence 0f 5urface c0nd1t10n5 revea1 a 5ec0nd m01ecu1ar mecha- 
n15m f0r wa11 511p: 5tre55-1nduced cha1n de50rpt10n 0n weak1y ad50r61n9 wa115 
that e11m1nate5 cha1n entan91ement at the me1t/wa111nterface and pr0duce5 wa11 
511p. 5hark5k1n-11ke extrudate d15t0rt10n apparent1y 0r191nate5 fr0m an 1nterfa- 
c1a1 m01ecu1ar 1n5ta6111ty that m0d1f1e5 the 60undary c0nd1t10n 0f the d1e ex1t 
wa11.1n part1cu1ar, the 5hark5k1n dynam1c5 are c0ntr011ed 6y me1t re1axat10n dy- 
nam1c5. 7he f1uctuat10n 0f the 10ca1 60undary c0nd1t10n due t0 the rever5161e 
c0nf0rmat10na1 tran51t10n 0f the 1nterfac1a1 cha1n5 re5u1t5 1n a 5tre55 pertur6a- 
t10n 1n the d1e ex1t re910n. 5hark5k1n 5h0w5 up exp11c1t1y a5 a 5ma11 05c111at10n 0f 
the 0vera11 extrudate 5we11 due t0 the 5tre55 f1uctuat10n. 

Extrudate d15t0rt10n cann0t 9enera11y 6e taken a5 ev1dence f0r me1tfracture. 
F0r examp1e, a c0mm0n1y 065erved 5p1ra1-11ke d15t0rt10n 0r191nate5 fr0m v0rtex 
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7a61e 2. M01ecu1ar and macr05c0p1c exp1anat10n5 0fthree d0m1nant tXpe5 0f extrudate d15t0rt10n 
1n cap111ary f10w 0f 11near p01yethy1ene5 

5hark5k1n 05c111at10n 5p1ra15 

M01ecu1ar C011-5tretch 6106a1 c011-5tretch M01ecu1ar arch1- 
0r191n tran51t10n 1n the tran51t10n am0n9 the tecture and MWD 

1nterfac1a1 re910n ent1re d1e me1t/wa11 1nf1uenc1n9 v15c0- 
near the me1t/ex1t 1nterfac1a11ayer e1a5t1c1ty may 6e 
wa1160undary 1mp0rtant fact0r5 

C0nt1nuum 
Dep1ct10n 

L0ca105c111at10n 0f 05c111at10n 0fthe 7he extrudate 
the me1t-wa11 0vera115tre55 due t0 d15t0rt10n ar15e5 
60undary c0nd1t10n un5ta61e 60undary fr0m f0rmat10n 0f 
1n the ex1t re910n c0nd1t10n pr0duce5 5ec0ndary f10w 
cau5e5 petur6at10n5 cyde5 0f me1t c0m- (v0rt1ce5) 1n the 
011 the ex1t 5tre55 pre5510n and dec0m- 6arre1 due t0 the 
and d1e 5we11 pre5510n 1n the 6arre1 5tr0n9 c0nver91n9 

and f1uctuat10n5 1n f10w near the d1e 
the extrude 5we11 entr X 

f0rmat10n near the cap111ary d1e entry. A5 an0ther examp1e, the 6am600-11ke 0r 
a1ternat1n9 extrudate d15t0rt10n ref1ect5 f1uctuat10n 0f the extrudate 5we11 due t0 
05c111at10n 0f the 60undary c0nd1t10n and 15 n0t at a11 a rea1 me1t fracture phe- 
n0men0n. 7he 5hark5k1n-11ke extrudate d15t0rt10n 1n 11near p01yethy1ene5 a150 
ha5 an 1nterfac1a10r191n. 7he cr1ter10n f0r and character15t1c5 0f a true me1tfrac- 
ture rema1n t0 6e e5ta6115hed. F0r 11near p01yethy1ene5 (LPE), th15 m19ht happen 
0n1y at h19her 5tre55e5,1.e., we11 6ey0nd the 6reakd0wn 0f 1nterfac1a1 cha1n en- 
tan91ement near the PE/wa11 60undary. 

7he 9enera1 framew0rk de5cr16ed 1n th15 rev1ew 5h0u1d ena61e u5 t0 under- 
5tand 5tr0n9 me1t f10w 6ehav10r 0f a11 p01ymer5.7he me1t/wa11 1nterface 15 1m- 
p0rtant, and wa11511p may 1nf1uence the f10w 6ehav10r 0n1y when the me1t under 
5tudy 15 5uff1c1ent1y entan91ed 1n f10w. 1nterfac1a1 f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5 5uch a5 f10w 
05c111at10n and 5hark5k1n w111 n0t 6e 065erva61e when 1nterfac1a1511p 151mmea5- 
ura61y 5ma11. 7h15 exp1a1n5 why 05c111at1n9 f10w and 5hark5k1n d0 n0t 0ccur 1n 
m05t 0ther c0mmerc1a1 p01ymer5 1nc1ud1n9 p01y5tyrene, p01ypr0py1ene, and 
10w den51ty p01yethy1ene. Apparent1y the5e p01ymer5 d0 n0t p055e55 5uff1c1ent 
effect1ve cha1n entan91ement at 5tre55e5 where a c011-5tretch tran51t10n may 0c- 
cur 1n the me1t/wa11 1nterfac1a1 re910n [62]. 5hear th1nn1n9 0r191nat1n9 fr0m 
cha1n def0rmat10n 1n f10w adver5e1y affect the ma9n1tude 0f wa11 511p, a5 the ef- 
fect1ve de9ree 0f cha1n entan91ement decrea5e5 w1th 1ncrea51n9 5tre55/rate. 

1n c0nc1u510n, 1t may 6e u5efu1 t0 h19h119ht 0ur current exp1anat10n5 f0r the 
f1r5t three type5 0f extrudate d15t0rt10n (5hark5k1n, 05c111at10n and 5p1ra15) 1n 
p01ymer extru510n 1n a ta6u1ated manner. 1n 7a61e 2, u51n9 the examp1e 0f 11near 
p01yethy1ene5, we n0t 0n1y 115t the1r m01ecu1ar 0r191n5 6ut the1r de5cr1pt10n fr0m 
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a c0nt1nuum mechan1ca1 v1ewp01nt. 0 f  the three, the m01ecu1ar character15t1c5 
0f 5p1ra1 11ke d15t0rt10n are 1ea5t under5t00d. 1n c0ntra5t t0 6am600-11ke and 
5hark5k1n-11ke d15t0rt10n5, the 5p1ra1 11ke d15t0rt10n 15 a 6u1k f10w phen0men0n  
re1ated t0 v15c0e1a5t1c1ty and 15 5hared 6y m a n y  0ther p01ymer5 that d0 n0t  5uffer 
f r0m the f1r5t tw0 1nterfac1a1 f10w 1n5ta6111t1e5. 

At h19her 5tre55e5 yet, extrudate d15t0rt10n 6ec0me5 even m0re d15t0rted. H0wev- 
er, 1t may 6e m151ead1n9 and 1nappr0pr1ate t0 ca11 any 0f the5e d15t0rt10n5 (fr0m 
5hark5k1n t0 1rre9u1ar extrudate undu1at10n) ••me1t fracture•• a1th0u9h th15 term ha5 
6een ar61trar11y emp10yed thr0u9h0ut the h15t0ry 0f th15 f1e1d. 7he rea1 cha11en9e5 
f0r the future are t0 ver1fy 5pec1f1ca11y each 0f the pr0p05ed m01ecu1ar mechan15m5 
6y deve10p1n9 new 5urface-5en51t1ve exper1menta1 meth0d5, and t0 rem0ve the5e 
••extru510n 1n5ta6111t1e5•• 6y 1nvent1n9 new techn01091ca1501ut10n5 6a5ed 0n the m0- 
1ecu1ar 1eve1 and f1u1d dynam1c 1eve1 under5tand1n9 0f the5e phen0mena. 
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